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, NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

SEMIANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
October 1989-March 1990

ABSTRACT

This document reports on the work done by the Nuclear Technology Programs o1"

the Chemical Technology Division, Argonne Nation',d Laboratory, in the period October
1989-March 1990. These programs involve R&D in three areas: applied physical

chemistry, separation science and teclmology, and nuclear waste management. The work
in applied physical chemistry includes Investigations into the processes that control the

release and transport o1"fission products under accident-like conditions, the thermophysical
properties of metal fuel and blanket materi_ds of the Integral Fast Reactor, and the
properties of selected materials in environments simulating those of fusion energy systems.
In the area of separation science and technology, the bulk of the eflbrt is concerned with

developing and implementing processes for the removal _mdconcentration of actinides
from waste streams contaminated by transuranic elements. Another eflbrt is concerned
with developing a process for separating the organic and inorganic constituents of the red-
water waste stream generated in production of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene. In the area of waste

management, investigations are underway on the performance of materials in projected
nuclear repository conditions to provide input to the licensing of the nation's high-level
waste repositories,

SUMMARY

Applied Phys.'!calChemistry

A review of the literature was undertaken to assess the current state of knowledge regarding the
thermodynamic and the_rnophysical properties of core-concrete mixtures at elevated temperatures (above
1500°C). These properties are c;' ._ial for understanding and modeling the molten core-concrete

interaction phase (MCII) of a h, pothetical severe reactor accident at a light water reactor. This phase is
preceded by loss of coolant, cme heatup and degradation, melting of the hot core debris through the
stainless steel vessel of the reactor, and deposition of the core debris and molten steel on the concrete

bascmat beneath the reactor vessel. The literature relevant to solidus-liquidus temperature, viscosity, and
thermal conductivity of core-concrete mixtures under accident conditions was critically evaluated in this

report period. The following research needs were identified: (1) measurements of solidus-liquidus
temperatures lhr mixtures of simulated core debris and lour types of concrete (limestone, limestone-sand,
basaltic, and siliceous), determination of the crystallizing phases, and supporting thermodynamic

calculations; (2) viscosity measurements on mixtures of simulated core debris and the same types of
concrete, with particular emphasis on the solidus-liquidus temperature interval;
(3) measurements of the porosities, thicknesses, and thermal conductivities oi' crusts IYomlarge-scale

core-concrete experiments and comparison with theory to establish a data base tbr calculation of crust

properties ira thermal-hydraulic codes. These data could well affect the calculated accident consequences
in prcscnt computer codes that treat MCCI phenomena and are coupled to thennal-hydraulic codes.

Measurements arc being performed to provide needed thermodynamic and transport property data

for Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuels. Our eflorts are focused on gaining a more thorough understanding

of the phase r,'lations involved in the U-Pu-Zr lucl and in I'ucl-cladding compatibility. As part of our



study on tuel-.cladding compatibility, preliminary calculations of the U-Fe-Cr phase diagram and
measurements using differential thermal analysis (DTA) were performed. Discrepancies were found
between the calculated phase diagram and the DTA results and will be investigated further. In another

effort, an improved version of the U-Pu-Zr phase diagram was calculated.

A critical element in the development ol'a l'usion reactor is the blanket for breeding tritium t'uel.

Several studies are underway with the objective of determining the feasibility of using lithium-containing
ceramics as breeder mal,erial. In one such study, temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
measurements are in progress to provide data that describe the kinetics o1'desorption of H2in helium

purge gas with LiAlOz(s). In earlier work on the TPD of H20, it was found that interactions of both H2(g)
and H20(g) with the stainless steel tube holding the breeder material sample could introduce distorted
peaks in the TPD spectra. Blank experiments, with an empty sample tube, were performed to identify
effects originating from the tube rather than the sample. A gaseous species of 28 amu was found to

appear, especially when H2 was in the heliur, l purge gas. This species was determined to be gaseous N 2

from the tube. Our approach to stabilizing .he tube is to treat it with a He-H 2gas at 660°C ovemight.
Desorption experiments are now underway with the same sample tube as used for the bleaakexperiments

and with LiA102 prepared at Saclay, France.

In a joint project with Commissariat a' l'Energie Atomique, Centre de Saclay, tritium release from
lithium aluminate has been investigated using out-oLpile annealing experiments at 300-950'C with single

crystals and sintered pellets of LiAIO 2. The results indicate that, at a low temperature, some tritium is
released and some is retained in the solid, even after extended periods of heating. The nature of the trap is
not known, but it is probably associated with an aluminum or lithium vacancy. Experiments with doped

materials are planned to test this hypothesis.

Using the diflusion-desorption model developed in CMT, we estimated the tritium inventory and

release from lithium zirconate, the breeder of choice tbr the ARIES conceptual design (an advanced
fusion reactor). The steady-state inventory in the solid breeder was calculated to be extremely low
because of the relatively high operating temperature and the large diffusion coefficient for tritium in the

" zirconate. However, the intisnatc mixing of the breeder and the beryllium neutron multiplier and the
apparently slow diffusion of tritium in the beryllium may give rise to serious inventory problems in the
neutron multiplier regions of the breeder blanket.

Within the solid breeder material, tritium may be found as LiOT, which may transport lithium (and
tritium) to cooler parts of the bl_mket. This process may cause loss of lithium from the blanket, blocking

of llow paths, and increase of the tritium inventory. Experiments were, therefore, undertaken to
investigate the transport of LiOH from a lithium oxide solid breeder with a helium purge stream

cont_dning water vapor at 750°C. A silver boat was u_d to hold Li20 with a stainless steel sheet placed
at 0.1 or 0.5 cm above the 1_,i20. The results indicate that steel corrosion can occur by vapor transport ot'

LiOH(g) to a stainless steel surface. The LiOH(g) is produced at the Li20 ,;urt'acc by reaction olT20(g)
with Li20(c), diffuses to the stainless steel surface, and then reacts with it.

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is ata international project whose

purpose is to produce a conceptual design ol'a tokamak reactor which can be, used to test components for
a prototype fusion reactor. In support of this project, we have defined the processing requirements to

puril'y He-3 during some stages of plasma operation and have pertormed parametric studies to define the
needed components for the processing system to recover and purify tritium from the blanket system.



Separation Science and Technology

The Division's work in separation science and technology is mainly concerned with removing and

concentrating actinides from waste streams contaminated with transuranic (TRU) elements by use of the
TRUEX solvent extraction process. The extractant found most'satisfactory for the TRUEX process is
octyl (phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide,\which is abbreviated CMPO. This

extractant is combined with txibutyl phosphate (TBP) and a dlluer,_tto formulate the TRUEX process
solvent. Tile diluent is typically a normal paraffinic hydrocarbon (NPH) or a nonfiammable chlorocarbon

such as tetrachloroethylene (TCE). Other projects in separation science and technology include
developing (1) a process for plutonium recovery from pyrochemical wastes and incinerator ash, and (2) a
process for converting the hazardous redwater waste stream from TNT manufacturers to forms that are
readily disposable or acceptable tbr recycling.

The major TRUEX effort involves development o['a generic data base and modeling capability for

this solvent extraction process. The Generic TRUEX Model (GTM) was developed for site-specit]c
flowsheet development directed to (1)establishing a TRUEX process lhr specific waste streams,
(2) assessing the economic and facility requirements for installing the process, and (3) improving,
monitoring, and controlling on-line TRUEX processes. Versions of the model are now available for use

with Macintosh and IBM-compatible pe_sonal computers. A more powerful and faster second-generation

GTM is nearly complete. Improvements will include the ability to calculate flowsheets and predict space
and cost requirements for any type of solvent extraction equipment, including pulsed columns, and to

estimate solvent degradation caused by radiolysis and hydrolysis of the extvactant (CMPO) during
processing.

One of the sections in the GTM, the Spreadsheet Algorithm for Stagewise Solvent Extraction
(SASSE), was modified so that (1) the maximum number of stages that it can handle was increased l'rorn
14 to more than 30, (2) orgmlic phase recycle can be specified, and (3) the worksheet recalculates more

quickly. The revised 'algorithm was used to test a new model for analyzing solvent extraction processes
carried out in pulsed columns. This pulsed column model was evaluated with data contained in an Idaho

Chemical Processing Plant report and found to work weil. This model is important because a single stage
height, and hence a fixed number of stages, can be used for all components in the pulsed column being
evaluated.

Another section in the GTM, the Size of Plant and Cost Estimation (SPACE), was originally
developed to calculate the cost and size ol'a TRUEX processing plant with centrifugal contactors as the
contacting equipment. This worksheet has recently been modified to calculate the cost and size of a

TRUEX processing plant when pulsed columns and mixer settlers are used as the contacting equipment.

A third section of the GTM, Spreadsheet Algorithms for Speciation and Partitioning Equilibria
(SASPE_, was also modified, lt can now be used to calculate the effects of nitric acid extraction on the

concentrations of free CMPO and free TBP and the effects of ox_ic acid addition to lower the

extractability of several species that are best left in the aqueous phase (e.g., Z,. Mo, Ru).

Mathematical models of extraction data continue to be improved as more extraction data are

collected. The GTM model for plutonium extraction is being revised based on distribution ratios recently

collected with Pu-238. The improved model contains two equilibria tbr complexation by NO 3 and two
equilibria lhr extraction by CMPO,TBP and fits the measured plutonium distribution data between

TRUEX-NPH and HNO 3 lhr 0.f)6 to 3M ]-tNO3. Work has also begun on improvement of the thorium
extraction model. The improved model contains two equilibria lhr complexation by NO 3"and three

-- equilibria for extraction by CMPO and fits the measured Th(IV) distribution ratios between TRUEX-NPH!



and HNO3 from 0,02 to 3__MHNO3. Iron extraction is being modeled in a different way than the other
species in the GTM in that it is not handled as an equilibration reaction, but as a kinetically controlled
partitioning that depends on the composition of the aqueous and organic phases and on the contact time
between the phases.

In laboratory studies to obtain data tbr the GTM, we determined the extraction behavior of rare
earths (Y, La, Ce, Pr',Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd), Pu, Am, Cm, and Th for a wu'iety of TRUEX conditions al
25 °C. Distribution ratios were also obtained lhr trace-level oxalic acid as a function of aqueous nitric acid
concentration tbr TBP and CMPO in dodecane at 50°C. The higher temperature was required to prevent
third-phase formation with CMPO at nitric acid concentrations above 1.0M.. Much of the extraction data
generated at CMT through March 1990 have been entered into the GTM data base. Additions will be
made as further data are generated.

Degradation of the TRUEX-NPH extractant is an inevitable consequence of radiolysis, therm',d
effects, and hydrolysis. Experiments were thus undertaken Io assess the ability of solvent wash reagents
to remove metal ions (Pu-238, Am-241, Tc-99) from degraded TRUEX-NPH. The results indicated that
stripping of both Pu-238 and Am-241 with sodium carbonate becomes more difficult as the TRUEX-NPH
degrades, but the opposite holds for Tc-99.

Thermodyn,'unic activities are reported for aqueous nitrate solutions, a major component of many
high-level and TRU-containing wastes. These data, derived from solvent extraction experiments, were
incorporated into the GTM.

A series of laboratory verification tests is in progress to develop a better understanding of the
TRUEX process chemistry, test and verify process modifications, and verify the results from GTM
predictions. Two verification experiments were completed with a sixteen-stage 2-cm contactor, which
was designed to minimize the feed volume for solvent extraction testing. Test results verified that this
minicontactor can be used in laboratory TRUEX llowsheet tests. Experimental results were compared
with GTM predictions. The findings from this comparison are being used to refine the GTM.

Centrifugal contactor development continues to be an important part of the TRUEX process
development. Relatively simple vibration criteri_ have been developed to aid in the design of the
motor/rotor system for the centritugal contactor. Using these criteria was made easier by incorporating
them in a Microsoft Excel worksheet c_dledBeam. The Beam worksheet was expanded to calculate the
first natural frequency of a contactor with a long rotor shaft and operating at 500-800°C, i.e., a
pyrocontactor under development in CMT. Calculated results indicate that the proposed design for the
pyrocontactor will not have vibrational problems.

We are exploring the use of the centritugal contactor as a concentrating device. This work builds
on an impressive feature of centrifugal contactors--their ability to operate at very high and very low
organic-to-aqueous (O/A) ratios. In the tirst tests, neodymium nitrate will be extracted from low-acid,
high-salt solutions into the TRUEX-NPH solvent at an O/A ratio of 0.01.

Other contactor efforts included further development work with the 2-cm minicontactor, plans to
adapt a 10-cm contactor lhr Westinghouse Hanford to new process conditions, plans to demonstrate
contactor operation at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory, and some work with corrosion-resistant (Kynar)
contactors lhr Los Alamos National Laboratory.

In work reported in a previous semi_mnualreport, data were obtained on the effects of radiolysis
and hydrolysis on q'RUEX-NPH solvent. These data were used to derive equations for the distribution



ratios of americium between degraded solvent and nitric acid at concentrations of 0,01, 0,05, and 2,0__M,

We also used the radiolysis and hydrolysis data to obtain equations lhr (1) CMPO concentration ii_
degraded solvent and (2) the americium distribution ratio with the degraded solvent as a tunctton of

process stages and other parameters used in describing radiolysis and hydrolysis,

The effectiveness of removing the products of CMPO degradation l'rom TRUEX-NPH solvent by

washing with aqueous sodium carbonate was tested on solvent that had been exposed to radiolysis or
hydrolysis. When the solvent was equilibrated wtth 0.01 and 0,05M HNO 3, the americium distribution

ratio increased with the extent of degradation, presumably because of the presence of acidic degrada_on
products, Washing the degraded solvent decreased the americium distribution ratios, Americium
distribution ratios for 0,0lM acid, being sensitive indicators of acidic extractants, were lowered by

carbonate washing, but were still greater than the corresponding americium distribution ratios for non-
degraded solvent, This indicates that carbonate washing is generally not 100% effective,

Literature review and modeling el'tbns were canied out to determi_e the instrumentation and

control requirements tbr the TRUEX solvent extraction process, An examination of the conceptual design
llowsheet for the generic TRUEX process indicated that one can characterize the instrumentation
requirements as follows: (1) conw;ntional instruments to detect, monitor, and control basic process
variables and (2) more sophisticated and special analytical techniques for measurement and control of
transurtmics, Analytical techniques for on-line monitoring of transuranics are not well developed and
would require in-house development of special instrumenls and monitoring techniques. A preliminary
outlinc of a monitor and control system for TRUEX has been lormulated,

The GTM is being used to design a TRUEX tlowsheet lhr treating plutonium-containing waste
generated at the New Brunswick Laboratory and ANL. Demonstration of this llowsheet will be

accomplished with actual plutonium-containing solution. The Pu and Am recovered from this waste will
be used in the Integral Fast Reactor Program, and the bulk of the waste will bc disposed of as low-level
w asle,

Work is also underway on separation science and technology not utilizing TRUEX. One such

project involves plutonium recovery from pyrochemical wastes and incinerator ash. An aqueous biphasic
separation process is being examined as a means of recovering and concentrating actinides iri particulate
l'onn. Several polymer/polymer and polymer/salt combinations were screened as possible candidates in
biphase extraction,

A project was initiated to develop a new and cost-effective process lhr converting the hazardous
redwater waste stream from TNT manufacture to forms that are readily disposable or acceptable lhr

recycling, The ANL conceptual process for redwater treatment consists of separating the inorganic salts

from the organic nitrosulphonic acids belbre the latter are biodegraded to nonh_ardous compounds.
Present work is focused on dctemaining the size and cost of installing an inorganic/organic separation
process.

t2!i_t.,hLevel Wa_.ste/Repository Intera.cti0,ns

The w)lcanic tul'l"beds of Yucca Mountain, Nevada, are being studied as a l_tential repository site

I{_risolating spent reactor fuel _tndhigh-level defense and commercial waste, The rcprocessed high-level
w_lsles will ht.' incorpor_ted inlo a borosilicate glass matrix prior to the empla_zetnent in the repository,
The beh_tvior of this waste in the host environment must be sufficiently well understood to project its

stztbilily over very long time periods, As part of the waste pack_:ge study group o1'the Yucca Mou_tai_a



Project, CMT has been studying IJ_ecorrosion behavior of simulated nuclear waste glass .'rodspent fuel in
aqueous environments relevant to the Yucca Mountain site,

In an ongoing study, simulated waste glasses (SRL 165 and ATM-10) have been intermittently
contacted with dripping well water (J-13) using an unsaturated test method, These tests have been in
progress Ibr 208 weeks with SRL 165 glass and 193 weeks with ATM-10 glass.

Parametric unsaturated tests with SRL 165 and ATM-10 glasses are in progress to determine the
efl'ecl of wlrytng the volume of water contacting the waste, the interval between water injection periods,
the ratio of glass surl'ace area in contact with water to water volume (SA/V), and the condition of the

stainless steel tn contact with the glass. Results are reported for the P-VII! series of experiments, which
were conducted to examine the effect of sensitizing the stainless steel components in the test apparatus on
metal-glass-tluid interactions. The P-VIII experiments were performed at 90°C with 0,075 mL water
injected every 3.5 days and have been in progress for 195 weeks.

Several observations were made about the nature of the glass rea_'tion during the P-VIII

experiments, Despite the apparent difference in the conditions between the top and bottom glass surface
(i.e., the top may have undergone wet/dry cycling, whereas the bottom remained wet at all times), the
secondary phases were the same. The only difference was that the bottom appeared to have undergone

somewhat more reaction. A Si-rich "clay" was present as the reacted surface layer and as discrete grains
on IJle glass and metal components. This indicates that the Si-rich material forme d by in situ
translormation of hydrated glass and by precipitation. Its composition is consistent with iron smectite.
The tlaky texture o1'the glass surface was the same as observed on the metal, suggesting that much of
what was visible on the glass developed by precipitation. Most of the precipitates were composed of a
vcry fine scale mixture of silicon-rich clay, iron oxide or hydroxide, and gypsum or anhydrite. There

appeared to be more iron oxide or hydroxide associated with the P-VIII experiments compared with the P-
II experiments (nonsensitized glass). Thus, presensitizing the stainless steel had an intluence on the

observed secondary phases. With aging, a network of cracks formed on the glass surface layer, parts of
the layer eventually pulled away from the glass, and precipitates formed on the freshly exposed surface.

Vapor hydration experiments are underway to better model the reaction of simulated waste glasses

for long-term projection of their durabilittes in the Yucca Mountain site. In this report period, the
sovptiol_ isotherm of water was measured for several silicate glasses, including borosilicate waste glasses,
near room temperature. The general shape of the isotherm was similar for ali silicate glasses analyzed, in
that the first molecular layer was sorbed at about 2-3% RH and additional water was sorbed up to about
9()% Rt-l. As saturation was approached, water was sorbed to Ibrn_ a film of many molecular layers. In
vapor hydration experiments, two glass comIx)sitions (SRL 131 and WVCM 50) were reacted with 0.1 to

I g dcionized water lhr 7 days at 200°C in a vessel volume of 22 mL. Contrary to expectations based
upon (SA/V)t scaling, the layer thickness on the glass was greatest for 0.2 g added water and about the

,'

same lhr tests done with 0.3 to 1.0 g added water.

The experimental alteration of obsidian irawater vapor is being investigated in support of similar

experiments with simulated waste glasses. Earlier work indicated a dependence of obsidian hydration on
: thc intrinsic water content of the unhydrated obsidian. To investigate this dependence further, a set of

obsidian.,_ was hydrated between 130 and 180°C at 100% RI-t and the activation energies of hydration
were determined. The effect of hydration rate on several compositional parameters was examined, and

the strongest correlation was found between this rate and intrinsic water content. A linear regression fit to
the activation energy vs. water content data yielded a ton'elation coefficient of 0.97. lt was also

concluded that lhc increase in hydration rates caused by changes in dift'usion coefficient is muct_ greater

thaJa the dccrcas ,e irahydration rates caused by the changes in intrinsic water chemical potential.

,,q



In addition to glass studies, experiments designed to determine radionuclide release rates by
exposing spent fuel to repository-relevant groundwater are being performed. Preliminary experiments

with UO 2 powders and monoliths in liquid water and small amounts oi'dripping groundwater (EJ-13) are
underway in preparation for spent fuel studies. A set of experiments, whereby Zircaloy clad..UO 2pellets
have been contacted by dripping EJ-13 water, has been in progress for over 4.5 years. The results lo date
indicate that the UO2 matrix readily reach; under liquid water/oxidizing condilions. Sample degradation
during the Iirst year is characterized by a large puls'-d release of uranium, and the fo_lnation of hydrated
uranyl phases acro:3s the sample surface. After the first year, the reactions are characterized by reduced
rates of uranium release to solution, the formation of a diverse population of uraniferous secondary phases
across the saJnple surface, and a depletion of alkali, alkaline earth, and silicon concentrations from the

groundwater contacting the samples.

Prior to Defense Waste Processing Facilily (DWPF) startup, the glass producers must demonstrate
that they can produce a consistent product, and DOE must indicate how the glass will perform in the
storage environment. To assist with the second requirement, four tasks have been initiated to better
characterize the influence of environmental parameters that m_,yaffect the perlormance of emplaced

waste glass in an unsaturated environment. First, a de_ailed technical review of the literature is _ing
undert_en to critically evaluate the available theoretical and experimental results relevant to the long-

term stability of glass. Recent effort has focused on studying the effects of temperature and glass
composition. Second, an experimental effort has been initiated to evaluate lhc long-term perlbrmance of
fully radioactive glasses similar to those tlaat will be produced by the DWPF. A third task involves the

experimental determination of the effects of radiation on the leaching and vapor-phase aging of simulated
: nuclear waste glass at high SA/V ratios. At present, blank experimenLs are being carried out in the

presence of a- and/]-radiation (separately) to determine their effects on the waste package environment in
the absence of glass. Fourth, a series of tests is being performed to compare the extent of reaction of
nuclear waste glasses at various SA/V ratios. Such differences in the SA/V may significantly affect glass
durabilities.

The hydrolysis of Pu(VI) in 0. lM sodium perchlorate media at pH = 1-7 was investigated utilizing
the high-sensitivity spectroscopic method of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy and ultraviolet-visible-
infrared absorption spectrometry. Absorption bands corresponding to four diflerent species were

identified. The LPAS spectra obtained were used to estimate the first hydrolysis constant.

An elloft was initiated to determine the effect of ionizing radiation on gas generation in the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site. Experiments were initiated to determine the extent that

nonbiodegradable plastics present in the WIPP waste canisters will be _'adiolytically converted to
nonbiodegradable material. Results are given for irradiation of plastics in a N2/COz/H2/O2 atmosphere

and in inundated brine purged with a N2/CO2 atmosphere.
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I. APPLIED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

(C. E. Johnson)

The program in applied physical chemistry involves studies of the thermodynamic, thermophysical,
and transport behavior of selected materials in environments simulating those of fission and fusion energy
systems.

A. Behavior of Core-Concrete Mixtures under Accident Conditions

(M. F. Roche)

1. Introduction

The objective of this review is to assess the current state of knowledge of thermodynamic
and thermophysic',d properties of core-concrete mixtures at elevated temperatures (above 1500"C), These

properties are crucial for understanding and modeling the molten core-concrete interaction (MCCI) phase
of a hypothetical severe reactor accident at a light-water reactor (LWR) or a pressurized-water reactor

(PWR). The MCCI is a late phase in a reactor accident that is preceded by loss of coolant, core heatup
and degradation (a process that is expected to release large fractions of the more volatile fission products:
Xc, Kr, I, Cs, and Te), melting of the hot core debris through the stainless steel vessel of the reactor, and
deposition of the core debris and molten steel on the concrete basemat beneath the reactor vessel.

The major constituents of molten core-concrete mixtures are expected to be urania tuel

ft IO2) with its lower volatility fission products (Sr, Ba, rare earths, Mo, and Ru), Zircaloy cladding
(mainly Zr and ZrO 2 from steam oxidation of the Zr), steel components (Fe, Cr, and Ni), and the products
of concrete decomposition (mainly calcia, silica, magnesia, alumina, and iron oxide). Elevated
temperatures will be maintained by the decay heat of the fission products and by exothermic reactions
between oxidizable metals (Zr and Cr from the mixture of core debris and structural materi',ds) and

, reducible compounds (CO 2, H20, and SiO 2 from the concrete).

In the MCCI phase, the concrete basemat decomposes (releasing CO2and H20), melts, and
mixes with the core debris and molten steel. The CO2 and H20 gases bubble through the molten core-
concrete mixture and react with it to transport aerosols and fission products into the containment

atmosphere. The fission products from the MCCI phase (and from earlier phases of the accident) could
create serious radiological h_ards if the reactor containment should fail at some point during the
accident.

Computer programs currently being used to treat the MCCI phenomena include CORCON-
MOO2,1WECHSL, 2,3and DECOMP, 4 which treat the thermal hydraulics, and VANESA 5 and

SOLGASMIX, 6,7 which treat the vaporization of tission products from the core-concrete mixtures. These
computer programs are being improved by comparing their predictions with the thermal hydraulics and
the fractional release of fission products in a variety of experiments. 8]8 They are also being used in
conjunction with other computer programs to calculate the consequences of hypothetical severe reactor
accidents. _9-28

The thermal-hydraulic computer programs treat highly complex phenomena, as described
above, and their accuracy depends on a knowledge of core-concrete thermophysical properties at high

temper;,_ures. The properties 01"potential interest for all phases (gas, liquid, and solid) present in the
system are the tbllowing: density, viscosity, diffusivity, conductivity (electrical and thermal), surface and

interfacial tensions, chemical activities of constituents, and the heat capacity from which enthaipies, free



energies and phase diagrams can be derived. This review will focus on three of the thermophysical
properties fi'om the above list:

1. Solidus and liquidus temperatures of core-concrete mixtures. Mixtures are completely

liquid above their li quidus temperature and completely solid below their solidus
temperature, and in complex systems these temperatures can differ by hundreds of
degrees.

2. Viscosities of core-concrete mixtures, particularly in the region between their solidus

and liquidus temperatures. Viscosity is a measure of the tendency of a liquid to llow
under an applied t'orce; the higher the viscosity, the lower the flow. The units of
viscosity,/l, are the poise (gcm l s"l) in CGS units or the Pa,s (kg ml s"l) in SI units,
with 10 poise equal to 1 Pa.s.

3. Thermal conductivities of core-concrete mixtures. Thermal conductivity is a measure
of the tendency of heat to flow from regions of higher to lower temperature within a

medium. The units of thermal conductivity, tc, are W ml K1.

Before reviewing these properties, we will first present a brief review of the general properties of reactor
concretes and reactor core materials.

2. General Properties of Concretes and Cores

The materials used in concretes for nuclear reactors and the physical properties of these

concretes for temperatures up to about 1000°C are described in a variety of handbooks, reviews,
symposia, and joumal articles, 2935many of which contain hundreds of cilations to the extensive literature
in this field. The properties treated in these references relate to the mechanical and thermal behavior of

concretes and include compressive and tensile strength, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio, creep,
density and porosity, thermal expansion and shrinkage, thermal conductivity and diffusivity, heat

capacity, and the effects of physical and chemical changes with temperature on the other properties. Ali
of these properties are important when selecting concretes for reactor applications, arid they affect the
behavior of the basemat concrete as it is subjected to the MCC1 phase ol'a severe reactor accident.

However, only one of the properties, thermal conductivity, is of interest in the present review. The
thermal conductivities of representative basemat concretes will be reviewed in Sec. I.A.5.

Table I- 1 presents the chemical compositions of Iour types of basemat concrete that we have

previously employed in our research on the release of fission products from core-concrete mixtures. 8
These concretes were archive samples from various MCCI experiments conducted at Argonne National

Laboratory. 8 The concretes shown in Table I-1 have different aggregates that we have designated as
limestone, limestone-sand, siliceous, and basaltic, and their chemical compositions are seen to differ

- significantly. Each concrete type also varies from piace to piace, depending on local variations in the
: available aggregate. The wide compositional variability of concrete contributes to the difficulty in

obtaining l_andamental thermophysical properties for core-concrete mixtures.

Melting-temperature ranges have been reported by Powers and Arellano 36for a limestone
concrete (1450 to 1650°C, with the 1650°C value being questioned by the authors because of the

- limitations of their equipment), a limestone-staid concrete (1150 to 1400°C), and a basalt concrete (1080
to 1380°C). The assays o1 the three concretes are also given, and they are very close to those shown in

Table 1-1 lor the same concrete types. In another study, :tr the melting-temperature ranges of concretes
z

7
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Table I-1. Analyses of Concretes (Compositions in Weight Percent)
Limestone Limestone- Siliceous Basalt

Constituent Concrete Sand Cone, Concrete Concrete

Na20 0.034 1.09 0.69 "_,(X_
K;:O 0.40 0.57 1,41 1,41
MgO 7.44 9.62 0.70 3,03
CaO 42,96 26,02 13.47 12.51
SrO 0.030 0.03 ! 0,023 0,046
BaO 0.007 0.032 0,021 0.07

AI203 1.91 3.48 4.04 11.26
SiO2 7.13 28.27 68.99 52,80
Tie 2 0.097 0.143 0.81 1,35
V205 0.011 0,012 0,0 0,045
Ct203 0,006 0,009 0,007 0,016
MnO 0,014 0.054 0.028 0,137

Fe203 0,80 1.64 1.00 8.58
CoO 0.003 0.003 0,0 0.006
NiO 0.004 0,0()5 0.0 0.006
CuO 0.011 0.005 0.0 0.008
ZnO 0.005 0.007 0.0 0.024

ZrO2 0.004 0,019 0,0 0.026
CO2+H20 40,64 27,54 7.91 4.36
CO2 (33,63) (21.41) .(4.23) ....
Sum: 101.5 98.6 99.1 98.7

having compositions clo_ to our siliceous concrete and limestone-sand concrete are given as 1100 to
1390°C _md 1100 to 1500°C, respectively. The melting-temperature ranges given in Refs. 36 and 37 are

tbr the first heating cycle on each concrete. These data are of interest because they establish the
temperature at which the concrete basemats will ablate and mix with the core debris. 2 However, the

reported melting-point ranges are not the equilibrium solidus-liquidus temperatures of the concretes
because they are inhomogeneous mixtures.

Data on solidus temperatures of two concretes ("limestone" and "basaltic") have been

reported by Skokan ct al. 38 Unfortunately, no analyses of the tw'_ ,'oncretes are presented in Rel'. 38 and
no references are cited to any analyses. Skokan et al. state that _ ,e,;ults given for limestone concrete are

valid Ibr pure limestone aggregates, whereas commercial limestone ..oncrete also contains silicate-type
aggregate portions. However, the limestone concrete listed in Table I-1 contains not only a limestone

aggregate but also a limestone-type sand, which accounts for its very low silica content (7.13 wt %). In a
simultaneous publication, 39Peehs et al. give compositions ot'a "limestone" concrete and "basaltic"

concrete having silica concentrations (36 and 71 wt %, respectively) that are closer to the values we report
for limestone-sand concrete and siliceous concrete (see Table I-1). In addition, the authors seem to use

the terms "basaltic" and "siliceous" interchangeably. In our discussions o1'their data, we will presume

that their concretes are limestone-sand and siliceous rather than limestone and basaltic, but will apply the
labels "limestone-sand (limestone?)" and "siliceous (basalt'?)" to remind the reader that this is an open

question.

Skokan ct al.3s reix)rted the softening temperature upon reheating siliceous (basalt?)
concrete to be ~ 1140°C. They stated that this sotlening temperature was more relevant than the

thermodynamic crystallization temperature because the silicate-type oxide melt solidified to a glass. They
also reported the equilibrium solidus temperature of limestone-sand (limestone?) concrete to be -2100°C,
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although the temperature at which liquid phases were first observed on initial heating, ~ 13(X)°C,did not
conespond to an equilibnium state. Thus, the equilibrium solidus temperature was much higher than the
initial melting temperature, Despite the confusion over their concrete compositions, Skokan ct al,

demonstrated the importance oi' measuring glass-transition temperatuncs and equilibrium solidus
temperatures when characterizing core-concrete mixtures. The above data on concrete temperatures are
summarized in Table I-2, which demonstrates the need for additional data in the areas of solidus-liquidus

temperatures and softening temperatures.

Table I-2. Melting-Temperature Ranges, Solidus-Liquidus Temperatures,
and Softening Temperatures of Concretes

Melting Solidus-Liquidu,; Softening
Concrete Type Ref. Range, °C Temp., "C Temp., 'C

l, imestone 36 1450-1650" ....

Limestone- 36 1150-1400 ....
Sand 37 1100-1500 ....

38b - 1300-? -2100-'? --

Ba_dtic 36 1080-1380 ....

Siliceous 37 1I(X)-1390 ....
38b ..... 1140

aThe upper temperature of the limestone-concrete melting range given in Ref. 36 is questionable
due to equipment limitations, lt should be remeasured ina high-temperature differential thermal
analysis (DTA) apparatus.
bConcrete compositions given in Ref. 38 are uncertain; the measurements should be repeated on
well-characterized samples.

In 1975, Murfin et al.4° reviewed the known properties of reactor concretes and cores of
relevance to severe reactor accidents. No data were then available on core-concrete mixtures, but the

authors were able to outline the qualitative behavior expected lhr such complex mixtures from a

knowledge of simpler phase diagrams taken from the available literature. They discussed the need for
basic data in the following areas:

1. phases formed in the melt,
2. heat transfer in the melt,

3. viscosity and wetting properties of the melt,

4. interfacial properties between the oxide and metallic melts,
5. kinetics of reactions between the gaseous products of concrete decomposition and the

mells,

6. kinetics of dissolution, phase l'onmation, and diffusion in the oxide melt.

'l-'laechemistry oi"UO2 l'ucl, Zircaloy cladding, and other components of the core during a
severe reactor accident has also bccn the subject t+>la very recent review by Gittus et al. 41containing over

two hundred references. The authors describe the core debris as consisting of two immiscible liquids:
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1. an Oxide phase containing Zr, U, lanthanides, actinides, Ba, Sr, Nb, and Mo,

2, a metallic phase containing Zr, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Cr, Fe, Ni, Sn, Ag, In, and some
Tc, As, Se, and Sb.

They note that measurements have been made of the viscosity, specific heat, density, and thermal

conductivity of liquid UO2, but that there are no measurements of the effects of fission products on these
properties. Data on such effects are needed lhr analyses of the processes involved in melting of the core
debris through the stainless-steel vessel of the reactor and as input for the initial phase of the MCCI.

3. Solidus and Liquidus Temperatures

No measurements of liquidus temperatures for core-concrete mixtures we_e lbund in our

li;erature search. The only measurements that we located of solidus temperatures are those reported by
Skokan et al38 for selected mixtures of limestone-sand (limestone?) or siliceous (basalt?) concrete with

core-debris simulants. For their measurements on UO2-ZrO 2mixtures with limestone-sand (limestone?)
concrete, Skokan et al, reported a 1700"C minimum in the solidus curve at 50 wt % concrete, with the

UO2-ZrO: solidus being at 2550"C and the limestone-sand (limestone?) concrete solidus being at 2100'C.
The measurements were made between 10 and 50 wt % concrete and at 100 wt % concrete; we feel that

the solidus curve between 50 and 100 wt % concrete also deserves study. Furthermore, since it is possible
that eutectic behavior occurs in this system, liquidus-temperature measurements are 'also important. In

their measurements on UO2-ZrO 2mixtures with siliceous (basalt?) concrete, Skokan et al. reported a
continuously decreasing solidus from that of the UO2-ZrO 2 mixture (2550'C) to that of the siliceous
(basalt?) concrete (1140 °C).

The solidus measurements on mixtures of UO2-ZrO 2 with siliceous (basalt?) concrete just
described were employed in the WECHSL code 3to estimate solidus and liquidus curves for mixtures of

siliceous concrete with UO2-ZrO 2 by assuming ideal liquid and solid solutions for the mixtures. Our
study 8has since shown that the assumption of an ideal solid solution is not valid; mixtures of either

siliceous or limestone-sand concrete with UO2-ZrO 2 form two solid phases on cooling (one phase rich in
urania and zirconia and another rich in silica, calcia, and magnesia), while mixtures of limestone concrete

with UO2-ZrO2yield not only these two solid phases but 'also a third solid phase, CaZrO 3, on cooling.
This bchavior indicates the need for inclusion of solid-phase interactien parameters42; liquid-phase
interaction parameters will probably also be needed to model the liquidus curves (as yet unknown) for
these complex core-concrete systems.

Examples of solidus-liquidus curves that have been used as input to the WECHSL code
have been published 28and ,re reproduced in Figs. 1.1 to I-3,* We know of no experimental data lhr the

liquidus curves shown in these figures; only the solidus curves in Figs. I-1 and I-3 have any experimental
basis in the data of Skokan ct al.38 An en'or may have been made in interpreting the experimental data.

The horizontal axes in Figs. i-1 to I-3 are shown as molar fractions, but the solidus curves given in
Fig. I-1 for siliceous concrete and Fig. I-3 for limestone concrete are very similar to the weight-fYaction
curves reported in Ret'. 38 lhr siliceous (basaltic?) concrete and limestone-sand (limestone?) concrete,

respectively. The difference between mole fractions and weight fractions is significant because the

molecular weight of UO:-ZrO 2mixtures is much larger than the molecular weight of concrete.

*Cenerio has recently revised these curves using the OXY5-GEMINI2 code of Thermodata, St. Martin
D'Hcres, France (private communication).
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The CORCON-Mod 2 code I employs the data given in Rel', 36 on melting-point ranges of

concretes to construct ideal-solution solidus and liquidus curves for mixtures of concretes with UO2-ZrO 2.
The melting-point ranges given in RcI', 36 have also becn employed in other core-concrete interaction
studies 18A345and in tile DECOMP/MAAP code. l_' A,_noted above (See, I.A.2), these melting-point

iHiilw.__ll'C'Iii11 cquilitHitlfll IH'_q_crlics.'l'lwrcliH'¢, IiIcir use. iii c_llslruclifll, ._li_ltls liquitlus t:tlrvcs Ior

corc-concretc mixtures is inappropriate. 'l'he curves given in ReI'. 1 for mixtures (assumcd to be ideal) of
limestone-sand concrele with UO2-ZrO 2 are shown iraFig. I-4, They dilTer significantly l'rora the curves
shown in Fig, I-2. This lack of agreement among various investigators demonstrates the need for
additional measurements of solidus-liquidus curves lhr core-concrete mixtures.

The above review indicates that there are very few data on solidus-liquidus temperatures for

core-concrete mixtures. In the one publication containing such data,38assays were not presented for the

two concretes and no phase studies were conducted. Clearly, additional experiments are required to
determine solidus-liquidus temperatures, as well as the fraction of the mixture that is solid as a function of

temperature in the solidus-liquidus interval. Other important thermophysical properties, such as viscosity
and effective thermal conductivity, are expected to be highly sensitive to the ratio of solid to liquid in the
mixtures. Thus, the solidus-liquidus data have a broad range of applications,

We recommend that solidus-liquidus measurements be conducted on well-characterized
mixtures of simulated core debris and concretes of all tbur types listed in Table I-1. At the temperatures
required ['or such measurements (up to 2500'C), it is necessary to employ specialized furnaces, sample

holdcrs, and thermocouples (fabricated from tungsten, molybdenum, and rhenium and operating in an
inert atmosphere) but otherwise standard differential thermal analysis (DTA) techniques. The DTA
measurements should include determination of the crystallizing phases, using X-ray diffraction (XRD)

analysis and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), l'ollowed by comparison of the results with established
phase diagrams. 4651 In addition, thermodynarnic calculations of the solidus-liquidus boundaries and the

ratios of liquid to solid in the solidus.-liquidus temperature interval should be performed using computer
programs such as SOLGASMIX 6,7trod F*A*C*T 52along with the appropriate thermodynamic
df.ti_j 5,8,53-58
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4. Viscosities

The SURC-4 experiment 43demonstrated the importance of viscosity in controlling the

behavior of core,concrete mixtures. In that experiment, molten steel and zirconium eroded aboul 25 cm
of a basaltic concrete basemat tn 62 mtn of sustained interaction at temperatures of up to 1650°C. A large

volume (100 L) of a low-density (0,7 to 1.2 g/cre 3) oxide loam was produced and flowed out of cracks in

the upper crucible into the gas-flow piping for a distance of nearly 2 m. According to the authors, this
type of behavior is not modeled in the thermal-hydraulic codes. Chemical analyses indicated that the
foam contained -8 wt % Ca, 3 wt % Mg, 15 wt % Si, and 17 wt % Zr, as well as other minor constituents.
The basicity of the lbam, which we calculated from the mole ratio of (CaO + MgO) to (SiO2+ ZtO2), was
about (),5; toams in metallurgical sla_,s tend to be stable ii' their bastcity is below 2.0 because of their

relatively high viscosity and low surface tension. 59

lt is also known 59that the presence of solids in slags favors foaming, presumably because oi'

the high effective viscosity of the mixture. Thus, all core-concrete mixtures could exhibit foaming
behavior when they contain a significant fraction of solids. A knowledge of the solids fraction as a
function of temperature in ti_e solidus-liquidus interval is, theretbre, important, To demonstrate the effect
of solids fraction, we will employ the Kuni_ equation for liquid-solid mixtures, 6° which is one of several

that have been developed. 4° The Kunitz equalion is as lollows:

gL__S = 1 + 0,5¢ (I.-l)

where g[.s is the effective viscosity of the liquid-solid mixture, _ is the viscosity oi' the liquid, and $ is the
volume fraction solids, This equation, which is appropriate Ibr slurries containing less than 50 vol %

. solids 6° and is most reliable for values of¢) < 0.1,4o is plotted in Fig. I-5 over the full range of possible
values oft) (0 to 1). This curve illustrates the large increase in viscosity that can be expected with
increased solids fraction.
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The apparent viscosity of a basaltic lava has been measured _l in its sub-solidus through

liquidus range. During the melling interval (1000 to 1240°C), the viscosity decreased abruptly by a lilclor
or about 101° at 1100°C. Because the lava is a glassy material, a knowledge of the 1100°C tcmpcralure at

which it suddenly liquelies is probably suH3cient for modeling purposes, Core-concrete mixtures
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containing a large fraction o1"network formers, such as silica (over 50 tool %), will also tend to torm
glasses on cooling, and a simple determination of file glass-transition temperature (by DTA, for instance)
c_ul be as important as determining the true solidus and liquidus temperatures.

For mixtures that tend to crystallize on cooling (instead of lbrming a glass), the viscosity

will change more gradually as a function of temperature, and it is then necessary to measure both the

solidus-liquidus temperatures antt the effective viscosities of the mixtures between these temperatures.
Measurements of this type were conducted on a basaltic magma. 62 Cooling it 70"C below its liquidus
temperature of 1200'C developed a crystal content of about 25% and increased the viscosity by more than
an order of magnitude. When cooled 130*C below its liquidus (roughly half crystallized), the lava was

considered virtually solid. This is a much more rapid increase in viscosity with solids fraction than is
predicted by the simple model plotted in Fig. I-5.

Empirical models for estimating the viscosities of magmatic silicate liquids were published
in 1972, 63,_ and these models have been adapted to calculating viscosities in the CORCON 1and

WECHSL 3 thermal-hydraulic codes. The CORCON code now employs the Shaw model, °a while ihe

WECHSL code employs a smoothed-transition version of the Bottinga-Weill model. 63 Smoothing was
necessary to avoid severe numerical disturbances associated with abrupt changes in computed viscosities
when passing from one silica concentration range (and one set of Bottinga-Weill coefficients) to the next.
Lately, the researchers 6567who study the properties of magmas have been developing viscosity
correlations that are better suited to computer calculations yet still provide acceptable fits to the
viscosities of a broad range of silicate-containing liquids. The use of these newer correlations is to be

encouraged, but: two problems still remain:

1. Coefficients are not given for either UO 2or ZrO 2 (the code developers cun'ently assume that
their coefficients are identical to that of TiO2).

2. The correlations fail to address the viscosities of solid-liquid mixtures.

The first problem can be corrected since viscosity data exist for UOz-basalt mixtures 68and

for mixtures of UO2-ZrO 2 with a siliceous-type concrete. 3'69 These data should permit an assessment of
the ceefficients for UO 2 and ZrO 2. The second problem is more serious since the data are very limited.
The WECHSL code combines the Bottinga-Weill model 63and the Kunitz equation (see Fig. I-5) to
calculate the viscosities of core-concrete mixtures. In Fig. I-6, the results of the WECHSL code

calculations 3 using two silica concentrations (A: 73.1 wt % and B: 87.2 wt %) and the experimental data
from Rcf. 69 are reproduced. The agreement seems to be reasonable; however, the calculational
procedure in the WECHSL code is open to question since it is not obvious that the Kunitz equation is

appropriate. In addition, the assumed form of the dependence of volume fraction solids, $, on
temperature (used in conjunction with the Kuni_ equation) was as follows:

(TL - T)+
¢ = (z.-2)

TL - TS

where Tl., T s, and T are the liquidus, solidus, and liquid-solid mixture temperatures, respectively, and LPis

the sum of the weight fractions of UO2, ZrO 2, and CaO. This fbrm has no theoretical basis; note that the
value of this expression at the solidus temperature (i.e,, T=Ts) is P rather than the expected value of 1.0.
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Fig. I-6. Conlparison of Viscosily Measurements with Calculated Rcsulls o1 Corium Mixed
with Siliceous Concrete. (Taken l'rom Rcl'. 3, Curve A is lor 73.1 wt % conc1'ete,
Curvc B lhr 87.2 wt % concrete.)
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Early versions of tile CORCON code (see Ret', 1) also contained the Kunitz equation for
liquid-solid mixtures, as well as a volltme-fractton equation similar to the abnve (but without the
multiplier tlJ). This feature was disabled after it was criticized7°lhr producing "abnormally high
viscosities" and "erroneously high values ot' void fraction" in the oxide fraction of the core debris. With
thts model, the oxidic phase could become thermally isolated from its surroundings, heat up to
temperatures near 2700*C, and then suddenly cool again,1 We believe that _ _;arc,l'ulre-examination of
this issue is in order because eliminating the liquid-solid model prevents any theoretical treatment of the
effects nf foaming,

The only viscosity data that we found Ibr core-concrete mixtures are those for a siliceous
concrete already shown in Fig, I-6 (the ttgure is from Ref, 3, and the data are taken from Ref, 69). To put
tllese data into perspective, the Viscosityof glycerine at ambient temperature71is about 15 P, while the
least viscous core-concrete mixture shown tn Ftg. l-6b has a viscosity of 50 P near a tempe_'atureof
15(X)°C.Although the data shown in Fig, I-6 are useful lhr modeling the behavior of core-concrete
mixtures containing siliceous concretes, a broader range of data is required for more generalized modeling
of ,,,everereactor accidents.

We recommend that l'iigh-temperatureviscosity measurements be conducted on well-
characterized mixtures of shnulated core debrts attd concretes of ali four types listed In Table I-1,
Particular emphasis should be given to the effects of solids fraction in the region between the solidus and
liquidus temperatures, As in the DTA experiments, the use of tungsten, molybdenum, and rheiaium
components operating under an inert atmosphere will be required, The equipment used in the earlier
study of siliceous concretes69,72was of this type.

Experiments should also be conducted, preferably tn conjunction wtth the viscosity
measurements, to examine two processes that are driven by _e gas phase and depend ol_both viscosity
and interfacial tension. These processes are foaming of the oxidtc phase _mdsuspension o_'emulsification
of the metallic phast,,in the oxidic phase, These phenomena have been studied in connection with
metallurgical slags,59but have received little attention tn MCCI experiments43,73although they are likely
to be quite important,

5. Thermal Conductivities

The thermal-hydraulic codes CORCON1and WECHSL3 model many of the chemical and
heat-transfer processes that are expected to occur during the MCCI phase of a severe reactor accident. At
temperatures where both the oxidic and metallic phases of the core-concrete mixtures are molten and
being chumed by gases from concrete decomposition, the liquid phases can be considered to be
isothermal; their effective thermal conductivities are so hil_,hthat the actual values are _ot important for
code calculations, A cumbtnation of decay heat, heats of cherntcal reactions, and heat-transfer and mass-
transfer processes at the solld-Jklutd and gas-liquid boundaries with the concrete and overlying
atmo.,;pheredetermines the temperature of the molten core-concrete mixture. These processes are
generally modeled In suflicient detail in the codes.

The CORCON and WECHSL codes now contain simple models for heat transfer through
the oxtdlc and metallic crusts that are expected to form at the boundaries of molten core-concrete mixtures
as they begin to solidify. We see a need lhr a very careful assessment ni' the existing data base to better
model these crusts, which were observed in BETA l,ests to be completely gas permeable.3 Accurate
calculation o1'the thennal conduc'ttvitlesand thicknesses of the ct_tstswill depend on a knowledge oi' their
porosity, and porosities can be determined using ¢_amplesof crusts from the ACE and MACE programs
now in progress under intematinnal sponsorship at Argonne National Laboratory us a result of the success
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of earlier intermediate-sc',deexperiments,74 Porosities, thicknesses, and thermal conducttvities of these
crusts should be measured and compared with theory to establish a data base lhr calculation of crust
propcrtles in the thermal-hydraulic codes,

An excellent review of the equations lhr calculating conductivltles of mixtures, including
the equations needed to treat porous materials, Is available,75 The thermal conductivtttes of basalts from
lawt llbws on the Island of Hawatt have been measured76at near.ambient temperature (35'C). According
to ReI',77, these are ",,. the only set ot' careful measurements of conductivity, with supporting data on
composition, made on an extensive number of samples taken from a rock with a wide range o1'porosities,"
The data show that the square root of the thermal conductivity varies linearly with porosity, with the
values betng 1,7W m"l K1 at 2% porosity and 0,09 W m_ K1 at 98% porosity. Thus, a knowledge oi'the
degree of porosity of the crusts Is extremely Important for the themlal-hydraultc calculations,

Our review tndkzatesthat the thermal conductlvtttcs of the solid (non-porous) oxtdtc and
metallic phases ot'core-concrete mixtures can be calculated l'romexisting basic data with sufticter_t
accuracy lhr thermal-hydraulic codes. The thermal conducttvities of concretes at htgh temperatures ali lie
withtn a vet'),narrow range of values, and are calculable frorn simple addltivlty theorems using w)lumc
fractions and conductivlties of the Individual components.35 The thermal conductivity of a limestone
concrete"ndecreased from about 3,5 W mt Kk at 100'C to 1,3 W m1 K1 at 850°C, while that dfa
limestone-sand concrete39varied from 0,75 W m1 Kt at 100°C to 1 W m1 K1 at 1000'C without CO2

loss or 1.8 W m"1K"1with cea loss, The thermal conductivity of siliceous concrete39increased from a
minimum value of 1.1W m1 K'l at 300 C to 2 W rnl K1 at 1100°C. Ali of these values are relatively
close to one another, particularly at the higher temperatures of interest to us, Fu,'thennore, they are
similar Io the thermal conductivities o1'their rock aggregates75:at 1000°C, the thermal conductivittes of
limestone (< 5 wt % SiOa), basalt (-50 wt % SiOa), and granite (-75 wt % Sit 2) are in the range 1 to
2 W m s K-_. No thermal-conductivities were found Ibr molten concretes, but measurements have been

reported78on liquid and solid ferrous silicate slags, igneous rocks, and coal-ash slags, There is little
change in thermal conductivity through the solidus-liquidus tnterv_, and the measured wdues are in the
range i .3 to 2.1 W m1 Kl. For code calculations, we believe that one can assume that the appropriate
value of the thermal conductivity of the concrete in solidilied core-concrete mixtures is in the range 1 to
2 W m1 K1 ' '_

, i I,)

-.. The then-na!q;onductivtttesof U0279and ZrOzs° are in the range 2 to 3 W m_ Kl at the
temperatures of Interest (13,00to 23(X)°C), Therefore, regardless of the method used to average the
conductivitlcs o1'the conc're't_s,urania, and zlrconia, the wdue obtained for core-concrete mtxtures will be
in the range l to 3 W m1 K"1',Mole-fraction averaging is currently employed in the CORCON codel;
w_lumc fraction averaging t_s,il_gan appropriate equation lhr mixtures of ptaasesv5is recommended. 'i'he
ttlermal conducttvities of ,.irainless steels and zirconium are In the range 20-30 W m1 K"l,sl and these data
are sulTictcntfor calculatin_ the thermal conductivtly of the metallic phase in thelvnal-hydrauliccodes.

We recommend measurement of the porosities, thicknesses, and thernlal conductivitics of
crusts from large-scale core..concrete interaction experiments (e.g., the ACE and MACE progr_unsat
ANL) and comparison with theory to establish a data base for calculating crust properties in the thermal-
hydraulic codes, No thermal-conductivity measurements on solid (non-porous) or liquid core-concrete
n)ixtures arc recommended, because the data base appears to be sufficient for code calculations,

6. C,onclusior_s

From our review of soltdus-liquidus tCml_craturcs,viscosities, and thermal conductivitics,
we conclude that important data needed for thcnnal-laydraulic codes are unavailable.
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We have, therefore, developed the tbllowing research recommendations:

1. Solidus-liquidus measurements on mixtures of simulated core debris and concretes of
ali four types (limestone, limestone-sand, basaltic, and siliceous), detenntnation of the

crystallizing phases, and supporting thennodynamtc calculations,

2, Viscosity measurements on mi×tures of simulated core debris and concretes of the
same four types with particular emphasis on the soltdus-ltqutdus temperature interval,
In conjunction with the viscosity measurements, experiments should be conducted to
examine the effects of tbamtng of the oxidte phase and emulsification of the metallic

phase In the oxtdlc phase,

3, Measurement of the porosities, thickness, and thermal conductivities of crusts from

large-scale corc-concrcte interaction experiments (e,g,, the ACE and MACE progr_uns
at ANL) and comparison with theory to establish a data base Ibr calculation of crust
properties in the thennal-hydraulic codes.

These data could signliicantly improve thermal-hydraulic code calculations of the MCCI

phase ol'a severe reactor accident, and may well affect the calculated accident consequences in codes that
are coupled to the thennal-hydraulic codes,

B, Thermophysical lh'openy Studies

• (L. Letbowitz and R. A. Blomquist)

Measurements and analyses are being perlbrmed to provide needed intbrmation on the
thermodynamic and transport properties of Integral Fast Reactor fuels. Our elTorts are lbcu,_:edmngaining

' a more thorough understanding ot' the phase relations involved in the U-Pu-Zr fuel and in fuel-cladding
compatibility,

1. Calculations of U-Fe-Cr Phase Diagram

As part of our study on fuel-cladding compatibility, preliminary calculations of the U-Fe-Cr

phase diagram were performed, the results of which are outlined below.

Ternary phase diagram calculations require, as input, thermodynamic data on the three
binary sub-systems. Data l'or the Fe-Cr system are available in the open literature. 82 For this preliminary

work, only the liquid and solid-solution phases were considered. Inclusion of the o"pha:;e would
significantly complicate the analysis. For the Ct-rich compositions we were studying, however, this
omission should not markedly' inlquenee the conclusions.

For the U-Cr and U-Fe systems, relatively little thermodynamic data exist, and the published

phase diagrams 83were assessed to extract the needed information. For the U-Cr system, liquid, Cr solid,

and U(I_) solid solution were included, We neglected the uranium transitions wlJich would result in a

slight overestimate of the chromium solubility at lower temperatures. For the U-Fe system, liquid and the
four solid phases [Fe(6), U(_), Fe2U, and FeU61 were included. The solid-state transitions for iron were
omitted. (The chicl' sources of experimental data for the tJ-Fe systems are given in Refs. 84-86.)

Calculated binary phase diagrams for ali three systems were in good agreement with the published
diagrams, except for the omissions noted. The U-Fe-Cr please diagram derived from the binary systems
will be given in a future publication
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_ In addition to 1_ )'forming phase diagram calculations for this system, we conducted a few
.,DTA studies on selected mixtures. The calculated ternary U-Fe-Cr phase diagram showed two low-

temperature temary eutectics. Qualitatively, this explains our experimental observation that relatively
small additions of iron sharply lower the eutectic temperature from the 860*C obtained for the U-Cr
system. Quantitative agreement of the phase diagram with DTA tests, however, is not good. Perhaps the

most significant omission fi'om this c&culation was solubility of Crin FezU and Fe". o. Even though the
corresponding chromium compounds do not exist, it is reasonable to expect some s _lubility. In test
calculations, an assumed solubility of about 10% Cr in the U-Fe intermetallics had the effect of raising the
eutectic temperatures and moving the eutectic compositions further away l'rom the U-Fc edge. Analytical
information on phase compositions, however, is needed to proceed rationally. No further calculational
work on this diagram is planned until more experime|,_tal data are available,

2. U-Pu-Zr Phase Diagraxn__

An improved version of the U-Pu-Zr ph,z_ediagram has been calculated. The resulting

diagram is shown in Fig. I-7. The chief source of inlfbnnation on the important U-Pu-Zr phase
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diagram is the work of O'Boyle and Dwight. 85 There are significant uncertainties in their published
diagrams, however; and we have undertaken to improve this situation by a combination of phase diagram
calculation and measurement. Calculation of a ternary phase diagram requires thermodynamic functions

for ali phases existing in the three binary sub-systems from which the temary can be calculated. We have
: already published an analysis of the U-Zr system 86,andhave completed a similar analysis of the Pu-U

. system.87 The most recent assessment of the Pu-U system was published by Peter_on and Foltyn. 8s
However, they did not provide thermodynamic data adequate for phase-diagram calculations.

In assessing the Pu-U system, we expanded our previous work on calculation of the solidus-

liquidus in the U-Pu-Zr system. 89 The present evaluation essentially confim_ed the earlier findings with
only minor modifications. The essential point is that the published solidus-liquidus l'or the Pu-U systcm

: is not consistent with the accepted enthalpy of l'usion for uranium, lt is known that for a melting

= trat_sitit))_a_ die coi_positi<.)napproachc_ a pure compc:nent, the difference be!we,.'n !he _lope_ of the
=

=
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liquidus and solidus curves is determined by just the enthalpy oi" t_lsion (AH_) and the melting point (Tr)

of that componeni. That is,

xB .1 = <1:-3)
ciT J aT

This result is independent of any model and our calculated diagram sllows tile correct limiting slopes if
we accept the value for the enthalpy of fusion for uranium given in Ref. 90.

The Pu-U system is unusual in that, in addition to the large number of phase transitions in
the constituent elements, there are two intermediate phases, 1/and ,), which have very broad fields of

existence. We have developed an approach to thermodynamic analysis of these unique features in this
system.

3. Examination of DTA Residues

Ali residues from the DTA work on fuel-cladding compatibility (reported in previous
semiannual, Sec. I.B. 1.)have been subjected to SEM examination by R. V. Strain (Fuels and Processes
Division, ANL). High magnification micrographs show that there are rod-likc precipitates which consist

of two phases. The innermost phase was the darkest in the backscattered images, indicating that it had the
lowest atomic number of the phases present and was the first to freeze during cooling. The dark phase

was surrounded by a medium-gray phase, which appeared to be the same material that was present as a
dendritic precipitate in the matrix. The other phase in the matrix was the lightest phase present in the

samples. The light phase did not show significant variations as a function of position within a sample.
The variations in the composition of the dark and medium-gray phases indicate that the sample might not
have been completely equilibrated.

We have previously speculated on the behavior of these complex systems based on phase

diagram calculations. Primary precipitation of a Fe2Zr-like phase would be expected followed by a
secondary precipitation of Fe2U, and finally formation of a Fe2U-FeU 6eutectic. The matrix lound in the

SEM examination of these samples has a very high U content, very close to FeU 6. In a calculated 675 °C
isothermal section of the U-Fe-Pu phase diagram, it was assumed that the corresponding U and Pu

inlermetallics with Fe lbrmed continuous solid solutions. That is, Fe2U and Fe2Pu were miscible, as were
FeU 6 and FePu 6. The major peak tound in the DTA curves is believed lid correspond to the triangular
three-phase region Fe2U-Fe2Pu, FeU6-FePu 6, liquid. The width of this field increases as the plutonium

content increases in accord with the DTA observations. For the cases with no plutonium, the system
reduces to the U-Fe binary, and the temperatures measured by DTA are fairly close to the 725 _C eutectic
in that system. The observed compositions of the three phases, however, do not correspond exactly to the

rudimentary predictions, which in such complex systems should not be too surprising. Work on simpler
systems and additional phase diagram calculations is needed to better define the phase r(_lations involved.

C. Fusion-Related Research

A critical element in development ol'a fusion reactor is the blanket for breeding tritium fuel. We
arc conducting experimental and calculational studies with the objective of determining the feasibility of

using lithium-containing ceramics (e.g., Li20, LiA102, Li4SiQ, Li2ZrO3) as breeder material. We also
completed conceptual design of the tritium processing systems tor the International Thermonuclear

q
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Experimental Reactor (ITER)--a tokamak tusion reactor that will be used to test plasma operations and
reactor components for prototype fusion power reactors.

1. Desorption Measurements for LiAIO2-H2-H20(g) System

(A. K, Fischer)

The objective of this eflbrt is to describe the kinetics of desorption of H20(g) and Hz(g)
l'rom ceramic tritium breeders so that designe_ and modelers can predict the retention and release of
tritium. The behavior of the gaseous species must be determined individually and interactively with each
other and with the breeder substrate, Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is being employed tbr

this determination. This well-developed technique provides data that describe the energetics and kinetics
of desorption of gases from the surfaces of solids.91

Recent work has locused on obtaining data lhr the behavior of tt 2in the helium purge gas

with LiAIO 2 breeders, In the earlier work on the TPD of H20, we demonstrated that interactions of both

lq2(g) and H20(g) with the stainless steel tubing holding the sample could introduce distorted peaks in the
TPD spectra (previous semiannual, Sec. I,C. 1). lt was necessary, therefore, to determine conditions for

stabilizing the tube walls for the TPD of Hz. Without these bl'mk experiments, the interpretation of
subsequently measured TPD curves would be compromised.

a. Sensitivity Determinations

Wc measured the sensitivity of our mass spectrometer detector system t'or H2peaks

in TPD spectra. Readings for successtul dilutions of H2 in helium indicated that a gas containing
approximately 7 volume parts per million (vppm) H2 could be distinguished easily from the baseline. If

such a TPD peak lasting 5 min were evolved from a sample weighing 0.52 g with a specific surface area
of 6.6 m2/g, it would originate from a fractional surface coverage, 0, of approximately 1 x 103, (A

LiAIO 2sample with this weight and surface area was kindly supplied by B. Rasneur of Saclay, France.)
Simultaneous mass spectrometer readings and electrolytic trace moisture monitor readings indicate that

t-lzO peaks at the tenths of volume parts per million are detectable. These :_ensitivities are expected to be
. adequate lhr the needed measurements.

b. Detection of Gaseous N2

Blank experiments, with an empty sample tube, were pertormed to identify effects
originating from the tube rather than from the stunple. A finding from these blank experiments is that a

-. gaseous species of 28 ainu appears, especially when H 2 is present in the purge gas, The species
responsible for the 28 ainu signal is taken to be N2, the possibility of CO having been discarded on the
basis of the absence of the expected fragments from CO. Three sources of the N2can be considered:

(1) N2 as an impurity in the sweep gas, (2) N2 from an air leak, and (3) N2 from that norm',dly dissolved in

steel. Impurity N2 was ruled out by differences in behavior between H2and N2 peaks at different flow
ratcs. The observed behavior is consistent with the presence of a source within the system that provides

N2 at ztconstant rate so that when it is diluted at higher tlow rates of helium, it will provide a lower mass
spectrometer signal. Inward difl'usion of N2 lrom the air through a leak, driven by the essentially constant
activity gradient, is a possibility. However, an air leak would also introducc O2, which would be revealed

by the trace lhr mass 32. tlowcver, the Oz trace is seen to remain constant at baseline level and,
: funhennore, nel to correspond to lhc expected 4:1 ratio lhr N2:O2characteristic of air. (Thc pure helium

= and Hc-990 ppm tt 2 mixtures pass through getter units (Oxyclcar) to remove traces of 0 2and tt20 that
might appear between the gas supply cylinders and the TPD apparatus before lhc gas [lows into lhc
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apparatus.) One might argue thai the relatively high level of H2will allow reaction with any 0 2 and make
Oz undetectable. However, the O2trace was the same when only pure helium was passed through,
wilhout any l.×_ssibility tbr Hz to react with O2 and to remove it. Furthennore, the same behavior was
seen when the experiment was repeated at room temperature, under which condition the uncatalyzed

1t2-Oz combination reaction would be too slow to detect, lt Is unlikely that a leak occurred.

lt appears I'rom the loregoin[; that the stainless steel tubing is the source of Nz.
Though nitrogen does not appear in the industrial specifications for the types 304 and 316 stainless steel
of the apparatus, nitrogen is a known contaminant of such material, For some other types of steel,

specifications limit the N content to 0.25%. In iron, the nitrogen solubility falls in the range of hundreds
to thousands of parts pcr million, lt is also known that release of nitrogen from h'on ("denitriding") is

much more rapid if the gas phase contains H2 than ii' it does not. 9z The observed behavior is consistent
with this observation.

The significance, ii'any, of tile nitrogen for the desorption of Hz and 1-120from a
ceramic breeder is not yet clear. Literature dcaling with the adsorption of N2on oxide surfaces has not
been checked yet. There might be a connection with an unpublished report on the apparently good release

of tritium observed with a purge gas passed through hot titanium, which was assumed to getter N2.
Howevcr, at the moment, ii appears reasonable that those observations reflected the effects of residual
hydrogen inthe as-received titanium. This could have _x.'sultedin unsuspected additions of hydrogen,
though nitrogen could bwinvolved too.

c. Stabilization of Stainless Stecl Tube

In the presenl series oi measurements of tile TPD of 1'12from LiAIO 2, purge gas is
passed through a stainless steel tube containing a l.,iA10z sample that is equilibrated immediately belore
with a known partial pressure of H 2, while the temperature is linearly increased with time. The desorption

steps are expected to consist ot"increments o1'1.t2conning olTthe sample and passing through the sample
tube and apparatus tubing Ltmtleads to the mass spectrometer lhr species detection. It is important to

establish Ihat no interaclions occur between the 112and the tubing, or that they are negligible or can be
compensated lhr. One approach is tc)treat the tube witlJ a He-H z mixture to the point where,
::ubsequently, a pulse of ii 2 in pure helium will pass unaffected. In this condition, the tube is said to bw
stabilized. To demonstrate the interaction with tile tube and to test the elTectiveness of the stabilization

process, a series of simulated TPD runs with the empty tube was performed. In such a run, a series oi"

TPD peaks was simulated by changing the sweep gas from pure helium to a He-990 ppm H2every 100*C
tnsthe temperature was increased from 200 to 700°C; the temperature ramp rate was 5,5 *C/min. This
produced a series of squarc wave spikes irl tile TPD spectrum.

In Fig. I-8, the traces for 1tz and HzO are shown, together with the temperature ramp,
for an unstabilizcd tube. "l'hc tube was treated with purc helium at 200°C overnight. The 200, 300, 400,

and 500°C spikes show a fairly gradual upward trend lhr I-12.However,the distinctly higher Hz spikes for
600 and 700°C show the elf cot of interactions that augment the Hz level. The cause is suggested by the

HzO trace, which is assumed to originate ft'ore reduction of surl'ace oxide by Hz and from tile
recombination of adsorbed OH groups on tile steel surface. After a decline ft'ore the level of HzO in the
200°C spike, the HzO level was esscntially constant fbr the 300,400, and 500°C spikes. The increase at

6()0°C suggests that the migration o1'surface OH, leading tc)recombination and evolution o1"!-!20 as well
as its reduction by thc steel, yielding tt 2, is increasingly activated at higher tcmperatures. Not shown is
the simultaneous Nz tracc; this gas is bcing evolved at essentially the same level during the spikes and at
an enhanced rate compared to that with pure helium.
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After several treatments and TPD simulations, a final ruti was perlormed. 1,lcre, 990

ppm H2 in helium was passed through the tube at 667 *Covernight, The simulated TPD spectrum is
shown in Fig. I-9. Now, the spikes for H2 and H20 remain nearly uniform in height during the nan,

though increasing a little at higher temperature. The mass spectromet,:r trace shows that a small degree of
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reduction of oxide to t-120 is still occun'ing when !-!2,is introduced, The readings from the electrolytic
water analyzer were low, reaching approximately 1 ppm at the peaks and dropping as low as 0,2 ppm.
Though the tube is not completely and ideally stable, the present state will he taken to represent a

i_r_iclit:;tl;|lltl i)r()visional level of stabilizatioll Iowartt Ii2 ,!:pikesup lo a Ic,llpt.'.l'alurct)l' al)l)r()xilllalcly

i'_1)°( ', Wllcll Itltr IIlht' is I_a(Itxl willl lilt' sllmph', Irt.'llllllt.'.lllwllh I1,_,will t-)t',rt;ix:lllc(lulllll rt'pl'()(lllt:il_lt'
'1'1'1.),q)cclra arc t)btai]lctl, at wllicl_ point we aSSttlllCthai tube stability will agaili bc achieved.

d, Desoq_tion Measurements lhr LIAIO2-H 2

The same sample tube that was used for the above blank and stabilization
experiments was loaded with 0,52 g of LiAIO 2 that was prepared at Saclay, France, (This material is a
portion of that which was supplied for the EXOTIC V experiment--an in-reactor test of tritium release

from L,iA102. In its preparation, this material had been sintered at I10()*C and, before being bottled for,
ANl., it was heated at 800°C tbr ] h,) At the start of testing at ANL, a drydown period was entered
during which the sample was first heated to 290°C in pure helium tbr 1,5 h, then 990 ppm H2 in helium at
300"r... over a weekend, Early in the 3()0'C period, the water analyzer rccorded 110 ppm H20 in the
evolved gas. At the end of the weekend, the H20 level was down to 0,55 ppm and declined further to
0.20 ppm, when the sample was cooled to 2000C in preparation for a TPD run. This TPD run was for
background intbrmation on a sample known still to contain moisture and in a tube known not to be
stabilized yet. The temperature ramp was programmed to run from 200 to 750°C at 5.5°C/min, The

TPD spectrum is shown in Fig. I-10, Considerable dill'use evolution of H20 is still continuing, on an
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ti20) shows the effects of the reaction of the considerable amount of residual !-120with the steel, At this
stage, of course, part of the evolved water can als0 originate from oxide on the steel, No CO2was

detected In the evolved gases so that the sampl_ appears to be free of carbonate, Further drying and
stabilizing are continuing belbre TPD spectra are taken to measure the propertieS of the sample itself,

A tentative conclusion to draw from this result is that reports of trittum release

measurements from irradiated samples are often flawed in not demonstrating the stability of the apparatus,
Much analytical effort has been expended on the data from such rc,lease tests in an attempt to use the
shapes of the curves to derive various kinetic quantifies, like diffusion coefficients, to compare rates of

tritium release, The numerous reports have yielded bewildering comparisons of these quantities,
Experimental conditions that must be addressed to gain confidence'in the shapes of the curves and allow a
sound basis for comparison must include the impact from the tubing of the apparatus, which often is much

more extensive than that in the apparatus from the present study. ,
\

2. Tritium Release irom Lithium Ceramics Irradiated with Neutrons

(J. P. Kopasz, J, Mougin,* B, Rasneur,* S, Tistchenko*)

In a joint project with CEA/Saclay, tritium release from lithium aluminate has been

investigated using out-of-pile annealing experiments with single crystals and sintered pellets, Lithium
aluminate is one oi' the leading candidates for use as a ceramic tritium-breeding material, exhibiting good

mechanic_d and thermal properties and satisfactory tritium release. 93 However, tritium release at low

temperature is poor, In addition, tritium release from I.AA10,,_is not well understood. Values for tritium
"di ffusivity" range over six orders of magnitude, 9395 while data are lacking for the desorption rate of

tritium from LiA10 2. In an effort to improve our understanding of tritium transporl, out-of-pile anneals
have been perlbrmed on pre-i_vadiated sintered pellets and single crystals of LiA10 2. Large single crystals
(2-mm ria) were employed in hopes of obtaining diffusion-controlled release. The results indicate that

diffusion is not rate controlling, madthat tritium trapping is occurring at low temperature,

a, Experimental

Details of the annealing procedure and the experimental procedure have been

reported previously. 96 The LiA102 samples (single crystals or sintered pellets) were irradiated in sealed
glass capsules, which were opened in the anne',ring apparatus under flowing argon or argon plus 0.1%
hydrogen. The sample was allowed to fall into the heated portion of the apparatus (300-950"C), while the

capsule was retained in the unheated portion. The released tritium was detected downstream using a
proportional counter.

Single crystals of pure LiA10 z were prepared using the well-known Czochralski

process. The chemical bath contained fused salt LiAIO 2(1700°C) plus 3 wt % Li20. In "miridium
crucible under an argon atmosphere, crystal growth was accomplished on a seed ola single crystal of

LiA10 z using a rotation speed of 10-15 rpm. Sintered p_'llets of pure aluminate were prepared by the
method oi"Rasneur. 97

*Commissariat ]t l'energie atomique (CEA), Centrc de Saclay, France,
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b, Results and Discussion

Isothermal and constant-rate heating armeals were performed on single crystals and

sintered pellets o1"pure LiA102. Both types of tritium release anneals suggest that tritium trapping occurs
at di fferent energetic levels. This is especially evident Ibr the single crystals (2-mm dia) _mdfor the large

sintered pellets (84-_um grain dJa),

Typical isothermal curves are shown in Fig, I-11 for single crystals and Figs. 1-12 and
I- 13 for sintered pellets. The release curves suggest that, although some tritium is rapidly released at low
temperature (538°C for single cryst_s mad 84-/_m grain dta pellets and 3000C tor 0.5-_m grain dta

pellets), the majority of the tritium remains trapped in the sample and will not be released at these
temperatures, even after extended periods of time. A sintered pellet (84-,urn grain dta) was annealed Ibr
one week at 538°C; after 30 h, the release returned to the baseline, The anneal continued at 538 °C for an

additional 140 h with no tritium release detected. The temperature was then increased to 850°C, and a

large tritium release corresponding to greater than 85% of the tritium in the sample was observed,

Additional support tbr the presence of Irittum traps is found in the release kinetics.
One would expect the release l'rom single crystals and sintered pellets composed of large grains to be

controlled by dil'fusion. However, the release that we observe is not compatible with diffusion kinetics,

Plots of the natured logarithm of the fraction released (J) versus the natural logarithm

of time have art initial slope of approximately 1 rather than the value of 1/2 expected from a dit'fusion
model, In addition, diffusivities calculated from the release curves vary with time and are not constont

from one experiment to the next for a given temperature. For example, runs were perl'o_Tnedon single

tryst;als of LiA10 z under the lollowing conditions: Expt. 1,538*C_777°C+9500C; Expt. 2,
777°C+950°C; Expt, 3,950°C.
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Fig. I-11. Isothermal Curve for Single Crystal
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= The only way to obtain the same kinetic characteristics at a given temperature lhr the
above runs is to treat each peak's surface as representing 100% of the tritium released, li"the tritium

: rclcasc is an;llyTed in this manner (assuming that Lilt.'.tritium which is Ilol relea:+e(t til a Sl)ccilqc
tCnil)Craturc is traippcd), the release curves at)pear to lollow a first-order rate law, with the rate constaltts7

being consistent from one experiment to the next,
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Some differences are observed between the release from the sintered pellets o1'small

grain size (SGS) and large grain Size (LGS), For the LGS sanaples, the majority of tritium is trapped at
538 °C, while tbr the SGS (0,5- to 0,30-/_m grain dta) only a small portion of the tritium present appears
trapped at this temperature, Furthermore, the apparent activation energies are different for the LGS and
SGS samples, when tested under the same sweep gas, The differences tn behavior may be explained by

the different processing methods used to manufacture the small and hirge grains: SGS samples tire

prepared using a mixture of Li2CO3 and A1203 deficient in lithium, whtle LGS samples are prepared from
a Li-rich mixture. 9_ In addition, lhr the SGS samples with thetr low volume-to-surface area ratio,

desorption may be the rate-limiting step.

The kinetic characteristics of the release curves in the isothermal anneal experiments

indicate trapping, However, they do not provide any infonnatton on the nature of the traps, The kinetics
are consistent with traps located in the bulk or on the surface. Comparing the relative amounts of tritium

trapped for differing grain sizes, we tbund that a larger percentage of the tritium is trapped at 538 °C for
the LGS and single-crystal samples than for SGS samples. This suggests that the traps are located in the
bulk; however, the differences in the preparative routes for the LGS and SGS samples (as described

above) may result in other di ffcrences in the samples which account for the differences in trapped tritium,

A possible tritium trap is a negatively charged vat,racy, In lithium alumlnate, two

possibilities exist: a lithium vacancy, which would have a charge of-1 with respect to the neutral crystal,
and an aluminum vacancy, which would have a charge of-3 with respect to the neutral crystal, Of these

two sites, an aluminum vacancy would bca stronger trap for T+,due to the greater charge, The LGS
materials prepared from a Li-rich mixture would be deficient in aluminum and have more aluminum
vacancies than the SGS samples, and would be expected to have more of the tritium trapped than Ibr the

SGS samples,

c. Conclusion

Out-of-pile tritium release experiments perlbrmed on large single crystals and

sintered pellets suggest that, at a low temperature, some tritium is released and some is retained in the
solid, even after extended periods o1'heating. The nature of the trap is not known, but il is probably
associated with an aluminum or lithium w_cancy. Experiments with doped materials are planned to test
this hypothesis.

3. Tritium Inventory lhr ARIES Design

(S. W. Tam and B. Karr)

Using the ANl_.dilTusion-desorplioll model, 99we estimated the tritium inventory for lhc
ARIES fusion reactor design, The ARIES design represent,; an advanced concept whose blanket

component uses Li2ZrO3 in sphere-pac tbrm as the solid breeder, beryllium spheres as neutron multiplier,
and SiC as the material of choice tbr the stru(_'turalcomponents. Input parameters to the model are based

on ARIES system design results that have been provided to us and include componc'nt dimensions, wall
loading, tritium generation rates, volume fractions of breeder and multiplier, and maximum and minimum

temperatures. A parabolic t_zmperature profile is used to generate the temperature across the breeder bed.

The tritium diffusivity in LieZrO:_ is taken from the literature. _°° Because there are no
reported values for the desorption rale con,;tant for this rnateI:ial, we used the corresponding quantity for
1..i20 as recommended l_)rthe I'I"ER ,tesign studies. The grain size is assumed to bc 1()/_m. Tritium

inventory was calculated normalized to system surface area (cre2), Separate itwentory is estimated for
erich of the three zones proposed in the design. Temperature variation across the brccder bcds in each
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zone ts taken into account, The total inventory is filch obtained via superposltton o1' the inventories for
each zone,

The results Indicate that the total inventory (per system surface area) tit steady state Is of the
order 8 × 1012 mol/cm 2(Ftg, 1-14), The ratio for the trttlum tnventorT tn zones 1, 2, and 3 canbc

represented as 1',2,5:4,5 (see Ftg, 1-15), Thts ts so because of the dtft'erent temperature dlstrlbutkm
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In the three zones, 'l'l_e ,,4teatlystate Iu rt_aclied lt1abt_ut 300i) s, a time, that Is I'tltt'lyt'apld, 't'ht; steady-start;
total lnvetttory is low, "t'llest_results at'c,direct ¢otlsequcnces ttf th_ relatively hlgll temperLtture opt'r_ttlotl
Irathe destgtl (600-7()0'C), ()tie wc'_uldexpect th_tt usa oi' the "l_rOl:_er'' ctcs¢_rpltc_nccmsttmt li,_rIA_,ZI'O:_,li'
tuld when tl becon:les available, would qu_,tz_tltatlvelyalter' lilt.',e,_tlmaled lnvezltory, i lowever, ttue tct the

high tet_upt',rtltureInvolved, the qutdtttttive ¢onclustt:lt't that tilt,,bt't_edertritium ttlvet_tt_rywotdd I_ It)w Is
expected tc_rt;mtttn valid,

Ttle ttbove discussion pertat_ls lo lhc brce0t,',l'Inventory, which Is tl_)ttlec_ssttrlly flat',sa_ne _ts
total reactor.blariket tnvenlory, This Is p_lrllctlltirly trtit,',li)l' Iho ARIES deslBn bectiuse of the iiltlmato

mt×Ing of the breeder/multiplier comptmcnts in spherc-i)ttt; ctml'lgttratlon re'tdthe rel_tlve p1'oxlmlty of the
SIC-composite strut_turtd materials, Due to thr'.self-shteltlttlg effect and the small sizes of the breeder
particles, a _,Iig__tl'lt:antlractlon of tritium generated wilhln the breeder could end up tn the bt_rylltum

multiplier and the strut:rural maLerlals via a Jeeoll mechardsm, where the trllltmJ may become trapped
owing to the potentially low trtttlsport coefii¢tenL li)r ttmse materials, The limited arid partly con(ltcttflg
data In the Ilte,rature Indicate thtlt trttlum dtl'l'tlslor_ Is extremely low In beryllium, hl addlllon, under actual

opertlttng conditions, the beryllium par'titles are likely tt_be coated with a Bee layer, which Is not
e×pe!.:ted to enhance tritium escape l'rt_mtlte multiplier, 'l'he dlfl't_ston cot_l'ltclent of tritium Irl SIC

composite ts tmknow_ al'tdneeds to tx_determined, 'l'hus, the preset_t analysis Indicates a low lnvc.ntory
or trltittm tn the brec,der COml_'_nettt,Ilowever, tr_ttch further work ts necessary to determine the tritium

INventory In th_ multtpile r/strt_¢tural c(_mponenls,

4, Lltldurn M_ss "l'rans_
(I:', E, Blackburn)

Lithium ceramlt:s are, being ltwt, stlgated I't,ruse as tritium breedit_g materials, With addltlor_

oi' 1000 ppm !-Iz lit the heliunl l)t_rgegas, thr: brt,,dIrilit_t'_Is readily recovered l'rorn the bla_lket atxwe
4()()'C, Wltl_ln the solid, lritlulu may also be found _s LtO'I', which may tran'.;port lithium (and tritium)Lo

c,t_olerparts t_l'lhc bltuakel, 'l'l_is l)roces,,,_may c_use loss oF iitldum I'rou_ the blat_ket, blocking of [low
l)_l.llls,iliad lt_t:re_se oi' lhc lrlllur_l IN'vt_ntt)ry, l,abori_tory ,studlc,s I_)_I't;tveestablisl_ed the pressure I'

LiC)l-l(g) for _'eactlot_ot' l.,i,;_()(sl)with water rapt)r:

1/_] l,l.fsLi(_._) ). l/',.,' II_dll(t_) = l,il)ll(t_;) (1_-.4)

'l'l_epressure o1' I,I(YI' a_ld l lq'(.) t)r 'l'e(.) t_bovc l,l;z() Is esst:t_lially the same as tl_at for

rcactlt)_s involving hydrogen,, lt_our experlme_ts, Wk were litntled to hydrogctl gases, 'l'ht_s, tltl_pt_rpose
t_l this work Is 1olnvcsttg_',le the lrtl_Sl)Ortc_l'!,lr)li l'rc)inthf l)lti_lkel material a_d t:_rmslon c_lstainless
steel container tt_ttterlal,

1_ this t'ept)rl period, l:_rellrniI_ry OXl_erime_tswere carrie(i out tl_deter n_it_eii

strt_clt_r_tl stati_less sit,el c{)uld be corr_)detl by _ i(.)'l'(g) alad/(._rl,IOlt(g) I'l'ornthe 1.12()t)lallket m_terial,
1_ this study, _,tsilver boat was us_.d to hold Li2() wllh _13()3 stallde,'-;ssteel shet't (1 x 3 cre) placed at

desired dist_xtaee_;(i-0,5 t_t'0,1 cre) above the l.,i:;(), Ncitl_cr the si_tinless steel sheet _lor the sl_tered
lithttin_ t_xttlo surl'_,lceswere 1]atcnotigl_ to estttblisll lile very _rrow Sel)aratio_i dtsl_.l_cesexactly, 'l'lle
b__t i_nd l)llttc were i_lat_edit_sitlt,',ii sllver-ltt_ed qtmrtz tithe, _tid tile silVCl'll:t)e assembly wi_sht,,_ltt;dli_a
clain-st_cll ('tirltace, I ielttl_1tc_trr'tcrgtts l]ow_.:dtllr(_tigtl Lwor'_tomete_',',;,ol_e thl'()ugh a wttlor s_ttur'_ltt)ra_d
ttac _tl_e_'directly l'rom tl_t.'higll-i"_t.trltytatlk llelium, In S()lllenleltStll'el'llelltS,the Ileltur_ t:__i_tail_edaboul

I_,;f, hytlr_)ger_, 'l"he two l_ellt_mstre_lms were mixed at_d llowed lilt() tile sllvt, r tube conlalrli_lg the I_oal
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and litiflum oxide, Needle valves were adjusted to reduce the water content wlthtn the range 0,001 to
(},01 atm, 'Ptw, furnace wits heated to "/50'C lhr thts set of measurements, Most of _he I.,tOH gas,

produced rrom water vapor and Lt20, reacted with the stainless steel target (wtmJt tl_,, target was in the
experimental system), The remaining LIOH(g)condensed In cooler regtons of the silver tube downstreatn

from lhc 1.,120tn the l'urnace,

At'ter heating the boat to 750°C and cooling to room tt;mperature, the boat was

removed, and the sliver tube was soaked in water to remove the LIOH (i2ondEnsEdIn the sliver tubing) lhr
chemical anitlysls, The corrosion product lbmaed by reaction of LIOH(g) wtth stainless steel was
dlssolwd in nltrtc actd for llthtum ctlemtcal analysis, The LIOH(g) pressure wits calculated from the

lltlllum analysis of the condensed LtOH in the sllw',r tube and the Ideal gas law,

Stx runs were tan'led out at 750"C (Nos, 21-26), In Runs 21,22 and 26, the heltum

llow rate wits 10 cm3hnln, and the water pressures were about 9000 ppm, In Runs 23-25, the hellurn flow
rate was 101)cm:_/mtn, and the water pressure was about 120(I ppm, With the exception of run 21, ali
measuremEntS were made with 303 stainless steel targets above the LI20 fixed bud, The expertmenttd
results are summarized in Tables I..3 luld I-4, For lhc measured LtOH(g) pressures in Table 1,3, we
assumed that ali the lithium condensed tn the silver tube wan entrained as LIOH(g) tn the llowtng helium,

However, this was not the case In Runs 21,22 and 26, where the apparent pressures were an average of
ntne thnes those calculated from 'l"etenbaum and Johnson, l°l This was vcrtfted when the llow rate wan

increased to 100 cm3/mtn (Runs 23-25), and appitrent LIOH prEssurEs decreased to less than twtce those

i,'alculated from 'I'etenbaum and ,lohnson's work, The LIOH condenses In the sliver tube by two
mechanisms: (1) transport by entrainment in flowing helium and (2) ttlem_al migration ft'ore the llowtng
helium In the hot zone tOcooler regtons of the silver tube, driven by the temperature gradient, As the
velocity oi' the helium flow decreases, the ratio of thermal migration to entrainment IncreasEs toward

tnlinlty,

Table I-4 lists the measured and calculated amount of lithium, as LIOH(g), reacted

with the 303 stainless steel for vttrtous helium flow rates, water pressures, and estimated separation

distances between tt_e Li20 and stainless steel, There wits reasonable agrct'.nlent (t. e,, within ii factor of
two) lhr Rtlns 22, 23, and 26, but very poor agreement ibr Runs 24 and 25, '/'tie separation distances lhr
Runs 24-26 tnay have been inaccurate because of it lack o1'plane surl'aces and the relatively short
separation distances. The agreement bEtwEen measured and predicted lithium corrosion for Run 26 may
have be,en fortuitous, No hydrogen wits added lo the helium carrier gas in the first two runs, About 1%

hydrogen was added to the helium iri the lasl four runs. The hydrogen pressure wits too low to prevent the

formation of LtCrO 2 and LtFEO2, Thermodynamic data were unavailable to calculate the stability of

LINiO 2 at the 1% hydrogen level.

Table I-3, Pressure Determined tbr DilTusion.DrivenLiOti(g) Reaction with Stainless Steel at 750'C

Run He How, P(H2), P(H20), ........__P_[.l__,tOH)a_t3_tn_........ Meas,/Calc,
Nt_, cm3/min atm atm Meas, Calc/ Ratio

21 10 0,00()0 0,00875 1.14E-4 1,26E-5 9,02
22 1() 0,0000 0,00799 i ,59E-4 1,20E-5 13,3
23 100 0,0097 0,0012() 9,93E-6 4,44E-6 2,14
24 10() 0,(1097 0.00125 7,77E-6 4,75F,-6 1.64
2.5 1(.)() (),0097 0,0t) 120 8,64F,-6 4,67E,,.6 1,85
26 1() 0,0097 0,00986 6,66E-5 1,33E..5 5,00

X'alculatcd from Rel, 101,
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'Fable 1¢, Mthtunl-'l"rtuN3ortResults from DllTushm.DrtvenLiOH(g) Reaction with Stainless Ste_'l

Weight Lithium, #g

Run I-leHow, Time, Distance," Meas, for Muas, for Calc, lhr
No, cln3/lllin nlin till Ag Tubei' SS Sheet° SS Sheet°,ii
21 i0 164 .-- 50 --- ---
22 10 172 0,492 80 295 301
23 100 351 0,416 84 164 292
24 100 195 0,15 36 8(/ 426
25 1C)O 131 0,1 28 102 535
26 10 162 0,1 32 2800 1896

"Separation between Lt_OaM ::rainlesssteel,
bWelght of lithium condensed on silver tube outside hot zone,
_Welght of lithium reacted with stainless steel sheet in hot zone,
aCalculated from equation of Treybal.t°2

b, S_teady-State Diffusion and Corrosion of Structural Materials

In our experiments, Li20 and the stainless steel sheet are separated by distances of

less than a millimeter to half a centimeter. The LtOH(g) forms at the LtzO surface, dtfluses to the
stainless steel surface [driven by the diffusivity of LtOH(g) in helium and the LiOH(g) pressure gradtentl,
and reacts with the stainless steel, The LIOH(g) pressure decrease is caused by reaction of LiOH(g) with

the stainless steel to l.orm LlaCIO 2, Lt2FeO2, and LiaNiO 2, or other mixed oxides, For example, if all the
chromium has not oxidized, the chromate may be produced by the reactions:

(.Jr'+ 3/2 HBtl(g) = 1/2 OrBO3 + 3/2 HB(g) (I-5)

I.,ilJil(g) + 1/20r2[I 3 = I,i0r0 2 + 1/2 l120(g ) (Z--O)

Table 1-5 gives the LiOH(g) pressure at the lithiun3 oxide interface calculated lhr a

water concentration of 93 ppm at the three temperatures used by Chopra ct al, _°3,1(_and the temperature
o ',1

of our experiments (750 C), The LIOH(g) pressures at tlm stainless steel interface are ['or Fq, I-4 in

equilibrium with Cr:_O3, LiCrO 2, and 93 ppm H20(g), The LiOH pressure at the stainless steel Interface
will depend on lhc composition of the corrosion layer on the alloy surface, The composition depends on
time, temperature, and gas composition, II3ali cases, this pressul'e will be substantially lower than that at

the Lt20 surface,

The LiOH(g) pressures in Table I-5 are based on retenbaum and Johnson's 1°1

pressures iri equilibrium with Li20 and water vapor, The LiOH pressures at the steel interfaces are

--105-107 times lower than the pressures tit the Lt?O interface, The LiOH(g) lbnned tit the Li20 surface is
driven across the space between the Li20 and the stainless steel by the pressure gradient and diffusivity o1"
LtOH(g), In this steady-state diffusion process, I°2the flux of LiOH is given by
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DABPL

whcre NA is the flux of LiOH in helium (in g moUs/cm2), DABis the diffusivity (cm2/s) of LiOH(g) in
helium, Pt is the total pressure (atm), PA1and PA2are the LiOH pressures (atm) at the Li20 and stainless
steel surfaces (atm), R is the gas constant (cmaatm/deg/mol), T is the absolute temperature, and z is the

distance (cre) between the Li20 and stainless steel., he LiOH(g) diffusivity was estimated from data in
Ref. 102. The flux of LiOH varies inversely with the separation distance z (Table I-4).

Table I-5. Calculated Equilibrium LiOH(g) Pressures at Interface
between Li20 and Stainless Steel (where Cr2Oa-LiCrO2
and 93 ppm H20 control the LiOH pressure)

LiOH Pressure, atm

Temp.,*C LizO Stainless Steel

450 4.08E- 10 7.90E-17
550 1.15E-8 1.25E-14
650 1.59E-7 5.45E-13
750 1.31E-6 1.24E-11

Analysis of our attempts to measure corrosion of stainless steel and LiOH(g)

equilibrium pressure in a transpiration system led us to conclude that three processes occur
simultaneously: (1) entrainment of LiOH(g) by the helium carrier gas, from its production in the hot
zone, to condense in cooler regions outside the hot zone; (2) thermal diffusion of LiOH(g) to condense in

cooler regions outside the hot zone; and (3) steady-state diffusion of LiOH(g) to the stainless steel, where

LiOH(g) reaction corrodes the steel. Although we were able to measure the LiOH(g) pressure for runs 23-
25 within a factor of two of the accepted equilibrium value in the presence of stainless steel, we do not

recommend this procedure. We believe a more reliable vaiue can be obtained in the absence of any other
material which will react with LiOH(g).

c. Caiculation of Stailfless Steel Corrosion by LiOT

In the above experiments, we discovered that LiOH(g) reacted with elements (Cr, Ni,

and Fe) in the steel to form stable mixed oxides, which sharply lowered the LiOH activity. This produced

a steep gradient in the LiOH pressure between the Li20 and the stainless steel. These results can be
applied to possible corrosion of structural steel in the ITER blanket. In this effort, we calculated the ra_c

-- of stainless steel corrosion driven by steady-state diffusion of LiOT gas from the Li20 blanket to the
structural steel.

For the calculations, we used ITER parameters furnished by M. C. Billone (Materials

and Components Technology Division). The blanket consists of Li20 blocks (1-cm wide, 0.8-cre high)

packed to a l-m width. The four cornc_ running along the 1-m length are machined to torm one quarter
ot'a cylindrical channel. A steel plate, 1 m x 10 m x 0.1 cm, separates the Li20 blocks. The half channel,
with a diameter of 0.046 _:m, is l-na long. Since each oi tlae four comers has one quarter of a clmt,_cl,

=

i
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there is one charmel per block, q he final version of the blanket may not use this high a concentration o1"
flow channels. For this calculation, we assume one channel per block. The helium gas flow [containing

1000 ppm Hz gas and a T20(g) concentration which varies with the breeding ratio] is set at
6 m/s. The flow rate per chromel is 0,997 cm3/s, The expected tritium breeding rate is given by the factor

(120 g T)/(12.6 x 103 kg LiaO), where the denominator is the total Li20 blanket weight. The block of

Li20 has a density of 2,013 g/cm 3, a theoretical density of 80%, and a weight of 128.6 g, One block
breeds 1.224 x 10.3 g of tritium pcr day or 4.06 x 10 -4 mol of tritiam per day. For the reaction

Li20(c) + T20(g) = 9.Li0T(g) (I-8)

we usedTetenbaumandJohnson'sequilibriumconstantI°ItocalculatetheLiOT pressure.The T20
pressure is limited by the tritium breeding rate. The calculations apply to steady-state conditio_ts, where
tritium is released at the breeding rate.

Tables I-6 and I-7 give the results of our calculations. Equation I-7 was used to

calculate the LiOH(g) flux in grams using the distance between the steel cladding and the Li20 as
0.0022 cre. We also considered the effect of the purge channels on stainless steel corrosion. The purge
channels are expected to transport less LiOT by the steady-state corrosion process. The effective z for the

channel was estimated by numerical integration to be 0.0122 cm between the Li20 channel surface and
the steel surface. Hence, _le corrosion rate of the steel next to the channels is about 18% of that obtained

when 95.4% of the steel is next to flat Li20 breeding material. Only 0.8% of the corrosion is calculated to
occur adjacent to the channels.

Table I-6. Calculated Results for LiOT and Ta0 Pressures and Diffusivities at 450-750"C
Temp, P'mo, Puo'r, DHe-T20, DHe-Uo'r,
"C atm atm cm2/s cm2/s

450 1.4E-4 4.96E- 10 3.28 2.98
550 1.59E-4 1.49E-8 4.05 3.71
650 1.78E-4 2.17E-7 4.89 4.49
750 1.98E-4 1.87E-6 5.80 5.32

Table I-7. Calculated Results for Steel Corrosion Driven by Steady-State
Diffusion

Temp., Weight of Li20 Reacted, g/cre2 Fraction
"C per sec per day per year Steel/yr

450 1.69E-10 1.45E-5 .00533 0.025
550 5.57E-9 4.81E-4 0.176 0.84
650 8.71E-8 0.00753 2.75 .....
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As can be deduced from Table I-6, the pressure oi' LiOH, in equilibrium with Li20, is
proportional to the square root of the TzO(g ) pressure and increases exponentially with temperature; the

T20 pressure is relatively constant since it is l"ixed by the tritium breeding rate. 'l"he transport oi' LiOH to
the stainless steel is driven by the LiOtt concentration gradient from that at the Li20 surlace and that al
the steel surface. At the stainless steel surface, the pressure of LiOH is in equilibrium with thai oi"

LiCrO 2, LiFeO 2, LiNiO 2, or other mixed oxides of Cr, Fe, and Ni. The pressure difl'ercnce between LiOH
and T20 varies by factors of 105 to 107. The weight of Li20 reacted per year per crn 2of stainless steel at
450°C (Table I-7) is equivalent to 14% of the chromium in 303 stainless steel, which contains 18%
chromium. The initial corrosion is controlled by diffusion ot' LiOT(g) in the pressure gradient. After a

long period, the rate may be controlled by the diffusion of reactants in the corrosion layer or in the
remaining steel alloy.

Mc)re experimental work is necessary to verify and extend our calculations. Since the

separation distance is so crucial, better methods for measuring it arc:needed. Also, longer runs are needed
to establish whether the corrosion rate is linear or decreasing with lime.

5. Processing4Requirement,,; for International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
(P. A. Finn and R, G. Clemmer)

The ITER is a tokamak fusion reactor which will be used to test plasma operations and to
test compontc_,_:_ibr prototype power reactors, lt will be fueled by tritium, which is bred in thc blanket
system around the plasma chamber. This blanket .,:ystcm contains Li20 as the breeder, beryllium as the
neutron multiplier, and water as the coolant. During this report period, we defined the processing
requirements to purify He-3 during some stages of plasma operation and pertormed paran_ctric studies to
define the needed components for the processing system to recover mid purify tritium from the blanket
syste_n.

a. Helium Purification Requirements during Deuterium/Helium-3

The vacuum pumping arid luel processing requirements were determined for a
reference deuterium/helium (D/He-3) bum to be done during the first phase, "the physics phase," of

ITER's operation. As shown in Table I-8, these D/He-3 bums are conducted at low power (100 MW),
have short burn times (,. 30 s), and are a limited operation (2000 shot,,;); however, the helium pumping
requirements are of the same order of magnitude as those fbr deuterium/tritium (D/T) bums at a higher

power oi" 1000 MW. The vacuum pumping and fuel processing requirements can be handled by the
vacuum pumping and fuel processing system fbr Dfr bums in the reference ITER design, provided a

cryodistillation system is added to separate He-3 and He-4. I1the reference D/He-3 bum phase is
expanded, a major redesign of the ITER vacuum system will be required.

For a D/He-3 reaction, the vacuum pumps handle a much greater helium gas load
than a D/F reaction at the same fractional bum and the same fusion power. For D/l--le-3bums, 75% of' the

pumped gas is helium, whereas in Dfr bums, it is only 3%. The two reactions can be expressed as

D + T---+ 4lie + n (1_-9)

D + :_Hc' ----* 4He + p (11--10)

where n is a neutron, and p is it protorL

_

=
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The fractional bum efficiency lhr D/He-3 bums is estimated at 10% of the 3%

cfficiency projected lhr a D/q' bum i,e,, 0.3%. Because of the low bum efficiency, the He-3 throughput is

20 retool/s, corresponding to a gas load of 48 Pa,m3/s at 20"C, The deuterium (D 2) throughput is
10 retool/s, corresponding to a gas load of 24 Pa,rn3/s, During this report period, we assessed the

applicability of the vacuum pump capacity and the fuel processing capacity of the D/I' fuel cycle for the
D/He-3 bums,

Table I-8. Parameters for Reference Deuterium/
Helium-3 Burn

Fusion Power, MW 100
Fractional Burn, % 0.3
Burn Time, s 30
Dwell Time, s 200
Number of Srots 20(YO

Total Burn, h/yr 17

Since tx)th the fusion power and the fractional bum for the reference D/He-3 reaction

are one-tenth that for the D/I" reaction, the helium gas load is 33 times greater. (At a 3% fractional bum
for the Dfr reaction, only 0.03 tool He-4 is produced for each mole of atomic deuterium.) The capacity of
the helium vacuum pumping system was assessed, therelore, to determine if it could handle the helium
gas load.

The vacuum system parameters Ibr the reference D/T burn are shown in Table I-9.
For I)[I' bums, the partial pressure maintained at the aperture ot' the vacuum ducts is ~ 0.1 Pa tbr

deuterium/tritium and .--103 Pa for helium. As mentioned above, the total helium gas load for the D/He-3
burn is 48 paomS/s at a fractional bum of 0.3%. With a total helium flow of 384 mS/s, the minimum

helium pressure is 0.125 Pa, which may be acceptable if the partial pressure ot"He-4 is maintained at
103 Pa.

Table I-9. Parameters Describing Reference Vacuum Pumping
System ibr D/T Burns in ITER

Helium Pump Speed, m3/s 100
Helium Duct Speed, m3/s 93
Deu_rium pump Speed, m3/s 190
Deuterium Duct Speed, m3/s 93
Numberof Ducts 8

Total Helium Speed, m3/s 384
Total Deuterium Speed, m3/s 496
Helium Partial Pressure, Pa - 0.(X)I
Deuterium Partial Pressure, Pa -- 0.1
Helium Pump Capacity, m2 1-10
Regeneration Time, h 1

The other parameter important tbr helium pumping is the total capacity of the helium
: pumps, i.e., the total sorption surface area. The measured helium capacity of a cryosorption pump under

sustained pumping is - 2660 Pa.m3/m2.1°5-1c_ For the D/I' bum, 4338 rn_ of sorption surface area is
needed to sorb the helium produced during an hour of continuous bum with no dwell time. For the

=
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D/He-3 bum, 40 times as much surface area is required to sorb the helium pumped during an hour of
continuous burn. Since there may be less than one hour of continuous buna during any given day of

D/He-3 operation (Table I-8), the sorption surface area in the D/T relerence vacuum systems should be
adequate since the pumps could be cycled frequently. For cases in which the D/He-3 burn is not the same
as shown in Table I-8, cryosorption capacity may be inadequate.

We also examined the effect of longer bum times (30 to 200 s) or lower l'raction_d
burns (0.3 to 0.03%) on vacuum pumping requirements. If the fractional burn is decreased from 0.3% to

0.1%, the helium gas load is increased three times, to 144 Pa.m3/s, which would result in a pa_lial
pressure at the vacuum duct aperture of 0,375 Pa. While this increase in pressure may be acceptable, the
needed sorption surface area would 'also increase by a factor ot' three. II"the fractional burn is of the order

of 0.03%, the partial pressure would be 1.25 Pa, which is unacceptable, and the required sorption surface
area would increase a factor of ten from the 0.3% reference case. The vacuum system would have to be

redesigned in ti_e0.03% bum case, or D/He-3 runs would not be feasible.

If the bum time is increased from 30 to 200 s, the partial pressure is unalTected;

however, the required sorption surface area, assuming that all other factors are unchanged, increases by a
factor of seven. Again, the vacuum system would probably have to be redesigned to handle this increased
helium load,

The reference Dfr fuel processing system is adequate to handle the deuterium and the

protium from the D/He-3 bums since the deuterium gas load is halt"that Ibr the D/I' bum. However, a
method to separate He-3 and He-4 is needed since the He-4 impurity in the He-3 increases to 3% at'tor 10
shots if the He-4 is recycled to Ihe plasma chain.ber after every 30-s burn. (At a fractional burn of 0.3%,
the carlo of He-4 in He-3 is 0.003/1. At this ratio, the partial pressure of He-4 is --103 Pa. As the fraction
of He-4 in the He-3 increases, its partial pressure increases, leading to less favorable plasma conditions.)

To designate a method tbr He-3/He-4 separation, a literature survey was done.

Table I- 10 is a summary of the operating experience and production capability for different He-3/He-4

cryogenic distillation systems, the method considered most appropriate for ITER. The maximum
production capacity was Tominaga's, 111yielding a product containing <10 ppm He-4.

Table 1-10. Comparison of Distillation Units to Separate Helium..3from Helium-4

Description & l-tc-4 in He-4 in Condenser Heater Power, Product, Helium
Reference Source, % th'od,, ppm Temp., K mW mmol/s

: Packed Column
Abel1°7 < 10s 1.8 0.6 2 0.043
t-lata_o8 5 10(/ 1.1 3 0.020

- Wilkes1o9 93 500 1.6 4(1 0.042
Packless Column

Sherman11o 3 3 2.2 60 0.069

Tominaga 11_ 4.5 <10 1.3 100 0,230

A ten-lold scaleup o1 Tominaga's syslem to 20 mmol/s of helium should be
achievable and should not be expensive. To use a helium cryogenic unit, the fuel processing system

would bc modified. The simplest modification would be to use cryosorption pumps in which the
hydrogen and helium species can be regenerated separately. The regenerated hydrogen would bc pa:;scd

-,al

_
_
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through the reference D/I' processing system, evenlually passing to a hydrogen cryogenic unit, The
protium output from tile hydrogen cryogenic column would pass through a Pd/Ag ditTuser to ensure lhat
no He-3 is lost. The helium gas stream rrom the Pd/Ag diffuser would be recycled to file tlelium

I)rocessil_g stream. 'rho regenerated I_ellum rrom the cryosorption pump wouhl he passed througl_ ali
aclivaled charcoal bed at liquid nitrogen temperature to remove hydroge_l species _mdother in|l)Urilics,

and then through an SAES getter to remove any residual hydrogen species, The helium stream would
then be passed to the helium cryogenic unil. The hydrogen regencraled from Lhc activated charcoal bed
and the SAES getter would be passed to the hydrogen processing system. A diagram of the modified

system (Fig, I-16) ts provided,
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Fig. 1-16. Diagram ot' Reference Fuel Cycle tbr D/He-3 Burn

b. Design ()lTrilium Recovery S_s.tem

I_l I!)g9 a generic conceptual design Ior a tritium recovery processing systenl was

developed l'or a solid oxide blanket as part of the Breeding Blanket lnterl'ace (BBI) Program. 112(The BBI
is lha{ system which pert'o_Tnsthe necessary processing and recycle of the tritium recovered from a lusion
renclor blanket). Since ttfis generic design was not specilic to ITER, we pertbrmed several parametric
sludics I() idcnlily llle mosl uselul c(mriguralion and lypes o[' pr(messing units l'or II i:,R. As parl oi' these
sludies, we investig,_led (.I) Ille cow,sequences on tl_etritium recc)very system of water leakage ilito the
blanket, (2) the advantage o1'using Pd/Ag diffusers lhr hydrogen purilication, and (3) the effect on the

recovery system of a rive-lbld increase in the tritium release rale.

The ITER design and operating parameters lhr a Li20/Be water-cooled blanket
containing 189 modules are given in Table I-11. The residence time for the helium purge gas in the

beryllium zone is 2.8 h, whereas the residence time for the helium purge gas in the 1.,i20 zone is 7.3 s.
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Table 1-11. Parameters of L_Q/Be Water-Ctx_ledBlanket Containing 189 Modules

Li_OZone
He Flow, L/s 650
Residence Time, s 7,3
Water li'ore Be, g/d 16
Max, Water from Breeding, g/d 450

Beryllium Zone

Temperature, "C(K) 18(1-365(452-638)
He Flow, L/s 0,84
Residence Time, h 2,8
Water Leakage, kgJd I(1
Water Vapor (STP), m3/h (I,52
Water Press, at Temp., kPa 8-10
H2from Radiolysis, g/d 0,1
t-I2 Press. at Temp., Pa 0,7
Tritium Release, g/d (1,6

Beryllium: One Module
I-leFlow, cm3/s 4,46
Surface Area, cm2 2250
Length, cm 1(X)
Effect. Linear Ve,hJc,, tin/, 0.002
Actual Linear Veloc., cm/s 0,01
Residence Time, h 2,8
Free Volume, m3 0.169
H20 Vapor in 2,8 h, nt3 0,0077

(11 Water Leakage

The effect of water leakage into the blanket has been assessed for the blanket
processing system in terms of the magnitude of the leakage, the site of water intrusion, and the advantages

and disadvantages of different methods to reduce tritiated water to molecular tritium.

: The upper limit on the anmunt of water leakage was estimated since limited

- inrormation is available on lhc integrity of steel in the presence of water in a neutron environment. We
assumed that the water leakage would equal that in the coolant system external to the reactor, ,_10 kg/d.

However, this assumption must be valiclated by experimental work.

The I_,i20 blanket consists of a series of semi-rectangular zones which contain,
in order, water, beryllium, and Li20. Each of these zones is isolated from the next by thin welded

sections of stainless steel, termed cladding. Since the beryllium zone is immediately adjacent lo the water
section, and cracks can develop in its steel cladding, water leakage into the beryllium zone is probable.

Within the beryllium zone of the bl_mket, -0.9 g of tritium is bred each full

power day. At the end of reactor life (three full power years), 793 g of the tritium is retained in the
: blanket and the rest, 177 g, is relc;_sed lo the helium purge stream tbr tlm beryllium zone. Since the

tritium released will be in contact with water vapor (due to leakage) at temperatures o1"180-365_C,
significant exchange can occur. I1'ali o1 the tritium released l'r(,m the beryllium is in the water Ionn, then
the tritium concentration is 570 Ci/kg (ii'one assumes water leakage oi" 10 kg/d).
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In the beryllium zone, the magnitude of Ihe vapor pressure depends on the
purge flow rate, 0,84 L/s, and the water leakage rate, s 10 kg/d, The amount of hydrogen produced from

radiolysis of this water is ().1 g/d, assuming a hydrogel) yield, G(H2), of 0,25 molecules/100 eV absorbed
dose for water vapor, This iu equivalent to a hydrogen pressure of 0,7 Pa (at 452 K), which is much less

than the hydrogen pressure (100 Pa) in the LizO zone, For a 2,8-h residence time, tlm water partial
pressure could rise to .-.1(IkPa in the beryllium zone at a leak rate oi"10 kg/d, This maximum water

parlial pressure would be the water source term for the Li20 zone, provided a crack develops in the steel
cladding of the Li20 zone, This partial pressure corresponds to a maxirnun_ water influx of .-.16 g/d into
the Li20 tu'_dis not perceived to be injurious to the 1.,t20breeder material,

The Li20 zones are separated from liquid water by two sections of steel

cladding and the beryllium zone, Water headers do not contact the steel cladding of the LiaO zone or the
helium purge lines for the Li20 zone, Thus, the only source of water into the t,i20 zone is from the
beryllium zone via a crack in both steel claddings, The driving force for this water ingress is the steady-
state water vapor pressure in the beryllium zone, The maximum magnitude of this water ingress is
calculated to be 16 g/d. The basis of the calculation was an assumption of viscous llow through a

rect_mgular crack, rf3 The dimensions of the crack were assumed to be 35-/_m long, 190-/Jm wide, and
2920-gm deep,

We examined two methods to reduce the water in the helium purge streams:

' electrolysis and gas-sllil't reaction. There are three types of electrolysis cells: conventional wet
electrolysis, solid polymer, 114and high-temperature solid oxide. 115-117The main disadvantage of the
conventional cell is its large inventory of tritiated water. For tl_esolid polymer cells, the tritiated water
inventory is reduced, but these cells experience significant radiation damage; at tritiated water

concentrations >200 Ci/L, these cells become a waste product. The solid oxide cells (1) have no liquid
water inventory, (2) are not damaged by radiation and thus do not generate waste, (3) operate at high

temperalure, which is more efficient for electrolysis, and (4) have a means to completely separate the

tlydrogen and oxygen products. The main concern with the solid oxide cells is the processing capacity of
tested prototypes. Two research groups are testing prototypes 115-117but only one 11'7has coupled several
i)_(ltvidual cells, In this latter case, ten cells containing tubular oxide units were coupled, The output
from lifts system was 0.607 ma(STP)/h o1'hydrogen, which is equivalent to the electrolysis of 11.7 kg/d of
water. Thus, the solid oxide electrolysis cells appear to have the capacity to process the expected water

leakage. Long-term operation of this syslem is under study, In addition, cells containing flat solid oxide
uniis are under development. 117

The gas-shift reaction has been studied extensively using iron oxide
catalysts I Iuand copper oxide catalysts.llg122 Water reduction methods which use this reaction are a

mature technology. However, lhis l.echnology is not :;uitable for processing small volumes of water
(10 kg/d) in the fusion blanket recovery stream, because this would introduce significant amounls ot'

impurilics (CO, CO2) and greater complexity tn the processing system, The complexity arises since the
unreacted water and the excess CO required for eflicient reaction must be recycled. In addition, the waste

product CO 2 must be handled as radioactive waste since its presence produces C-14 (CO2) impurity in the
blanket purge streams. A method tbr achieving the needed separation has been proposed.123 This method

- requires six zeolite beds whose size depends on the needed residence time to effect absorption,

The above considerations were used lo qualitalively evaluate electrolysis and
: the gas-slfill reaction. The results are summarized in 'Fable I-12. A simple weighting method was used

= lhr a final comparison and indicated that the prel'crred method is electrolysis using a solid oxide
electrolysis unit, since this unit has the capability to process the expected water leakage,
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Table 1-12, Qualitative Comparison of Different Reduction Units

Electrolysis
Characteristica Std. Elec. Polymer Elec, Ceramic Elec. Gas Shift

Tritium Inv. N N Y N
Waste Generated C N Y N
Size Inel, Aux? C C C N

Complexity Y Y Y N
Reliability Y N Y Y
Radiation Damage C N Y Y
Technol, Basis Y Y N v

Weightc 2 -2 4 -1

"Y = advantage; N = not an advantage; C = no effect.
bEachsolid oxide c,31is composed of 20 tubes, each 15-cre long.
_Weight of 1given to Y; weight cff-1 to N; weight 0f0 to C,

(2) Palladium/Silver Diffuser: Potential Uses in Tritium Recovery_System

Two potential uses of a Pd/Ag diffuser were identified tbr the generic
conceptual design era tritium recovery system: (l) replacement of the molecular sieves held at -196°C

and (2) replacement of the zirconium getter. In Table 1-13, the properties of' the diffuser are qualitatively
compared with those of molecular sieves and zirconium getter.

'Fable I-!3. Comparison of Palladium/Silver Diffuser with Other Processing Methods

. Characteristic Pd/Ag Dill'user Zr Getter Molecular Sieves

t12Pressure Needed high any any
hnpurity Level Handled medium low any
Waste Generated none high medium
Tritium Inventory(resid.) low high high

. Temperature Operation medium high low
Process Type continuous batch batch

The main problem with a Pd/Ag difluser is that a high hydrogen partial

pressure (0.05 MPa) is required on the inlet side so that the pump on the outlet side is o1'reasonable
size. 124The hydrogen pressure in the helium stream is 100 Pa, which is too low to use a diffuser

effectively, The hydrogen pressure can be increased to 10 kPa by using a two-stage compressor, which
would make the use of a Pd/Ag diffuser feasible. However, a low-temperature molecular sieve bed on the

heliuJn stream would be needed to trap irnpurities, 124'125Therelore, we have retained the molecular sieves
at -196°C, as in the generic design.

The hydrogen partial pressure into the zirconium getter' is 0.1 MPa; therefore,

replacement of the zirconium getter wilh a Pd/Ag dilluser was considered advantageous. Tlm Pd/Ag
difl'user would be backed up by a SAES getter held at 350°C.
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(3) Hl'feetHl' Increasein 'l'ritium ReleaseRate

Components which process lhc entire Li2O purge stream (Fie/(.),1% H2) are

dominated by the helium flow rate, which is 10:_times greater [Jliln the fetal hydrogen flow rate, In
addition, file protium flow rule is '-'10 2 limes greater than the normal tritium llow rate, However, to
examine tile case of excess trilium release ullcr thermal cycling of theblanket, we examined the el'lbct o1'
a live-fold increase in the tritium llow rate on the size and/or tritium inventory o1'the components. (The
tritium inventories in these COmlX3nentsshould increase in proportion to the tritium throughput,)

Components that only process hydrogen arc slightly affected by the tritium

increase, t.e., a 4% increase in total hydrogen throughput occurs with a l'tve-tbld Increase in tritium tqow
rate, The major effect is on the cryogenic distillation columrt,_ ii"the blanket hydrogen stream is not
combined with the fueling stream, the plasma stream, and the waste water stream. In these columns, the

total hydrogen throughput increases; however, the difference between H2with 1% _'ittum and 1:12with 5%
tritium is not large ii' the total amount of H2 is constant. However, the five-lbld increase in tritium
througlaput might require a different feed point in tile cryogenic distillation columns than that Ibr the
rel'crence case.

With a water leakage rule of 10 kg/d, electrolysis will generate approximately

1 kg/d of protium. II'a separate cryogenic i:;otopic separation unit is used tbr the blanket system, then the
size of the distillation columns would be affected since this ts a 10% increase in tile protium throughput,

If the blanket hydrogen stream is sent to a common cryogenic isotopic separation unit, then this additional

protium would have a minimal effect,

(4) Reference Tritium Recovery System tbr Li20 Water Cooled Blanket

Because o1 the magnitude of water leakage, we modified the design of the

generic tritium recovery system to process two separate helium purges, one from the beryllium zone and

one from the 1_i20zone, 'l'he processing units of t_,e U.S. ITER blanket are shown in Fig. 1-17, Separate
processing units are used to remove and recluce the water' l'rom each purge stream and to recycle the
helium. A common waste system is used Ibr'lhc waste products.

In addilion, state-of-the-art solid oxide electrolysis units, whicri have the

capability to process approximately 11 kg/d of waler, are used to reduce water. These units have lo be
tested with tritium prior to use in the ITER system. A Pd/Ag diffuser was chosen to purify hydrogen
(tritium) prior to the. cryogenic distillation unit since, at atmospheric pressure, the diffuser has a distinct

J zidvuntage over lhc generic getter bed.

The minor modifications made I'or the units processing the Li20 zone include

the following: a cold trap is used prior tc)the molecular sieves at -196°C to separate water (0.47 kg/d)
from the mixture o1"molecular hydrogen and helium, and the zirconium gutter bed is replaced by a

palladium/silver diffuser, whicll is backed up by an SAES getter operated at 350°C. A small solid oxide

electrolysis unit is used to process any released tritiated water. The processing units tbr the helium purge
for the beryllium zone contain (1) a cold trap Io separate water (l 0 kg/d) from helium, (2) molecular
sieves at-196°C to remove impurities t'rom the helium, (3) molecular sieves to separate impurities from

molecular hydrogen, and (4) a large solid oxide electrolysis unit to reduce water. A detailed conceptual
design oi' the processing syslem will be provided in future work.
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I1, SEPARATION SCIENCE AND TECItNOLOGY

(G. F. Vandegrll't)

The Division's work il_separation science and technology is mainly concerned with developing a
technology base for the TRUEX (TRans_.U.ranicEXtraction) solvent extraction process, The TRUEX

process extracts, separates, and recovers TRU elements from solutions containing a wide range of nitric

acid and nitrate salt concentrations. The extractant found most satisfactory lhr lhc TRUEX process is
octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmcthylptlosphine oxide, wtlich is abbreviated CMPO, This

extractant is combined wilh tributyl phosphate (TBP) and a diluent to formulate lhc TRUEX process
solvent. The diluent is typically a normal paral'l]nic hydrocarbon (NPH)or a nonflammable chlorocarbon

such as carbon tetrachloride (CC14)or tetrachloroethylene ('I'CE), The 'r'RUEX llowsheet includes a
multistage extraction/scrub section that recovers and purifies the TRU elements from the waste stream
and multistage strip sections that separate TRU elements from each other and the solvent, Our current

work is tbcused on facilitating the implementation of TRUEX processing of TRU-containing waste ',rod
high-level defense waste, where such processing can be of financial and operational advantage to the DOE
comm unity.

The major effort in TRUEX technology-base development involves developing a generic data base

and modeling capability for the TRUEX process, referred to as the Generic TRUEX Model (GTM). The
GTM will be directly useful for site-specific flowshcet development directed to (1) establishing a TRUEX
process for specific waste streams, (2) assessing the economic and facility requirements for installing the

proccs,_, and (3) improving, monitoring, and controlling on-line TRUEX processes, The development of
centrifugal contactors for feed- and site-specific applications is also an important part of the effort.

Other projects in separation science and technology include (1) developing a separation process for

the treatment and safe disposal of red water and (2) examining the feasibility of concentrating plutonium
solids in pyrochemical residues by aqueous biphase extraction.

A. TRUEX Model Devciopment

1. Version 2.1 of Gclacric TRUEX Mode_.l(GTM)
(J, M, Copple)

The second version of the Generic TRUEX Model (GTM 2.1) is nearly complete. This new
version is superior in many ways to the first-generation GTM (GTM 1.1), which has been released Ibr
both IBM-PC compatible and Macintosh computers. New options have been added to make the model

more versatile, and enhancements have been made to existing options to improve accuracy and add
flexibility. Changes have been made to speed up processing time and to take advantage of new teatures in
Microsoft Excel, the software used to code the model, Standardization of the user interface for the IBM-

PC compatible and Macintosh has reduced coding time and will simplify the construclion of the new
version of the G'FM manual.

The GTM is compos¢;d of four sections which were developed using Microsoft Excel, The

first seclion is the Front End, which prompts the user for information and l'(_rmatsit in a way that is useful
to the rest of the sections. The second and third sections, the heart of the model, are the SASSE

(Spreadsheet Algorithm for Stagewisc Solvent Extraction) section and the SASPE (Spreadsheet

Algorithms for Speciation _uldPartitioning Equilibria) section. The SASSE section calculates multist_ge,
: countercurrent llowshcets based on distribution ratios calculated in SASPE. The tk)urth section of the

GTM, the SPACE (Size of Plant and Cost Estimation) section, estimates the space and cost requirements
for installing a specific 'I'RUEX process in a glovebox, shielded-cell, or canyon facility.

-

=
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The GTM was designed to be used in a number of dilTererlt ways, The first-gene.ration

model provided the user with the following options:

• Use all lcaturcs of the GTM tbr a spccit]c I_ed solution,

• Calculate lhc charge balance, density, ionic strength, and activities (hydrogen, nitrate, and
water) o1'an aqueous l'ecd solution,

• Calculate oxalic acid additions to fission-product-containing waste,

• Calc fl,tte 'rI_,UEX llowsheets l'or a specific feed solution,

• Estimate space and costs Ibr a user-specified llowsheet.

The second-generation model adds even more oplions:

• Calculate distribution ratios for user-specified aqueous phase where the organic phase is

equilibrated,

• Ca.lculate distribution ratios for equilibration o1'user-specified aqueous and organic phases.

• Estimate solvent degradation for specific TRUEX process.

• Generate rclxn'ts from previous runs of lhc GTM

The GTM 2,1 removes one o1'the major limitations found in GTM 1.1, the model's inability
to handle solvent loading. Thus, GTM 2.1 will be able to calculate distribution ratios and tlowsheets

where the concentrations of extractable speciation are high enougta to reduce significm_tly the
c,(mccntration, of CMPO due to complexation of these species,

: Another limitation, the ability to model the process for only one type of solvent extraction

unit (centrifugal contactors), has also been eliminated. In addition to the contactors, the solvent extraclion
units of pulsed column and mixer settlers have also been added. The addition o1'these units not only
made changes in the SASSE-SASPE portion of the model necessary but also required changes in the
SPACE section to incorporalc the dill'trent costs and sizes o1"the new extraction equipment, This
enhancement is discussed l'urther in Sec. II,A,3.

One ot the major complaints about GTM 1,1 was the length of time ii took to execute a
complicated t]owsheet, We determined that SASSE was raking up a large part ()1'the computation time.

The SASSE section was completely redesigned to speed tlm model execution, The new design does not
require an iterative solution, so it is much faster, The report generation section of the GTM had to be

modilicd because of the new SASSE design, The report generator extracts lnl'onnation for reports from

speci lie areas o1"SASSE and arranges it in reporl forrn. This enhancement is discussed further in
Sec. II.A "_, z..,,

/\llolhcr modil]cati()n to lessen the overall execulion lime was made l() SASPE, which

calculalcs solutio n densily, ionic strength oi' the solution, and the water aclivity, q'he speed improvement
occurs because SASPI_ was converted l'rorn an Excel worksheet to an Excel macro. Using a macro
instead ()1'a worksheet enables bclter conlrol over calculations being made so thai the only code thai is

=
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recalculated is code thai floods to be recalcuhited. Converting SASF'E to ii nlacro also nl,'lde SASPE more
l'lcxiblc since it is broken down into subroutines which can be called indivktually, During the conversion
process, temperature etTccts were incorporated into the density calculations performed in SASPE.

Another enlaalmement allows the oxalnte module to execute speciation calculations for every
stage in a given flowsheet. In the earlier verston, the oxalate module was run only once, after the user
catered the concentrations lhr the exlraction l'ced, The oxalate module calculates the speciation of the rare
earths, as well as Fe, AI, trod Zr. The species thai are grouped together for the rare earths are La, Ce, Pr,

Nd, [:'m, Sm, Eu, Gd, and Y. The results l'rorn the oxalate module are uscd by SASPE in its calculations.
Taking into account tl_especiation makes the density calculation more accurate, This enhancement is
discussed l'urther in Sec, li,C.

An important improvement from GTM 1,1 was the standardization of the user interl'ace
bctwccn the Macintosh and IBM-PC compatible versions of the model. When the GTM was first being

programmed on tlm Macintosh, Microsoft Excel version 1.04 was available. Because this version of
Excel did not provide a mechanism to design a user-friendly interface, another application, HyperC.ard,
was employed. Since that time, Excel has been enhanced to include user-defined menu bars and user-

defined dialog boxes. Since a product comparable to ltypcrC.ard was not available tbr the IBM-PC
version, the new features of Excel were used to create the front end tbr the IBM-PC version of the GTM.
This meant that two dilTerent l'mnt ends existed for GTM 1.1. Therefore, we decided to code both the

IBM-PC and the Macintosh versions o1"G'I'M 2.1 using Excel. This has the following adwmtages:
(I) codes for the Macintosh and IBM-PC versions of the model are 99% identical, (2) Excel perlbnns

calculations faster than HyperCard, and (3) from the user's standpoint, the Macintosh and IBM-PC
versions look _mdrun the same way.

The Excel replacement of the ttypcrCard front end required extensl.,c ,'c,ding. The skeleton
of the front end is complete. This skeleton ct,nsists oi' tile routines that (1) control the di,_play ot' "cards"

,i (a card is a window on the screen that provides information and/br accepts user input), C) control the
display o1"menus, (3) provide on-liue help, and (4) control the user's movement through the l'mnt end.
Code to perform data verification and exporting still needs to be written.

2. Development of Spreadsheet Algorithna lhr Stagewise Solvent Extraction

(R. A. Leonard, D. B. Chamberlains, J. M. Copple, R. J. Jaskot,
M. C, Rcgalbuto, W. B. Seet'cldt, and J. J. Zitnik)

a, Introduction

The SASSE was developed lhr detailed evaluation o1'proposed llowsheets in

conjuncticm with infonnal.ion from the generic TRUEX data base, In addition to establishing whether or
not each cfl'luent will reach its specified composition, the use o1'sensitivity analysis with the SASSE
worksheet (spreadsheet) allows one to identify an appropriate strategy for process monitoring and control.

Two Excel macros, written to support SASSE, arc a part of the GTM. They can also

- be used independently, in which case the appropriate distribution ratio (D) or coefl]cient equations must
be supplied by the uscr. The one macro, SASSE generate, generates SASSE worksheets for llowsheet
calculations. The other macro, rcport__generator (formerly called SASSE retxm gcncrator), generates

appropriate tables and charts from tlm stage-to-stage concentration profiles lhr each component in the
SASSE workshcct.
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The major ei'lbrt in FY 1989 was to revise tile SASSE worksheet so that (1) 1lwould

be appropriate lhr any mnount of other-phase carryover, (2) the time of each phase in each stage would be
explicit rather' Ilmn implicit, and (3) the volume of each phase in each stage can be specified, These
modtticattons were usecl for modeling pulsed columns and carl be used for tbllowlng time-dependent
chemical reactions in either phase, As revised, Lheworkstleet gives only steady-state concentration

proliles lhr each component,

In our current work, tile SASSE worksheet was revised so that tt recalculates even

merc quickly, At the same time, these ch_mges also allow the revised SASSE worksheet to include more
than 14 process stages within the Excel platform used let the GTM, Speclltcally, the SASSE worksheet
will now allow one to work with more Lhan 30 stages, A revtew of this worksheet showed that tt could be
converted from molar units to molal units with only minor changes, Using the revised worksheet, the new

backmix model ['or pulsdd columns was tested and round to work well,

b. Revised SASSE Worksheet

A revised SASSE worksheet has been developed and is being tested, In this

worksheet, the user specifies the compos!tion and flow rate of each aqueous and organic feed, the volume
of the aqueous and organic phases in each stage, the fraction of aqueous phase in tlm exiting organic phase
(this aqueous fraction applies only to that portion of the organic phase that goes to the next stage) as well
as the fraction of organic pha:;e in the exiting aqueous phase (this organic IYactton applies only to that
portion of the aqueous phase that goes to the next stage) in every stage, and Lhct'ractions or the aqueous
and organic phases exiting a stage thal are taken as an effluent. Based on these user-specified parameters,
the revised worksheet calculates the steady-state aqueous and organic flows and their residence times in

every stage. Using the D values as supplied by the user or as calculated in SASPE, the user-specified
composition of each feed stream to Lhepro_:ess, and the calculated flows, the aqueous and organic steady-
state compositions tbr every component in every stage are calculated.

The revised SASSE worksheet is more flexible and general, its specific advantages

are as follows. (1)The user can specify organic and aqueous feeds and eflluents at any stage

independently of the section boundaries, Thus, we can include side-stream sanlpling (typically done
during Lhcverification runs) into the SASSE worksheet without introducing any err.._rsinto the
calculations. (2) Large other-phase cmryover can be accommodated in fray stage. (3) It' the user inputs
Lhcvolume of each phase in each stage, the stage residence time lhr each phase can be calculated, (4) The

computational time is greatly reduced because the steady-state flows and the steady-state component
concentrations are calculated using a noniterative algorithm.

When the original version of this revised SASSE worksheet was tested, we found that
the worksheet cim handle a limited number of process stages (previous semiannual, Sec. li,A,2). The
limiting factor was the inversion of a 2m matrix, where m is Lhcnumber of stages, to derive the aqueous

and organic flow rates at each stage. 1 Excel 2.2 can invert matrices only ii' they have less than or equal to
28 rows and columns. Thus, the SASSE worksheet was limited to processes wilt_ 14 or less stages. Since

we anticipate processes more than 30 stages, we looked fbr' alternative ways to make lhc flow
calculations, The result, the development of the Reduction-Thomas algorithm, is given below. This

algorithm not only permits the worksheet to handle 30 process stages easily, but also reduces recalculation
time.

Olher topics discussed here are (1) modeling solvent recycle using the SASSE

workshect, (2) developing macros to generate the SASSE worksheet and to create reports l'rom the
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workstlect, and (3) calculating the concentration o1"corlttnuous side streams,taken during process

el)oration,

(1) Reduction-Thomas Algorithm

To calculate the organic and aqueous flow rates at steady state, we completed a

constant density llow balance. The result was a system of 2m linear constant-coefficient equations with
2m unknowns, The unknowns represent the llow rates at every stage in both organic trod aqueous phases,
The system of equations was then rewritten in matrix notation, The matrix of coefficients form a

"heptadlagonal" matrix, which consists o1' three diagonals above and below the main diagonal.

To take advantage of the explicit algorithms that extst to solve for a tfldlagonal
system, we developed a reduction algorithm. This entailed algebraically decoupling the organic and

aqueous tlows and then reducing the heptadiagonal system to two sets of m linear equations, One set
contains only lhc aqueous [lows as variables and forms a tridiagonal system, The second set is also a
linear system of m equations, where the unknowns are the organic tlows given in terms of the aqueous
flows. The noniterative Thomas algorithm 2was applied to solve for the aqueous tlows, The organic
flows were then obtained by direct substitution of the aqueous flows,

(2) Solvent Recycle

To include solvent recycle in the new version of the GTM, I_heSASSE

worksheet was modified so that solvent recycle can be specified as a "yes" or "no" input, If the input is
"yes", the worksheet requires iterative calculations. However, the number of iterations is typically small

(2 or 3), and the total time to recalculate is increased only l0 or 20%. When the recycle input is "no", the
concentrations of the various components in the entering solvent are obtained from a special column set

aside for this purpose in the SASSE woNsheet. For the no-recycle case, the worksheet calculations are
not iterative,

The computational time for the revised SASSE workshcct was tested with 5
components and 17 stages with and without solvent recycle, Both tests were done on a Macintosh llci, It
took 20 s R)r the worksheet to recalculate if file calculation was not an iterative one. I1'the calculation was

an iterative one, e.g., solvent is recycled, the workshect still took 20 s to set up for iteration, Eacl_
iteration then took one second. Thus, the speed and resulting case oi' use for the revised SASSE

worksheet are essentially unchanged by the use of solvent recycle.

(3) SASSE Macros

With lhc layoul for the revised SASSE workshee! completed, the two SASSE
macros, SASSE__generate and report_generator (formerly SASSE_reIx)rl generator), were revised. As

these macros cre rewritten, the SASSE workshcet was checked to confirm that everything worked
propcrly. For the report generator, it was necessary to further revise the SASSE worksheet so thal. ali the

information for the report was available in the worksheet, Work on these two macros was completed, and
they were integrated into the new version of the G'FM.

(4) SidE-Streanl ConcEntrations

In calculating side-stream concentrations, the previous SASSE workshcet did
not always calculate the actual concentration of the side stream. 'l"his happened because an effective
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D value (Derr) was used in an attempt to deal with other-phase carryover, j In tlm calculation, tile I;)value
was modified to account for the other-phase carryover ratiler than the more correct procedure of'

modll'ytng the l'low rates, While this DolTprocedure wo|'ked reasonably well I'of snlall atllOUlltSof olher-.
phase carryover in terms of the overall result, it gave ¢tiscrepanctes when actual and calcuhlled slage
concentrations were compared, In essence, the calculated concentration Is lhc average for tlm two phases

irl an exiting stream, Thus, ii' the phase being tan'led over htls li .lllUch higher c.'.oncenlrallo|l than/lie main
phase, the oi.her-phase carryover will domhlllte llle vtllue for tile calculaled til)parent COllCenlratlOllof the

main exttlng pha,,:e, hl file revised SASSE worksheet, the other-phase carryover Is Included directly so
thai I)c.ff values are not needed, Titus, the revised SASSE worksheet does not have this discrepancy,

c, Molar rs, Molal Worksheets

The use o1'molal ()n) rather tiron molar (M) units in the SASSE wot'kslmet would
make it easier to tmplenaent tile SAS[:'t_ worksheels, Because of this posstblllly, the SASSE workslleel
was reviewed to determine how such a change mlglu be implemented, We I'ound that the SASSI+',
workslleet could be used as is ii', in addition to molal units, onegives flow rtlles Iii kilogran+ls of

solverlt/mlnute and the D values in molal units, and ii' the volume (1.+)of each phase Itr each stage is
replaced with kilograms of solvent o1'each phase in each stage, The organic-to-aqueous (O/A) flow rttttos

would then bw in units o1'kilograms of solvent/nllntite for each ptmsc, For tile organic phase, the solvent
is tlm TIt.UEX solvent, e,g,, TI_UEX-NPH with 0,2_MCMPO and 1,4M TBP h/NPtt, For the aqueous

phase, the solvent ts water, Because rnolar units are typically used tn llowslleCt developrnent, we are not
planning to implement tlm use of molal units tn tile SASSE worksheet at this lime,

d. Pulsed Column Model

A new model was proposed lhr armlyzlng solvent extraction processes carried out In
colun_ns, In this model, each column is treated as a series of well-delined equilibrium stages where the
backrnixing (other-phase carryover) between stages can be large, By Ilndtng the slage height and the

amount o1"backmi×ing that fits ali components no matter what lhetr dlstlibutlon ratio the moclel allows tile
use o1"one SASSE worksheet lhr modeling ali the compormnts irt a column, 'l-'hus, with tills model,
column operation within the GTM is treated in a l'ashlon very shnllar to staged equipment such as
cet_trifugal contac,tors and mixer settlers,

Using the revised SASSE worksheet, tile pulsed column model was teslecl with the
data contained in an Idaho Chemical l:'rocessing Plant (ICPP) report, '3 A single stage height and a single
backmixing (other-phase carryover) fraction were found to correlate the c_,rlurn extraction data and the
ceriun_ stripping data in their respective sieve tray coltJmns (see Fig, 11-1), In this correlation, ali tlm data

were taken at the sarne pulse intensity, that is, the same pulse i'requency and amplitude, In Table II-1, l,he
resulls from the new model :ire compared with two common methods for modeling colurnns, the Height

.:,,-, ,., j,of an l?;quivaler_tTheoretical Stage (fiE, t S) and the Height o1"a Transfer Llntt (1-11t ) This initial
4r'1evaluation shows that tlm new model works as well as the H'I'U method and better than the i-lE1S method

when corrclaltng stage heights of actual pulse-column data,

3, Space and Cc st Estimation 12?evelopment
tR., A, l_,et'-_n,ud'' and 1..,,S. Chow)

a, Introduction

: I( L+I;;Xq'hc SF'A(?I_ worksheet was dcvelol)cd 1odetermille IIlo size mid cost oi' lt '1' J
processltlg plant, lnpul data lo this workslmet inc.lude some',plant-sl_ecil'ic il_l'ornlatlon and calculated
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lielgttt 'l'|'l|||slc| LJn_t(HTLJ) 0,50-0,79
(0,50-4,9 with scrub int:ltatt'.d)

Stage Height (I !,) with 35% o1' 0,59-0,75
tile ctHltint_otisI_haseletlving (0,65 is best value)
wttll the dispersed phase

results from SASSE/SASPE, 'l'he development work w_lscompleted for the worksheet when centrifugal
c(It_t_lct(_rsarc ch(,scn as lhc contacting and extracting equipment Fora TRUEX plant, The worksheet is

being cxlended to calcul,_le ttle size and cost of a TRUEX process when the contacting equipment is either
ii pulsed column or _ mixer settlt'_r,

Au sllown in bqg, 1I-2, a basic TRUEX Ilowsheet consists of an extraction section, one

or more aqueous scrub sections, one or more aClUe(lusstrip sections, a solvent wasll section, ii carbonate

wash section, and an acid rinse section, The number of contactors and other needed equipment and the

values of the feed rate and effluent flow rate of each section vary from plant to plant, depending on the
design critcri_l, operating conditions, and processing requirements,

'I'o clctcrmlne the size aud cost ol'a processing plant, the important componerits and _.

Ccluipmcnl rccluircd for the process must first bc tdcntll'ied, For a TRUEX prt)cesstng plant, the trope)rrant
comp()rJc|lts and equipment al'c shown schematlt;aily in F;lg,II.3, As lllustratt:d In this figure, each section
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Fig. II-21 SchematicorTRUEX Flowsheet

is equipped with source tanks to store the chemicals needed for the operation o1'that section, Chemicals
witl_known properties and quantities will be transferred l'romthe source tanks to a feed makeup tank that
supplies the reed to the section. The TRUEX process l'lowsheetis operated tn contacting equipment such
as a centrifugal contactor, pulsed column, or mixer settler, At the exit oi'each section (excepl the scrub
section), a rarflnate tank Isneeded for the temporary storage of the aqueous el'lluent. The el'lluent will be
translxmed lhr component recovery, sent to waste storage, or recycled back to the process, 'rho

: apl)roprlate acttoil, which depends oil tlmtype and/or quality of the el'lluent, Is outside the scope ot' this
work and Is therefore not accounted lhr in lhc SPACE worksheet, Water source ts assumed to be
available in a processing plarll, Thus, the water source and the related piping system are not included In

• Fig, 1I-3alld the SPACE workshoet,

From Fig, ll-3, one can see which equipment is installed in the hot processing area
and which is installed in the,cold processing area, Equipment in a cold processillg area can be located in
an open are.a,where installation and maintenance work can be carried out directly, Equipment In a hol

processinj, Ill'etl has tO be located iii a giovebox, shielded coli, or remote Cal/yOll, where mailltellallce, al ld

I'uturcexpansion oi' equipment need to be p(,rl'ormedremotely, In the example shown, tlmtanks storinl.,
' I _' located in the hotlhc solvent wash ral'l'tnale,solvent rinse ralTlnate,and spent TRL EX solve'htare

pl'ocesstng llrell ItSa sal'etyprecatttion,

b. 12r__2g.!_cs__ss

The original SPACE worksheet was developed lo calculate the cost and size of a
'I'RtlI?:Xproccssir_gplant wJtllcenlltlugal contaclors as lhc exlracllon equipment, In ltfis reporting
peli(_d,SF'A(,I.£was modil'icd so lhat a calculated diameter for the centril't|galc(mtactors Is within tile user
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portion of the worksheet is shown in Fig. II-4. In lhat version, there was no limit to the size calculated Ibr"
the contactors. This could result in the calculated contactor size being either larger than allowable based

on concerns about nuclear criticality-safe-by-geometry or too small to be practical Thus, the original
worksheet has been modit]ed such that there are lower and upper limits to the calculated size of the
centrifugal contactor. These lower and upper limits are now included as optional input data in the

worksheet (i.e., the user can either use the default Values supplied by the worksheet or enter his/her own
values). This modified worksheet is now called "SPACE_CentriI'." An example of the input data for
SPACE,Centrif is shown in Fig. II-5. Additional input data to the worksheet include (1) the maximum

centrifugal contactor diameter in centimeters (DIAmax), (2) the minimum centrifugal contactor diameter
in centimeters (DIAmin), (3) the clearance between pencil-type t',mks irl feet (CLEARpencil), (4) the

actual cost of CMPO per pound for a spec,_'ied year in dollars (CMPOLB), and (5) the estimated cost of
CIVlPOfor a specified year (YearCMPO). The addition of Cl..EARpencil as optional input data provides
flexibility in calculating spacing tbr the pencil-type tank. The addition of CMPOLB and YearCIVlPO
provides flexibility in accounting for possible significant changes in CMPO cost as time progresses. The
dimensional units for the feed and raffinate tanks were changed from meters to inches and feet in the input
section as a convenience for users.

With changes added to the input section of the worksheet, the calculation
section has been changed accordingly. The worksheet (1) c'alculates the original total throughput from the

feed rate to the extraction section; (2) calculates the maximum throughput based on the maximum
contactor diameter allowed; (3) calculates the throughput ratio, which is the ratio of the original total

throughput to the maximum throughput; (4) rounds off the value of the throughput ratio to the next higher
integer; (51}determines the revised total throughput by dividing the original total throughput by the
throughput ratio; and (6) calculates the contactor diameter based on the revised total throughput. The
calculated contactor diameter never exceeds the value of the maximum contaetor diameter because the

revised total throughpat never exceeds the v_ue of the maximum throrghput. If the calculated contactor
size is smaller than the lower limit allowed, then the lower limit value is taken as the contactor size. The

revised tot_ throughput also never r.'xceeds the original total throughput determined from user's
requirements. To meet the original total throughput requirements, multiple streams of contactor stages in

parallel may be needed. The number of the parallel streams of contactor stages equals the throughput
ratio. The total number of contactor stages required is the product of the number of parallel streams and
the number of contactor stages needed for each stream.

Table II-2 compares the primary output data calculated using the original
SPACE worksheet and the new SPACE_Centrit" worksheet, based on the input data shown in Figs. II-4

: and II-5, respectively. Results from the original worksheet indicate that, with a feed rate of l(Xr)()L/h to

the extraction section and NPH as the diluent, a stream of 24 contactor stages with 17-cm diameter is
needed. Results from the SPACE_CentriI" worksheet indicate that, with the same feed rate and diluent,

two parallel streams with a total of 48 contactor stages having a 14-cre contactor diameter are required if
the maximum contactor diameter cannot exceed 15 cm. Because of this difference, tlm st}ace and cost

calculations of the two versions of the worksheet vary accordingly, as shown in Table II..2.

_- (2) Pulsed Columns

A new SPACE worksheet designated as SPACE_Pulsed was developed to

: calculate the size and cost o1"a TRUEX processing plant when pulsed columns are used as the contacting

_ equipment. This worksheet has a similar lonnat to that of the latest version of the SPACE worksheet for

=__- centrifugal.... contactors. A sample input section oi"tim SPACE .......ru_a_zuwor",,.,,,,.,.,"_"..... :,,,.....,,,,,,,,,_....... ;,,,,,.v";,,,e.__c,.....

Input data of "Maximum centfi fugal contactor diameter" and "Minimum centrifugal contactor diameter"=

=
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Table II-2. Primary Output Data for Original and Revised SPACE Worksheet

Origina_Worksheet Revised Workshc__

Contactor Dituneter 'and Sa_p_._ng

Contactor Diameter, cm 17 14

Number of Contactor Stages
Required (From Input) 23 23

Number of Contactor Stages Used 24 48

Over,di Contactor Width, ft 4 6.8

Overall Contactor Length, l't 29.6 25.5

Total Contactor Area, ftz 11'7 173

Processing Area Requirements

Total HOT Area, ft2 2418 2704

Total COLD Area, ft2 4236 3820

Total Processing Area, l'tz 6654 6524

Total Fixed Capi 'talCost (TF__QC.C._
Purchased Cost of CMPO in TRUEX
Solvent, 106 $ ().2 0.2

'ITCC tbr Contactor Stages,
106 $ ' 4 7

.TFCCfor Balance of Equipment,
106$ 20.8 22.8

TFCC for Entire Plant,
Including CMPO Cost, 106$ 25 30

in SPACE_Centrif are replaced by data under the heading of "Pulsed Columns Intormation" in
SPACE_Pulsed. Namely, ttlese additional data are:

centerline spacing between columns of the same section, ft

centerline spacing between sections, ft
vertical clearance (top and bottom) Ibr each column, i't
maximum throughput per unit area _.¢olume velocity), gal/(h.l't 2)

maximum pulsed column diameter, in.
minimum pulsed column diameter, in.

stage height in each column, t_

height of top disengaging head, l't
height of bottom disengaging head, lt
column height, ft (0 = SPACE value)

: maximum height of each column, l't
w)lume fraction of organic phase in each section

holdup tihl,: in disengaging head, rain

The SPACE-pulsed worksheet uses an approach similar to the one in the
SPACE Centril" worksheet lhr the centrifugtd contactors when it determines the number and size of the
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pulsed columns needed. The worksheet (1) calculates tile original total throughput to each section t'rom
tile leed rate to each section; (2) calculates file maximum throughput based on tim maxhnum contactor
dlanmter allowed; (3) cMculates file throughput ratio, whtch is the ratto of tile original total throughput to
tile maximum througtlput; (4) rounds off' the wflue ot' tile throughput ratio to the nexl higher integer;
(5) detem_ines the revised total throughput by dividing the original total througtq)ut by the throughput

ratio; and (6) calculates the pulsed column dimneter based on the revised total tllroughl)ut. The calculated
pulsed column diameter never exceeds the value ot' the maximum pulsed column dian_eter because tile

revised total throughput never exceeds the value of the maximum throughput. I1'ihe calculated pulsed }

column size is smaller than the lower limit allowed, then the lower limit value ts taken as the pulsed

column size. The revised total throughput also never exceeds the miginal total throughput determined

from user's requirements, To meet the original total throughput requirements, multiple streams ot' pulsed
columns in parallel may be needed, The number of the parallel streams oi' pulsed columns equals tile
througl_put ralio, The total number o1'pulsed columns required is the product o1'the numberol' parallel
streams trod the number o1'pulsed columns needed in each stream. To detennine the number of columns
for each stream, the worksheel calculates the number of columns for each section from the inl'o_rnalion on

( 1) the number oi' stages, (12)die stage height, (3) the max;mum height allowed lhr each column, and

(4) the heights of the top and bottom disengaging heads, Then, the sum o1 the columns for ali sections is
the number of pulsed columns needed lhr each stream,

(3) Mixer Settler

Another new SPACE worksheet designated as SPACE_Msettler was

developed to calculate the size and cost ol'a TRUEX processing pltmt when mixer settlers are used as the
contacting equipment. This worksheet has a similar tbrmat to the latest version of the SPACE worksheet
for centrifugal contactors. A sample input section oi' the SPACE_Msettler worksheet is shown m

Fig. 11-7. Input data o1'"Maximum centrifugal contactor diameter" and "Minimum centrifugal contactor
diameter" in SPACE_Centrif are replaced by data under the heading o1 "Mixer-Settlers Information" in
SPACE Msettler. Namely, these additional data are:

centerline spacing between each mixer setder, l't
maximum height for mixer settler, 1l

minimum height for mixer settler, 1i
height for mixer settler, t't (0 = SPACE value)
width-to-height ratio for mixer settler

length-to-heigt_t ratio for mixer settler

The SPACE-Msettler worksheet calculates the number and size o1 the mixer

settlers needed using an approach similar to the one in the SPACE_Centril' worksheet lhr the centrifugal
contactors. The worksheet (1) calculates the original lotal throughput to cacti section from the t'eed rate to
each section; (2) calculates the maximum throughl)ut based on tile maximum height, the width-to-height

ralio, and lhc length-to-height ratio lhr _'" mixer settler; (31)calculates the throughput ratio, which is the
-: ratio of the original total throughput to tim maximum throughput; (4) rounds off the value oi' the

throughpul ratio to the next higher integer; (5) determines the revised total throughput by dividing the
original total throughput by the throughpu! ratio; and (6) cah'ulates the mixer-seltler height based on tile

: revised tolal throughput. The calculaled mixer seltler height never exceeds the value of the maximum
snixer-scttler height because the revised total throughput never exceeds the value of the maximum

Ihr(_ughput. I1'the calculated mixer-settler height is smaller than the lower limil allowed, tllen the lower
linlil value is laken as the mixer-selller height. The revised total throughput als_ never exceeds lhc

a original total throughput delermined from user's requirements. To meet the original total throughl)ul
requilTner_ts, multiple streams of mixer settlers in palallel may be needed. The number of the parallel

,/
'-2

=_
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streams of mixer settlers equals the throughptn ratio, Ttae total number of mixer settlers required is the

product of thc numbcr of parallel streams mid thc number of mixer settlers In each stream, which ts
specilicd by the user's input,

(4) Comparisons of Primary Outpul Data from SPACE Centril',

.SPA__CE Pulsed and SPACE Msetflcr

Table I1-3 shows the primary output data calculated using the SPACE Centrif,
SPACE_Pulsed, and SPACE_Msettlcr worksheets, based on the input data shown in Figs. II-5, II-6, and

1I-7, respcctivcly. Results arc calculated lhr the case where NPH is the dtluent, the hot processing

Table II-.3. Primary Output Data for SPACE_Centrif, SPACE_Pulsed,
and SPACE_Msettler WorksheeP

" SPACE_Centrif SPACE_Pulsed SPACE Msettlcr

Contacting Equipment Int'ormation

Number of Centrifugal
Contactor Srages, Pulsed Columns,
or Mixer-Settler StagEsUsed 48 10 18

Overall Contacting
Equipment Width, ft 6.8 6 16

Overall Contacting
Equil)ment t.ength, ft 25.5 33 57

'I'otal Area for Contacting
Equipment, ft2 173 198 912

Processing Area RequirEmEntS

Total HOT Area, l't2 2704 2790 5288

: Total (?OLD Area, ft2 3820 3863 5112

Total Processing Area, ft2 6524 6653 I(N00

Total Fixed Capital Cosl _(TFCC)

- Purchased Cost of CMPO in
TRUEX Solvent, 106$ 0.2 0.63 0.31

TFCC l'orC'entrit'tJgal
Contactors, Pulsed Columns,
or Mixer Settlers, 106$ 7 0.82 0.28

TFCC for Balance of

Equipment, 106 $ 22,8 22,83 22.76

"I"FCCfor the Entire Plant,
= including CMPO Cost, 106$ 30 24.3 23,40

"These results are ft'orethe :J_reedifferent input sheets shown above,

7=.

=
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equipment is located in a canyon, and the feed rate to tile extraction sectloll is I(X_0L/h, The number of

stages pcr section and the total number of stages are different in each case, In these three examples, the
c,:osto1'CMPO is only a small l'raction of the total cost, The fixed capital costs lhr the balance Hl'plant l'or
the three schemes employing centrifugal contactors, pulsed columns, anti mixer' settlers are ahnost the
same.

B. De ve!opmen! ot' i-2xtraction Models lhr SASPE

I. Plulontum(!V) Extraction Model
(L, Reichley-Yinger)

A major revision o1'the Pu(IV) extraction model has been initiated. The present model is
based on distribution results obtained with Pu-238, whose use is preferred over Pu-239 because it does not

suffer from complications clue to the Am-241 daughter or Pu-241 impurity. As reported in the previous
semiannual (See. II.E.2), distribution ratios measured at low HNO 3, <0,5.M,, show a second-order

dependency on NO._concentration. This suggests that a PuX_+ species predominates in these HNO_
svlutions. For the present, it will be assumed that the anion, X, is NO_ and not OH. Based on this
assumption, the aqueous-phase equilibria are

+Pu(N03) + + NO3 = Pu(NO3)3 (fiN3 - 5,5 ± 0,2) (II-l)

Pu(N03)2 __ + 2Nl)3 = Pu(N03)4 (fiN4 = 24 ± I) (II---2)

The values given lhr the nitrate complexation constants ,BN3and frN4 are from literature values 4that were

identified as/31 and/_, for Pu 4_. A/3 3 value of 15 ± 10 is also given by Grenthe ct al, 4

As reported in the previous semiannual (Soc. II.E.2), distribution ratios show a first-order
dependcncy on ICMPO].* Since TBP also exlracls Pu(IV) ft'ore nitrate media '-sand likely participates with
CMPO in the extraction, lhc following extraction equilibria are proposed:

KO

Pu (NIJ3) 2+2 + 2Nl)3 + (2MPI) + TBP ,.......... Pu (NO 3 )4 eO]dP0eTBP (II-3)

K1

Pu(Nl)3)2+ + H+ + 3Nl) 3 + (J_---O + TBP .-_' Pu(Nl)3)4eOMPI)eTBPeHNI)3 (IY.--4)

where the overbar indicates organic species. The following equation for Di,uwas derived from Eqs. II-1
to II-4:

*Brackets indicate concentration of species named.
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Dl)t'= (I-, ,/JN3{N()ii'}-,_N4.(NL)_d}211 (t"I.)3,')

where the braces { } itzdicatc activity of species, Tile activity of )/-1:,_and the cqulllbrlun_ constams for
the c,omplexltnts will be Incorporated Into Eq, !I-5 after more data are collected lind tu_alyzcd,

Figure II.8 shows the fit o1' the calculated Di,tr (VS, nitrate activity) to the measured values

(forward and back extrtlcttons) when Ko= 2 x 104 and Kl = 1,1,x 106, The calculated values agree fairly
well wilh the measured values b(;tween 0,06 trod 3M__HNO 3 (the first seven pairs of data points), Only tile

values measured at 6M HNO3 are, tn significant dtsagreemenl,,
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Fig, 11-8, Calculated and Measured Plutonium Disl.ribution
Ratios between TRUEX-NPI-t and HNO 3 as a
Function of Nitrate Activity at 25 °C

The leveling off of the measured Dpuvalues for 0,5M__< [HNO31 < 6M may or tntty not be

real, l.,.lterature Dp. valt.leSt)measured in the presence ofO,OIM N()_do not show such a leveling olT but
increase monotonically, 'l"he observed leveling c)l'fin the measured DI,ta could result from the presence o1'
small amounts ot' Pu(llt) in the Pu-238 stock solulion since the measurements were done without the
addition oi nitrite, which is believed to form extractable complexes with Pu(IV),

2, Thorium Extraction Model

=

Distribution ratios, which were measured between TRUL_X-NPH and HNO 3 and are given in
- Sec, II,E,6 o1'this report, show a second-order dependence on {NO_], This sugg,ests the l'ollowir_g

_tqueous-phase equilibria:

;I) ),' (li _,) (11 11)'1'1,(NII.3) ..," ) NII3,. , TI) (NI133 . N3 '
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$- _ '/The values for nitrate complexatkm constants/]N;_and/]N4 are reporlcd as J_land/]2 by Zcbroskl ct al,

An approxlnmtely second-order dcpemlcnce of D,mon [CMPO] was found Ibr two
uoncemratlons oi' TBP, 1,4and 2_M,and two aqueous-phase concentrations, 0,02 mid l_MHNO:_,Because
o1'the high D values, >104, and large amount ot' scatter between the first and second back extractions, the
dependence o1"D,n_on ['rl]PI was not determined directly, In lhc absence ot' CMPO, lhc D,m values are al
letlst two orders ot'magnltude lower and show a second-order dependence on [TBF'],8 Three organic-
phase equilibria are proposed l'or the thorium extraction model as a first approxhnatlon:

.... KO

Th(NU3)2+ + 2NO- + 2CMPD_,:_ Th(NOa)4e2(OMP{]) (II-8)

I(1

2+ 3NLI3 + TI_(N[]3) 4.2(OMPIJ),HND3 (II-O)Th(ND3) 2 + H+ 20MPO ,:.'

K2
2+ 4N[J3 + Th (NOB)4e2 3Th (N03) 2 + 2H+ + 2_-'_ ,:.' (OMPO)e2HNO (I1:-10)

An equationIbr D.rhwasderivedfrom Eqs,II-6 to II-10:

2
{N[}3}2[oMP[]]j_ (Ko + KI{H"}{NO3} + Kg.{H+}2{N[}3}2)

DTh = (1 + /tNa{N03}-t. flN4{NO3} '°'1 (II--'ll)

The activity o1'H20 and tlmequilibrium constants for the complexants will be incorporated into Eq, II- 11
after odmr data thal we measured are analyzed,

FigUrE11-9shows the tlt Ofthe calculated D.l], to the measured values when Ko = 6 x lOs,
K 1 = 2 × 107, and Kz = 1,4× 107, The calculated values agree fairly well wtlh the measured values
between 0,02 and 3M__|.INO3 (lhc first five pairs ot' data poinls), Only the values for 6_MHNO..)are in
disagreement, Data are being collected at low nitric acid and high sodium nitrate concentrations; which
will act to grEatly increase lhc {NO.:]}at low acidity and test this model,

3, Iron Extraction Model

(M, C, Regalbuto and G, F, Vandegrlll)

Iron extraction is modeled in an entirely dilTercntway l'romEvery other species in lhc GTM
in that it Is not handled as an Equilibration; rather, it is a ktnctically controlled partitioning that depends
on the composition of the aqueous and organic phases and on the contact time between lhc phases,
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Fig, II-9, Calculated and Measured Th(IV) l)tstrlbutlot_
Ratios between TRUEX-NPH and I-INO:tas a
Function of Nitrate Activity at 25 *C

: The chemical equilibrium for Iron extraction involves a very complex reaction sequence,
This complex reaction sequence has been treated by using the shnplest possible form lhr expressing the
partithmlng of Fe(llI):

k,

Ii'c_(_,,q) @ li't_(org) (I:.12-12)
r

where kf and krare rate constants lhr lbrward and reverse chemical equilibrium, In earlier work at this
lalx_ratory,tlm distribution ratio of iron was measured as a function ot' contact time, the composition oi'
the aqueous leed, and the initial concentration of Fe(lll) in each phase, These data provide O'temeans to
calculate complex lorms for the magnitudes oi' the rate constants (k[and k r) rs, aqueous phase
composition.

- 'rho rate or change in the concentration of iron tn the organic phase can be written in terms
of Its concentrations in the organic (Feo) and aqueous (F%) phases and the volumes, or volumetric flow
rate (Voand V.), for the organic and aqueous phases:

dpo Vao - k Fo (Ii-13)
: _ = kf _ Pe r o
e

. The aqueous phase concentration of iron can be.eliminated l'rornEq, I1-13by substituting
l'r()mthe mass balance:
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whl21'e [i'i:_ arid/-'%--o are, orgitlllC 1111(.Iaqueousphaseconcentrallons of Jr(ill be.foreCOlllaCt (ill l ='{)),

Su[, stttution and tntegrathm give:

A- [^-Ck r .,.kr)_',f_' J ,,-(kr _ k,)t_
Fed(b) = kf + k r (Ii-15)

where

Note that t needs twbe substituted by nat, where n Is the stage number, and ht is the appropriate residence
time, given Irl"l'able II-4,

"FableII-4, Residence Time Ibr Different

Separation Equipment

Residence
Equipment Time, s

' Centrifugal Contactors 4
Mixer Settlers 60
Pulsed Columns 120

C, Enlumcements to Speciation Algorithms
(D, J, Chatko)

1, Extractant _Speciation

The SASPE macro that calculates the effects of nitric acid extraction on the concentrations

of free CMPO and free TBP has been upgraded by Including analytical derivatives in the Newlon-

Raphson Search routine, Thts modification has resulted in a signtl'icant improvement in calculational

speed, In addition, a single macro is now used to calculate [CMPO]fr_ and [TBP]free, wlth both wflues
betng returned to the calling spreadsheet simultaneously,

The macro solves the following mass balance equalions for CMPO and TBP:
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[CMPO] total = [CMPO] free(l + KCI*fH+>fN133> + KC2*fH+}2fND_}2

+ 2"KOa°{H+}{N03 }'[69APO] free + I_II'{H+}{NO'_ "[TBP] frec (II-17)

[TBP]t_otal= [TBP]free(l+ KTIa<H+}<NO3>+ 2"KT2"<H+><NO3},[TBP]free

+ Km,<H+}<NO_}"[_%mO]free) (II--IS)

where the brackets and braces stand for concentration and activity of a species, respectively; and KC1,
"u'_ 1 qKC,., KC3, KM1 KTI and KT2 are extraction equilibrium constants. The implicit derivatives are

calculated as follows:

a[c_'_°]t°_l = 1 + KCI'<H+}{N03} + KCS*flI+>2<NO3 }2[CN[PO]f ree

+ 4"KC3"{H+}{NO3 }" [CMPO] free
i

: + I_fI®{H+}{NO3 }e[TBP] free

: 3 [TBP] free

: + KMI'<H+}<NO3 }'[cMPO] free" __ (II-19)

Differentiating both sides of Eq. II- 18 gives:

=

0 = [TBP]' + KT1 <H +}{No3} [TBP]'

. 4KT2 {H+}{NO3} [TBP] free [TBP]' + KN1 {H+}{SO3}[TBP]free

+ KM1 <H+}<NU3}[CMPO] free[TBP]' (11-20)

where

- _ [TBP] free

._ Rearranging Ett. II-20 gives:
_

(-KNI,{H+}{NO;}, [TBP_ free )
: [TBP]' =

_ (I + KTI.{H+}{NU;} + 4,KT2.{H+}{NO_.[TBP] free + KMI*{H+}{NO)m[CMPO]free )

--_ #' "1" T 01
_

--.

_--

_--
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The mass balance equations tbr' [CMPO] and [TBP] are then solved using standard Newton-Raphson

techniques. By using analytical derivatives, the convergence rate in the search routine is now very rapid.
lt is usually completed within three to four iterations.

As the data base is completed, the extractant speciaUon macro will be expanded to include

the simultaneous solution of mass balance equations lhr the extraction of HNO 3, HF, and oxalic acid.
These are the three major acid species expected in the stripping section of a TRUEX flowsheet. In tile

extraction and scrubbing sections, t'ree HF and oxalic acid will be at trace levels in comparison to HNO 3
concentrations.

2. Enhancement of Ox'date Module

Oxalic acid must be added to leeds that contain fission products to lower the extractability of
sever_ species that are best le ft in the aqueous phase (e.g., Zr, Ru, and Mo). The amount of oxalic acid to

be added depends on the hydrogen ion concentration and the speciation of the metal ions that are
complexed by oxalate. These complexation calculations are also needed in estimating the distribution
ratios of all extractable species for each stage.

The oxalate module in the GTM has been expanded to include metal hydrolysis in the
speciation calculations and has also be_n upgraded in terms of the speed at which these calculations are

performed. The simultaneous equations derived from the mass balances over the metals and hydrogen are
now solved by the Newton-Raphson method for systems of nonlinear equations. The mass action
equations are expressed in terms of the free metal and free ligand concentrations. The system is easily
expanded to include solid phases and t'ollows the nomenclature of Morel and Morgan. 9

The species concentrations (Cijk) for both metals and ligands are indexed according to tt,e
following matrix notation:

Cii k = (Mi)a(Lj)_(H)Y (II-22)

where the subscript i specilies the metal (note: tt +is considered in an independent calculation and/or as a

metal); j specifies the ligand, and k specifies the different metal-ligand (Mi-Li) complexes. The order of
metal/ligand complexes included in the oxalate module is defined as shown in Fig. II-10. Also, ct

(actually aijk) is the stoichiometric coeflicient of the metal in Cijk; fl (actually flijk) is the stoichiometric
coel'ficient of the ligand in the complex Cijk; }) (actually _)ijk) iS the stoichiornetric coefficient of the
hydrogen ion (H +)or hydroxide ion (OH). For H+, y > 0 and for OH, V < 0. By definition of the
hydrolysis constant (K w) for water, we have

[oa-] Y - KwY [H+] -Y (II-23)

The concentrations of the various metal-ligand complexes are calculated from the mass
action equations:

[Cijk] Kijk [Mi]a _ Y= [Lj] lH] (II-24)

z

i
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Lig;mds

ox(2.) so4(2-1 _1-) _ ....

Fe(3,) Fe(Ox) Fe(S04) Fe(F)
Fe(Ox)2 Fs(S04)2 Fe(F)2
Fe(Ox)(H)
Fo(Ox)3

....

Al(3.) ^l(ox) /,J(so4) Ai(_
Al(Ox)2 N(SO4 )2 AI(F)2
AJ(Ox)3

.......

z,14,) izrlox) z,lso4) Zrln ZrlOH)
(1_ Zr(Ox)2 Z.r(_4)2 Zr(F)2 (Zr)4(OH)8

Zr(F)3 (Zr)3(OH)5
....

RE(3_.) RE(Ox) RE (SO,4) RE(F)
RE(Ox)2 RE(SO,4)2 RE(F)2

H(+) H(Ox) (H)(SO4) R)(F) _)(OH)
(H)2(Ox) (R)2(S04)

........ - __

Fig. II-10. Matdx Representation of Metal/Ligand Complexes
Included in Oxalate Module (where Ox2 = o×alate,
and RE3+= rare earth)

The rare cart]ts and yttrium arc ,'.'.o,tibincdas a single hypothetical species (RE3+), whose complexation

constants are taken equal to d!e literature values tbr Ce 3+.

To solve for each unknown species concentration, _e appropriate number oi"mass balance

equations is required. The present system requires the following mass balance equations:

TUTFc = [FeZ+ ] + Z aj k [C k] (II-25)j ,k ' J'

TOTAl = [AI3+] + E aj k [Cj k] (II-26).i,k ' '

TOTZr = [Zr 4+] + Z aj k [O k] (II-27)
j,k ' J'

TOTRE = [RE3+] + j,kZaj,k [Oj,k] (11-28)

TOT0x = [Ox2-] + Z _i k [Oi k ] (II-29)
i,k ' '

.2-
TOTS[}4= ISO4 ] + Z _i k ICi k] (II--30)

__ _.--_

= =
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TOTF = [F-] + Z /li k [Oi k ] (II-31)
i,k "

where Ox2 refers to oxalate. The hydrogen-ion mass balance is given by

TOTH = [H+] + Z ai, ,k ] + ,Z Fi j k [0i,j k ]
i=H,j,k j,k [Oj i,j,k ' ' '

- Z ,8i., [C k ] " (II-32)
i, j=0H, k j ,k i,

lt is assumed that,

[H+]>> [OH-] (11-33)

The system ot"nonlinear equations (II-25 to II-32) is solved by the Newton-Raphson method

starting with a set of initial estimates for ",diMi, Lj, and H. Tiffs generates an improved set of estimates
through an iterative procedure:

X:n+l = Xn - j-In _n (II-34)

m i

where Xn+1and X are estimates of the solution vector at iterations n + 1 and n, respectively; Jn is them

Jacobian matrix of the system; and Yn is the vector o1'mass balance equations using the solution vector

X, To avoid converging to a negative species concentration, any x,i_+l< 0 is substituted by Xi/2.
The Jacobian matrix is shown in Fig. II- 11. Ali of the derivatives are evaluated from analytical

expressions.

d Y(Fe),'a IFel 0 0 0 d Y(Fe)IdIHI d Y(Fe)/dlOxl d Y(Fo)/dISO4I d Y(Fe)/d{FI

0 d Y(AI)/d IAII 0 0 0 d Y(AI)/dlOxl d Y(AI)/dISO4J d Y(AI)/dIF }

t
0 0 ¢ Y(Zr)ld IZrl 0 d Y(Zr)/dlHl d Y(Zr)ldlOxl d ¥(Zt)ldl$O41 d Y(Zr),'dIFI

0 0 O d Y(RS)_d IRE] 0 d Y{RE)/dlOx ] d Y(REyd[SO4I d Y(REI/dIF]

d *¢(H),d IFel 0 d Y(H)/d IZ,I 0 d Y(H),,d IHI d Y(HydlOx I d V(H)IdISO4] d Y(H)Jd[F[

d Y[Ox)/d [Fel d Y(Ox)ld [Ali d Y(Ox)ld [Zr} d Y(Ox),'d IREI d Y(Ox_/d IHI d Y(Ox)ldlOxI 0 0

d Y(SO4)/d IFel d Y($O4)/d [A_] d Y(SO4)/d [Zrl d Y(SO4),'d (REI d Y(SOa),_d [Hl 0 d Y(SO4),'dISO41 0

d Y(F:)ld IFol d Y(f').,d [Ali d Y(F),'d IZr I d Y(F)ld IRE I d Y(F)ld [Hl 0 0 d Yff),'dlFI

__ Fig. II-11. Jacobian Matrix Used in the Oxalate Module

=
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The mass balance functions are dci]ned as follows'
,,

YM = [Mi] + E aj k ,[0j k] - TUTM, = 0 (II-35)
j,k ' ' z

YLj = [Lj] + E flj k [Oi k] - TOTLj = 0 (II-36)i ,k ' '

YIt = [H +] + Z aj k [0j k]- ,_ _i k [Oi k ]
i=H,j ,k ' ' j=0H, i,k ' '

+ Z Yi j k [Oi j k] - TOT/{ = 0 (II-37)i,j,k ' ' ' '

Thc partial derivatives are

OYM.

= 1 + Z a 2 [0i,j,k ]/[Mi] (II-38)
_[Mi] j, k

_YM.

z = Z afl[Oi,j,k]/[Lj] (II-39)arL.1 k

_YM.

= Z aY[Ci,j,k ]/[II +] - Z afl[0i,j,k ]/lH +] (II-40)
%[H+] j, k j=0H,k

_YL.

-----/--= 1 + Z fl2[Ci,j,k]/[Lj] (II-41)
O[Lj] i ,k

aYL.

= r. afl[Oi,j,k]/[Mi] (II-42)
0 [Mi] k

_YL ,

___l = Z fly[Oi,j,k]/[H +] + E afl[Oi,j,k]/[H +] (II-43)
[H+] i, k i=H, k

-_--_--- = Z ay[Oi,j,k]/[Mi]- x afl[Oi,j,k],/[Mi] (II-44)
. _ [Mi] j ,k j=UH,k

= _YH r _'[C. ]/[Lj] * X aB[li.. ,']/[L.] (II-45)
_[Lj] i,k a.,j,k i=H,k ' _ _'J"_ "]

--
__
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_ = 1 + E F2 [Oi k]/[lt] + E a2[O i j k ]/[It]
lH] i,j,k ' j' i=H,j,k ' '

+ E /32 (II-48)[oi,j ,k] / [H]
i, j=[)I'I, k

'' r, '/ ' ,

O[MJ--?"-_-i''I".i._/=. 0 for .i., I (I2-47)

aYL. (IIi iS)_I-- --0 for i _ I

[Li]

The convergence criteria are satisfied when YMi, YLj, and YH are each less than or equal to

10.5 times (TOTM), (TOTL), and (TOTH), respectively..

D. Data Base Development

(W. B. Seetcldt)

The success of the TRUEX process, including the development of models useful to designing

TRUEX flowsheets, strongly depends on the quality and the retrievability of underlying distribution ratio
measurements for the many chemical species likely to be present. A program was initiated to collect all
such inlbrmation into a data base that was designed using the software package 4th Dimension on a

Macintosh computer. The design of the data base places strong emphasis on various modes of

retrievability ,and anticipated report formats

The data base is intcnded to bc useful to at least four customer types: program managers,

individual experimenters who measure distribution ratios, modelers who develop the 'algorithms usethl to
the design of TRUEX flowsheets, and quality assurance auditors. The ability to rapidly identify

categories of information in need of development is especially important to program managers and
modelers.

The design of the data base structure has been completed and the data base is, in great part,
functional. Debugging continues, and further improvements to facilitate use are in progress.

[

Distribution ratio data generated by the Separation Science and Technology Sectit'3n's stalT through

November 1988 have been entered into the data base. Additions will bc made as new data are generated

and reported. Future work includes the entry of distribution ratios obtained Irom the literal _re, lbllowed
by entry of activity coefficients.

E, Extraction Studies

In this report period, laboratory studies were carried out to determine the extraction behavior of
rare earths, Pu, Am, Cm, Th, and oxalic acid for a variety of conditions. Studies were also undertaken to

establish guidelines for determining distribution ratios at 50°C.
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l, Extraction Measurements at 50°C

(D, R. Fredrickson)

Consistent distribution ratio (D) results in measurements at 50°C have been attained by

adopting a standard operating procedure and by evaluating and controlling parameters that aft'ect the
measurement, At present, D value measurements are made with samples equilibrated in one of six

jacketed beakers containil_g water at 50'C. A concern is that differences in temperature might exist
among the six water baths. To address this concern, a calibrated mercury thennometer (-10°C to 52 "C in
9,1 ° increments) was used, and each of the six bath locations was set at 50°C based on this thermometer,
Now 'ali baths have identical thermometers (which are mercury, 8,cm immersion, -1 °C to 51 °C) and are

checked against the calibrated thermometer.

AnotherconcErn is the change in temperature of the centrifuge tube while vortexing and

centrifuging. A 20-s vortexing with a starting temperature of 50'C loses 3° during that time, and a 2-rain

centrifuging starting at 50°C loses 8° to 9° du_ng the operation, lt is apparent that maintaining 50°C at
ali times during an experiment is difficult, and a procedure must be developed to handle this problem.

2. Rare Earth Extraction

(L. Reichley-Yinger)

Distribution ratios for Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nal, Sm, Eu, and Gd have been detezTnined with 0, I__M

HNO 3 as a function of solvent composition under relatively high solve__t1_,ading conditions ([CMPO l-to-
[total rare earth] ratio of 9:1). The initial aqueous-phase compositions are given in Table II-5.

Distribution ratios were obtained between equal volumes of 0. lM__HNO 3 and five TRUEX-NPH solutions

pre-equilibrated with 0. lM__1-1NO3 containing ~0.1 to 0,4.M_CMPO and either -_1,4 or 2.0M TB.P, Results
are given in Table II-6. Two trends are apparent in these results. When the [CMPO] is increased and the
ITBPI is held constant, the distribution ratios increase. Conversely, when the [CMPO] is held constant

and the [TBP] increased, there is a slight decrease in the distribulion ratios.
1

Table II-5. Initial Aqueous Phase Compositions
for Extraction Studies

Feed_ Components Concentration,bmol/L

A Ce 0.0219
Nd 0.0223
Gd 0.0111
Y 0,00522

B Pr 0.0238
Sm 0.0113
La 0,0116
Eu 0,00458

"Both contain ().lM HNO:_.
t'Determined by inductively coupled plasma/atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP/AES),

'1
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Table II-6, Distribution Ratios for Rare Earths between CMPO-TBP-NPH
Solutions and 0. lM HNf),3at 25"C

Cone,, mol/L
CMPO 0,10 0,20 0,42 (1,098 0,20
'I'IIP I, _1 I, _1_ 1,38 2,11tl I,U_)

Dist, Ratio

Y 0,0393 0,0965 0,361 0,0347 0,0878

La 0,200 0,643 2.49 0.177 0,520

Ce 0,293 0,996 4,17 0,264 0,904

Pr 0,252 0,929 3,95 0,232 0,770

Nd 0,274 0,989 4.19 0,252 0,890

Sm 0,249 0,860 3,50 0,228 0,718

Eu 0,209 0,699 2,77 0,188 0,576

Gd 0,162 0,486 1,84 0,145 0,439

3, Plutonium Extraction

Distribution ratios for plutonium extraction have been measured between standard TRUEX-

NPH solvent (0,2M__CMPO/1,4M_ TBP) and aqueous solutions of oxalic acid (0,001-0.04M_M_containing

0,02M HNO 3and 3M NaNO 3. Figure II-12 shows the elTect of oxalic acid on the extraction of Pu-238
(< 106--M_),The presence of (),()()lM oxalate decreases Dpufrom 103 to 10°, while 0,04._M.oxalate decreases
it another order oi' magnitude, To determine equilibrium constants for the plutonium extraction model,

Dpu will need to be measured at higher nitric acid concentrations and, perhaps, at even lower oxalic acid
concentrations,

10 4 -- , "'i ....... _ "l .....• .... w • ---

'_0 3 _ Oxalale ] :
,Nooxalate

D

Io_
.j Fig, II- 12,
'/1

,..-4

C'_ i0 1

F. Plutonium Extraction by TRUEX-NPtt
'fi a from Oxalate Solutions Containing O.02M
0 10 0 "_-

"_ ttNO, 3and 3_134. NaNO 3 at 25°C

io.1 0 0 0

" 10' 2 __ L._._.--, __ .J - , 1 • .0---
0.00 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04

Ox',.dateConcentration, mol/L
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4. Americiurn Extraction

(D, R, Fredrickson)

a, Effects of CMPO and TBP

Experiments have been run at 25'C to study the effects of CMPO and TBP

concentration on the extraction of 241Am from acid-salt solutions by tlm TRUEX-NPH solvent, Standard

measurement techniques were used with 2 lnL organic and 2 mL aqueous phase, Actd pre-equilibration

I three contacts, organic/aqueous (O/A) volume ratio of 1/3 ror solutions with sodium nitrate present] was
done at 25 *C followed by spiking the solution with 5/_L zalAm, Equilibration at 25 *C was followed by

three 20-s contacts, with thermal equilibration at file intervals, This was followed by centrifuging,

separating, and analyzing the phases, Distribution ratio data were obtained for forward and reverse
distribution ratios (D i, and D r, respectively),

The first three sets of data cover TRUEX-NPH with TBP at 1.4M__and 0,1,0,2

(standard solution) and 0,4M CMPO, Results are given irl Table II-7. The second set of data covers
TRUEX_.NPI-I with 0,1M C-MPO/2,0MM_TBP and 0.2M__CMPO/2,0M TBP, Results are given in 'Fable II-8,

Increasing the CMPO concentration increases DAm under these con"7titions by greater than [CMPOI 2,

Table II-7. Distribution Ratios l'or _4tAm Extraction Using'IqtUEX-NPH" Solvent
as Function of CMPO and Sail Concentrations at 25 *C

Am Dist. Ratio

Conc., M 0,1MMCMPO 0,2M CMPO 0,4_MCMPO

1-]NO3 NaNO 3 Dr Dr Dr Dr Di' Dr

0.02 3,18 170 176 905 878 5158 4618

0,1 3,1 84.1 89.4 473 481 2831 3003

0.5 2.7 25.5 26,2 146 148 865 862

1 2,2 14.4 14,6 77.5 75,2 409 426

: qncludes 1,4M_M_TBP,

Table II-8, Distributmn Ratios for 241Am Extraction Using Modified TRUEX-NPH
Solvent as Function of CMPO and Salt at 25"C

Am Dist. Ratio

Cone,, _MM O,lbi CMPO, 2M__TBP 0.2_M"CMPO, 2_MTBP

t-INO,_ NAN03 Dr Dr DI" Dr

0,02 3.18 149 150 733 712

. 0,1 3.1 83.4 85,7 424 413

0,5 2.7 26,0 26,2 123 121

-- 1 2,2 13.9 14,0 64,2 62.8

=
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Similar experimentswererun using nitric acid aloue 01o NANO3), The same

experiment_fl procedures were tbllowed except pre-equilibration was done at an O/A ratio of l, Five
series ot' experiments were completed with varying nitric acid concentrations and TRLIEX"NPH
compositions.

'l'J_cIJrsl lJlrcc seis oi'data cover 'I'RlJI_X-NI)Ii wilJl (),l, ().2 (si_tlldard s(_ltjli(itl),alld

0,4M CMPO, Results arc tabulated in Table 11-9 anti plotted in Fig, 11-13. q'tle second set oi' data covers
TRUEX-NPH with 0, I__MCMPO/2,0M TBP and with 0,2M_CMPO/2,0M__TBP, Results are given in

Table II-10, As tbr the ntU'atc salt data, DAmincreases the CMPO dependence to greater than [CMPOI2;
for example, an increase in [CMPO] of two increases Dhm by a factor of 5-6,

Table II-9. Distribution Ratios tbr Z41AmExU'actionUsing TRUEX-NPI-PSolvent
as Function ot' CMPO and ]-INO3Concentration at 25"C

Am Dist, Ratio

0.lM CMPO 0.2M CMPO 0,4M CMPO
HNO3Cone.,

M Dr Dr Dt• Dr Dr Dr

0.02 0,009 -- 0,040 0,044 0,218 0.179

0.1 0,165 0.152 0.771 0,760 4.03 4.07

0,5 1.90 1.95 10.1 9,80 63,7 64,6

l 3,63 3.68 20.1 19.1 126,5 126.9

3 5.27 5.29 25.6 25.2 136,9 137.3

6 4.(XI 4.09 18.4 18.0 92,6 90,0

_Includes 1,4M TBP.

1000 ":.

lOO

o

_1 lO
'-: Fig, II-13.¢.,O

E 1
Distribution Ratio as Function of Nitric

'_3 Acid and CMPO Concentration lhr

'_ ,J Extraction of:Z41Am with TRUEX-NPHE
*_ (1,4M_Mq'13P) at 25"C

,01 _- .2MCMPO

---"t:t"-- .4MCMPO
.001 "--'r"r-r'r_T_---r-_--rrr_

.Ol .1 1 1o 1o0

Nitric Acid Molarity

...... i_r , • illld ,, ,llql ,,, ,i,, , IIII " '1' ' _,1 . I u ,, ,
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Table II.lCL Distribution Ratios fox'_4tAm Extraction Using Modified TRUEX.
NPH Solvent as Function ot' CMPO trod HNO 3 at 25"C

Am Dist, Ratio

0,IMM CMPO/2M TBP 0,2__MCMPO/2__MTBP

HNO3 Cone. ,,,_
M Dr Dr Dr Dr

0,02 0,009 -- 0,043 0,038

O,1 O,152 O,136 0,766 0,727

0,5 1,95 1,97 10,2 10,6

1 3,90 3,79 20,3 2(),4

3 5.61 5.32 25,1 24,9

6 4,39 4,21 19,1 18,5

Americium extraction studies were also done with n-dodecane substituted for NPH to

determine the effect of this substitution on D^m, Six series of experhnents were run with varying salt
solutions and CMPO concentrations, The first three sets of data cover 0,7.M TBP with 0,1,0,2, and 0,4M

CMPO, all in n-dodecane. Results are given in Table II..11, At temperatures >30'C' wlth Conoco CI2-

Ci4 NPH diluent, third-phase lbrmatton is possible at high nitric acid concentrations and high solvent

loadings, The data in Table II-11 indicate that the use of pure n-dodecane elhninates lhts problem, The
second three sets of data cover 0.3, 0.7, and 1,4M__TBP, ali with 0,2M..M_CMPO and In n-dodecane, Results

are given tn Table II- 12, For comparison between NPH and n-dodecane, 'Fable II- 13 gtves three sets o f

data lhr 0,2M CMPO, Both NPH and n-dodecane give essentially the same results. Theretbre,

n-dodecane, which is more expensive, but less prone to third-phase lbrmation, can be used lhr the

TRUEX process with no cher:_: al penalty.

Table II-11, Distribution Ratios for znlAm E×traction Using 'rRUEX-Dodecane a
with Varying Concentrations oi' CMPO trod S',.dtat 25"C

Arn Dist, Ratio

Conc,,M O,l.M CMPO (},2..M.MCMPO ().4M CMPO

HNO 3 NaNO 3 Dr Dr DI. Dr Dr I)_

0,02 3,18 259 258 1301 1270 6167 5979

0,1 3.1 106 108 615 596 3677 3526

0.5 2,7 23,6 23,1 160 155 1118 1124

1 2,2 11,7 11,5 84,0 76,8 580 581

"Includes 0,7_MTBP,
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Table 11.12, Distribution Ratios for _41AmExtraction Using TRUEX-Dodecane"
with Varying Concentrations ot'TBP and I-tNO_at 25"C

Anl Dist, Ratio

0,3M TBP 0,7M TBP 1,4..MMTBP)'
HNO_Cone,,

_NI_ DI' Dr DI, Dr Dr Dr

0,02 0,131 0,138 0,072 0,066 0,042 0,037

0,1 2,84 2,97 1,47 1,47 0,790 0,765

0,5 30,7 32,5 16,0 16,9 9,45 9,48

1 43,2 39,1 27,7 28,3 17,9 18,1

3 3rotPhase 32,5 32,5 22.6 22,3

6 3rd Phase "_.4,6 23,6 16,6 16,0

"Includes 0,2M CMPO.

iT'.ken from tTlarge volume of solvent made up for a centrifugal contactor run,

Table II-13, Distribution Ratios Ibr _3Am Extractioh Using Modified TRUEXa
wtflln-Dodccanc and TBP as Function of HNO3at 25"C

ArnDist. Ratio
i i .... t

,,

1.4.M_I_TBP 1,4MTBP 2,0M TBp

n-Dodecane NPH NPH

HNO_Cone,,
M_, DI,, Dr Dt. Dr Dr D_

0,02 0,042 0,(137 (1,(_(1 (I,044 0,043 0,038

0,1 0,790 0,765 0,771 0,760 0,766 0,727

(_),5 9,45 9,48 10,I 9,80 1(1,2 10,6

1 17,9 18,1 20,1 19,1 2(/.3 20,4

3 22.6 22.3 25.6 25,2 25,1 24,9

6 16,6 16,0 18,4 18.0 19,1 18,5

"Includes 0,2M CMPO,

b, Effects oi Complex.hiS

Experiments have tx_en run at 25 °C to study the effect of various complexmats on the
extraction oi";_41Arnby the TRUEX-NPH solvent, The effects of (1) hydrolluoric acid, (2) oxalic acid,

(31 sulfuric acid, (4) phosphoric acid, and (15)nitrate ion are presented here, The present study extends the
: above work done on extractions of 241Am with modified TRUEX.-NPH from acid-salt solutions, The

cxperimcnts presented here follow a different procedure and need to bi. outlined, The main procedural

difference is no pre-equilibration of the organic phase and measurement of a 10rward extraction only,
This procedure requires analysis of the aqueous phase after equilibration, which is done separately in an
identical extraction experiment without the 2"1Atr1 spike,
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'T'he results given were obtained with 2 mL organic phase and 2 ml., aqueous phase,
wtth the aqueous phase betng spiked (and mtxed) and then the organic phase added, The general

procedure lbllowed was that developed for measuring distribution ratios at 50'C, 'rids Includes
equilibration in a 25°C water bath Ibr 15 mtn lbllowed by three 20-s contacts, with 5-rain thermal

equtilbratlon tn the water bath between contacts, and then 5 rain tn the bath be!hre cenlrll'ugtng,
Centril'ugtng was Ibr 2 mtn followed by 5 mtn standtng tn lhe 25"C water bath, The organtc and aqueous
phases were Ihen separated, and altquots were taken and counted by lktuld scintillation, Most o1"the
salnples counted were 50 _L tbr the orgarflc phase and 200 _L lhr file aqueous phase

Tables 11-14 and II-15 summarize the distribution l'atlo data lhr oxalic ttctd (0,01 to

0,05M_.)at a fixed level of 0,02 or 0,lM nttrte actd (total nitrate 3,2__M),Table H-16 summarizes data for
I-IF(0,01 to 0,50M__)wtth 0,lM__HNO.s and a total o1'3,2M_.nttl'ate, Table II.17 summarizes data Ibr

acid/salt solutions, 0,02 to 1,0M HNO 3, and total of 3,2M_.nitrate, Table II-18 summarizes data/br'
ptlosphorlc acid (0,01 to 0,05M._)with 0,02M I-INO3 and total nitrate of 3,21V.._[,Table II-19 summarizes
data Ibr sulfuric acid (0,0lM to (},05M__)with (},02M___HNO3 and constant nitrate o1'3,2M, In general, the
data lbllowed expected trends, These data will be used to derive better models for americium extraction
in file GTM,

'l"ableII-14, Distribution Ratios for :Z41AmExt,ractionu

by TRUEX.NPH as Function of Oxalate
Concenla'ationwith 0,02__MI-INO:_and
3,18M NaNOa tit 25 'C

Oxalic Acid

Cone,, M DAm

0,01 52,85

C),C)2 24,98

C),03 16,15

0,04 12,54

"Modified extraction technique, no pre-equilibration,

Table II-15, Distribution Ratios for 2')lAmExtracth)n'

by TRUEX-NPH as Function of Oxalate
Concentration wtlh 0, lM HNO3and
3, I.MNaNO3at 25"C

Oxalic Acid

Cone,, Irl. DA,,,

0,01 284

().02 156

0,03 1()8

0,05 59,9

"Mo(lifled exlraclion technique, no pre-equilibration.
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TableiI-16, Dtslj'lbuthmRatiosibr _lAm E×m_,ctton_
by TRUEX.NPH asFuncthmot'Fluoride
Conccmratton with 0,1.MI.INOa alld
3,1_MNaNO3at 25'C

, HFCone,, M DA,n

0,01 711

0,02 693

0,05 592

0,10 46O

0,20 302

0,50 126

"Modified cxtractlon technique, no pre-equilibration,

Table II-17, Distribution Ratios for _)lAm Extraction_

by TRUEX.NPH as Function of Nitrate
Concentration at 25'C

Corm,,_.M

HNO3 NaNO3 DAm

0,02 3,1tl 996

0,1 3,1 744

0,5 2,'7 247

1,0 2,2 109

' Modllied extraction technique, no pre-equilibration,

Table II-18, Distributhm Ratios for XltArnExtraction_

by TRUEX-NPH as Function of Phosphate
, Ct)ncentration with 0,(}2.MHNO3and

3.18.MNaNO3at 25"C

[-|3PO4
Cone,, m I'%,

0,01 9 !9

0,02 875

0,03 794

0,05 686

"Mt_ttfled oxtracthm tcchniquc, no pre-etltiilibralion,
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Table II-19. Distribution Ratios tbr Z41AmExtraction"
by TRUEX-NPH as Function of Sulfate
Concentration with 0.02M HNO3 and

3.18_M_MNaNO3at 25°C

Initial

H2SO4

Cone., M DAm

0.01 918

0.02 741

0.03 692

0.05 542

aModified extraction technique, no pre-equilibration.

5. Curium Extraction

(J. Sedlet and D. R. Fredrickson)

a. Introduction

Distribution ratios for curium between aqueous solutions containing a high nitrate ion

concentration (3.2M.) and standard TRUEX-NPH solvent (0.2M CMPO/1.4M__TBP) were measured at
250 C as a function of the concentration of nitric acid and that of complexing anions (oxalate, fluoride,

sulfate, and phosphate). The extractions were made without pre-equilibrating the solvent phase with an

aqueous phase of the same composition as used in other distribution ratio measurements, because the high
distribution ratios of nitric, oxalic, and hydrofluoric acids from the 3.2M nitrate aqueous solutions make it

impractical to obtain complete pre-equilibration of the solvent by the acids. Instead, the final acid
concentration is determined in a separate experiment.

3

b. Experimenta l
=

Two milliliters of the aqueous phase containing 1.5 x 106 dpm of 2_Cm was

contacted with 2 mL of the solvent phase (1.4MTBP, 0.2M__CMPO in C12 - C14normal paraffinic

hydrocarbon) for 3.-20 s intervals in a screw-cap culture tube. The contact was performed in a vortex
mixer. Prior to vortexing, between each 20-s interval, and after vortexing, the tubes were placed in a

25*C constant-temperature bath. The tubes were then centrifuged, the phases separated, and aliquots
removed lhr 244Cmmeasurement. The 244Cm alpha activity was measured by liquid scintillation

: cotinting.

A concentrated (.-.108dpm/mL) solution of 244Cm (free from its first decay product,

- 24Opu)was needed to conduct additional extraction studies with curium. A number of dilute aqueous
solutions were available, as well as a TRUEX-NPH solution which had been used to remove 24°pu from

the original 244Cm stock but also contained sufficient curium to warrant recovery. The distribution ratios
for Cm(lll) and Pu(IV) between 0.lM HNO 3and standard TRUEX-NPH are about 0.6 and 80,

respectively. With these ratios, at a phase ratio of one, the curium distributes 38% in the organic phase
and 62% in the aqueous phase, plutonium distributes 98.8% in the organic phase and 1.2% in the aqueous

- phase, and tl_c curium/plutonium distribution ratio in the aqueous phase is about 50. These ratios are
" satisfactory to perform the separation/concentration procedure at 0. lM [tNO 3, The TRUEX-NPH
- solution was scrubbed with an equal volume of 0. lM__HNO 3, and the1-7atte_' solution was combined with
=-

_

,,
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the remaining aqueous tracer solutions and evaporated to dryness. The residue was dissolved in

0. I_M_HNO:} and extracted with an equal volume of pre-equilibrated TRUEX-NPH to remove 24°Pu. The
aqueous phase was separated and analyzed for 244Cm and 24°pu. This solution contained 2.8 x 10s dpm
244Cre/mL (total volume 2 mL) and <<0.1% 24°pu as measured by alpha particle spectrometry. The

organic phase contained about 10s dpm of 244Cm and was saved for further recovery.

c. Com plexant El'ii_cts
(J. Sedlet)

The distribution ratios as a function of nitric acid concentration at a constant nitrate

ion concentration of 3.2M are given in Table II-20 and plotted in Fig. II-14. The distribution ratio

decreases with increasing nitric acid concentration and decreasing sodium nitrate concentration. In the
absence of sodium nitrate, the ratio increases with increasing nitric acid until about 5__M.This difference is
attributed to the high distribution of nitric acid in TRUEX-NPH at high nitrate ion concentrations. This,

in mm, decreases the concentration of free CMPO available through the fomlation of CMPO/HNO 3
species, which do not extract metal ions as well as free CMPO.

Table II-20. Distribution of _;4Cmbetween Aqueous
Nitric Acid/Sodium Nitrate Solutions
and TRUEX-NPH at 25'C

Initial

Conc., M

I-INO 3 NaNO 3 Distribution Ratio

0.02 3.18 847

0.10 3.10 609

0.50 2.70 208

1.0 2.20 83.9

10 3

: _,_ Fig. 11-14.

_o2 Distribution Ratios for 244Cm between

,-_ Aqueous Nitric Acid/Sodium Nitrate Solutions
and TRIJEX-NPH at 25'C (constant nitrate

ion concentration of 3.2M__)

,0 ,I I 10

-. [HNO3I,_M
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A similar series of measurements was made with oxalic acid/nitric acid/sodium
nitrate solutions. The oxalic acid concentration was varied, and the total nitrate ion concentration was

maintained al 3.2M for two nitric acid co_,centrations, 0,02 and 0.lM, The results are given in Table 11-21

and plotted in Figs, 11-15 _md 11-16. In the solutions containing 0.02M HNO 3 and 3.18M NaNO 3, a
precipitate formed when we attempted to make the solution 0,05M in H2C204; thus 0.04_M_H2C20 4 was
used instead, The precipitate was probably sodium oxalate since it is the least soluble of the possible
compounds in this mixture. The results show the ability oi' oxalic acid to complex curium in the aqueous

phase and thus reduce its distribution ratio. The log-log plots of the results are approximately linear, with
a slope of about 1 1 at both nitric acid concentrations. This implies the formation of a curium complex

containing one atom of curium with one molecule of ox_dic acid over the rtu_ge of oxalic acid
concentrations studied,

Table II-21. Distribution of 2'WCmbetween Aqueous
Oxalic Acid/Nitrate Solutions and
TRUEX-NPH at 25"C

Initial Dist. Ratio

H2C204

Cone,,M 0.02MHNO3" 0,lM HNO._b

0.01 35.1 194

0.02 14.6 !07

0.03 9.56 71.1

0.04 6.96 -

0,05 - 40.4

"Initial concentration; sodium nitrate concentration
maintained at 3.18M.

blnifial concentration; sodium nitrate concentration
maintained at 3.1M.

100

t_

_o Distribution Ratios for Z44Cm between

Aqueous Oxalic Acid/Nitrate Solutions and
TRUEX-NPH at 25*C at Constant Nitric

: Acid and Sodium Nitrate Concentrations o1

0.02 and 3.18 M, respectively

, , , w, , 1

" ,001 .01

" [H2C204], .M
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10 3

Fig. II-lo.

° ...
Distribution Ratios l'or :_44Cmbetween

C_ 10 2
,.z Aqueous Oxalic Acid/Nitrate Solutions and
.,--' TRUEX-NPH at 25 °C at Constant Nitric

Acid and Sodium Nitrate Concentrations ot"

0.1 and 3.1 M, respectively

10 1 .... ° , • ,'"_ '' 'i ..... ' ' " ' ' '' '

.001 .01 .1

[r12C204], M__

The effect of hydrofluoric acid on the distribution ratio is shown in Table II-22. The

data are plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. 11-17 and on a semi-log scale in Fig. 11-18. lt is st;en that
fluoride forms a much weber complex with curium than does oxalate ion, While 0,01L_ oxalic acid
lowers the distribution ratio by about a factor of three, hydrofluoric acid has essentially no effect up to
0.02M, and a factor oi' three reduction is not obtained until the hydrofluoric acid concentration reaches

about-]),2M, The slope of the log-log plot between 0.01 and 0.05M HF is about 0.15 and approaches one
= at about 0,--2M. Above 0.2M hydrofluoric acid, a 1' 1 complex may form. The semi-log plot (Fig. II- 18)

shows this effect.

Table II-22. Distribution Ratio for _4Cm between

Aqueous Hydrofluoric Acid/Nitrate
Solutions and TRUEX-NPH at 25"C

Initial
HF Cone.,M Dist. Ratio"

0.01 617

0.02 590

0.05 498

O.1 395

0.2 244

= 0.5 97.1

"The initial nitric acid and sodium nitrate concentrations

were maintained constant at 0,1 and 3. lM, respectively.
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.001 ,01 ,I I

[HF],M
I

Fig, II-17. DistributionRatiosbetweenAqueousHydrofJuoric
Acid/Nitrate Solutions and TRUEX-NPH at 25°C
at Constant Nitric Acid and Sodium Nitrate
Concentralions of 0.1 and 3.1 M, respectively

10 3

0

_o2 -

t5
-

10 1 ', _' ' ,-" I : ,: J" , '" j" , I .....'.......
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6

,,

: [HF], M

Fig. II-18. Distribution Katio,; between Aqueous Hydrofluoric
Acid/Nitrate Solutions and TRUEX-NPH at 25°C
at Constant Nitric Acid and Sodium Nitrate

Concentrations of 0.1 and 3.1 M, respectively
-

_
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Distribution ratios in the presence of sulfuric and phosphoric acids, measured

separately, are shown in Table 11-23 and Figs. II-19 and II-20. In these solutions the nitric acid and
sodium nitrate concentrations were maintained at 0.02 and 3.18M, respectively. Both sulfate and

phosphate form only weak complexes with curium, the sulfate complex being slightly stronger. The
decrease in the distribution ratios are roughly the same as tbr fluoride at comparable concentrations. The
slope of the log/log plot decreases linearly up to 0,03M for both sulfate mid phosphate, with slopes of
about 0.2 and 0.08, respectively, At high concentrations, th,. slopes apparently increase; it thus may be of
interest to measure the distribution ratios at higher sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid concentrations. A

linear plot of the data yields a straight line. For phosphoric acid the slope of this line is 0.33, and the
intercept at zero concentration is 860. For sulfuric acid, the corresponding values arc 0.66 and 780. The
ratios at zero concentration agree fairly well with the distribution ratio of 847 obtained for 0.02M

HNO3-3.18_.M_MNaNO 3 (Table 11-20),

Table II-23, Distribution Ratios for 244Cmbetween Aqueous
Sulfuric Acid and Phosphoric Acid Solutions
Containing Nitric Acid and Sodium Nitrate
and TRUEX-NPH at 25"Ca

Initial
t-12SO4 or Distribution Ratio
H3PO 4 Cone.,

_M H2SO 4 H3PO 4

0.01 732 787

0.02 623 753

: 0.03 580 704
0.05 461 622

"The initial HNO3and NaNO3concentrations were kept
constant at 0.02 and 3.18M, respectively, in ali solutions.

100 ........... , + ,_+-, , , ', , I" r' , , _ ", ', "_','",
,001 ,01=

[H2SO4], M

Fig. II-19. Distribution Ratios [or 244Cm between Aqueous Sulfuric
Acid/Nitrate Solutions and TRUEX-NPH at 25 °C at
Construct Nitric Acid and Sodium Nitrate Concentrations

: of ().()2and 3.18__M,respectively
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103

O

r./3

.0ol ,01

[H3PO4] , _Ni_

' Fig. 11-20. Distribution Ratios lhr 244Cm between Aqueous
Phosphoric Acid/Nitrate Solutions and TRUEX-NPH
at 25*Cat Constant Nitric Acid and Sodium
Nitrate Concentrations of 0.02 and 3.18M__,
respectively

d. Variationof CMPOand TBP Concentration
(D. R. Fredrickson)

The experimental procedure followed for these experiments is as follows. Acid pre-
equilibration (250C, with 2 mL organic phase and 6 mL aqueous) was the first step and repeated three
times with fresh aqueous phase. Finally, the 2 mL treated organic phase was transferred to a 8 mL
centriluge tube, and 2 mL fresh aqueous phase was added, followed by spiking with 5/_L 244Cm.
Samples were equilibrated at 25°C for 15min, followed by two 30-s contacts with water-bath
equilibration at the interval. This was followed by centrifuging and separation of the phases. The curium
alpha activity was counted in a Packard 1500,Tri-Cafb, liquid scintillation counter by adding aliquots of
the two phases to Insta-Gel XF. The organic phase aliquot was usually 50/_L, and the aqueous phase,
200/II-,. To stabilize the organic samr!", in the Insta-Gel XF, 100 pL,oi"1M_,nitricacid was added to each
of the scintillation vials used for the, J'ganic samples.

Five series of experiments have been run with varying nitric acid concentrations

(0.02, 0.1,0.5, and 113_4_),constant salt concentration at 3.2_M_,and varying TRUEX-NPH compositions
(O 1,0.2, and.0.4M CMPO). The first three sets of data cover TRUEX-NPH with 1.4MTBP and 0.1,0.2
(,standardsolutionS]and 0.4M CMPO. Results are given in Table 11-24and Fig. II-21. The second set of
data covers TRUEX-NPH with 0. lM__CMPO/2.0_M.TBP and 0.2_M_CMPO/2.0M TBP. Results are given
in Table II-25 and Fig. II-22. The effect of increasing [CMPO] on Dcta is similar to that on DAm,a
slightly greater than second-order dependence. Table 11-26gives data for curium distribution ratios
obtained with standard TRUEX-NPH as functionoi' nitric acid concentration alone (no salt). Ali these
data will be used to improve the GTM's ability to predict distribution ratios Ibr curium.
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Tabk; 11-24, l)istributi(}n Rati(_sI'dr 244CnlF,xtmction Using TRtlEX-NPH _Solvent
as I,'uncti(m ()1'(_,Mi'() and Salt C'oncentrations at 25"C

Curium Dist. Ratio
Initial

Cone,, M 0. lM CMPO 0,2M CMPO 0.4M CMPO

HNO 3 NaNO 3 Di, Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr

0.02 3.18 131 132 715 684 4280 3891
0.1 3.1 64.0 67,0 360 316 2417 9558
0.5 2.7 18.78 18.91 106 104 662 672
1 2,2 10.43 10.25 54.5 55.3 323 319

=Includes 1,4M TBP.

I OC_O

.... Df = .4M CMPO

: ,0_ loo0 D r =.4M__CMPO_._

"_ "_ Fig, 11-21.

Dr = ,2MC_O..X ....-"- "._ Distribution Ratios as Function of NitricAcid and CMPO Concentration for
m ": _ Df = .2M CMPO

'c= Ioo _ _ Extraction of 244Cm with TRUEX-NPH
u at 25 °C

Df =, ,IM_CMPO

lO ', " _ '
ol ,t I 1o

tHNO:. ],

=

° Table II-25. Distribution Ratios for Z44CmExtaaction Using Modified TRUEX-NPH
Solvent as Function of CMPO and Salt Concentrations at 25"C

Curium Dist. Ratio

Initial

- Cone., M..M_ O.IM CMPO / 2M TBP 0.2M CMPO / 2M TBP

li N( )_ NaNO,_ Di D, I) I Dr

0.02 3.18 124.0 124.2 613 585
0,I 3. I 67,7 64.0 360 346

: 0.5 2.7 20.53 19.71 101.3 99.3
1 2,2 10.86 10.46 51,4 48.9
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lOOO0

0 1000

_ -Df-,.2MCMPO/2MTBP

,.J

Dr,= .2M CMPO//M TBP_

[..) ,co

Dr= .IMC_/2M'rBP Df= .IM_C2¢d'ONMTBP.,<
1 o.01 .t

[HNO3],M

Fig, II-22, Distribution Ratios as Function of Nitric Acid
and CMPO Concentration for Extraction of
244Cm with Modified TRUEX-NPH at 25 °C

Table II-26, Distribution Ratios for _Cm Extractions with
Standard TRUEX-NPH Solvent as Function
of Nitric Acid Concentration at 25"C

-

I4ANO3 Dr Dr

O.1 0.676 0.614

0.5 7.98 7,74

1 16.4 15,2

3 21,9 21,0

6. Thorium Extraction

(E, H, Van Deventer)
&

- Distribution measurements of thorium-230 in modified TRUEX-NPH, contacted with nitric

acid of various concentrations (0.02- 6M___),were perfonned at 25°C. The data are presented in Table 11-27

and graphically depicted in Figs. II-23 and II-24. Although both graphs show considerable diverl_ence in
- the duplicate back extractions at file high D values, this is readily attributable to sampling difticulties and

large counting errors, which are both associated with the extremely low activity present in the aqueous

- phase. Despite the_ difficulties, the data clearly show the tollowing: as the CMPO concentration of non-
= modified TRUEX-NPH (1.4M TBP) is increased l'rom 0.1 to 0,4M, the distribution ratio increased by at

least an order of magnitude; itz'the TBP concentration is changed to 2M__and the CMPO concentration is
z

_
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raised from O,1 to 0.2M., tim distribution ratio is again enhanced; and the change tn TBP conct;ntration

I'mm 1.4 to 2M has little elTect, A second back extraction was used as a test lhr the purity of the
thorium-230; the results of the two back extractions in general, agree with each other and indicate that the
thorium-230 was relatively Freeof impurities,

Similar 25 °C measurements were perfonned where mortum-230 was equilibrated between
modllied TRUEX-NPH and solutions containing nitric acid and sodium nitrate, where the total nitrate
concentration was maintained at 3.2M__,The experimental results are shown in Table II-28, and presented

in Figs, II-25 and II-26, All measured D values are very high and decrease as the nitric acid concentration
increases. Again, with such htgh D values, the data scatter is considerable, but shows that thorium in a
high-salt-content solution has a very high aflinity lhr TRUEX-NPH, which decreases somewhat as the
nitric acid concentration is increased,

Since we have shown that thorium-230 is efficiently extracted from both nitric acid and

nitric acid/sodium nitrate solutions by TRUEX-NPH, we decided to determine how well ii can be stripped
from the TRUEX-NPH solvent. Results (obtained at 25 °C) presented in Talc)leII-29 show that, with the

use of oxalic acid as a complexing agent, one can efficiently remove thorium from the solvent, For thesc
measurements, TRUEX-NPH, which had previously been spiked with thorium-230, was contacted with
various concentrations of oxalic acid in both 0,02M nitric acid-3.18.M_sodium nitrate and 0. lM nitric acid-

3, IM sodium nitrate, One can observe (Fig, II-27) that thorium is more efliciently stripped from
TRUEX-NPH as the oxalic acid concentration increases and also as the nitric acid concentration
decreases.
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_-E)--" 1.4_.lBP-0.1_,tC,UPO,I]I
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Table II-29. Distribution Ratios of Thorium-230 between TRUEX-NPH
and Oxalic Acid in 3.2M Nitrate Solutions

'Ihorium-230 Dist. Ratio

H2C204

Conc.,M 0.02_M_MHNO3/BI 0.02M__HNO3/B2 0.I.MHNO3/BI 0.1M__HNO3/B2

0.010 0.584 0.653 53.7 56.5

0.020 0.159 O.171 9.69 10.4

0.030 0.075 0.085 3.51 3.81

0.050 - - 0.988 1.03

7. Ox_ic Acid Extraction

(D. J. Chaiko)

The data base Ibr oxalic acid extraction has been expanded. Distribution ratios for tracer-

level oxalic acid (14C-labeled) as a function of aqueous nitric acid concentration have been measured for
TBP and CMPO in dodecane at 50°C by standard methods. A higher temperature than 25 *C was

required to prevent third-phase formation with CMPO at high nitric acid concentrations. At aqueous
nitric acid concentrations of 1.0M or grea_er, 0.25_M_CMPO/NPH solutions will becorne cloudy at room

temperature. The TBP solutions do not have this third-phase problem, but, to remain consistent,
extractions with TBP-dodecane were dope at 50°C.

The data for the TBP-dodecane system are shown in Fig. II-28 and those tbr the CMPO-

dodecane system are shown in Fig. 11-29. Both extraction isotherms show a maximum at an aqueous
HNO 3 concentration of about 0.2 - 0.3M. The extraction isotherm tbr the CMPO system, however, drops
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Fig. II-29.
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_0" 2 Extraction of Oxalic Acid by 0,20M CMPO-
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off much more rapidly at higher ttNO 3concentrations (> lM__)than does the isotherm for the TBP system.
Studies of loading effects on oxalic acid extraction are underway. Extraction data at higher
concentrations of oxalic acid will be collected Ibr the NPH solvent system.

To aid in the modeling of oxalic acid by the TRUEX-NPH solvent, the coextraction of water

was measured. The orgmlic solvents used were 0.2M CMPO/1,4M TBP, 0.2M CMPO, and 1.4__MTBP.
The diluent in each case was dodecane. The organic-phase water concentrations were measured by Karl

Fisher titration using a Metrohm, Model 652-KF coulometcr. Organic phase samples were equilibrated
with three fresh aqueous phase samples at an organic/aqueous phase ratio of 1/3.

Water extraction data for the TRUEX-NPH system are shown in Fig. 11-30. As oxalic acid is

extracted into the TRUEX solvent, it displaces water from the organic phase. However, even at quite high

aqueous acid concentrations (i.e., low water activities), the organic-phase water concentration is only
reduced to about 0.8M. Significant differences in water extraction were observed for the CMPO and TBP

1,1[ , f- _, l' • i _---

Fig. II-30, _ 0.9 - ©

Water Extraction by TRUEX-Dodecane •_
Solvent as Function of Aqueous Oxalic

Acid Concentration at 25°C O 0.8 O

0.7 .... SI , 1 , t
o.o o.2 o.4 o.6 0.8

Aqueous [Oxalic Acid], i_
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systems. With CMPO, oxalic acid is extracted as an anhydrous species and, as such, produces a dramatic
drop in organic-phase water concentration, This effect is shown in Fig, 11-31, For the solvent containing
1.4M__TBP in dodecane, the organic-phase water concentration was constant at 0,65M,

0.14 [--" ..... I ', I _.... 1 " _
.L

0.12(.r_

.o
,. 0.10 /O Fig, 11-31,

c-4 0.08 . 0

_ Water Extraction by 0,2M CMPO-Dodecane

._ 0.06 1 as Function of Aqueous-Oxalic Acid

_ 0,04 O Concentration at 25°C

o ko ,,
0,02

"0"---'---(3 --

0,00 .... I ,. I ,.. t, .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.a

Aquec us [Oxalic Acid], _MM

: 8. .Stripping Experiments
(E. H. Van Deventer)

Degradation ct' the TRUEX-NPH extractant is an inevitable consequence of radiolysis,

thermal effects, and hydrolysis, The presence of acidic degradation products dramatically affects the
distribution ratios of metal ions at low aqueous-phase acidities. These experiments address the ability of

-- solvent wash reagents to remove metal ions (Pu-238, Am-241, Tc-99) l'rom degraded TRUEX-NPH
solvent. One liter of undegraded TRUEX-NPH was heated and stirred with an equal volume of 8M__.nitric

acid lhr four hours under refluxing conditions. After cooling, the phases were separated, and the organic

- phase was washed with water to remove the nitric acid, The extent of degradation of the hydrolyzed
TRUEX-NPti was analyzed by supercritical fluid chromatography. The results showed that the
concentrations of CMPO and TBP had decreased to 28% and 82% o1'their initial respective amounts,

Plutonium-238 [Pu (IV)] was the first element employed in these measurements of stripping

efficiencies, and it was dissolved in 2M HNO 3. A srnall aliquot (20 ,aL) of this solution was added to
1 mL of standard TRUEX-NPtt which had been pre-equilibrated (three tirnes) with 2M HNO 3 at 50°C. A

spike of 2(X)/_L of this solution was then added to each of ten tubes. These tubes contained 3 ml., o1'
TRUEX-NPIt (pure and solvent with CMPO degradation loss o1 1.5, 3.0, 5,0, and 7.0%) which had each

: been pre-equilibrated with 0.04M HNO3-0,04M__HF at 50°C. (The variations in percent degradation from
this study were obtained by diluting degraded TRUEX solvent with undegraded solvent.) Five ot" the

tubes were stripped of Pu(IV) by 0.25_MNa2CO3; lhc remaining five were slripped with 0.25__MHEDPA
(I-hydroxyleth_ine 1-1 diphosphonic acid) in 0,05M ItNO 3. Three sl_ccessive strips on each. sample were

perfoiTned at 50°C with an O/A ratio o1'5. The level of activity of both the organic and aqueous phases of
each strip was then determined by liquid scintillation counting. Similar procedures as above were used
Ibr measurement of stripping efficiency in Am(III) and q'cO;_experiments. Results of the initial strips o1"

Pu(IV), Am(III), and Ted 4 with sodium carbonate and I lEDP arc presented in Table II-30.

_

....... ,, ,., r,r ,, '1 r " ..... "' ' " " "'' "lr "" ' ' _'" 'iii'
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Table 11-30, Results from Initial Strips ot"Various Isotopes l'romTRUEX-NPH
by Sodium Ctu'lxmatearid ttEDPA Solutions

Dist. Ratio

Pu-238 Am-241 Tc-99

% Degradation Carbonate HEDPA Carbonate HEDPA Carbonate HEDPA

0 5._E-04 4.20E-03 7.82E-04 3.49E-04 1.40E-02 3.93E-01

0.7 - 4.01E-03 4.54E-03 1.24E-02 3,40E-01

1,5 1.18E-01 6.11E-03 2.39E-02 1.72E-03 1.19E-02 2.86E-01

3 4.00E.-01 2.73E-03 2.33E,-01 1.69E-03 1.17E_02 3.61E-01

5 2.22E+00 4.02E-03 1.2lE+00 1,83E..03 1.16E-02 3.16E-01

7 2.76E+00 5.60E-03 5.10E-01 2.69E-03 1,08E-02 1.50E-01

The results of the initial strips of each plutonium-spiked TRUEX-NPH solution are depicted

in Fig, II-32. As can be seen in the figure, Pu-238 is stripped quite effectively from pure "I'RUEX-NPH
by sodium carbonate, but as the FRUEX-NPH becomes more and more degraded, Pu-238 becomes
considerably more difficult to remove, lt is bound more tightly by the acidic degradation '_roducts titan
the pure TRUEX-NPH, (lt is interesting to note that as the TRUEX-NPH becomes more and more

degraded, carbonate strips produce an increasingly intense yellow color.) With the HEDPA strips, no
appreciable change in stripping efficiency is obse_ed with increasing degradation.

10

I3
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._ Fig, 11-32,
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Americium-241 distribution mcasurcmcnts were pcrformcd ncxl, and these exhibited the

same behavior as plutonium-238 did. Figure II-33 again shows that as the TRUEX-NPH progressively
degrades, Am-241 is more poorly stripped by sodium carbonate, while HEDPA strips arc relativcly
unaffcctcd.

The last element studied in thcsc tests was Tc-99 (TOO4)'. As carl bc seen in Fig. II-34, lhc

stripping behavior of the TcO,_anion is markedly different from either Pu or Am. For both carbonate and
HEDPA strips, TcO_ is somewhat morc easily stripped with increasing levels o1 TRUEX-NPH
degradation.

L'_Carbcmalc

A IIEDPA rJ
1

Q

El

.1 Fig. 11-33.
cD

¢...j

cc Effect of TRUEX-NPH Degradation upon

-_ a Stripping Elficiency of Am-241 at 50°Ccl
,01

A

A A A

ool

0 2 4 6 8
_

% of DeL,radalion_

F. Thermodynamic Activities of Aqueous Aluminum Nitrate Solutions
(I. R. Tasker, A. A. DiFilippo,* and S. Smidt**)

:+ 1. Introduction

-- Aluminum nitrate is a major cot,,ponent of many high-level and TRU-containing wastes, lt=

is present in these waste streams from the reprocessing of Ihel rods and is also added to certain streams to
: complex the F ion, which is 'also used in processing, in view of its presence in waste streams o_'concern

to the TRUEX process, and hence to the GTM, activity data on aluminum nitrate are essential. Such data
are used in the Bromley model 1°for determining activities of ionic species in multicomponent electrolyte

: solutions. However, despite the importance of aluminum nitrate, there are no good data on its activity
_

- SERS Student, Bowling Green State University,

*'Co-op Student, Purdue University.
_
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Fig, II-34.
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coefficient in aqueous solution. Vatx_r pressure measurements on some aluminum nitrate solutions have

been presented in the literature, lt but the data have been criticized. 12 As an interim ex_dient for the

- purlx_SeSof the GTM, activity data on aluminum nitralc were obtained from solvent extraction
experiments by the Separation Science and Technology Group. In these experiments, the distribution
ratios (D) for nitric acid between aqueous solutions (containing nitric acid and aluminum nitrate) and a
solution of 0,25M CMPO in TCE were measured, The GTM can be used to calculate the extraction of

nitric acid by this organi,. mixture. Since aluminum nitrate is not extracted by CMPO, the HNO 3

activities necessary to give the DIIN(>.3 values determined experimentally must be ascribed to the effect ofL-

_ AI(NO:03 upon that activity. In each aqueous solution the HNO 3 activity necessary to give the predicted
lDvalue from the model was calculated. This wdue was then used to obtain the activity oi' AI(NO3)3 by=

use oi' the Bromley model:

-A 1 ,1 21 v1 1 v21'2 (11.-49)_ + --V--- + ---V-
].og k'12 = 1 .¢-,I.'T-"

=

- where Yt2 = mean activity coel'ficicnt of species 1 and 2 on molal scale

- A = Debye-t.f/Jckel constant for activity, ().5108 kg t_ mol 1/2at 25°C

= I = !/2 Z miZi2

2 vl,v a = stoichiomctric coefficients of species 1 and 2

V = VIV 2

Z I,Z.._ = ionic charge of species 1 and 2
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The terms F 1and F2 are defined as follows:

° o ° ]
F1 = [YI2 i°g12 + YI4 log I;14 + ,,. + YIj log Ylj

+-* [zlz2x12+ z z4 + '" + z zjY j] (Ir-5o)1 + {I--"

o o o )
F 2 = IX12 log 1,'12 + X32 log Y32 + ''' + Xi2 log Vi2

+ I%._._" [ZIZ 2 XI + Z3Z 2 + ,,. 4. ZIZ 21 + '_'" 2 X32 Xi2] (II-51)

where

In the above equations, odd subscripts represent cationic species; even subscripts represent anionic

species; and a superscript ' represents the ionic strength (I) of the solution. The symbols mi and mj are
the mohtl concentrations of cation i and anion j. Although this approach was acceptable as an interim, an

experimental determination was deemed necessary.

2. Experimental

The reason that AI(NO3) 3activities have not been measured is the problem of hydrolysis.

-= The AI3+ion undc.rgoes a sequence of hydrolysis reactions depending on the pH of its solution:

AI3+ + H20 _ AI(DH)2+ + H + (II-54)

+

A1(0H)2+ + H2Ij _ A1(0H)2 + H+ (II-SS)

Al (OH) 2 + It21"1 "_"_- A1 (t)I-1) 3 + H+ (II-56)2

(II-57)
AI (OH) 3 + OH +----- AID 2 + 2H2t)

=
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If the pH of the solution is kept below 3, then ali of the aluminum is lnaintained in file AI3+ lbnn, 13 With
this in mind, the purification method adapted was that given by Hovey, 14 Aldrich ACS certified

aluminum nitrate non',dlydratc was twice recrystallized from a 0.02 molar HNO 3solution (prepared by
dilution of 70.0-71.0% HNO 3 with distilled water), The crystallization was brought about by slow
cooling from 50*C to room temperature, _mdtllen further cooling to 0°C. The crystals were filtered and

left "wet" with HNO 3 solution. A solution of approximately 2 molal in AI(NO3) 3was prepared using
0.02M HNO 3, and this stock was subsequently diluted with 0.00lM HNO 3to give a range of
concentrations. Precise concentrations of both AI(NO3) 3and HNO 3 in these solutions are uncertain due to
the ' ""wetness of the Al(NO3)3,9H20 crystals. To detennine [AI3+], the stock was standardized
gravimetrically by homogeneous precipitation of _duminum with 8-hydroxyquinoline, 15,16

As discussed in the previous semiannual, (See.II,G), our method for determining lH +]did
not yield sufficiently accurate results for the an',dysis of our aluminum nitrate solutions; nevertheless, they
are of use in our modeling attempts. They provide a means of comparing GTM predicted hydrogen ion

activities with experimentally obtained values, and 'also give a dramatic example of the importance of
taking into account the effects of ionic strength on species activity. Figure II-35 demonstrates this effect.

1,8

1,6

1,4 Fig, II-35.

,.2 Plot of pH vs. I at [H +] = 0,019649 m (where I

_ varied using NANO3). Equation of line is
_.o pH = 1.762- 0.132.1 + 0,00349.12.

_- 0,8

0 2 4 G 8 I0 2

Ionic Strength, m

As the total ionic strength increa._,esby an order of magnitude, so too does the activity o1 the hydrogen
ion. Since in some of our models {H+} appears as a variable raised to a large power, the effects oi'ionic
strength variation on modeled behavior can be enormous.

In view of the criteria in Table II-31, w_por pressure osmometry was selected as the best
, -_,nlctll_)d for dc tcnnil_itlg species activities. The inslrunlcnt usc(l iii this work was a WLSCAN Model 233

Molecular Weight Apparatus, schematically shown in Fig. 11-36,

- Two thcnnislors are placed in tile measuring chamber with their glass-enclosed, sensitive

- bead elements pointed upward. Small pieces of fine platinum or stainless steel screen are placedover
them to hold a small volume of liquid on each bead. These thermistors are connected in a bridge, the=

= unbalance o1"which is measured with a very sensitive detector.
_

--- The chamber contains a reservoir o1';;olvent and t',v_ wicks to provide a saturated solvent

atmosphere around the thermistors. Temperature is controlled by a precision controller to maintain a
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Table II.31, Criteria Ibr Choice of Experimental
Technique lhr l)etermination of Actlvltics

• Fast

• Simple to use
• Wide temperature range
• Wide concentration range
• Water activity
• Appropriate accuracy
• (Organic systems)

t

Addition Addition

Solvent "--/I_1_ "rhermistors

Vapor :

___ -- Thermos,a,tedChamber

[u4c,.o,,oltao ,Jo tI

Fig. 11-36. Schematic of Vapor Pressure Osmometer

uniform chamber temperature, under these conditions, if pure solvent is placed on both thermistors, they

will be at the same temperature, and the bridge can be adjusted to zero at this reference condition,

' If the pure solvent on one thermistor is then replaced by solution, condensation into the
solul.ion from the saturated solvent atmosphere will proceed due to lower vapor pressure of the solution,
But solvent condensation releases heat, so the thermistor will be warmed by this process, In principle,

condensation will continue until the thermistor temperature rises enough to bring the solvent vapor

, pressure of the solution up to that o1"pure solvent at the surrounding chamber temperature, Thus, a
temperature difference will be attained between the two thermistors which is directly related to the vapor

pressure lowering of the solution and the activity of the solvent in the solution and, hence, the actMty of
the solute in solution.

3. Theory and Results

The vapor pressure lowering, AP, is

= t3

AP = P1 - P1 (II--.58)
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where I'_ = vapor pressure ofpure solvent

PI = vapor pressure of solvent in solution

The activity of the solvent, In this case, water, is

where t'(_o = fugacity ot' pure water

l'l_.o = fugactty of water in the solution

Substituting Eq, II-59 into Eq, 11-58gives

o

= Pi (I- {11#}) (II-6O)

As discussed above, the vapor pressure difference, AP, gives rise to a temperature difference AT, The
Clausius-Clapeyron equation links these wlriables:

dP PMIv

where T = temperature (Kelvin)

R = gas consUJnt

AH v = enthalpy of ewtporation

In its integrated lbrm

AT R T_= " ,6,I_ (11---(]2)
V

where the ovcrbar indicates an average p_operty, The electronic bridge network of the vapor pres!,;ure

osmometer is arranged so that the obsetved voltage change AV is directly proporticmal to the temperature
difference A'I",i.e.,
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AT = KAY (IX-.S3)

Substituting Eq. II-63 in 11-62 gives

AV R _2= • AP (11-.-64)
,K P ;¢FIv

Substituting Eq, II.60 in Eq, 11-64 gives

-2 b
R _ P1

Av .... (1 - {Iq2U}) (II-O5)KFki{
V

Since, tbr the very small temperature changes involved,

tl

Pl = V (I1-06)

Thus,

ii T2 ]

AV - K _vJ (1 -. {H2D}) (II--87)

Equation 11-67has two consequences,

First, if the theoretical development outlined above is true, then a plot of AV against {H20 }

- (where {[-[2° } is known l'rom other procedures) should be linear, Figure 11-37 shows a plot obtained
: using measurements with sodiurn chloride solutions, for which {H20 } is accurately known. Though the

plot approaches ltnearity (es'pt_ctally if the lower four experimental points alone are considered), a slight

deviation from linearity is apparent. There are two main sources lhr the nonlinearity, First is thc
imperfect matching of the thti'rmistors, together with any nonlinearity in the temperature-voltage

correlation (see Eq, II-63). 'f'he!_,econd source is the non-constancy ot' Ally for the condensation of water
_ vapor into tintte concentration solutions.

f ,

The second consgquence of Eq. II..67 is that, ii' we accept the theoretical development and
the rationalization of the nonliricar be.havior, then Eq. 11-67 can be used to calibrate the instrument by

measuring, on each current and selJsittvity setting,* the wfltage response of' solutions o1'known water
activity. The procedure was followed Ibr aluminum nitrate solutions; the results are shown in Fig. ii-38.

*Vapor pressure osmometry has two sensitivity settings and three bridge current settings, each

combination of which must be calibrated separately.
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Fig, 11-37,
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The water activity data may bc fitted to the tollowing polynomial'
.

{H2U } = 1,0010 - 0,072392m .4- 0,030445m 2 - 0,038110al 3 (II-OB)

where m is tile molal composition, Ideally, the y..intcrccpt should be 1,0000; lhc discrepmlcy hcrc is

small and may be taken as a measure of the uncertainty in the measurements.

From this point onward, derivation of the activity of aqueous aluminum nitrate is a matter of

standard thermodynamic calculations together with appropriate choice of data representation, The
conventional method is to define the osmotic coefficient _ in terms of water activity

vm_ = -55,5_ in {Hz0]- (Ir-o9)
I
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' where v is the number of ions produced upon dissolution of the solute.

Applying the Gibbs-Duhem equation to a system at constant temperature and pressure and

substituting the activity equation for chemical potential give

E Nid(in a i) = 0 (11-70)

or

N 1 d(in a I) + N 2 d(In a2) = 0 (11-71)

where N equals the number of moles, a represents activity, and subscripts 1 and 2 represent solvent (H20)
and solute (Al(NO3)3).

Differentiating Eq. II-69 and making substitutions yield

N I d(in :_1) = .-55.51 d(in {H20}) (II-72)

and=

(II-73)
N 2 d(in a2) = v m d(in m _1,2)

_ where ]21,2 is the activity coefficient of species 1 and 2. Transforming Eq. II-71 into the Bjerrum
relationship yields

- d(m [1 - #]) + m d(].n Yl,2 ) = 0 (11-74)

Upon rearrangement and intcgration, we have

=

- an Y1 2 = (¢ - 1_ + fm dm (II-75)Y I
_

A plot of (1 - ¢)/m against m is shown in Fig. II-39. The figure presents us with a problem. To evaluate

: In Yl,2 we must be able to evaluate the integral and hence lhc area under the curve in Fig. 11-39. This
__- curve, which is rising as m _ 0, must rapidly decrease and go through the origin with a slope determined

- by the Debve-H'uckel limiting law. Such behavior is secn in Fig. 11-40 for LaCI 3 (taken from Robinsoni7).

-
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Attempting to calculate V_,2using this plot would introduce considerable errors. An effective alternative

'- procedure was found to be the Lewis divergence function, h. Lewis invented a function h defined as 18

- in a.1 (11-70)
11- r + 1

=

=- where, t'or convenience,
.

-

: N2 (II-77)-m

_- ''1
_

:, _l)rlll'_'"111!1_' """_""....)'H"lll,r",,"""IT''_'_.... ,,rlliii,,Hl_......._,,ll"_[_'lil"l'Ill',)lllr''_v'lr'"l_IIl'%llr')l,"'Ir_'l'rlrlrr"_II"l"'1"l'!l_lrr'_lllIIl'l"_
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The function has no physical significance, but rapidly and smoothly approaches zero at intinite dilution
and is amenable to manipulation for thermodynamic purposes, For our purposes, Eq. II-76 becomes

h-- in {H20}, 5v5_51+ 1 (II-TS)

which may be compared with Eq. 11-69, Going through the Gibbs-Duhem integration leads to

-tl m
log Yl,2 = _ - fO tl d (log m) (II-79)

and transforming the variables yields

2 m hlog el,2 = - _ ,[0 _ d(m 1./2) (II-SO)

The integral may now be evaluated as the area under the curw" of h/(m, 1/2) vs. m, ]/2, shown in
Fig. 11-41. As the plot indicates, the curve is much more easily fitted and has the advantage that at m = 0
the intercept must approach a theoretical value of 0.39 set by consideration of dielectric behavior. The

data may be represented by

[m---_-/r_]= 0.3791 + 0.5784 m 1/2 - 1.1188 m (II-B1)

o Fig. II-41,

Plot of h/(m.l/2) against (m,1/2) for Al (NO3) 3

o I 2

(na. 1/2)

: Hence, thc area under the curve is

A = O.3791 m 1/9, + 0.5784 m - 1.118(t ,n 3/2 (]-I.82)
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Values from Eq. II-82 may be substituted into Eq. II-80 to yield Fi,2 for Al(NO3) 3, plotted in Fig. II-42.
The data were then fitted to the Hamer and Wu equation 19used in the GTM:

-zlz 2 a _ll'-
log e = + ,BI + 0I 2 + DI 3 + EI 4 (11-83)

1 + B* '_'1'-"

yielding A = 0.5108, B* = 5.4910, C = 0.0059628, D = -0.0000232, E = O, and _ = -0.017027,

ra

2

t.! Fig. 11-42.
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G. Verification Studies

-- (D. B. Chamberlain, R. A. Leonard, C. J. Conner,* J. A. Dow,** M. A. Tranovich,**

E. H. Van Deventer, M. O. wasserman, F.C. Mrazek, and G. F. Vandegrift)

1. Introduction

= l_mboratory verification tests of the TRUEX process arc being completed to (1) develop a

better understanding o1"the TRUEX process chemistry, (2) test and verify process modifications and
enhancements, and (3) verify the results of the GTM computer model (See.II.A). The GTM is being
{lcvch}pcd for predicting species extraction behavior and calculating flowsheets for the TRUEX process.
Tilt purpose ot' these tests is not to demonstrate flowsheets for specific waste streams, but to collect data

- for verifying whether or not the GTM predicts actual extraction behavior. Therefore, ttowsheets have not
been optimized to produce a nonTRU waste stream, nor to produce "clean" rare earth (americium) or

; plutonium streams, but to evaluate the extraction behavior in ali stages of a flowsheet. Two verification
tests (Nos. 10 and 11) were completed this period in a sixteen-stage 2-cm contactor ("minicontactor")
with TRUEX-dodecane solvent.

-- *Co-op student from University of Cincinnati.
**Co-op student from Purdue University.

***Co-op student from University of Illinois at Chicago.

=

__=
II1,,
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As part of the verification testing, work on several related areas was conducted. Tests were
conducted to investigate the other-phase carryover (aqueous in the organic: phase) seen in the 2-cre

contactor during Verification Run 10. In addition, the sampling procedures used during these tests are
discussed.

2. Verification Run 10

Verit'ic ltion Run 10 was completcd on December I5, 1989, and was the lirst verification

lest in a sixteen-stage 2-.cre centrifugal contactor (4-cre contactors used previously). The llowshect for
this test, shown in Fi_, II-43, useda TRUEX solvent that substituted the diluenl dodecanelhr theNPtt
diluent normally recommended, Concentrations of TBP (I,4M_) and CMPO (0,2M.M__)were Lhcsame as in
the conventional TRUEX-NPH solvent, Dodecane was substituted for the NPIt diluent to prevent the
i'ormation of a second organic phaseal room tcmperatures--a problem identified in earlier verit'ication
runs, The contactor equipment had been installed without provision for operations at elew_tcd

Feed (OF)

T_alH I_M
H _ 1.034M
To_AI 0.72M

= Total Fe 0,13 M
Tot_ Zt 0.006M

_"_3, o.oovM°'ISMi _,Ui,(oS) , u_O_M[j='(P_<F_L'Ic_,bw,.h(o_

Eu3, O.O014M H_3 o.OaM | NJ2003 025M
Fe3+ 0.005M 1(35 mL/mln)

Tot_F 0.17M (3.5mL_mtn)
TotalSO4 023 M . -

TotalC,204 0,18M I

NO3. 3.44M
Acid Rln_ (HF)

12t mtJmint
HNO3 O.04M | HNO3 0.! M

., (t4 mL/rain) J (1.4mlJmtn)
,=,=

TRUEX(DxIBOlvenI _/ ........Am Ptlxluct (EW) _RIn_ ,,.===-.---,.-,-=-..Wl=lltm(HW} _1LHNO3 0.| 46M | HNO3 ',0.lM

=-= CMPOTBP10_IMI4_M (14 mL./min) I r, .4 mL._nln)J

Dodr,,Jcane di_enl ve_ILl

= (14mWrn/n)

Sf)en! 8ol

=: (HP) 1
i

CMPO 020M I

TUO _.,_a I
Dodecane diiu_nI |

(14 mtlrr_l !

=

Fig. 11-43. Howshect lor Verification Run I0

_

__
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, temperatures (40-50°C), which would have prevented this problem (see Sec, II,G.5), The purpose of this
run was to

• test the 2-cm contact_.>rto verify that this size contactor can be used in laboratory tlowsheet
tests,

• rctine our sample collection and analysis procedures with the limited sample volumes
generated from the 2-cre contactor,

• test the use of inserts (flow restrictors) in the aqueous t'eed line to each stage, installed to

smooth out the pulsing of solutions,

• measure the concentration of HNO 3 and metals included in the feed solution in both the
stage samples and the raffinate streams, and

• compare these measurements with concentrations calculated by the GTM.

One of the more important reasons Ibr completing this test was to verify that a series of
2-cm contactor stages will operate as expected. Tests have been completed and reported on the operation
of a single stage (ANL-90/16, pp, 122-136), but not on a series of stages. One possible problem that was
identified in the one-stage tests and in checkout tests of the 16-stage unit was that the flows in the system

are not constant--they pulse. The feed pumps ark positive displacement piston pumps, and the solution
from these pumps pulses. In addition, a much more significant pulse arises as the solution exits one stage

and enters the next stage. Because of this pulsing, we worried that the organic-to-aqueous (O/A) ratio in
each stage would 'also fluctuate, causing changes in the extraction factor lhr the various components being
studied. To change the frequency of these pulses, several different inserts (pieces of tubing with different

size inside diameters) were installed on lines entering the aqueous side of six stages (see Sec. II.G.3).
These inserts were changed during the s_unpling period to determine whether they impact steady-state

- concentrations. While the inserts were being changed, the solution feed pumps were shut ott; and the
: stage motors were kept running.

a. Run Description

The checklist used tbr Verification Run 10, shown in Table II-32, includes both the

: planned schedule and the actual times of the various events. Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing
was used on ali of the interstage lines (both aqueous and org',mic sides) to permit viewing of the flow

between stages, In previous contactor setups, these lines were either stainless steel with swagelok fittings
=_

or stainless steel with FEP tubing connections. During the startup of lhc system, we observed that 'aliof

the interstage lines on the organic side had aqueous phase lying in them, even though the organic phase
--: had not yet been introduced into the contactor. The largest tx)ols o1'liquid were noted in stages 12 and 13.

Without the aqueous phase Ilowing, the organic phase required approximately 56 s to=

:_ pass from stage to stage. At an organic flow rate o1"14 mL/rain, the organic-phase volume in each stage
was 13 ml.. These values are based upon the time ['or the organic phase to pass from the stage 5 exit to_

the stage 13 exit.
_

=

After 47 rain into the run (during startup), the organic interstage line to stage 15 filled-

- completely. This occurred about 4.5 rain after the aqueous feed pumps were restarted. The interstage line
- stayed this way for about one minule, then the liquid was released from lhc line within a second or two.
_
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Table II-32, Schedule for Verification Run 10with TRUEX-dodecane Solvent

Time Line Actual Times

(rain:see) (min:sec) Action Required/Noted

Sample leed solutions.
Purge air pumps ON,
Measure feed solution temperatures, hood

temperature, and record pump settings.
: -10:00 Verify CLOSED sample valves.

- 5:00 -2:00 Contactor motors ON. '

0:00 0:00 DS, EF, FF, GF, HF pumps ON.
6:00 4:50 EW overflow detected (lst Strip).

Check flow rate then turn EF pump OFF,
10:00 8:26 GW r_dTinatedetected (Carbonate Wash).

Check flow rate then turn GF pump OFF.
11:00 Aqueous overflow, Stage #4 to #3.
11:00 9:41 FW raffinate detected (2nd Strip).

Check flow rate then turn FF pump OFF.
13:00 12:13 HW raffinate detected (Acid Rinse).

Check flow rate then turn HF pump OFF.
16:00 Aqueous overflow, Stage #3 to #2.

17:26 Aquexmspumps off (to conserve solution).
21:00 25:21 Aqueous overflow, Stage #2 to #1.
26:00 31:20 DW raffinate detected.
27:30 31:30 DS pump OFF.
28:00 3l:35 DX pump on (TRUEX solvent).
30:00 32:55 Organic solvent overflow, stage #2 to #3.
31:00 Organic solvent overflow, stage #3 to #4.
32:00 34:13 Organic solvent overflow, stage #4 to#5.
33:00 34:46 Organic solvent overflow, stage #5 to #6.
34:00 35:23 Organic solvent overflow, stage #6 to #7.

35:00 35:57 Organic solvent overflow, stage #7 to #8.
. 37:26 DS pump ON.

36:00 37:36 Organic solvent overflow, stage #8 to #9.
37:00 38:21 Organic solvent overflow, stage #9 to #10.

- 38:00 39:19 Organic solvent overflow, stage #10 to #11.
- 39:00 40:24 Organic solvent overflow, stage #11 to #12.
- 4(/:00 41:29 Organic solvent overflow, stage #12 to #13.
-- 40:30 42:36 Aqueous pumps ON (EF, FF, GF, HF).

41:()0 42:21 Organic solvent overflow, stage #13 to #14.
42:00 43:08 Organic solvent overflows stage #14 to #15.

-Z-- 43:00 Organic solvent overtlows stage #15 to #16.
44:00 46:27 HP raffinate detected (TRUEX solvent).

44:30- 50:00 DW, HP flow rate check (5:30 min:sec).
50:00 53:00 (approx.) DF pump ON (Extraction Feed).

- 50:30 53:59 Color change, DW raffinate.
-_ 50:30 53:59 Begin sampling period.
= 140:30 164:06 End s_mapling.

142:00 Shut off ali pump:; and open drain valves.
+142:00 Close drain valves.

- + 142:00 177:00 Shut off rotors, sample stages.

_

-
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A second fill-up of this interstage line was not observed, n(,r was such a fill-up in any other interstage

line, Foam did not occur in any of tile interstage lines.

At 88 rain into the run, we noted that the DW, EW, and HW el'fluenLs were quite
clear. Tlm GW was slightly cloudy, while the FW was a little more cloudy. There was no visible organic
layer on any aqueous effluent. One hour later (during sampling), the l-lP sample was clear, and it

contained a 1,0 to 1.5 mm dia aqueous droplet in lhe one-minute sample. Another sample collected
previously was examined and l'ound lo contain the stone amount of aqueous solution.

One interesting but unexpected observation was made during the test -- aqueous
droplets were observed flowing with the organic phase in the org_mic interstage lines. This other-phase
can'yover should have been on the order t31"0.5%, Estimates during the run ranged l'rom 0 up to 10%,
Stages that appeared to have tile highest other-phase carryover included flow to stages 2, 5, 6, and 12.

The line connecting stages 4 and 5 seemed to be the worst case. Additional tests were completed with the
2-cre contactor to determine why the other-phase carryover was so high (see Sec. II.G.5).

The sample schedule was divided into three pllases. For the first six samples (phase
one), 0.102-cre-lD inserts were supposed to be installed in stages 1,2, and 6 through 9. During the run,

however, we discovered that the wrong insert had been installed in stage 2 at the beginning of the test.
Instead of an insert with 0,102-cre-lD, _minsert with an ID ot' 0.368 cm had been installed. At the first

changeover, i.e., after sample 6 (phase two), tile feed pumps were shut off, and the insert in stage 1 was
changed to one with an ID of 0.368 cre. Four samples (Nos. 7-10) were collected with these inserts. At

the second break (phase three), inserts were removed from ',tll six stages, the system was restarted, and
four more samples were collected (Nos,. 11-14).

The shutdown procedure was lhc same as used in previous runs, where the pumps
were turned off and then all of the stage drain valves were opened within 5 s. The stage motoI._ were left

on during this operation to prevent solutions inside the rotors from draining. After tte solution had been
removed from the annular region, the sample wdves were closed, _mdtile contactor motors shut off.
Solution from the rotors was then drained into Teflon sample bottles.

b, A_A_queousPhase Titrations

Aqueous acid concentrations were determined by titration of a known aliquot of a
sample with standardized NaOl-I (0.0755M__).Since aqueous hydrofluoric acid titrates at tile same time as
nitric acid, the GTM predictions shown in the following plots include the sum of the hydrofluoric and

nitric acid (H +) concentrations. Ali model predictions reported here are based on GTM, Version 2,0.
(Model predictions for stages 15 and 16 are not shown because tiffs version of the GTM does not include
solvent wash operations.)

Aqueous phase H" concentrations in the stage samples are plotted in Fig. 11-44.
The,_e data show a noticeably higher acid content than tile model predicted R)r stages 3-9. This was

attributed to the high other-phase carryover (aqueous in the organic phase) that was observed between
stages 5 and 6. Aqueous phase that is transl'crrcd with tim org_mic phase from stage 5 to stage 6 affects

-- the llowsheet in several different ways.

First, since some of the aqueous phase is transferred lrom the scrub section to the first

strip section, the O/A phase ratio in the scrub section changes dramatically. Measurements of lhc other-

phase carryover between stages 5 and 6 indicate that the aqueous Ilow was approximately 10% of the
organic llow rate, or 1,4 mL/rain. Since tlm scrub feed [low rate was 3.5 mL/rain, only 2.1 mL/rain of the
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Fig. II-44, Titration Results for Aqueous Stage Samples in Verification Run 10

scrub solution was transferring through the scrub section, Instead of tile O/A l]ow ratio being 4, it was

about 6.7. This higher organic acid concentration would signil]cantly reduce the effectiveness of lhc
scrub section. This, in tuna, would increase the aqueous phase concentrations in tiffs section,

Second, the carryover of aqueous phase with the organic phase from the scrub to the

strip section 'also transfers nitric acid and thereby increases the aqueous acid concentrations in the first
strip section (stages 6-9) compared with GTM predictions, The measured and calculated aqueous acid
concentrations decrease at the same rate (same slope for GTM curve and measured results) in this strip

section. By increasing the aqueous acid concentration, the strip effectiveness would also be diminished,
pushing neodymium from the fix_t strip into the second strip section. In support of this observ{ttion, a
precipitate containing neodymium was identified in the second strip raffinate tank.

_, In the second strip section, GTM predicts a slight upward trend in acid concentration
from stage 10 to 13 (Fig. II-44) because the hydrotluoric acid concentration increases in these four stages,

However, the titrated samples show a fairly constant acid concentration in these stages, The neodymium
precipitate found in the second strip raffinate tank is thought to be NdF 3, which would decrease the

- hydrofluoric acid concentration in these stages, This finding supports the experimental titration data.

Acid concentrations in the extraction sectior, raffinate (DW), shown in Fig. II-45, are
lower than the model predicts, but this is attributed to the other-phase carryover between stages 5 and 6.

= This other-phase carryover meant that scrubbing of nitric acid from the organic phase was less effective,
and that more acid was carded into the l]rst strip section. This extra acid in the strip section would be

expected to lower the acid concentration tbr the DW ral't]nate. Figure II-46 shows thai the extra acid
_ carried over by the organic phase appears in the first strip raffinate (EW).

The approach to steady state is illustrated by the data lhr the first strip raffinate (EW)

samples (Fig. II-46), with steady state being reached at about 40 rain. The 2-cre unit appears to take
longer to reach steady state when compared to 4-cre contactors. This may be altdbuted to the large ratio

31 of solution volume in the interstage lines compared to the feed llow rates, and also the significant other-
phase carryover between some of the stages. The extraction section ralTinatc (I)\V) appears to reach-

Z-

=
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Fig. 11-45, Acid Concentrations in Extraction Seclion Raffina!e (DW)
from Verification Run 10
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Fig. 11-46. Acid Concentrations in Fir,;I Strip Raffinate (EW) from
Verification Run I0

steady state much sooner (Fig. 11-45), but tjtc data scatter is much worse in these s:. nples (probably
bccausc of other components in solution).

'l'he second strip ralfillatc (I,W, I.'ig. 11-.47.)andthe, acid ritlsc rall illatc (I IW, itot

: shown here) undergo a large jump in acid concentratior| following the shutdown between the three phases
of the test (at -90 and 80 rain). This trend is probably caused by aqueous and organic solutions passing

: between stages altor the feed pun_ps arc shut tiT. Such changes al'ter shutdown impl), ,hat collecting rotor

stage samples at the end ol'a test may not be the best way to collect stage profile samples. This will be_

discussed in more detail later (Sc,c. H.G.4),

c, O__r2,anicTitrations

: For direct titration of organic phase samples, a known aliquot of the organic sample

was taken ;rod then diluted with isopropyl alcohol, Next, the samples were titratcd on a Metrohm 636

I ...... 1 "'UIq' ' I_ rl........ )" ' ' ......... lr ll,n_ llIl' Ip_'(' t_',' " _ t'l_t I111,"' , ,,,,,,,,r,,,,," ,,....... ,,, ,'nif ,q', ' ,, iIrllr rl_ 'rf', ,r " Iv" rr ' I[tq[_¢ I?'
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Fig, L1-47, Acld Conccntratlons in Second Strlp Rttfl'inttte (I+W) l'ron+i
VeriNcation Run l0

Tttroprocessor with standardized tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) and lintilyzed, These
samples showed a higher acid concentration than tile GTM predicted (Fig, 11-48), This was expected I'rom

the, other-phase carryover previously reported, At tettst lour aliquots from each sttige were titrate¢l to
reduce the effects o1' any outlters,

1 i.+..,...._x ,*

_:1 o,1 x ,,,x .."/crrM
om .,k_-+rO N0,01

,.,Z,, I ,_

0.0 01 .............. +........ -1..................+................ _............. +'....................i............... i ..................i

- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

- Stage

: Fig, 11-48. Organic Titration Results l'or the Stage Sitmples rrom
Verification Run 10

d, Metal Arial_
z

Samples were analyzed Ibr metals by ICP/AES, Although a sllige prolile could not be

- prepared because of the limited sample wdumes collected from the rotors, a pseudo profile t'or beth
neodymium and europium concentrations was prepared rron++the lhreu stage samples that were submitted

-_ and an averageof the two aqueousral'l]_mtecoltccl+lrattons, This profile is shown in l::;i_ II-49,

i

_
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FtL4ul'c11-5()sl_owsttult the neodymium _mdeuropium concentrations in the FW |'_fftlnate(stage 10) _rc
higher than the GTM predictions, The .11eodymtumalso exhibits a very pronounced buildup to steady
stlLte,not re_lcl'flnga stable concentr_ltionuntil approxtmtltcly 40 mtn Into the sample collection pe|'tod,
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Vig, 11-5(). Neodymium and [guroi)ium Concc,ntr_|ti_msin Sue( lul Strip
R_tl'lhlatc (FW) l'r()m Verification Run 10

3 _' lnlc.r,,gtt_eSanlplers.

A r|ced has arisen to ldc|ltlt'y the composllton of the aqueous ttnd organic ptulscs in cinch ()l'

tl_c 16 st_gc,_;currently c_plt)yctt in tl_ccentrtl'ugtfl contactor train, In an tlltcmpt lc.}provide ibis
il_l()rrnalion, method,,; o1'cxtracll_g a continuous sample rromeverytnlcrstagc line were invcstigi_lcd,
,";(_ll_t' t_l II_c rc'cluirc_ulll,',; ()1 this samlfllr_g mcll_od ltrc its follows:
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1, Part of tt_c lnt,arstago line should be transparent, This Is valuable tn ldenttl'ylng unusual
occurrences,

2, Samples should be representative til' the liquid exiting the stage,

3. A minimum volume of liquid should bc rernoved In order to not upset the ovel'all

chem tstry of the system, ,

4, Time.Interval sampling should be easily ac,compllshed,

. To develop an t_xperimentai model o1'"liquid head vs, orlltce diameter," a steel tube was
used lhr the lnterstage connect.iota, A short l/a-in, (0,'3.cre)OD metal tut_e was welded Into the boltolll

slcle o1'the midpoint of the 180* bend In the lnterstage tubtl|g, Vartous lengttls and diameters of tubing
weru added to this tube until a reasonable llow rate was aclltcvect, The llow rate target ibr' the organic

llqttld and lhc aqueous liquid was 0,2 _md0,5 mL/rain, respectively, We found that a gauge 25 dist×_sable

Ilypodermlc l_eedle Il-In, (2-cre)long with 0,014-In, (0,036-cm)lD tip} met these requirements
. (Fig, II-51), Due tc) the potential hazard o1'these sharply t_x)lntedtips, however, a new lbrm of sampler

was designed (l:;tg, 11-52), A metal tee was placed tldjacent to the metal ccmtactor exit ltne and a l-In,
(2-cre) long Teflon rod was jt_haed lo the down leg, Clear Teflon tubing was used to complete the 180 °
bend into the next stage, A hole of 0,()135 tta, (0,0343 cre), the smallest standard drtll bit available, was

= 111_ld12iii the Tellon rod, Thts hole size produced 0,15 and 0,60 mL/rain flow rates for the organic and

aqueous liquids, respectively, Two other size l_oles were tested with tile organic liquid only, They were
0,0145 in, (0,0368 cna) and 0,018 in, ((),046 cre), and resulted tn average tlow rates of 0,18 and

0,58 mL/m lh, respectively, When addtttcmal Teflon pieces are needed, they wtll be fabrlcate¢l wttha
0,0145 lh, (0,0368 crn) hole, which apix_ars to best meet our current requirements,

- Icl 4/,1It_olllublng bhl_

ii0 1/8 linch lublllfl _ ..... Fig, II-51,

..___/7_ / ' Initial Design o1'lnterstage Sampler for 2-cre= / Centrl fugal Contactor

, ,// 2,124"

t lyI)oc.ICIrrTllC:I Io0¢llo / /

- --.....Z/
=2

4, S___@_i2!tt_3).[Test with 2-cre Conlaclor

A single-stage le.,,11was ccmaplctcd using lhc sixteen-stage 2-cre contactor to evaluate two
difl'crt, n( tnellac)clsI'or collcctlllg stage l;_rol'tlcslunplcs, In previous tests, wt: had relied on samples
ct_llcetctl from the rotors at the end of the test (al'tor shutdown), but cornposlti(ms for these samplc,_;have

_

not always agreed with I,he raflinate uomposttlo|ls, U,'orthe l'irst method of sample collt'utlcm, the

'p' , ' ,, , i_ Itr, .iii ' lilt .... lH.II II rll e_, iI, l, ii 111 r 1' II • ' II11el n" ,,qq ,I ,' _ ,Plt '
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tnterstage line on both the aqueous and organic side of the contactor was modified by attaching a
hypodermic needle to the bottom oi" the Itne, A sketch of the sampler Is given In Ftg, II-51. The needle
restricted the flow to a very small rate, approximately 0,2 mL/rain, Because of the low flow rate,

samples were collected over ,'t long period of time, Since we needed to test the interstage samplers and
only one stage was needed in this test, the stage on each side of the test unit was used to collect the
solution from the tnterstage line, This solution was then drained out the bottom of these slages and

collected ror analysis, ,,

The second method I'orcollecting samples was through tile stage bottom drain valve, For

this test, the valve was opened slightly such that solution dripped l'rom this exit at a rate o1'approximately
().2 rnL/min. Although this method collects solution l'rom the mixing zone, we wanted to determine ii' this

solution composition was the same as that inside the rotor. Samples collected using this technique only

contained aqueous phase. The organic (less dense) phase must separate from the aqueous phase during
the very low sampling rate.

The I'eeds for this sampling test were 2.00M__HNO 3 and the TRUEX-dodecane solvent. The
'l'RUl_X-dodccane was used so that this test could be run at room temperature without the formation ot' a

- secoud organic phase. The test was run long enough so that threwsamples were collected fr'ore each

sampler, Samples from the rotor were also collected at the end ot"the test to compare with the others. Ali
of the samples were tltratcd to determine acid concentrations,

=

Rc.suits o1' these titrations are shown in Fig. I1-53, In this figure, the acid concentrations

(l'rorn the titrations) are shown at the point where the samples were taken. Also reported in this figure are,.

the concentration results ola batch equilibrium test using the 1,,vofeeds, These values are the steady-state
concentrations that wc should derive in the single-stage test, The concentrations of the aqueous ralTinate,

intcrstagc samples, and stage drip samples ali agree with one another, as de those l'or the organic product
and interstage samples. Both the organic and aqueous results agree fairly well with the shake-test results.

lWe calculated the stage elficiency to be 95,2% using tllese data, while the expected el'ficiency lhr this

rotor design is 98.7%, The dtlTcrence between these two values is not significant because of errors in the
concentrations and flow rate+;,l

z
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Aqueous Feed 2,00

I
Stage #1 << <<

Stage #2 Stage #3
...... > '>>

Organic Feed
0.00383

0,0038;2-

Aqueous Ralflnate Aqueous Interst_ge Stage Drip Sample Organic Inter,stage Organic Product

#1 1.59 #1 . )0 #1 1.58' #1 0,668 #1 0.646
1.59 1,59 1,59 0,662 0,647

#2 1,59 #2 1.60 #2 1,58 #2 0.650 #2 0 649
1,59 1,59 1.59 0.652 0.642

#3 1.59 #3 1.60 #3 1.58 #3 0.652 #3 0.649
1,58 1.59 1.59 0.644 0.644

Averages 1,59 1,60 1.59 0.655 0.646
Sld, deviation 0,00408 0.00548 0.00548 0.00873 0,00279

: : Z..:: , ....

- Batch Equilibrium Test Rotor Sample (after completion of test)

Aqueous Organic _ _._._ue,_, 1_ O_

• 1,58 0,650 0.745 0.328I

1,56 0.639 0.744 0,318
1,55 0,622 0,315

1.56 0.641
0,608 Average 0.74 0.320
0.612 sld, dev. 0.00071 0.0068

- 0.629

: Average 1.56 0.629
std. der, 0.0126 0.0156

=

" Fig. I1-53. Results from Single-Stage Sampling Test (2-cre Contactor).
° Ali concentrations in molar units,

=

-- This test indicates that the interstage samples can be used to determine the concentration

- profiles in the contactor. Since the stage d,fp samples agree with the aqueous raffinate and interstage
" samples, it will be used in the next test and not the aqueous interstage sampler. The concentration of the_

rotor sample does not agree with any of the other samples. This indicates that the organic phase
continued to pass through the unit after shutdown, depleting the aqueous phase acid concentration.

Flow rates from the samplers were measured during this test. The aqueous inter,stage_

sampler flow was 0.2 mL/min (33 drops/min), the organic interstage flow was 0.05 mL/min
-- (13 drops/rain), and the stage drip sample was 1.0 mL/rain.

Because of the success of the single-stage sample test and the differences between the

- steady-state samples and the rotor drain sample,,; at the end of that test, a test with three stages of the 2-cre

contactor was completed. The purpose of this test was to evaluate two different shutdown procedures. In....... • ..... a ,_..-...,-., ..... 1,,,-,-,,_.. ,,,nrc. ctr,finod ln,mlbar inlo a bottle as

the lirst test (iabeied A), tilt alumtia, ttzE,lu_,a,tu ,.,,t...............
_- soon as the fccd pumps were shut off. In the second test (labeled B), the drain valves wcrc closed and the_

1

=_

= lr I I , r,I, Irl, , h' i,r ,lr lH, ,i III i , 11 P, , 1'fll r' '
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Iccd pumps wcrc shut niT. After soiling for several minutes, the annular region and the rotor volumes
werc drained together into a t_ttlc. For both tests, the aqueous feed solution was 2.(]8M__HNO 3, and the
solvent was TRUEX-dodecane, Prior to the shuldown, the contactor was started and allowed to operate
for 10 rain, and then samples were collected from the ral'finate stream. Aqueous samples were also
collected from the bottom drain valves on each stage. Once the first shutdown procedure was completed,

the units were restarted, allowed to reach steady-state operation, sampled, and then shut down using the
second procedure. Ali of the samples were titrated to determine acid concentrations. Interstage samples
were not collected in this test.

Results t rem Tests A and B are shown in Fig. II-54. For the aqueous raffinate, the aqueous
stage drip samples, and the organic product samples, the agreement between Tests A and B is very good.
In addition, the aqueous raffinate and the stage 1 stage drip samples agree with each other (as they

should). For stages 2 and 3, the acid concentrations of the aqueous and organic phases in the rotor are the
same tbr both shutdown procedures (t-test, 95% confidence limits), while they are different for stage 1.

Flowrales (rnL/min):
#/_ #13

TeEl A: Shuldown by lulnin9 oil leed pumps and draining annular region + rotor Iogelher, ^q Feed ,_2

NOTE: Food pumps shut nii late (maybe 20 sooonds) _ttof starling Io drain sieges. CXgank_Feed 14 7

Test [3: Shuldown by turning t_ll leed pumps, waiting 5 minutes, Ihen draining annular region + rotor lOgelher, Aqueous Ratlinale 194 19.2

NOTE: Food pumps shu! oll al same time as dtalnin 9 O,rgank: Rallinllle 14,8 14.6
Slage #1 Drip 0.4 0,8

Stage #2 Df_p 0,6 1 0

,I _ Stage _3 Drip 0,8 0.8

Aquooui Feed

" i I 2.08

2.08
2.09

................'-,'" "--° ....- .... '--° "
= Organic Feed

0 00:_7
00,O,_>B

Aqueou, Retfltlete Aqueous Stage Snmplo (Drip) Aqueoue $(og4 Sempi_ (Drlp_ Aqueoul Stage $e_mple (Ddp) Orgentc P_oduct

#A 1 55 #A t 57 #A 19B NA 2.10 IA 0645
1 55 1 56 1 .q9 2.07 0.64?

_ 1 .55 /rB I _ #B 1 9B mB 208 _13 0 649

1 56 I 55 1,97 208 0544

= GIM (Side r,ho_lm r,_rnph..sNO[ includt_d) 1.56 1.97 2,06 0,776

Rotor .qtJrnplee (Drain) Roles Samples (Drain) Rotor ,.ealrnplot (Drain)

_ _.a_'_,,2.,__.,c .._A_u_ouso_mJ_.Ec __Au_u..9.__._O_

_A t :_0 0 _,t5 mA t _ 074 _A 20_ o 7_7
tz_ o5_._ I _O o _3 2.o7 o_l

= 191 0749

B 1 G2 t) f,46 # B 1 93 0 746 # B 205 0 793

I 6,"t 0 (AB 193 0 756 206 0 79;)
1.57 0 659 1 Bl 0 ?33

Fig. 11-54. Results from Three Stage Sampling Test (2-crn Contactor).
- Concentrations reported in molar units.

- -2
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For stage 1, the concentrations for the aqueous stage drip samples do not agree with the
rotor samples at shutdown. For stage 2, concentrations for the aqueous rotor samples agree for Test B,
but not Test A (t-test, 95% confidence limits). For stage 3, aqueous concentrations for both tests agree.

And finally, the organic product results are not the stone as the organic collected during the test from the
stage 3 rotor sample.

In general, it appears that the second shutdown procedure (i.e., waiting several minutes after

shutdown before draining each stage) yields slightly better values for the concentration profile. However,
neither procedure is recommended because the results collected at the end o1'the run (after shutdown) can
differ from the steady-state concentrations. The agreement for the aqueous concentrations does improve
with distance from the organic feed stage, but the organic values are probably in error throughout the

series of stages because the rotor concentration from stage 3 does not match the organic product
concentration.

Flow rates were measured during this tesl. For Test A, the tx_ttom drain rates were 0.4, ().6,
and 0.8 mL/rain lot stages 1,2, and 3, respectively. For Test B, the con'esponding flow rates were ().8, 1,
and 0.8 mL/rain. These flows seemed to be constant during the test.

One linal s_unpling test was completed using six stages in lhc sixteen-stage 2-cre contactor
(Verification Run 11). This flowsheet, shown in Fig. II-55, incorporated three stages oi'extraction and

three stages of s_h. The extraction feed was a high salt (3M NaNO a) and low acid (0.04M__HNO3)
solution, and the scrub was lhc typical 0.04M HNO 3. The purpose of this test was threefold. The first is

to veri fy that the improved smnpling procedures incorporating both the bottom drain sampling and the
organic interstage samplers are adequate. Aqueous interstage samplers were not incorporated because the

i
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bottom drain sample gives the same results as thc intcrstage line, mid it is much easier to set the llow rate

and collect samples witl_ the bottom drain, The second is to compare the stage profile from these samples
with that obtained using the shutdown procedure in the previous verification tests. Third, Verification
Run 11 will provide more data tbr verifying the GTM predictions. To correctly model this test on the
GTM, however, the new versions of the GTM (GTM 2. I) and SASSE spreadsheet (See, II.A) will be

required because of the many side streams (samples) that were taken from the six stages. The old SASSE
spreadsheet would not allow us (easily) to model such a complicated llowsheet.

Although samples from Verification Run 11 have not been titrated yet, a brief discussion of

a problem encountered(making the interstage samplers work correctly) is included here. Initially, most
of the aqueous and organic samplers seemed to have become plugged. To restore solution flow, we
initially tried removing the Teflon piece and pushing a drill bit up through the hole to free the plug. This
method sometimes worked, but often the plug reformed wiflfin several minutes. A second method tried

was to blow water through the Teflon insert after removing it from the line, This method worked fairly
weil, but it required removing the insert, which was a messy operation. The third and most successful
method was to leave the sampler installed and use a squeeze bulb to pull solution down through the
sampler.

A second problem was other-phase carryover between stages 2 anti 3 and between stage 5
and 6. This carryover seemed excessive (greater than 1%). A possible cause was the way in which the

organic samplers had been installed, since the intcrs_age line exiting the sampler seemed to rise slightly
before dropping to the next stage. This caused a pool of solution to lorm at the sampler location and
probably contributed to the other-phase carryover. In future tests, the samplers will be installed in a way
that should eliminate this problem.

5. Modifications for Future Verification Testing

The TRUEX-TCE solvent was the organic solution used in earlier verification tests with
radioactive elements in the glovebox. Future tesls will be rue using TRUEX-NPH solvent; therelbre,

modifications to the glovebox were initiated to accomplish this change,

Previous tests indicated that a second organic phase could lorm with the TRUEX-NPH

solvent at 25 °C, However, if ali the liquids are,.maintained at 30°C or above, no second organic phase
forms, lt was speculated that, ii the air flowing into the glovebox could be heated sul'ficiently, the

equipment within this enclosure would eventually reach a consl;-mt elevated temperature. The once-
through air is circulated through tim glovebox at a rate of 30 cfin (0.014 m3/s). This air normally enters

g

through two inlet HEPA filter_;, is distributed via perimeter ducting located on the floor, and is removed
: through similar duct work located on the ceiling by an exhaust source. Our modification consisted of

placing a hot water heat exchanger against the air inlet opening, where water is heated by an electric hot
water heater, pumped through a heat exchanger, and returned to the hot water heater. After hot water was

circulaled through the heat exchanger for 5 h, the temperature within the glovebox increased trom 20 to
-- 40°C and remained at 40°C for the lollowing 3 h. Air [low into the glovebox was measured to be 60 cfm

2_- (0.028 m:_/s). Changing the exhaust butterlly valve to produce flow rates of 40 and 100 cim (0.019 and

7 0.(g17 m3/s) did not change the temperature significantly. The supply and return water ternperatures were

- 69°C and 68°C, respectively, indicating that the hot water source is not a limiting factor. Various options
to achieve 50°C (typical temperature for operating plants) were considered, including raising the anabient_

room temperature, raising the supply water temperature, and supplying heat to the exterior surface ot"the

- enclosure. A_other option considered was to run the verification tests at 40°C. That option was selected.

__

= -¢
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It was decided mat verification testing involving radioactive elements will be perfomacd
using the 2-cre centrit'ugtd contactor instead of the 4-cre unit, The chmage in the contactor size greatly
reduces the volume of feed solution necessary for a test and, consequently, the radiation levels within the

glovebox. The volumes of liquid waste generated after a test are similarly reduced. The 2-cm contactor
was initially housed and cold-tested before it was moved into the glovebox. Completing this equipment
shake-down run outside the glovebox made undertaking any necessary modil]cation much easier. The

changes incorporated into this new installation included locating the liquids and their pumps above the
system, collecting the ral'finatc steams in containers placed on the same level as the contactor train, and
using transparent, one-piece Teflon tubing lhr connecting adjacent stages, During the first verification

run with the 2-cre system, two stages exhibited excess other-phase carryover of 20-30 vol % aqueous
phase in the organic phasc; these un_i_ typically show <1% aqueous in organic phase. The problem was
eventually corrected al'Icr we determined that a slightly bent electric motor shaft in one stage and an

incorrect rotor gap between the rotor's slinger ring and the upper body lip in the other stage had caused
the excessive other-phase carryover.

H. Centrifugal Contactor Development

(R. A. Leonard, D, B. Chmnberlain, L, S. Chow, J. K. Basco, T. R. Johnson, F, C. Mrazek,

M. O. Wasserman,* and D. G. Wygmans**)

1. Introduction

The Argonne centrifugal contacto_2° is modified as necessary to work with specific solvent
extraction processes. To evaluate processes involving high alptu_beta activity levels (in a glovebox)
and/or high gamma radiation (in a shielded-cell facility), contactors for remote handling have been

designed and built. To minimize the feed needed IBr testing solvent extraction llowsheets, a new 2-cm
contactor (mi taicontactor) was designed and built. For each new process, solution densities and O/A llow
ratios are reviewed, _mdif necessary, the rotor weirs are modified. To operate the contactor at slightly

elevated temperatures (30 to 50°C) with organic and aqueous solutions, a heating system was designed,
tested, and used. To tlperate the contactor at very high temperatures (500 to 8()0°C) with liquid metals
and molten salts, a completely new system is being developed. To use the contactor as a concentrator, it is

now being checked for high extraction efficiency at very high and very low O/A llow ratios.

In support o1 these development efforts, vibrational measuremEntS are made using proximity

probes and real-time analyzers. The results are related to the rotor desigi_ by a vibration model for
rotating systems. This model allows the analysis oicomplex systems by breaking them up into simple
components which are, combined through the method of transfer matrices. This model is implemented as

a BASIC program developed by Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University. This model is
called BEAM IV and is available on the CMT VAX 6320 Computer. To make the transfer matrix method
easier to use, a Beam worksheet has been developed using Microsolt Excel.

2. Vibration ?,nal_

We have developed a relatively easy way to determine the first natural frequency of the
rotating motor/rotor system in a centrifugal contactor. ThE necessary functions for calculating this

Irequcncy have been incorporated into an Excel worksheet called Beam, Vibrations will not be a problem
if the first natural lrequcncy is al least 21')%higher than the rolalional trequcncy of the system. Data

*(;radaate co-op student from Univ:_rsity of Illinois al Chicago,
*"C(_-opstudent from University of Illinois at Chicago.
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needed ['or these calculatiozls are obtained by laboratory tests on motors and motor/rotor systems. Irl some
of these tests, the Zonic Real Time Spectrum Analyzer is used. To check the Beam worksheel and to
derive vibrational modes, the BEAM IV model on the CMT VAX computer is used.

A reporlon Illestructureanduseoi'IllclJ,eam w_rkslleelishc,irIywritten._l'llisworkslwcl
al_d tl_cother vibrational tools can now be applied as needed to problems such as (1) detemlining the
e ITecto1'temperature on the first natural frequency of the pyrocontactor, (2) determining the effect o1"the
stil'fiaess oi' the support frame and the legs of the contactor on this frequency, (3) designing contactors

with support bearings below the motor, and (4) designing contactors made with Kynar.

a. Beam Worksheet

In the process o1'writing a user's manual lhr the Beam worksheet, some changes were

made to speed up the Beam macro used to calculate the natural frequency within the range specified on
the Beam worksheet, We also created a Beam chart that shows tlm number of natural frequencies and

their approximate value for the frequency range spe_.'ilied on tlm Beam worksheet, With this chart, one
can avoid calculation errors that can occur when more than one natural frequency is within the range

specilied on lira Beam worksheet. A sample Beam chart, given in Fig, II-56, shows that the detenninant
function from the Beam worksheet crosses the horizontal axis three times, Thus, three natural frequencies

exist within the range from 50 to 35(X)Hz. Typical Beam calculations take l?om 55 to 80 s on a
Macintosh li and from 115 to 220 s on a Macintosh SE or Plus,

15.0
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Fig.II-56.TypicalBeam PlotofDeterminantFunctionvs.Frequency.
ThisplotisusedLodeterminetheoccurrenceel'natural

frequenciesinlhcran_,eshown. A naturalfrequency
occurseverytimethedeterminantI'unclionbecomeszero.

In the l'uture, this manual will be included as an appendix in an ANL report

summarizing this vibration w_rk. The report will (I) d_}cumenl Itlc ltcal]l wl_rksl_cctand rrlacn_, (2) j.!,iw.',
the rcic van1 vibration thec_ry, and (3) compare J_atural Frequencies calculated using lhc l.leam worksheeL
willl CXl_Cr'imcz_lalrcsulls lrc)m 2-, 4.-, and l()-cm conlactors.
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b, _erature Contactor Operation
t

Starthag with the Beam worksheet, a new worksheet was developed for a conlactor

operating at 5{X)'C, This contactor, referred to here as a pyrocontactor, has a long shaft so that, while the
rotor is at 500'C, the motor and motor bearings will be at 50°C or less. To accommodale this motor/rotor

design, the workshect was changed so that (1) lt has 21 Instead ell I sections, (2) the temperature profile
along the shaft from the motor to the rotor is calculated, and (3) a pin bearing at the bottom of the rotor
can be included in the worksheet.

The expansion o1"the Beam worksheet from 11 to 21 sections was done so that the
long motor/rotor coupling shaft with temperature increasing as one goes down the shaft could be more

accurately modeled. Nine of lhc ten expansion sections are allotted to the motor/rotor coupling shaft so
that their lengths are about tlm stone as those i0r the other sections of the model. The temperature profile
along dualsshaft is calculated using

3

= E _iI,_ (II.-84)
TR i=O

where LR = traction of the total shaft lc,,,,It_ t)etween the motor and the rotor, stmling with zero at the
motor

- T R = (T- Ta)/(T r - 'I'u), the reduced tempeiature along the motor/rotor shaft

'1" = temperature at position Ll_on the motor/rotor shaft, *C

'I"_, = temperature o1"the ambient air around the motor, °C

Tr = temperature oi'the rotor, °C

rl'laeai values are ao = 0,04, a I = 0,1067, a2 = -0,297, and a:3= 1,151, 'l'hesc ai values
we.re determined so that Eq, II-84 fits the dimensionless temperature profile devclopcd earlier (ANL-

9(}/16, Pl), 140-150), The effect of temperaturc on the modulus of elasticity for austenitic steel (the 3(14
stainless steel planned for use in the pyrocontactor is in this class) was obtained from Ref, 21, The data
werc fit to a linear equation o1 the form

Ig = b0 +blT (II-85)

where E = modulus oi'elasticity, psi

T = temperature ot"the steel, °C

bo = 2.82 x 107

_ bI = -1,184x104

These bi values, dot(ermined [rem literature data, 2t fit the data to within 5 x 105 psi (3.5 x 103 MPa) over
the temperature range 0 to 800°C. Equations II-84 and II-85 are combined to determine the variation oi
the modulus of elasticity along th(' motor/rotor shalt. The pin bearing at the rotor bottom can Ix: included

- in the worksheet model by providing a value for the bearing stiffness at lhc rotor bottom.



With these changes to the worksheet, it was used to calculate the first natural

trequ_;ncy for the room-temperature test oi' the pymcontactor setup. In this test, we used a solid stainless
steel rotor, which has a mass slightly greater than would be present in the pyrocontactor. The first natural

frequency (fl), measured experimentally by going up to fs and by coming down to fl, was found tc) be
7.0 ± 2,1 Hz. Then, motor parameters were chosen for the 21-section Beam work,;heet so that it gave
essenttany the same value for the natural frequency, 6.99 Hz.

With our base-case model tested and established for operation at room temperature,

we used lt to estimate the effect of temperature (500 and 800"C) on the first natural frequency. The

results indicate that the pyrocontactor rotor without a bottom pin bearing will have to pass through its first
natural frequency to reach its operating speed. With the addition of a pin bearing, the system will spin

smoothly throughout the desired operating range. For contactor operation up to 5(X)°C, temperature will
have only a small effect on the natural frequency, and so, on its overall operation.

3. Development of Contactor Concentrator

An impressive feature oi centrifugal contactors, when compared with other solvent

extraction equipment, is their ability to operate at very high and very low O/A flow ratios. In this work,
we are investigating whether, at these extreme _)/A flow ratios, the high cxtraction efficiency is still high,
II'this is the case, then contactors can be used lt3 concentrate (by factors of 10 to 1000 or more) those
mc,tal ions that have a high D value during extraction and a low D value during stripping, For such metal
ions, one should be able to reduce, and in some cases eliminate, the need tbr downstream processing of
one or more effluent strcams.

If contactor cl'ficiency is dctermined to remain high at extremely high and low O/A tlow
ratios, then the importance of other-phase carryover will be evaluated lhr potentially attractive operating
schemes, In this evaluation, the new SASSE worksheet (See. II.A.2) with iks ability to handle any amount

of other-phase caITyover will bc employed. Finally, the concentrating process will be demonstrated using

an eight-stage contactor, where the four extraction stagcs are larger (4 cre) than the four stripping stages
(2 cna).

Plans are now being made to test the ability of the contactor to act as a concentrating device.
A Blickman hood was identil]ed as a suitable test area. This hood was _:leaned up, a large tray was put on

its lloor, and a four-stage (4-cre) remote-handled contactor was installed. In the first contactor eil]ciency

: tests, neodymium nitrate will be extracted from low-acid, high-salt solutions into the TRUEX-NPH
sc_lvctlt at an O/A ratio oi 0,01. Future neodymium tests will be made at other O/A ['low ratios and will

include stripping from the organic phase. The use of uranium was considered and may be used. Because
= of its very high D value, concentrator tests could be 1_ladeat O/A flow ratios as low as 0,001.

For a given I) value, we need tc)know how high (stripping) or low (extraction) an O/A flow
= ratio that we can use and sl.iii measure extraction efficiency with reasonable accuracy, To this end, an

Excel worksheet was set up to follow the propagation o1 errors in single-stage contactor tests, The results
show that, when the extraction factor (.i,e,, the product of the O/A flow ratio and the D value for the

c(_n_poncnt) is high, for exarnplc, 6, and the errors in the concentrations and flow rates are ,5%, the error
in exlraction efliciency will be ±1.6%, On the other hand, ii' tlac extraction factor is low, that is, 1/6, and

- the same errors exist in the concentrations and Ilow rates, the error in extraction efficiency will be ±50%,
q'his error analysis will be used as a guide in planning our tests to measure contactor el'fici r_cy al very

: high and very low O/A flow ratios.

z
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4, Other Contactor Work

Other contactor efforts included further work with the 2-cxn contactor (mlnicontactor), platls

to adapt the 10-cre contactor for Westinghouse Hanford to new process conditions, plans to demonstrate
contactors at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory (CRNL), and some work with Kynar contactors at Los
Alamos National Lalx)ratory (LANL), These items art reported here.

a. 2-cre Contactor

During the verification studles with the 2-cm contactor (See, II,G), some general
observations were made ofcontactor performance, Items ofspect,d interest are reported here.

(1) Exl_'action Efficiency

During the run in the second stage of tt_e 16-stage 2-cre contactor, enough data

were collected to measure the extraction efficiency of that stage with respect to nitric acid. The aqueous

feed rate was 21.1 ± 0.5 mL/rain with [HNO31 = 2.000 ± 0.005M__,The organic (TRUEX-NPH) feed rate
was 14.3 ± 0.3 mL/min with [HNO 3] = 0,00382 ± 0.0000lM. The [HNOa] in the aqueous el'fluent was
1,593 ± 0.005M, To determine the HNO3 distribution ratio, the two phases were equilibrated in a test

tube. The IHNO 3] in the aqueous phase was 1,563 ± 0.095M, while the II-INO_] in the organic phase was
0,629 ± 0.0156M. Thts gives a D wdue of 0.423 ± 0,01, The [HNO 3] in the organic effluent, which wits
not used in these calculations, was 0,650 ± 0.005M__.The calculated stage efficiency for these results is
0.950 ± 0.034, Based on earlier extraction elficiency measurements in centrifugal contactors, za the

fractional extraction efficiency was expected to bc essentially 1.0, As the earlier data had considerable
scatter and were fbr a larger (25-cm) contactor, the agreement between the earlier results and the
efficient[es measured here appears to be acceptable.

(2) Aqueous Phase in Or_4anic Interstate [,ines

Interstage flow in the new 2-cm contactor was observed to be rather
- intermittent, l..iquid builds up in the interstage lines until enough has accumulated fbr it to overcome the

surface tension forces and be released. This problem was observed in the aqueous lnterstage lines,

especially at lower flow rates (down to 3 mL/mirz). To correct this, we built and tested capillary l]ow
- restrictors fbr the interstage lines. The idea is to fonn a constant head which would drive the liquid

uniformly into the mixing zone of the contactor stage. In addition, ii' the end of the capillary tube is close
to the spinning rotor, say, 1/32-in. (0.8-mm) away, then the moving surface of the rotor should help to

draw the liquid out of this tube, These capillary inserts, which had 0.04 in. (1.02-mm) dta holes at the end
where the liquid exits into the mixing chamber, were tested as part of Verification Run 10. The normal
illsidc diameter for the contactor inlet lines is 0.188 in. (4.78 mm).

Whether these inserts helped in maintaining tmilbnn llow during Verification

- Run li)is not clear. Signilicant amounts o1'aqueous phase appeared in several organic-phase interstage
lines. From observations made through the translucent FEP interstage lines during the test, wt estimated
that there was as much as 10% A in O. Additional tests after Run 10 verified the erratic occurrence of

= these high levels of aqueous phase in the organic el'fluent from certain stages. Erratic behavior was noted

when the capillary inserts were in place and the transparent FEP interstage tube was disconnected from
: lhc contactor inlet tube so that the end of the insert could be observed exiting into air. Because this end

was lower than normal, the potential licit.tidhead could be two to three times merc than normal. In this
_ condition, an air lock developed in the interstage line, and llow out the insert stopped. A plug of liquid

appeared at the top and bottom of the inter_,;tagetube with air trapped in between. After some time, the air
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lock broke, and the liquid came streaming out tile ope_ltng in the insert until ali the liquid had drained
from the lnte_,'stage line, 'l'l_is behavior is more drastic than that observed with tile interstage line in piace',
however, it does show the potential problem with the insert, Also, and thts Is very Important, we
observed >1% A tn O tn the organic tnterstage line at the same time that the aqueous tnterstage line from

the same stage was in this air-locked condition, This high value for A in O disappeared whetl the atr lock
broke,

. These observalions of lhc air-locked Interstagellne suggestthal the gap
between the bottom surfaceof the slinger ring on the rotor and the top surfaceof lhc upper collector rlng
ts to() large in some cases. A gap el" I132-in, (0,8-mm) or lesswas specified ()tathe construction prints,
However, each rotor had been taken off its motor at least ()nce, arld the specified gap had not been
carefully maintained, With a large enough gap, some aqueousphasebypass the slinger ring II' lhc
aqueous inter,'stageline backs up and then fills the collector ring trough. This would explain why some
rotors work andothers do not, In one case,where the gap was 1/64-In, (0,4-mm) greater than I132.1n,
(0,8-mm), >I % A In O was observed, When the gap was reducedto I132-In, (0,8-mm), operation became
salisfactory, lhat is, <IOh,A in O, in a secondcase,when a 250-/Jm (10-roll) shim was put under the
motor mount to increase the gap, the amount of A in O, already > 1%, increased fun.her,

A final observation was ttmt, when the rotor has high run-out, one obtains >1%

A in O whenever the insert is in piace, For example, one motor shaft with l(X)-/_m (4-roll) run-out had
>1% A in O. When this motor was replaced with a rotor on its motor that had only 25-/1m (l-roll) run-

out, operation was good, that is, <1% A tn O.

Thus, the inserts by themselves do not apparently cause a problem, but when

coupled with other factors like large slinger ring gap and htgh rotor run-out, a large amount of A in O Is
often, but not always, seen, Since this problem only occurred when the capillary inserts were used in the
aqueous interstage lines, it seems prudent not to use these inserts so that the inside diameter o1' the
intcrslage lines oi"the 2-cre contactoJ" is kept as large as pos,,;ible, that is, at 3/8 _n. (9.5 rnm),

b, l()-ClnCorllaclor

Based on initial tests oi' the l()-ctn contactor at ANL and Westinghouse Hanl'ord and

oil revised needs for the TRt.JEX process (the use of NPH for the diluent in place of TCE), the design of

the l()-cnl contactt_r for the proposed TRUEX facility at the Westinghouse Hanford Plutonium Finishing
Plant requires some modifications, Changes have been proposed by both Hanford and Argonne, Based
on tllese l_roposals, one o1'the l'our motor/rotor assemblies will be inod_t_ed and tesled at Hanford, Then
the assembly will be sldpped to Argonne wl_ere the upper weir of the rotor will be modified and tested to

determ inc whether ii operales properly lhr the new solvent (TRU EX-N PH) at the higher rotational specd
(36(X) rpm instead oi' 1800 rl_tn), The vibrational characteristics will be modeled and tested at the same
time. The results oi' this work will be used to specify the ['inai design oi' the 10-cre contactor, A base for
holding the motor/rotor assembly during testing is now being fabricatecl,

2

: c. Contaclors R)r Chalk River Nuclear l.,aborator_ies ((_RN!.,_).

A program has been proposed in which we would loan our 2- or 4-cre remotcd..
handled contactor to CRNI.,. iii exchange, CRNl., would run ttlc TRUEX pre,tess with wasle from
processing spent reactor l'uel in their facility using our contactor. Based on ctiscussions between us a_acl

CRNI_ staff, it appears that the 2-cre contaclor would be best suited l'or the test, Staff at CRNI, arc

making some tests to evaluatc how well the motor and the FEP [_tttngs used on li_e2-cre cos_tact(_rstand
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up to rttdlattotl levels that would be lyptutd in such an operatlcm, Negotialton,_ Ibr thi:; ct_-oper£1tivu
dt_moNslrattort of the TRUEX process are col]tlllutr_g,

d, ..K..yrmr Coritaetors

We have been working wtlh LANL ('m lhe development arid use o1'Kynar contactors,
This mttlerJal is of lnteresl I')eeause lt resists the eone_r_trated HCI molutlot|mused to process maliw_tstes

much better than the Hastelloy C-276 thai was used lhr the orlgtmd lr-stage 4-cre ctmtactor or the
Hastelloy C-22 that has been used merc recently for building replacement rotors, The LANl+ st£tl'l'are+

considering a 4-cre Kynar cor_lactor built by Robatel lhc, (Ptttsl'leld, Mt_ss£1chusetts)ltt_dhave butlt a 4-cre
ANL cont_tctor out of Kynar, In a vtslt to LANl.+or! Februttry 23,199(}, we (1) rtm a t'our-stttge 4-cre

Kytmr contactor built by Robatel, (2) took apart a one-stage 4-ctn Kynttr cont_lctor t_lso built by Robtltel,
(13)visited the glovebox £1reawhere the Argonne 4-cre ccmtactor with a Kynar body ts runrtltag, tttld
(4) examined a 4-cre rotor of the Argonne design that LANl.+had had bulll out +t)l'Kyntlr,

Four key observations trod c,omments are a,+follows, (1)'l'tle Argollnc rolor tlmtwas
rnade out of Kyrmr atLANl.. was the origirml rolor lhr ttrl enclosed 4-cre cont_lctor (see ANl., tlrawit_g
number CMT-DI097 entitled "Multistage 4-crn Contact¢_r.-SS"), lt was l'ourtd to run well when filled

with writer but to vibrL_temtgt:tll'tcantlywhen filled with "FCE, (2)The ANl., housing lhr thtm4-cre rotor
was made out of Kynar £mdfound to work weil, (3) For lhts Kynar houshlg, convoluted Tellon FEP
tubitag, available from Cole-Parmer Instrument Co, (Chicago, Illinois), was used lhr the lnterstage lines,
lt ts easy to Install and allt_ws one to see the color o1'the liquid leaving each stage, (4) A systematic
rnethod for LANL personnel to evaluate their l'our-slag¢ 4-cre Kynttr contactor was outlined, We plan to

assist them in evaluating the results,

I, TRUEX-NPH Solvent Degradation
(I_,,E, Trevorrow and M, C, Regalbuto)

'1'he effects of hydrolysis and radiolysis ota the extraction performance of TRUEX-NI:'H solvent
were previously studied in laboratory-scale experiments (ANl_,-90/15, pp, 128-145, and ANl_,-90/16,

pp, 153-154), and Ihe results of those experhnents are Interpreted here, Samples of solvent were degraded
by radiolysis or hydrolysis while tn contact wtlh aqueous solutions, and subsequent measurements of

distribution of americium (DAm)between degraded solvent and aqueous 2_M.HNO_ were used aman
analytical teel for determirfing the extent of solvent degradation,

Samples of laydrolyzed solvent were prepared by eXlX_singsolvent to a set of aqueous solutions of

several different compositions at 50, 70, and 95*C Ibr times tlp to 800 h. 'l'he solution set itlcluded 0,25,

2,5, and 6,0__MHNO3; the set also included two solutions simulating a H_ltal'ordwaste stream ((JAW.)
contaitaing a rrti×ture of metal ions and nitric acid concentrations of 1,6 and 2,6__M,i;',adiolyzed solvent

=

was prepared by e×posure ot' solvent samples to gamma radt,'ttion while In contact with aqueous solutions

of the marnecomposition but at a constant temperattare o1'50°C,

i_ 1, Dal.a Correlation

(1....E, Trevorrow)

In measuring the distribution of americium tx:twcet_ degradctl moivur_tand nitric acid, wc
usud lhrcu di l'l+ut'ei_tacid ¢;onccntratitms' (),01, (),()5, and 2,0M__,At the higltcsl acid c,or_ccntralitm,

di:.;tributi oas we re apparerl tl y controlled by CM PO, There fore dimtrtbull vtl ratit)s at 2,{)M acid
-. 2 ,(I

ctmcet_tration (designated DAm ) were used For I'oilc_wingthe CMPO corl¢'ctHraliorl as a l'um'tkm o1'tit)su
absorbed by I.Ilcsolvent,

=
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Vlfluus _1'l,)AmIII(),lM, Iicld eolluutllrillloll I'_r ,_olvuIIldugrlldud by nidloly,_l,_lirc ruprc,%,llled
li,_11I'uflc,llon of llt,_,_orlxxldosu I_y

D'o I (]:]:,._o)^__.,O,OiILl.00,_o_3(P)(t,)*

wllere P _-_lll_,_¢}t't)cclclcl_ctalc Icl ,_olvcnt,W 1..1',I _-_,llnlc,hl Lind(l:')(l) = lfl'_,4orboddo_c, Wtl 1; I,

I!xp_rimctmfl vlfluc_ of I)A._I)l lu'eu_mlplu'edwl{ll wilue,s eldculillocl by Eq, II.NC_In i;Ig, 11..'_?,

J
c5 4o

_ 20

L

0 )i-i:_"r_0...... I_'L........_.......r--_.'-"--_.......

l;ig,II-_?,AmericiumDistrilxillox_RiltloIlLO,I.Ml.INO:iasl;unctk}Ii
ofl)osel_,ecclveclbySolvenl,C_oml)lU'Isonofciflcullil,i:d
vlducsrcprcseniedhylhcllnewlthobservedvalues

v'cprcscHiedhy Imlnts,

Valuc_ of I)A_I__'_for solvcm clcg:'adcclhy nicllolysls itv'crcprcsorlLedby

o_ (1::1:-._'1)l)'^m ,-:.-.0,_;:11 I O,O_:llti (P)(t,)*

i!×lie,rirnellllil v_llue_of I]A_'_ll'_arecclnil)lU'edwilll vlilul_ ciilculllled by l!iq, !1-87 in Fig, I1-.'i_,

'l'he ame,rtuiuni dlslrlbulloll rlillo iii ?-0()_M_ltN(.):l tSitllPinre,prosoi_lo¢.llis ii Iimulttln oi' lhr3illti
power oi' Ilic.'.CMPO COliUt_ilLrlilloiilIi' ii t_ iisstiilled lo he lhrel.J,Itien Vail,lOsof n:) _.¢}'.-A._ for _olvoni dogl'lided
by l'aclilJlysls ill'e represc:nl.eclby

[i)_;°] '/;'l :] 1,._, .. 4 ,,l{,_ ><,cyr_t (l.')(t,)*a .... (I:.I-.-['tf:])

+'l'tle coc_t'llciellts(),2()3,(},():_t16,alid 4,431,1have ul]tl_ of Wll, li i,
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Fig, II-58, Anmflcium Dlstrlbuthnl Ratio at [],[)5Mt-INO3 as Function
of Dose Received by Solvent, Comparison o1'calculated
vllltle,Sreprese,ntcd by tile line with obsclwed value,,,l
ropresentod by points,

Exlx',rlmcrllalvalues o1'D :_,oAm are c(mlpared with values calculated by liq, II-88 In Ftg, II-59, Tlm (] value
lhr radiolysis o1'CMPO derived from the slope of lhc ltne In Fig, 11-59ts 0,76 molecules/(l[)0 eV),
Although the value ol'n Is belteved to be about three, tt ts tmcertatn; therefore, G values are shown in
IVlg,II-.60as a l'unctlono1'n, tJstng lhese data, the G value can tx_exprossed by,

(l "= 1 ,861 n -O'8"q3 (II-.89)

'['lmeffects of solvent hydrolysis are determined l'mmequations representing DAm and a rate
law Ibr the hydrolytic destruction of CMPO, Values of l)a,{_°l obtained with solvent degraded by
hydrolysis timrepresented its a l'uncttorlof temperature (T), time (t), and aqueous hydrogen Ionactivity
({H})by

t),°J [ .- , , ]Am _ 0,0115 + 2,508 x 108o 1 481 x 104/RT + 4,686 x 106_ "'1 417 x 104/RT .{H} b

(._I-9o)

where '1': degrees Kelvin, and R = 1,98"1cal moll deg-i Experimental values o1'I)Am°l are compared
with values calculated by Eq, II-90 in Fig, II-61.

Values o1' DA,'n()5obtained with s()lvent degraded by hydrolysis arc represented by

.tO4/RT]D '05 = 0 231 + 2,131 x .1.06 --.1,19'7' x
Am ' t: t, ( 1 :I:.-..9 '.I)

.... ,rllr' lP' ," lr li " ' I? ' :+,H" , ,i ,i " ' -lirl II ' u_p III' ' " '" ' '' II 11'1_' ' ' ,III' ct,
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Rg, II-59, Americium Distribution Ratio (to one4hlrd power) tit

2,0_M.HNO:_ as Function of Dose Received by Solvent,
Comparison o1'calculated values represented by the

lille with observed values represented by points,
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• Fig, 11-60, Yield Values Ibr P,adiolysis oi' CMPO in 'I'I_,UEX-NF'H

Solvent as l:,'unction of n (lhc order of dependence
ot.n 2,o_'A,,, on CMPO concentration)

Experimental values o1' D G) °_ are compared with wdues calculated by Eq, II-91 in Fig, II-62,

Values o1' I34,2,/0obtailled with solverll degraded by hydrolysis _tt'crepresented hy

D_o D_,o,, ,,.,-_u.T:= A,,U ' ' {H}b (:1::I:--02)

.... ':' III .... ,, "1'' "' "' ..... r, ...... lllllr""
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Fig. II-62. Comparison of Obsen, ed with Calculated Values for

D:,,_°5 Obtained with Solvent Degraded by Hydrolysis
at 50-95"C. The points are determined by the number

pairs (D,x,;,°5 observed, DA,_,(15calculated). The line
i,4determined by the condition (D,_,;_°5 observed =

= Dm °5 calculated).
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, 2.0 = 30.7 tbr TRUEX-NPH solvent.where A = 1/n e34'241l.. tool -I h1 E = 27.3 x 103cal mol -l, trod DAn,,,

Experimental values o1'n 2.o'-"am are compared with values calculated by Eq. II-92 irl Fig, I1-63,

, iii,, j I , 1, A l, i i i,_,li I i, i i , ,a ilia , , ,, A JA,t

30 o o o oOO_"

° jog_
o o' "

r-,
co

0 20 4 o
0

E

c3 o

0 1 "r " ' " ' " ' ' ' I ''" " ' ' ' ' " "1 v ''r"l-'l'hr_'_" " I ' ' ' ' ' _'' '

0 10 20 30 40

DAm2.0 CALC

Fig. 11-63. Comparison of Observed with Calculated Values for
- 2,0

DAm Obtained with Solvent Degraded by Hydrolysis
at 50-95 °C. The points are determined by the number

pairs (DAm.° observed, DA,2,'° calculated). The line
is determined by the condition (Dam2'° observed =

A,,_'° calculated).

2.0 depends on the CMPO concentration raised to the third power, theIf it is assumed that t.,Am
concentration o1"CMPO remaining in solvent degraded by hydrolysis can be represented by

C = C c-2.47 x 1014 e -27'3 x 103/RT {It}t, (I1-93)
O

] = solvent.where Co 0.2M forTRUEX-NPH ' '

The data for radiolysis and hydrolysis have been combined to give expressions for CMPO

concentration in the degraded solvent and 'also for the DAm that would be obtained with the degraded
solvent as a function of the number of process stages and the parameters used above in describing

radiolysis and hydrolysis. The value of DAd_m for solvent degraded by one process cycle consisting of
extraction, scrubbing, stripping, and rinsing stages is rc'presented by_

r

..... '1 ....... I.... I'"l .................. lr' ' ' I_'1..... r_JI ' _1 rl' I' _r" "Ill' <"'1 _If'II' ;llP""I'll, ,1'11 "_ J_ll" 'II' '"l_ItI IIIllllp U III _.....
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D_ 01 = 0.0115 + 0.203 (P)(N n ) (Ls)
F

+ [2.508 x 108 c -1'481 x IO/RT] [Nn+ N b + Np + Nr]t, _

+ [4,686 x 10 t3 e -1'417 x IO/RT] [{lln}N n + {Hb}N b + {Hp}Np + {Hr}Nr]L s (I1-94)

Values of DAm¢)1that would be obtained with solvent that had been used in processing were calculated by
Eq, I1-94. The v',.dueof DAmm tObe expected at the end of each cycle was calculated for 1 through 100
cycles, using the output of cycle 1 as the input to cycle 2, etc. The number of cycles carried out during a
year of processing is expected to be about 100. The parameters used in this example were as follows:

T = 323.12 K (50°C).

ts = Residence time of solvent in any stage; 0.00556 h (2(} s).

{H}n = Activity of H+, tool Ll, in aqueous phase of extraction section after equilibration
with organic phase; 1.26__M.

{H}b = Activity of H+, tool Ll, in aqueous scrub solution after equilibration with organic
phase; 0,04M,

_ {H}p = Activity of H+, mol L1, in aqueous stripping solution after equilibration with
organic phase; 0.1MM.

: {H}r = Activity of H+, mol 1_:1, in aqueous rinse solution atier equilibration with organic
phase; 0. lM__.

--- Nn = Number of extraction stages pcr cycle; 2.

" Nb = Number of scrub stages per cycle; 3.

2

. Np = Number of stripping stages per cycle; 8.

: Nr = Number of rinsc stages per cycle; 1.

: P = Absorbed dose rate to solvent in contact with feed solution; 0.1 W L-I.*

Tlm values of DAmOlcalculated from Eq. II-94 arc shown in Fig, II-64, In the course of one cycle, the

value of DAm°l changes from 0.0115 to 0.0151, an increase of about 30%. Since the value of DAm°l is an
_- indicator of"acidic extractants, this relatively large change shows that the acidic products of CMPO are

powerful extractants.

=

- 'In the absence of information on absorbed dose rate to solvent from high level wastes that are

=. candidates for application of TRUEX, the value of 0.1 W Ll, derived from other studies o1"the effect
, ,23

_- of processing on solvents, is adopted lhr sample calculations. This value is considered to be a
conservative estimate; it represents experience in the processing of spent [uels, A lower value would

= probably be encounlerecl in the processing oi'l.g_,...... ',uv,;,'............,,,,.-,,,.., ,h.,,,.,,,,have h,-r,,_...............clorr,tt fnr mufIv years.

=
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Fig. 11-64. Calculated Values of DAm01for Radiolysis and Hydrolysis
as Function of Number of Process Cycles

The v,,due of DAm05for solvem degraded by one process cycle consisting of the same stages
defined above is represented by

D_a5 = 0.231 + 0.0316 (P) (Nrx) (bw)

+ 2 131 x 106 e -I 197 x I04/RT _N (II.-95)
. ' [N n + N b + p + Nr]t s

c

Values Ibr DA,',°5 that would bc obtaincd with solvcnt degradcd by participating in TRUEX processing

were calculated by Eq. II-95 using the same parameters as for the calculation of D ' oi The values areAm '

shown as a function of process cycle in Fig. II-65. During one cycle, the value of Dam°5 increases tiom

0.230 to 0.244, an increase of about 6%. The smaller increase compared to that of DA,_,°_ is consistent

" with the expectation that Da,_,°a is a less sensitive indicator of the acidic extractants formed in CMPO

decomposition.

= The concentration of CMFO, C, irasolvent degraded by one process cycle consisting of the
stages defined above is represented by

=

Cr = Co + _ _ r'__ e n s - T *
Ac-E/rRTH}n

- e- [(Ae-E/RT)(Ls)((H}bNb + (H}p NI., + (]t)r Nrl (I1--96)
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Fig. 11-65. Calculated Values of DA,'n°5 Ibr Radiolysis and itydrolysis
as Function of Number of Process Cycles

where Kr = 2.8 x 104(P) mol L-1h1, and the other parameters and subscripts are defined above. Values
for the concentration of CMPO in solvent degraded by participating in TRUEX processing were

calculated by Eq. 11-93, using the same parameters as those used in the Dar'n()1zmd DA,;_°5 calculation. The
values of concentration remaining were used to calculate values of fraction CMPO decomposed, which
arc shown as a function of the number of process cycles in Fig. II-66. During 100 cycles, about one ycar

of processing, the fraction of CMPO decomposcd is calculated to be 8.6 x 104.
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- of Number of Process Cycles
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The elTecttveness o1'removing the lm)ducts of CMPO degradation from TRUEX-NPH

solvent by washing was tested on some samples of solvent/hat had been exposed to radiolysis or

hydrolysis. The ammicium dtslributi_m ratios when the solvent iu equilibrated with 0.(ll and 0,(15M_M_

HNO 3, DA,;_°l and DAt'n05, generally increase with tlm extent of degradation, presumably because of acidic
degradation products that are powerful extractants at low nitric acid concentrations. Washing the

degraded solvent with aqueous carbonate generally decreases the Dam values at these low nttric acid
concentrations obtainecl with solvent that has been subjected to hydrolysis and radiolysis. However, for

systems hydrolyzed at 50°C, the Dr,mshows littlc dependence on hydrolysis time, regardless of whether
the degraded solvent was washed with carbonate or not. The values of DAt'n05Jnmany cases are not much

greater them the initial DA,',°5 wdue. The values o1 DA,'n°l , which are more sensitive indicators of the
presence of acidic extractants, are lowered by carbonate washing, but are still greater than the

corresponding initial DM,,°l value, indicating lhat carbonate washing was generally not 100% effective.
For radiolysis of solvent in contact with 0.25M__HNO 3, washing with carbonate solution is more effective

in restoring DAmto the value characteristic of non-degraded solvent than for cases where radiolysis of
solvent occurred in contact with 2.5 or 6,0M HNO 3. For dose rates greater than about 30 Wh/L, DAm°l
values depend on the concentration of acid in contact with solvent during irradiation in the order

6.0 > 2.5 > 0.25M acid. Values ibr Dt,,'n°5 show similar behavior.

As the degradation of"I'RUEX-NPH solvent in contact with aqueous solution proceeds, the

acidities of both phases also change. Several organic-aqueou,_ pairs were subjected to radiolysis or
hydrolysis, and the acidity changes were measured. For radiolysis, the hydrogen ion concentration in

aqueous HNO 3, initially 2.5 or 6M_.M_,contacting solvent increases with dose absorbed by the solvent. This
increase can be expressed as a G value of 0.98 l-I+ ions/(100 eV), For hydrolysis, the hydrogen ion

concentration in solvent contacting aqueous HNO 3, initially 2.5 or 6,0.Irl,,decreases with hydrolysis time.
This behavior has not been represented algebraically, but some trends are evident. Tim hydrogen ion
concentration in solvent decreases to a level that remain,; approximately constant after about 200 ta, and
tlm final concentrations are inversely related to temperature,

For some of the TRUE×-NPI-I samples that had been degraded in the presence of simulated
CAW, lhc organic pllase was analyzed to provide observations concerning the elTect ot' solventz

degradation on extraction belmvior oi lhc non-q'RU elements in wastes. The concentrations of non-TRU
elements in the organic phase wcrc correlated with hydrolysis time (i.e., with the extent of solvent

degradation). We found tlaat the elements present in the CAW solutions fall into two general types:

(1) concentrations arc measurable and can be represented as a function ot hydrolysis time,

_

(2) concentrations are so low its to permit their expression only as maximum values that do

= not vary wiltl hydrolysis time and do not depend regularly on temperature,

Elements that behave as described by type 1 include several rare earths: Y, La, Ce, Pr, Sm, and Eu. Three
: generalities can be expressed for the Ix:havior o1 the rare earths. First, tlm concentratiorl is inversely

dependent on hydrolysis temperature. Second, at a constant hydrolysis temperature, the concentration

- inversely depends on acid concentration, the solutions hydrolyzed by 1,6M acid showing greater
concentration values ttum those, hydrolyzed by 2,6__Macid. Third, the concentrations are little affected by

solvent degradation, declining slightly as hydrolysis time (extent of solvent degradation) increases.
Although the Ai, Fe, and Zr behave as described for Type 1, lhc vltrtation o1'their concentration with

=

hydrolysis time dilTers from that of the rare earlhs; generalities are not obvious. Elements that behave as
-: described by type 2 include Ag, Ca, Mg, Rh, Ru, Cr, Ni, Sr, Mn, Be, Cd, Pd, Cu, Mo, Ba, and Ti. The

= ,:oncentrations are about the same, for the ,_"JAWsolutions containing 1.6._M..acid as for those containing
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2,6M acid, and considering tile limitations of the analysis tbr these elements, small differences should not
be considered significant, These maximum concentrations range from about 1 x 10.5 to about 2 x 103M.

2, Mathematical Model tbr Stagewlse Loss of CMPO

(M, C, Reg'albuto)

Interpretation of tile experimental data was done to express the effect of hydrolysis and
radiolysis in a lorm that could be applied in the Excel tbnnat of the GTM. To this end, we assumed that
CMPO was destroyed by both radiolysis and hydrolysis in the extraction section, but that hydrolysis was
the only mechanism for the desu'uctlon in the scrub and strtp sections, This assumption was based on the

fact that the major F emitter, 137Cs, Is not extracted by the TRUEX solvent,

a. Extraction Section

The change in CMPO concentration tn tlm extraction scction is due to radiolysis mad

hydrolysis:

- _L" = - r - "/d't"h (11--97)

where C is the concentration of CMPO at time t, and r and h refer to radiolysis and hydrolysis,

respectively. If COis the concentration of CMPO in the organic feed at stage 1, and n is the total number
o1"stages in the extraction section, then the stage balance can be represcnted as:

Stage 1 2 ...... n

go_> 01 _-- O_- _> ...... > .... > 0,,

. . . , . t .

:- t=O t a t, 2 t n

The concentration of CMPO in the organic phase (tool/L) coming out. of stage i, Ci, can be mathematically_

exprcssed as

Kr ] -Khpi (t i - bi_l) Kr,
= g + - (II-98)

- where (ti - li.l) is the residence time (ta) at stage i, and Kr and Khpi arc the radiolysis and hydrolysis
constants defined as lollows'

K = CPM (II: 90)
U

s

_
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Khp i = At_-E/RT{tt+}i (II-,lO0)

where G = 0,76 molecules CMPO/100 eV

P = absorbed close of the feed solution, W L1

M = 3.73 x 10-4 I(K)eV W1 h1 tool molecule "l

A = 2,47 x 10j4 L rnol 1 hl

E = 27,3 x 103cal/mol

R = 1,987 c',d tool l Ki

T = temperature in degrees kelvin

{H.+}i = activity of hydrogen ion at stage i

Application of Eq. II-98 to ali n stages will give the concentration of CMPO., C., at the
end oi" the extraction section.

b, Scrub and Stril_ Sections

The change in CMPO concentration in the scrub section is due only to hydrolysis:

dc fdO] (ii-_ol)- TC "-'--{_ h

II"C. is lhc conccntrathm of CMPO at the end of the cxtractant section, and b is the total number of stages
in the scrub section, then the stage balance can be represented as:

St,_ge n+l n+2 ....... b

0,_--> On+1 --> O. +,,,, .... I- -> .... > ......... > Ou
I

L n L,-,+I Lng2 Lh-1 L b

7,

For stage i

Oi = Oi_le -Khpl (Li - Li-l) (II.-..102)

.
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Application of Eq. Ii-102 to _dlb stages will give the concentration of CMPO, Ct,, at the end of tile scrub
section,

The change tn CMPO concentration In the stripping section is clue only to hydroly_ts

(Eq, II-101), If Ct, ts the CMPO concentration at the end of the scrub section, and p is the total number of
stages in the stflpplng section, then the stage balance can be represented as follows:

SLage b+l b+2 ....... p

t b bh+l t, b+_ Lp_ 1 fop

a

Application o1't_;q,11-102 to 'alistages will give the concentration o1"CMPO, Cp, at the end of the stripping
section.

3. _ewtse Americium Distribution Ratio Model
(M, C, Regalbuto)-

" Solvent degradation results not only in CMPO loss, which decrcases the ability of the
solvent to extract americium, but also in the l'oxTnationot' acidic degradation products that extract

: americium at low acid concentrations and prevent americium stripping. The rate of change in the
americium distribution ratios, in the extraction section of the GTM, were considered to change due to

hydrolysis and radiolysis. For scrub mid stripping sections, only the hydrolytic term was taken into
account,

a, Extractant Sections

- The rate of change of Dam in every stage in the extraction section is assumed to be a

function of both hydrolysis (Kh_,) and radiolysis (Kt);

_

dl)Aj n = (].i.--_o3)
- "'dr'T" ghp + Kr
_

=

Thus, for every extraction stage:
z

_- DAm' =DAmJl .-1 + [Khr'i + K 'lrx (tj. -- C__l.) (I..I--104)

-__ where Dam. is the americium distribution ratio at stage i, (t i - ti 11is the re,,;iclencetime tbr stage i,
I

Khl,i alld Kri are given by'

2._

=-
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"Eo/ItT _-E/RT
Khp i = A° o + A {Iii+ } (I:.11---105)

Kri = Kro o p (11.-106)

The values Ibr lhc constants in Eqs, ll-105 and II-106 are given In Table II-33 tbr HNO 3concentrations of
' 0,01 and O,05_M,

Table II-33, Values tbr Constana in Eqs, 11-105and II-106

HNO 3, Ao, A, Eo, E, R, Kt, ,,
IV.J h"1 L tool"lh"l cal.mol"t cal.mor I cal.moll.K 1 DAm,, L.Wl.h l,

0,01 2,508 x 108 4,686 x 106 1,481 x 104 1,417 x 104 1,987 0,0115 0,203

0,05 2,131 X 106 0 1,197 X104 0 1,987 0,231 0,0316

b, Scrub and Strip Sections

The rate of change of DAmin every stage in these sections is a function of hydrolysis
only:

dDAIII

c-_ = Khp (II-i07)

Thus, for every stage

I)AJni= DAmi_ I + Khp i (t,i - Li_l) (II-I08)

The stagewise degradation of CMPO and increase in americium distribution ratios have been incorporated
in the GTM via a new macro program, The residence time in every ,;rage used to calculate the fraction of
CMPO lost per production year is as follows" centrifugal contactors, 20 s; mixer settlers, 600 s; and
pulse.d column, 120 s.

J. Monitor and Control of TRUEX Processes

(B. Misra and M. Rcgalbuto)

Development ot' an optimized TR UEX process will depend not only on selection of monitoring
instruments tbr the critical process variables, but also on implementation of control strategies based on the

- inherent characteristics of multistage centrilugal contactors, lt is expect cd that selection and placement of
= sensors will play a dominant role to gaining insight into both the static and dynamic behavior of the

_ multicomixment separation process. Successlul development of a control system will depend on on-line
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rnonttorlng of such key variables as corlceuti'tttlo!l and acttvlty lt;vels by relltdgle atld suitably ttccurttle

antd yttcal techniques,

"l'ht_purpoue of the current ciTes'ts Is to uvaltltste lhc TRUEX proto:st in tile lit,ht of rnotaltoI'lng and

conlrol Instrument reqttlremetats tlrsdto m,_tlJ_zmttttctfllyassess the lnterrelttllollshll'_ tltltotlg lhc vtlrlous
cornl._onents and process variables, One of the goals tri' the tlbove el'forts Is to develop a km)wledge-Imsed
(c'xpert) systern which will be used to (1) tumlyze poteJlttal tllld Ilypollletlczfl l'ttllure recites, (2) study

l_ropagatton of l'atlure modes and their cotmequetl¢c,s, (3) select llastt'umenls Fordetecting t'tlult-lnttttllll_L_,
events, and (4) devt:top tt control system l'or tsh optimized TRU I_X process,

A survey of thr; lltcrtttttre was carried out to estttbllsh tlm current stt_teof ttnttlyticttl teclmlques l't_t'
on-line monitoring of TRLI elements, cspeulally t_tlow coucci_tratttmst, II1addition, cotllacts were made

with personnel at ANl.,, Industry, and other F.]OE sites i, order to tletern_lne the types of llI'|eltSUl'erilelllarid
conlrol tech!llqttey, thttt they use and to obttdn their ttsscssment of the ilaetlstirlllg tslld controlling
Instruments, An exturllnation of limited litertsture daltt Indicated tlmt the on-line montlorhag oI'TRLIs In

high fl and orltelds, especially when V emttters tsre tst low concentrtstions, hits llflmrent problems,

To develop a monltorl_Jg and corllrol system for the OTM, the Generic 'I'I_UEX solvent extrtsctlon

process needs to be extu'ntned in terms o1'the t'urldtlmental mttss transl't_l'process(ts thal lead to tel)tC'allen
o1' tl_eTRU elements from tlm bt.dk o1'tt_e radioactive waste, lt Is essential to examine procetm variables,

' S)such as concentrations, mass llow rate, radtoactlvlttes, trod liquid levels for a fully ttttton_tstedsolvent

extraction process, We will not be concerned with the process ternpentttll'c ttntl pressure during c)u|' hflll_tl

assessment of motfltortng and control system requirements bi;cause the solvetlt extraction process will
initially tx_tattled out _ltatmosptmrlc pressure trod tunblenl teml)erature, lt' lt becomes nec(_ssary lo
operate tile extrtlctors til elevated temperaturt, s, monitoring ttnd control o1'temperature will become

important,

' Examination of the literature revealed tllal instrumentsformass flow measurements trod liquid

level detection and llutd transport devtces are well developed, and cornmerctal tltstruments of stllTtclent

accurac:y are av_silable, Implementation of a control system based on these instruments will primarily
depend on the control philosophy for an optimized TRUEX process,

The success o1'tl_e'I'I_.UIT,;Xprocess will be dtcl_,,tedby proper mahltentsnce o1'lhc orgtmlc tsnd

aqueous llow rates tsnd CMPO concemration, and by monltorirlg and control of F'u trod Am
conccntrattor_s, While it Is reasonable to expect that ii motaltoririg and control system can be develol.x,,d
I'or the various l)ow stredrn,'' s and their concer_tratlons based on the existing tct:tic,elegy, nmast_rement and

conlrol oi'TRU elemenls, especially at low concentrations, presents ts l'omlidable challenge,

The ongoing ell'errs are devoted to esttlbltshtng the rnotfitorhag and control needs for tsTRUI!,:X
-' process llowsheet based on II set of typtcttl operating conditions, By exttmtnlr_g the eft'cots of a ctrange In

. process vtsriable,,;, such as mass flow rate and ct_ncentrtstions at crttictfl loctlllons, we will be able to define
the styli,;operating limits, sensitivity reclui|'ements, dupltcttte instrumenttttton (redund_u_cy)needs, tuad
control functtotls,

Successful implementation o1' tsmonitoring ;rod control system will require idenlllictllion of e_lch

process v,u'""table'and dotes'ruination of its irlterrelt_tlonshtl9 among other Olgcrattng Fmrarneters, Moreover,

= it will bc rmcess;_ry to delirK' lhc dilTerent processing steps mid design componcr_ts such rts centrll'ulgal
contactors, lluid trtmsl'cr lines, primps, and storage ves:_els, with Sl)CClttlemphtssls on minimizing capital
cosl, nlaititetmncc, and repair:;, l'hls work will be docunlcnlcd 1_1_lnANl. Ioplc_ll report,

-2

_ II I_I l " '1 _ll,r II lq llr l_rl' l_ I_ I_I' I I '" 'II'' ,_I ' l IlllI ' l l llqqrl ' ,, Ir_lll_ .... rllll,'l ' I_ _ til ll_lU _rl_' ll_ l 'l?l II
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K, ._asl_,' S()iulicm l:'rc_cus2sln__.l'z.)rN.&W___l'lBj.!lswtt_kl-,ahor_2L_E_
CD, B, Cllat,_berlaln)

i, lrlLroduct_]n

An envlronm_ntifl t;valuatton was completed etl the,pmcos,_lng oI"I'RU wastes from tht_
'*' } _' ¢New Brunswick l,abotdtt fy (NI]L), In Ihls projecl, we ar_ pl_mnlllg to demonstrate lhc use o1'the

'I'RUEX s(flvent extracth.m process to septLrateand recover TRU elenlenls from those acidic waste
solulkms, Appro×lrnt_Leiy2(X)-3{X)I.,of mixed 'I'RU waste, gone,rated by NBI., mid ANl, will he ¢:onw.',rted

I RULX proces._, This demonstral.loll will show the appli_btlity of thisinto 11nonTRU waste by the" _'

proct:ss 1o the much larger volumes o1'shnthu' wastes i_iug generated at Roc_kyF;lats, Los Ahunos, and
I.lanli)rd and will act as _tbasis li_rconsidering this process as li future waste tre,atment method t_t

A NIJNI]L, After processlnL,, the notiTRU waste stream wtll tx_transported to Pl_trltFacilities and

Services Waste Marmgomenl Operations (PFS-WMO) at ANl., for I'irmldlspostfl as low-level waste, A
second .,,creamfrom the TRLJEXpr'ocess ccmtatntng 2(10-3(X)g of plutonium will be converted Into solid

pltit(,mium metal or File 2, Other wtLstes, lncludir_g operatlorml trash (gloves, plastics, trod paper' Wtl×,S)
and a liquid stream t:ottl_tiningurtmiurn generatt_d during tills project, will be tran,,q_ortedto PFS.WMO
for disposal as low-level waste, Americium ltnd neptunium product streams will be sttvect for use tn our

ongohw Ittborutory expcrimcnts, F'or this project, only a limited amount ot' equipment will need to be
purchased trod/or mo_ltl'ied, i"rt)ecss ()Ix;rations will be c:ompleted tn tw()existing gloveboxes, A multi-
stage ccntrtl'ugal conlat:lor is installed in one of these gloveboxes and will be used let the TRLIEX portion
of tht_project.

Analytical residue solutlotls from plutonlur_l at_alysls have been accumulath_g over the past
year at NI]l. and ANl,. These re:;ldues contain wu'ytng concenlratlons o1'nitric, sulfuric, phosphorlt:, tilld
hydrot,'.hl¢_ricacids, as well as uratltuitl, plulonlum, neptunhtm, ttrld anlertctum, Orlglrmlly destined lhr

Idaho and eventual disposal al lhc Wasle Isolllllon Pilot Pltu_t, these wastes now t_ppear to have no piace
that will accept them, it_tltis prc._jecl,lhc TRLIEX process will t_ used to corwert the bulk o1'this waste
il_to a nt)_'l'RU (i,¢., Iow.,Icvel) waste by removing the 'i'RU elements to levels less tllan lO0 nCt/g (our
goal is <1(} nCi/g), This wasle c:anthen he disposed of urlder extsllng regulations, The recovered

plutor_ium will be c.onverted imo solid pluto_flum metal or l'uO 2 for return to NBL for storageand
suhseclucr_t trttrlsport Io lhc I)OE del'erlse t:oniplex,

'l'ilc t_ulk of Ibis wa:;te is ctJrrcnl.ly slored lit NBI.... F'or proc_esslrtg, tt_ese wastes will be

tr'_U_Sl_Orlcdlo lhc Chem}ell 'l'cchnology l)tvlsicm, Building 205, Argonne Natiot_al Laboratory, Because
of the fissile-material litlllts in 13ulldtng 2(15, trttnsl'crs mid subsequent proc:essing will be completed in
eight lc) lcn batches, wllh c_tcllhatch contait_hlg 3t)-5() g of lisslle material, After l)rotlessing tile
plutot_ium wtll be returned to NBI. for storage and shlpmel_l off slle, Approved ANI.,/NBL/DOI-,',

-- procedure:; ttt]tl ctmtttlners will be usect I'or these traru+l'crs,

A Slml)lilicd I'lowshcel for processing lile plutcmlurn-ccmtainit_g waste sollJllons is shown irl
F'ig, II-67, 'File TRUEX solvenl cxlractitm process, ttscd to gel_ertlte the non'l'RU waste stream and

recover the plutcmium, will be completed In a 16-2f)stage cerltrll'ugal cor_lautc)rlnstallecl iraa glovelx_x,
'l'ht,. orguntt_ solvent ('l'Rt Ii,_X-NPH) used til this proces,,; consists of a mixture of CMPO _,tt_¢ldoclectule,

Several waste atld product sift,trois are gencralecl by the 1RLJLX process, The ccmff_osltton of the eighl to
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I:;lg,11-57, Clcncral l-,'lowshect l'or lh't)ccsslng NBI., F'lulot_lum W_ste Solutt(ms

ten wastc I'ecd sleeks will require small mottll'ic_ttons in the llowsheets 0",1_,,stages tn each section, I'ced-

stream flow rates), which will be b_lscd on calctllatlons made by the (.]'I'M and results i'rom test..tuhe

experiments,

The l_lutonlum product stream will be converted to a solid by concentration In a rotary

cvtiporator, thereby precl[.fltaling plutonium with oxalic acid used to strip lt from the solvent, This
precipitate will be converted to an oxtcle by calcining In an oven at >200°C, A glovcbox is available
(;lcross tl_e hall from the conttictor setup) Ibr conctmtratlon, precipitation, and conversion steps, The

prc_duct from the calchflng operation, PuO2, wtll be returned to NBI, prior twaccepting the next batch of
plutotflum residue solution,

Two, und In some cases three, other streams will be gencr_lcd by the 'I"RUEX process--an

• amcflclurn product stream, a urardtHn product stream, and, tn one case, a neptunium product stream, 'l'hc
tum,.riclurn stream will be concentrated In the glovebox using the rolary evatx)rator, and the conccnl.rt_lud

_- _olutlon will be saved lhr use in ongoing lat3oratory eXl)c,rinacnl.s in CMT, Distilled water from tiffs and

I)lhcr concentration steps will hc evaporated to dryness tn a Blickrnar_ hood or sent to PI_S-WMO l'or

= dlslX)!4al, Plutotflum waste solutions that contain nel._tuntum will be collected separately ft'ore the other
NI{l. wa:ac solutions and processed to recover neptunium and pltttordum tri Individual product streams,

'l'hc nCl)tunturn stream will be concentrated and also saved lhr ongoing iabor0,tory cxperimenls, 'l'i_e
uranium stream will be shipped to PF;S-WMO for cllsposal as a low.-lcvel waste,

1., F'lulonium Rccovcrz l'rom Solid i_,csldues
;. (D, J, Chalko)

Work is underway on s(q)aratlon science and leclmology not ulliizln[, 'I'RUI!_',X,C)ne such projec.t

involw::s plutonium recovery from pyrocllemlcal wastes (such as sands, slags, and cruc,ihlc residues) and



c',c'_tit',uilll'_llltGT,_l,_'lll_l_.l_'._iii ptii'llutlllllu l't_l"lll+°l'ltu kuy Iu llullluVlli_,.,_llll_l'tlulory luvul_ i_l' m.',tlllldu I'uuc_vuLY

_lul'l'y _l'ttlUllllj c_l'Illu, m+llct rc,,,_ldlm_to ii i,,tli'llulu ,,,ll_,,t!o1'1 /,lm or lu_,

111IfIu bjl'_llt1_iu,',;Ul'_li'_itlo1_l.'11'ouu_, l+_li1'llult;_l_tti'tltlt.+tl,_uluo'tlvely butwuutl two Itiiti11,_c,ll'_Ic'+il_It.lt+'_ii_

l'_hti,'+u+ti,_tt lutiutlo1_ ul' ptif'tluk; m.i1'1'tiu+¢llc_,tt11,'+t1'y,Stlt, h ti pro_.'u,,,+mI,_u×pout+¢l to p1'oUu¢_'t;CI) £t,_ollcl wti,',+tu

Ilmr w_+t11¢l1+_t;:_'+Ictxm(mliU dl,_citt'd llrr111,_ttr'icl(2) it COliUellt1'tit+Ifltir coulU l_e l'u1'tl+icr[)I'()_._USS{,_.[ ['('ii' tluthtltlt+

mUl+tU,tlllt._il,

Agtlcutis biplmsu systctt_s wet'+ ol'Ipllmlly ¢iuvulopcd hy AlbuI'tssult 111tlic mkl-lgfi()s rot' lllu

SUl'_ili'lllit+iit>l'rriiut'ol+Jttl c',ullm,uull ot'giltiulles, tl,rld vlrusus,_'I l-_iplm,,,+l_'+solveltt e_trtlutloiiItivolvu,'.+,',+olute

t>ill'llllt_lih;kl butwouNtwo iliiilllm¢lbl¢ titlUeOUml)litl,_t_,_:ii polyi+_c_r.i'tuhlliyur ltt_¢tlui tl;orBlitliu-_tlll. Itiyer,
A_lilt;t_il_ I)ll)hil_o I'(li'i_ilill(lil llll.i 7 til_+.lI)o ttc',hlc_vc_Uli_ lho iit_,,,it'il¢c',of l.lliy cll;',_()lvo¢t,_illt,_hy I.l_lilt._li

t;(_nil)llliilillil c)l' wiil.c;i' _(lltil)ltJ llolyiliC;l','.i, 'l'tl¢_c.;l+loriibtniiLtoil_ Lypl¢lllly lnvolvo it ,,llrtlt_hl l.:litili_ l){_lyilic;I'
,_t.ll+'llii_ i)()l),ulhylul_C; l,'lyuc>l (,Pl{!(1) liil(l ii tilt,lily t_l'ltliul_lo(ll_c)lynl_l' _i.l_tl ti_ l)oxll'illl,

/\_ltit'.lltl,_ I)il_llti,,+lc'.,_y_lt+;ili,_liliV¢ ,_llnlillil'ilto_ wtih c',(mvoiil.toiltil ,,.iol\,OlitOXtl'il_tloi] bul tit)iioi utilizo
till oi'_iilltC (llli.iulil, whl¢li il,<_ull'iilily bi._l)illo ii l,i<,)t.ii'c_oof polluttt)il, Iii lidclllli)ii, thc; wtiiol'-_olubl¢
i+tllyltlL, t',_thtll Iii'tj u,_udIii I-)it)lm,_oI'Ol'lllllltt)ll iii'tj tlll_xpon,,,ik,,o,ilOlliox.iu, iitid I:lto¢l¢{4rticttil:llu,Thc_y (.',till+il,_o

bu r'ucovui'uU I'l't:llii l:ll'OUu,,,i,_ol'l'ltloiit,,,i li)l+i'¢;cy+DIt_t+yLlllt+ill]ill'liLiOll or olt_:trt++¢tttily,_t._,

1, l_tirIl¢lc; (71ltii'iicic !'1_ttltOl+

A ,,.liillil)lo of lhu l)ltllcirill.iili-Coliliitllllij,+4 ii,',il+ihl.,,t.;lx,vii+ I'ril)Ulllott tri l_l×)×y i'c;,',liri,pl)lt,_h_d, illld
c',xtillliilc'+dby +.:Ctilllihig,t_.lc_.Uil'tlliiiliCl'O,_+¢ot;)y,'l'hu l+tirlt('l_ iii 1:;t_,ll-f+8 ltli'ou{4h 11..71tii'¢ iypiutil i)l' wlilit

wtl,',itlt_,_urvt;'+tliii Illl+ ,_lllliplo, 'l'h¢ ilitijoi'ily o1 Iii+ l)tirilulc;,_ wt_l'u tiDoul 1()#iii iii Ioi_t,t.hiil_ltl iri'o_til+li +ill
_hLll)t!, 'l'hu i+ltllt)llitinl ill)i:_t+'.Iti'_ii,'.;cti,<,i+lC;tot.(i'tiiii,'.+of tihcltJt 1 yill, +lilt)t.+(lttt;Uill ii l_igllly viii'itll)llJ ll]tilrix

v,,lii+,_u,_il.'dliil,_r'tllIBU lr()ili Itilil o1'ttli_o,_t i+uro illi.liliititllri lo ltio+o of li viti'ylill4 iiit×lui'¢ l)l' Al, St, C_i, (.!i',
I:u, Ni, 7,ii, l,ilttl Ti, 'l'll¢l't', Wt+lUill,'.lo_Oliio ptti'ti+.'lc_<_lhtit were: uiittruly i)ititoiiltiili. I:;of t_×tilill'_lo, !+'i+,11-77+

+, -_,_IIoW_ liit+'c;iit;l'{,), ¢lt,'.il_l',<,,liVt' X-I'iiy _l_C:li'il (F++l),.<gJof l.i 10/+iii l)lii'tl¢l+ c;olilliti+iiill.+()iii)' I)ltit_>iiti.im. Iii

I'IB, i1-'7;+, IllcJl;il+)S tuitll)',_i,_ill_liutilo,_ tht_ l'Jl'+_tJllU+<.)1'AI, St, '1'1,(.?r,l:,'c+.,Tit, 7,I1,[lii(l ,,,ioiliu iJii iii Iliu,
ilittirix, wl+ilu lllt_ bril.,>lit,_l+Oi,<+Oli l.ht,_l)ttiii¢iiltii' ptu'iiulu l)l't)tttl¢ott ihu ,+,il)+Cll'Util,',ihowli iii I:ilk, Ii++'74,

(Jtvuil lilt', l>ltiltilttLllii _i"tlili ,_i7,OOI+ttl)iiLll. 1 tilli, l)tlrltc',lo ,_lz,o i'c_duc',liolllo h:+,_llitlii I /+fiji
,_llotiltt Iil_tJl'tttc,,_(llti+Do1'lhc+'+l)ltitollltll_ li'oni tli<.',pitrliulo lntitrix, lrlltitll l+_rtilcttlit_tuf+l,_til'Oc,_:llt.,.cluttI(>Ilul._iii

iii lilt,, llC+'xli'Ul+Ol'tl)t+'l'lt)¢l, Sll.il't'), ikrili¢lll'ig will t+oc_tti'i'lo(.lOtlt ti+illt._ li t)ltlliUttir,y bttll liiill ii;)ohio.till ti l)tirllcltJ
,_izc,tli._ii'ilJutioil Ill,ii i,_(ii I()()% ilililLi_ I _111,

"+ Al+J_tiUC)ll,_t_tij:llt;,i,_t+;Ig.lrnititioll

Sc'.vc_i';iiI:lOlyl]ii;'t'/t)olylii+l ' ltiitl l)ol),liiut'/_til{ ut)i]llJilititlc:ln_ WUl'C_,_ui'c;t.;liO(Jti_ l+¢++,<.+iblu
c'.tili{litttllu.._ii] I+il)li+i,_t.'.lt)rilititit+ii, A Ii,,+1()1 l_oly_rlc,+ri.tiicl ilit)i'gtttlic_ ,_+lll,_+ll()illj wllll Iliotr tibl}luviiilttlll,_ i+
t+,+ivuiliii 'i'lll)lu I1-?,'1. A iitiiiit'>t+,.i'1+1flt)lylti+i'i,'.+Itlt,_+wol'u lo,_to¢ltil 2,,"+,$(), till(l _()"(J, Ali _oll.ili()li

ut)llrll)t++iii()li,_ tll't_ i<Ul)()i'lo(.l(+i_ii wc'+lghl lX.'+i'(;uillb_i_i,_,A l't_w of lhc l)olyrllc',r/_ttlt coric:t+'.t_ti'ttlioii,<+ltittt Wt;l't;
l.:X_liilJliuUiii't.'+Ii+it.'.d iri 'l'iiblc; I1-;+$, iii l._t_liOl'_,il,lilt tli_'i'l.,,i.t,,.ii.;In tt;litrlt_i'ttI.Lii't'I:)t;i'llill,<.lI)il)htl,_lu I()l'iiitttitiil til

]) •, (+'l "_Itiwo.l' ,_ttll/l)tJlyitic, l' cl)riUUliLli+tiltc._il,";.'i'hi,_ Irt_ii+.li,'.iillu,_ll'tttu+diii l";iJ,..!,,!1-.'75 ltit' rho ! l:..+_/Nti;zg(.),,1_y,<+lOl_li,11i
l.tii._Fit,til'C,,t)il)li+l,<+uI'Ol'lililli(:>li {)('lbl.ii'+I11,_y,_Lt;iri¢.'.(lliil:><.)_lti(:lii_IIltil Itu tit'Jow Ill_ I.+iiloct_llt',tii'vu_,
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Fig. !I-68. Photomicrograph of Ash Heel Particle at Magnification at 300OX.
Bright areas are high in plutonium concentration.
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Fig. II-70. Photomicrograph of Ash Heel Particle at Magnification of 3000X

:- Fig. II-71. Photomicrograph of Ash Heel Particle at Magnification of 2000X

__
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Table II-34. Abbreviations of Polymer and Salt Systems

Abbreviation Full Name

PEG Poly(ethylene glycol)

DX Dextran

DEAEDX Diethylaminoethyl Dextran

PVA Poly(vinyl alcohol)

PVP Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)

MC Methylcellulose

Na2SQ Sodium Sulfate

KH2PO4 Potassium Phosphate

la P r PlI_, ' i. 51 _11 ,if 11, I_, _ Irl Iij iii lr I_, 1_ ,ql,
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Table II-35. Influence of Polymer Concentration and
Molecular Weight on Bipbase Formation

System Composition" Biphase Formation

3% PEG (10,000)
5% DX (19,600)

6% PEG (10,000)
5% DX (19,600)

6% PEG (1(),000) 4
5%DX(5x 106)

10% PEG (3,400) 4

6% NazSO 4

7,5% PEG (3,400) 4

7,5% Na2SO4

13% PEG (10,000) 4
6% DX (19,600)

"Molecular weights given in parentheses.
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The concentration of lt le polymer and sail components and tile molecular weight o1lhc
polymer can inlluence the phase ratio of an aqueous biphasic system. This is shown in Table 11-36 Ibr
I l:G/sodtum hexametaphosphatc (HMP)combinations,

Table 11-36. VolumeRatio l'orSodium l lexame.taphosphate(NaHMF')
and Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) Mixtures at 23"C

Wt% PEG % PEG Top/Bottom
Wt% NaHMP (Mol, Wt., 3,4(X}) (Mol, Wt,, 10,000) Phase Vol. Ratio'

5,0 10.0 Monopha sic
10.0 10.0 2,03
20.0 10,0 0.69

5.0 15,0 Monophasic
10.0 15.0 2.62
20.0 15.0 1.07

5.0 10,0 Monophasic
10.0 10.0 1.35
20,(} 10,0 O,54

5,0 15,0 97,0
10.0 15,0 1.88
20.0 15.0 0.95

_Thetop phase is the polymer-rich phase ['orPEG/Nai-IMP mixtures.

To determine ii' an aqueous biphasic process would be compatible with conventional solvent
extraction equipmcm and centrifugal contactor technology, the dispersion numbers (Nbi) oi several

biphasc systems were measured. The dispersion number indicates the rate at which a gravity separation
occurs in a liquid/liquid system. The calculation and interpretation of this dimensionless number have
been discussed elsewhere. 25,26 The dispersion nurnber (NDi) is calculated from a measurement of the time
required lor phase separation to occur in a dispersed bit)hase system:

NDi = (I/bl)i) __ (:II-.-.109)

where tj>, = time required lhr phase separation, s

_,. = total height of the liquid/liquid column, cm

g = gravitational constant (981 cm/sec 2)

Typical values of NI) i, for solvent extraction systems are _ ]()-4, Liquid/liquid systems that have Ni:)i
values less than this suflcr from a tendency toward emulsion formation. As indicated in Table !I-37, an

aqucou;; biphase process should be compatible with conventional liquid/liquid contactor equipment.

L
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'Fable II-37, Dispersion Numbers and Phase Ratios of Several Biphase Systems

System Separation Dispersion Top/Bottom
Compositio# Temp,, "C Time, rain Number (xl04) Phase Ratio

7.5%Na2SO4 22 8,5 2,6 1,2
15% PEG

(3,400)

6%Na2SO4 50 2,2 10 1,0
14,5%PEG

(lO,O00) _

: 7,5%Na_SO4 80 1,0 22,4 0,5
15% PEG

(3,400)

12%KH2PO4 80 1,7 13,5 0,4
10% PEG
(3,400)

12%KH_PO4 80 2,5 9.0 0.3
10%PEG
(lo,ooo)

- M. .S_eparationProcesses to Treat Redwater
(L. Chow, L. Reichley-Yinger, and D. J. Chaiko)

This work is the first phase era research project directed toward developing a new and cost-
effective process for converting the h_ardous redwater waste stream from TNT manul'acture to forrns that

are readily disposable or acceptable for recycling. The process initially separates the redwater into its

inorganic and organic water-soluble components. The stream containing the water-soluble organic
= constituents is treated biologically, while the inorganic stream is further processed to recover the sodium

: sulfite, which can be recycled back into the TNT manufacturing process. Our work locuses on
- developing the two separations in the process' (1) the separation o1' the inorganic and organic components

of redwater by team fractionation or solvent extraction and (2) the recovery of sodium sulfite from the
inorganic stream by solvent extraction. The biotreatment for the organic stream will be developed in the
Energy Systems Division.

=

Present work is lbcused on determining the size and cost o1' installing an inorganic/organic

_- separation process for redwate: treatment. A schematic is shown in Fig. 11-76. This plant will consist of'
(1) an extraction section that includes contacting equipment, an extraction feed makeup tank, and a leed

-" source tank; (2) a scrub section that includes contacting equipment, a scrub-feed makeup tank, and a scrub
reagent solution tank; (3) a solvent makeup t_mk; (4) an aqueous raffinate tank; and (5) a spent-solvent

processing tank. The solvent Ibr this process is a concentrated solution of PEG. Based on this schematic,
the SPACE model (SPACE_Centrif, SPACE Pulsed, anti SPACE .Msettler) was used to estimate the size

and cost o1'installing a sull'ite-recovery solvent extraction plant. The SPACE_ Centrif, SPACE F'ulsed,
= and SPACE_Msettler worksheets were developed to calculate the size and cost o1'a TRU EX processing
_

_
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Fig, 11..76, Schematic of Sullito-Recov nj Solvent
Extraction Process

plant with centrifugal contactors, pulsed columns, and mixer-settlers, respectively, as the contacting

equipment (see Sec. II.A.3). Only minor modifications to these worksheets were needed to perform
calculations Ibr this process. Results of the calculations are summarized in Table II-38 as a function of
the number of stages (input data) for each category of contacting equipment. The calculations are based

on a feed rate (input data) of 450 gal/h (171X)L/h) to the extracl,ion section. Calculated results include

(1) the lloor area for the plant, (2) the purchased costs for lhc contacting equipment and conventional

equipnlent and their total, (3) the size o1' the contacling equipment, and (4) the volume of the solvent
needed as inventory for the process.
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, IN I I,RAC I I(.}NS111 III(.tII,I.,LVI_,I, WAS'I'I.URIIiI"{}SI'i'C}RY
(J,K,B_Ites,)

A, (jlnj_ Slmllus I'c_rYucc_lMountain I:'ro_!
(J, K, I]luus, B, M, Blwer, W, 1.,,I::;t}ert,'I', J, Ger{llng, ,I,,!, M_lzer,m_{lA, 1.',,W{}{}dl_m{l}

'l'he Yuecit Moulll_tlll l'r{tjecl (YMI.')ts l_IVesllgnlllig lhc lUll' be{tsof Yu{:clt MoulltLdn, Nevilda, _Is_I
putenllal locution Ibr it lllL.lh-lew'.lnldlo_Ictlvc wilstu repository, As part oI' lhc waste packilgc _levelopmenl
portion oI' lifts project, whlcll ts dlrecled by l..,t_wrcnccLivermore Ntlllolml l.,_d'_oratory(LLNl.D, llle ANl.,
Chemical Tochnoh)gy Divh,lon ts Inw:stlgatlllg the Imlmvlor oi' the waste form under mlth,_Ipated
reposllory conditions, Work includes lhc following: (I) devel(wnent andperformance ol'a test t{_
ITiel.ISLll'l', W_.ISteform buimvior Irl UllSaturatedmhd ill(ms, '_(,.,)perlbrmtmce o1"tests to study the behavior o1'
wasle pltckage comporlollls tn an trr]di]led tmvlmmner_t, (3)dt',veloplnent of test rnethod,_Ito study the

rcltctlon ot' glass tn water vapor and subsequently In liquid water, (4) development o1'static leachhlg tests
to provide long-tem1 release data to the gllms modeling effort, lind (5) detailed characterization o1'reacted
glass surl'aces.

1, lasts with I.lrlsulurnted Test Melhod

(J, K, Bates and T, J, Clerdlng)

The YMP Llnsitturilted 'l'est Method (see previous semiannual, Set:, III,A, 1) ts being used iri

tilt N2 und N3 test series, No new method devt'lopmenl work ims been done,

a, N2 Unsaturated Test

Tlm N2 continuing tests (SRI_, 165 glass)have been completed through the 208-week
sampling period, Ali the batch tests have been colnl_leted, and lt]rea continuous lasts and one blank test
tire ongoing wltl_ samplitlgs al yearly intervals,

b, N3 I..Jnsllli.tr_tledTesi

'l"he N3 Llns_ituraled q'est uses ATM-10 glass (simulated West Valley glass containing

actinides plus 9'q'c) tllat was received lrom tile Malerials Ctmractcrizattons Center (MCC) and remelted to
oht_tin the rectutred l'orm of lhc glass, This ongoing tesi was stillted July 6, 1987, according to the
tlimaturated Tesi rnalrlx, and has Ix:en completed through lhc' 193-week sampling pe.dod,

2, Parametric l!'.×l'_eriments

{J, K. Bates, '!', J, f-larding, nnd A, Ii, Woodland)

lice]use the I.J_lsaturalt:dTest procedure rigidly so,ts many or lhc test parameters, lhc eft'ect

that each panm_eter rnny lmve on tilt final radionuclide release rleeds to Ix:studied, This iu being done in
parametric experiments, A descriptlo_l, purlx_se, and st[ltus of the parametric experiments tn progress

were given in detail ill lhc previous semiannual (Soc, Ill,A,2,]) and Rel's, 1 and 2, The experiments arc

continuing as scheduled, A detailed description of the bntch " I,sarnp es [mm the P-VIII series of
e×periments is presented, along with a bricl' discussion o1'tlm solution results l'rom the continuous
e Xpe rim etl tS,

'l'he purpose of the P-VI I1experiments is to e×amlne the el'l'ccl of sensitizing the stainless

sleel Components in tile test _pparatus on rnetal..glass:l,luid interactions, Since the stainless steel pour
canisters are anl]tip]led to be exposed to elovaled temperatures during filling, the betmvtor of heat-
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scrlsltlzed steel hasdh'c_t relcvlmc'eto waste l'oml l_rfornlanc_ Ill the l)mposc,d g_ologlc I'_IXi._ilory, 'l'llc
siaivllt',sssteel used Iii the eXl'_elqmerttsis I'mm I-IcaLNo, 22841, which conlllllis (),()16 wt % c.llrt_oil,'l'llc,.
conqx_tlet/ts were lleld at 5,':;()°Cfor 2,1.li lind were theil slowly cooled to room tCmll_craturc by turHiilg off
tilt I'urnac¢, 'T'hls steel proved very dll'ltcult to sensitize, owing Io Its bw ctlfl_<m¢olllelil.,:_ 'l'lle degree of
mual sensltizalion, willie bellcw_,dto t_ low, In nel well _:cmstrttlxled,

"l'lic eXl_erirnt_lllswere l)erfomied 11l90"C with 0,(175mL,dml)S o1'i?.;J..13wilier Injected
every 3-I/2 tl_.lys,'rho CXl)t;rlmentswere lrfltlatod oil l:_cbrutu'y27, 1986,and llttW bmi coml_letcd
lllmuL,,h 195 weeks, Belch eXl_cl'lmerltsw_;re lem]lrlated after 13, 26, 39, 52, and 10,'.tweeks, 'l'llu

Ct)lll.illtlt)tiSe×l)erlrnent (I-'.,VIII.2) wtis tc.rrnltlllted til'let'170 weeks because the wlisle paektige ltsSelTlblage
(WI'A) lii)ped and wtmld ht)lcmger renitdn Ul_rlgltt, C,)tlt,;batcl_ sample, I:'-VIII.,8, which was first taken
tiller 104 weeks, iNt_lllg Irelllcd iis tl continuous exi'_erlrnent,

li, (:tUllt_rlllOl:)servl_lJOllS

The waste l'mkage tissernhly (Wi:'A)lilltl a slnlllar apl_etmuicu tn ali tile experiments

during slUnl_llllg, q'l_etop surliice was alwllys dry, with st)mc light-colored i_recipitales oi'ten present on

the glass tn the areas where met£11dhJ not contact tile glass, Some t)recll_ittttton o1' scccmdary phases
occurred on the metal, '1'he bottom surface was ldwllys wet wllh some slamllng water aroutld the glass

circumference (sliml)le P-VIII-4 was dry upon experllrlelil tcrrnll_atlori lit 26 weeks, however), 'l'l'_cextent

of stantling water was variable, At tcrrnlnatttm of P-VIII.7 (1()4 weeks), lhc water was about tit the level
o1' the glass bottom, When P-,VIII,.8 was first sampled after 104 weeks, lhc wttler level was l_all'way Ul')
tlic side of the WF'A, Indicating tlmt the [x)ttom had been lnl,mdiitcd for ii significant period of t,lme, 'i'hese
ot:)servatlcms must bwconsidered when the solullon COml_oslllc)ndata from these experiments are

inlerprctetl,

"l'hc metal comlgonents from ali thr. tcrrnlrlated experlmcnls showed approximately lhc

same amount of weight gain (-.103 g), '['his Js consistent with the observation of secondary phases on the
metal, "l'lle glass In the short-.term experiments (_26 weeks) gained ii small amount o1'weight, wtlile lile

glass weight in the longer experiments showed a net decrease that was proportitmal to the experlrncnl
dux'alion,

b. Comfloilellt Arialys.os

The glass frorn ali the icrrrlinaic;dbalch eXl)erliTIOi_Ls(P-VIII-4, 7,6weeks; P-V i11-6,
52 weeks; P-VIII-7, 104 weeks) was oxamhic;doptically, The top si.irl'acoof sample P-VIII-4 arid the lep
lind bottom ,,;i.irl'_lcesof sliilipics P-VIII-0 arid P-VIII-7 wore investtglitt',d137scailrih_geleclrorl intcroscopy
with energy dispersive spef2tros(;opy (S_MIEDS), The illOt_llCOiTil:l(IrlelltS fr(In1s,'lmplesP-VIII-6 and
P-VIII-7 wore also examined by SEM/EDS, A description ot' analysesresults froril P-VIII-4, P.VIII-6,
iliadP-VIII-7 e×t)orlrrieflls iu l)rc'.s¢i-itodbelow, Those ,',lai-nl-flesprovided a reprcseritaiive dosc,rll)lioi_ of the
rcactioil process, ilIlCl linillysis of ali COlTll×)llenis tlSillg SEM/I?;i)Swas not necessary,

(1) 17,:Xl._'rlrnentP-VIII-4

Several features stand out on the top surfaceof sample P-VIII-4 (26 weeks), Part

o1'lhc surface I'liis li light gray-blue llnl, which is iliostly associatedwith tl_ecclil.ral iaolicorilat_tarc:li(i,e,,
no coillac'l wilh llic ITlCtlildtirilig lhc CXl)Crlnioill), While l)i'CCil)il.atesarc l)i'esciil iri I.tlcbltlish i'c,,{.,i()il,_,
'l"tio olhcr ilOll_(lillli¢l _ii'e_i,,4lll'e i_oorly iTlarkcd, 'l'licsc arc sorriewhill, lighlt;r in color wilh soirle wlltl¢
llrt;,.t'il-filiilt.,,s_ll I.llclr ITl_ii'gili,',;."l"hc:uoillaul iii'oa is geliorlllly t)rownlsh, bl.li Iiglll gi'ily Iifiltlig oct_ursllrotilid
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the edge (_1'the glass, Saw marks, visible tls wl_tte streaks, arc present over much of the surface, imparting
a co0,rse-speckled appt_arance,

The bottom t' ,,sur ace has a rather urdlbrm d_lt'kgray color, Tile noncontact txreas
are marked by somewhat lighter' colored rings atz_l.inda cez_tral region that 1c)olc/4much like lhc contact

area, 'I'llere Is a patch of whlttsh precipitates, Saw marks t/_tvea coarse-speckled appeal'ante to
appro xlm atc ly one-qtlarte r o1'the surl'ace.

Only t.ttetop surface wits llwestlgated by Sf-:;M/EDS, 'l'l_e "as- cut" c,ontours are
clearly visible', however, the surface has a fine-scale texttlrc at high magnification, Indicating lhat reaction
has occurred (Fig, III- 1), A Sl-rich alteration layer had developed across the glass surl'ttce, Its

composition is essentially ti_esame as observed for sample,,s ['rem oLhereXl3erlments,4 Small precipitates
of silniltlr c_t)rnposltlonocc_uron the surface, In some parts, coverage ts extensive, forming a
discontinuous tapper layer upon file altered stH'face, 'i'hllt the glass has reacted is also tndlc:atect by the
preferential etchtng of stress marks, Short cracks have locally developed In the layer, and small portions
have raised tlp l'rom the glass (as shown In Ftg, 111-3for sample P-VIII-6), This phenomencm occurs In
both the contact lind noncontact areas,

Aside from the Si-rich layer, several other secondary phases have precipitated on
the surface, There are colonies oi' small (<0,5/_m) spherical grains distributed over lhc entire surface
(Fig, III-2), These areas are enriched in lrol_relative to the surface layer, and EDS analyses suggest a very

l'lt_e_grained mixture oi' silicon-rich "clay" with varying amounts of iron, manganese, and nickel
(subsequently Indicated as ± Fe ± Mn ± Ni) oxide or hydroxide, This Is based on the observation that the
Si, AI, and Ca peaks have relative Intensities approximately equal to those for l_recipltated Sl-rich "clay,"

Fig, Iii- 1, Photomicrograph of the Top Surface of P-VIII-4 at 2,5(XlX

(lelt) and 12,(XIOX(right) Magr_ilic'atton, Notc the fine-scale
texture o1'the surl'ace layer and the small preclpit_ttes, which
have the same composition as lhc layer,
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_ Fig. 1II-2. Photomicrograph of the Top Surface of P-VIII-4 at 1,790X
Magnification Showing a Colony of Fine-Grained Iron-Rich
Precipitates

_- The iron peak intensity varies from spot to spot, suggesting that its signal is independent of Si, Al, and
- Ca, and that this results from variable pre_rtions of two phases being detected..The phenomenon of

coprecipitation is well known. 5'6

Other irregular-shaped grains contain Ca and S and are probably either gypsum or

- anhydrite. A number of large (up to 180/_m) prismatic grains are present. The EDS spectrum for these-

grains has only a caicium peak, suggesting it is calcite. Several irregular fluffy masses occur, with only
Si, Al, and K detectable by EDS. Their approximate stoichiometry, is consistent with K-feldspar.

m

{2) ENgeriment P-VIII-6-

- The top portion of the glass has clearly marked contact and noncontact areas for

sample P-VIII-6 (52 weeksl.. The noncontact areas arc lighter in color than the contact areas, being ,m
_- rather than gray. "D_isis due to heavier precipitate coverage in the noncontact areas. Some saw ma::,.s

=- appear ,as light-colored, discontinuous streaks. Ciose optical inspection suggests that the .color difference
_-- is mostly due to the partial separation of the surface layer from the glass in the saw grooves. One region,

-" encompassing approximately one-third of the top surface, has a rusty appearance and seems to have more

= precipitates on it.--

_

The "as-cur' contours are preserved, although they are subdued (Fig. III-3). The

? surface has a poorly developed faky :exture at lalgh magmification, indicating ti_cptc_ct,_c ,at o_,,,,t,.,,_u

_ layer. A coarsening of this texture is locally observable, but this may be the result of precipitation. The

_- layer composition is the same as thai Ibr samples from other experiments; it is rich in Si with some Al,=

@,' ' ;" 't}_,,0 ' ' _ ............... 0 '" _ "'_ _1{1 "- _: ,'x a "' _g(

, , ¢', _,=, > .
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Ca, Fe, ± Mg ± Mn ± Ni, and ± Na. Only minor cracking of the surface layer is apparent, although such
features are present in both the contact and noncontact areas (Fig. III-3). Where cracking has occurred,
small pieces of the adjacent h, yer have raised up from the glass. ,

Fig. III..3. Photomicrograph of the Top Surface of P-VIII-6 at 1,500X

Magnification Showing the General Appearance of the
Surface Layer. The butterfly-shaped area is a part of
the layer that is cracked and has begun to pull away

_

from the glass. Note the variety of precipitates._

A number of secondary phases are present. The most abundant is a Si-rich
matefi'd, which occurs in numerous morphologies, including ribbons, round grains with flaky surfaces,

string-shaped masses, and fine framboidal masses (Fig. III-4). This material has the same composition as
the surface layer. The relatively uniform Al-to-Si ra_io suggests that this is a crystalline phase having a

composition consistent with smectite. The Fe, Mn, and Ni content can be quite variable; sometimes the
_: Ni content can exceed thai. of Fe.

-

The next most abundant phase is iron oxide or hydroxide, which is especially
abundant in the rusty region. It occurs as irregtdar-shaped grains; however, some grains possess a good
geo__etric form, like the diamond-shaped grain in the left center of Fig. III-4, Iron-rich material is also

associated with man), of the fine-grained precipitates that are present all over the surface. This may
explain, in pa'n, the apparent variability in iron content of the silicon-rich precipitates. Along with Fe, a
smzdl amount of Mn is almost always present, and Cr and Ni are locally important components,

A Ca- and S-bearing phase, most probably anhydrite or gypsum, is ubiquitous on
the glass s_wfaces., lt occurs as very fine framboidal grains that grow on other phases and are often|

intimately intermingled with these phases. For exampl-, frarnboids are growing on the Fe-rich grain in
Fig. III-4.

=___
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" Fig, III-4, Photomicrograph ot"the Top of P-VIII-6 at 300X Showing
a Variety of Precipitated Phases

Several other phases worthy of note are present in minor quantities. A silica

-: phase, presumably either quartz or opal, is present as small angular grains. An Al-rich phase occurs in
several places. The absence of any other detectable elements, along with its fl_y appearance, suggests
that it is gibbsite or some other aluminum-hydroxide. Another Ca-rich phase containing Mg and Fe is

__ present, which i_ probal_ty dolomite. In rare instances, C1 is detectable. These grains often have a
complex composition, suggesting the presence of numerous phases.

2

The surface layer and precipitates are well developed on the bottom glass surface.

- There is ordy a web demarkation between the contact and noncontact areas. This is irl contrast to the top
- surface, where contact-noncontact areas are well delineated. Saw marks are clearly visible on the bottom

surface, marked by light-colored streaks. As with tile top layer, this color difference seems to result t'rom

buckling and separation of the surface layer from the glass.

- The "as-cut" contours are mostly obscured, and the surface has a flaky appearance

that is much coarser than observed on the top surface (Fig. III-5). This suggests that much ot"the visible

surface may have formed by precipitation, masking the original surface topography. The composition is

_= typical of the 'altered layer and is probably smectite. An extensive network o1 cracks has developed across
the surface (Fig. III-5). Most cracks have the appearance ot shrinkage cracks caused by dessication,

presumably after termination of the experiment. However, tile glass exposed within the cracks looks=

altered zmd has some fine precipitates on it. This suggests cracking must have begun during the

experiment. The cracks would then become enlarged as the layer dried after termination of the
experiment. Other cracks, where the surface layer has raised up, are associated with the saw marks. This

represents the initiation of exfoliation of the surface layer.

=

=
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"- Fig. III-5. Photomicrograph of the Bottom Surface of P-VIII-6 at 2,500X
Magnification. The surface is coarser grained than

- the top, and cracking of the layer is common.

z_

The types of precipitated phases are essentially the same as described for the top

surface with a couple of minor additions. A Ca-bearing phase without any Mg or Fe is present and is

__ probably calcite. One analyzed grain contains only Si, Al, and Na, with A1 exceeding the amount found
in the surface layer, lt does not have a distinctive mol?hology, but its composition suggests analcime.

- The metal components from experiment P-VI!I-6 were also examined. The top

and bottom steel components generally have the same appearance. They have a dull rusty color where

they were in contact with the glass during the experiment. Along the rims and the sides facing away from
: the glass, little reaction has occurred. Some small irregular-shaped patches of corrosion appear on these

surfaces. However, small patches of thick precipitates have developed in both the contact and noncontact

areas on the side facing the glass. These are mostly intimate mixtures of Si-rich material, probably

smectite clay, and iron oxide or hydroxide. The bottom metal piece has numerous honey-colored
- precipitates. These are shaped like open cylinders and cones (Fig. III-6). Analysis of this material by
:_ X-ray diffraction (XRD) suggests that it is hematite. These precipitates occur on both sides of the metal,
: but are most abundant along the edges on the side facing away from the glass. In general, more

L_- precipitates are tound on the surfaces facing the glass than on the other side. Unlike the glass, there is no

complete surface coating on the metal.

- Virtually ali the phases identified on the glass are also present on the metal

components. The most common phases on the metal are the Si-rich clay, iron oxide or' hydroxide, and
- calcium sulfate. These phases are often intimatel_, intergrown with each other. The Si-rich material has

the same composition as that found on the glass except that it is generally very poor in Ni. Iron oxide or_

hydroxide occurs as the material covering the surface and as open cylinders and cones (Fig. 1II-6). Tiny
=__
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Fig. 1II-6. Photomicrograph of the Bottom Metal Component of P-VIII-6
Showing the Morphology of the Iron-Oxide Deposit

dots o1"gypsum or anhydrite occur all over the metal surface. Chloride-rich grains are present, mostly
associated with the welded regions. These grains may contain Na, K, and Ca. There is a Ct-rich

substance present on both metal components that was not obset_eed on the glass. While EDS spectra from_

this material resemble the metal and iron hydroxide, the Cr content is very high. This may be iron

hydroxide that is tbr some reason locally very rich in Cr.

_ (3) Experiment P-VIII-7

The top glass from experiment P-VIII-7 (1(14 weeks) has a general medium gray

tone with a smooth, evenly colored region and a rough, mottled region. There is _,distinction between the
_- contact and noncontact areas, but it is not very pronounced. Precipitates are sparsely scattered over the
- noncontact areas. A honey-colored mark and a concentration of precipitates are present in one small

portion of the contact area, near the edge of the glass.

= A well-developed altered layer is present over the entire surface. The "as-cut"

contours are not preserved, and the layer has a "cardhouse" morphology reminiscent of clay (this finding
= is consistent with its composition). Masking o1"the contours suggests that at least a portion of the layer

formed by precipitation, filling in depressions on the rough surface. The surface layer is cracked in many

- places and appears to be pulling away from the glass. Some o1"the cracks expose etched glass from
- below. The presence of precipitates bridging the cracks suggests that the cracks began to lorm during the

- experiments. Some :_hrinkage after termination o1"the experiment may have enlarged the cracks. The
_ pulling away oi the surface layer from the glass is more pronounced in the rough region. Here, it appears_

that the layer has variable thickness.=

_
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The most abundant precipitated phase is rich in Si and also conlains Al, Ca, Fe,

Mn, ± Mg ± Ni, ± Na, ± K, in proportions similar to tile average surface layer, II occurs as ribbons, l]aky
grains, lind l]uffy textured masses of variable size, At high magnilicatton, the small llulfy masses haw
the same "cardhouse" morphology as the Icp oi the surface layer. This suggests that the visible portion of

this layer may also have l'onned by precipitation. The next most abundant phase is very rich in Fe and is
probably iron ox±dc or hydroxide. This material occurs as irregular-shaped grains and is almost always
intergrown with Sl-rich "clay," lt±!; )_tl_er_)//isegefmrally quite pure, with onb a small amount of Mn

present ," /i, ,'

Other precipitated phg{sesinclude Ca-rich grains, presumably calcite, which are

fairly abundant, Some Ca-bearing grains also contain Mg and Fe, indicative of dolomite. Some grains
are veu rich in Al and are possibly gibbsite (or possibly bayerile or nordstrandite), Variable small Si and
l;'epeaks on the EDS spectra suggest that this material is intermingled with Si-rich "clay." Tiny (_1..and

S-rich grains occur on the surface layer' and on m_my precipitates, Based upon numerous EDS allalyses,
the phases present include NaCI, Na2SO,1,CaSe 4, and possibly CaCl 2, Whclher the sulfates are actually
hydrated is impossible to determine by EDS. A number of grair_scontain significant TJ. Comparing EDS

spectra from several grains clearly indicates that they are a mixture of phases. A plausible interpretation
is that these grains contain anatase ("I'iO2), along with Si-rich "clay" and calcite, The next most abundant

phase is NaCI, which occurs as fine threads and blocky grains and may also be intimately associaled wilh
the Si-rich "clay." lt often occurs with Na2SO,i and CaSe 4 (whether these sulfates are hydrated or nel is
uncertain). These phases, along with calcite (CaCO_), are frequently intergrown with the Si-rich "clay" at

: a very fine scale. Iron-rich material is also present as irregular blobs on the surface, which rnay also
contain minor Mn and Ni. This is probably iron oxide or hydroxide, although the XRD results from

P-VIII-6 suggest that it is nn oxide,

An extensive deposit of precipitates was found on the metal components from

experiment P..VIII-7. Small patches of corrosion are associated with the welds, Most of the phases found
on tl]e glass are also present on the metal. There are two predominant phases on the metal: Si-rich "clay"
and iron oxide or hydroxide. A thin Si-rich "clay" mat occurs on the bottom component, but for the most

- part, the "clay" occurs in clumps with a llul'fy texture. The clumps occur on both sides of the_

components, indicating i'ormation by precipitatior_. The peaks in the EDS spectra for the clumps are olien
, enricl)ed in Fe (and not Cr), suggesting that the clay is intergrown with iron oxide or hydroxide, as was

. observed on the glass, Iron oxide or hydroxide occurs in irregular clumps and as tiny balls and open
cylinders (see Fig. III-6 trom experiment P-VIII-6).

Calcium-rich phases, presumably calcite and dolomite, are quite abundant. Some
-= grains have a rhombohedrgq form which is characteristic oI' calcite. Many Si-rich "clay" clumps have-

_ detectable Ca and S suggestive oi'gypsum or anhydrite,

i/

Very Al-rich grains are abundant on the top comtxment. These grains arc

= getlcrally a few microns across, with only A1 in their EDS speclra, suggestive o[ aluminum-hydroxide.
- Titanium-rich !:*rains,which are possibly mixtures of clay and Tie 2, arc also present. ,n the top n_elal

- piece, A rare Cr-Mn phase is associated with the racial grain boundaries and is probably the result o1
corrosion.

=

- c. Solution Analyses'

Elemental relc:',ses l'rom three conlinuous experiments are showll in Figs. !1I-7 ande

111-8, Continuous experimenl P-VIII-2 was terminaled al'tor 170 weeks because the WPA would ll()l
=
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- remair| in an upright position, Thus, batch experiment P-VIII-8 was changed to a continuous experiment
to scree as a replacement ibr' P-VIII-2, -T-

= Good agreement in the trends and magnitudes o1'elenlental release was found between -_-
the two continuous experiments, P-VIII-I and P-VIII-2, and overall release was low. However, the last

_ sampling of P-VIII-2, at 170 weeks, showed a sharp rise in ali eleme_t releases (Fig. III-7). The tipped _-
WPA may, in some way, have caused this accelerated release, The elemental release l'rom P..VIII-8 is

_ significantly greater than that of the other" two continuous experiments, This is probably attributable to

- lh,,."period prior to the 104-week smnpling, when the bottom of the WPA was submerged, Comparison o1'
the last two solutions, collected at 17(1and 195 weeks, indicated a sharp reduction in the release rate,

- The relative magnitudes of release are Li > B a U. The nel negative release of Ca and

- Mg in all three experiments indicates that these elements have been removed from the EJ-13 water used in lm=
= these experiments and have been incorporated in secondary phases on the WPA, This finding is -__

consistent with the occun'ence ot"CaSe 4and calcite on the batch samples (See. I11.A,2,b,) and suggests P_
that anhydrite precipitated during the experiment since gypsum is not stable at the experimental _---

-- temperature ot'9(l°C. Release o1"Si is negative in the P-VIII-I and P-VIII-2 experiments, Although =-----------------_-
= silicon release is positive in P-VIII-8, the most recent sampling at 195 weeks shows a minor net negative _-_

release compared with the 170-week sampling. The negative Si release correlates with the extensive
2 anaount of precipitated clay on the glass and metal components in the batch experiments. Release of Na is _:
--- erratic in P-VIII-1 and P-VIII-2 and is similar to that observed in the P-II (no metal-glass contact) and -

P-Ill (65% reduction in glass surface area) experimenls. Release o1 Na in P-VIII-8 is positive and mirrors =

that o1'Li, B, and U, The en'atic behavior o1 Na is attributable to lx'.riodic precipitation of NaC1 or 2

Na2SO 4 followed by subsequenl redissolution during later samplin,, i_lervals, These Na-bearing phases -
-- are commonly observed in the batch experiments,
- _:
-

d, Discussion _

-7 There are several observations that can be made about the nature of the glass reaction -

during the experiments, Despite the apparent dilTerence in the conditions between the top and bottom -
=- surfaces (i.e,, the top may have undergone wet/dry cycling, whereas the bottom remained wet at ali

times), the secondary phases are the same. The only dil'l'crence is that the be)Iota appears to have =

_- undergone somewhat more reaction, The bottom has more precipitates, ',_ld the surface layer may be a -
= little thicker. The Si-rich "clay" is present as the reacted surface layer and as discrete grains on the glass L

and metal components. This indicates that the Si-rich materia.l Ibrrns by both in situ transtormation oi' -
hydrated glass and by precipitation. Its composition is consistent with iron smectite. The flaky texture of ;-

--" the glass surface is the same as observed on the metal, suggesting that much ot"what is visible on the glass =

developed by precipitation. Most o1"the precipitates are composed o1' a very fine scale mixture of Si-rich -
"clay," iron oxide or hydroxide, and gypsum or anhydrite. This suggests that coprecipitation has occurred __

= and lends support to the interpretation that the visible surface o1' the glass lbnned by precipitation. There

appears to be more iron oxide or hydroxide associated with the P.VIII experiments con|pared to that ibr
-- P-ii experiments (nonsensitized metal). Thus, prescnsitizing the stainless steel had an intluence on the =

-_ observed secondary phases. However, the amount of metal corrosion is slight,

The structure ol"the surface layer undergoes changes upon aging. A network oi' cracks .--
_- forms and parts of the layer begin to pull. away l'rom the glass. As this process continues, pieces of the

- layer exloliate, and precipitates form on the freshly exposed glass surfaces, q'he surface layer also seems
to have a complex internal structure o1"multiple layers. These may correspond to portions formed through ' :

__:_ glass transformation and precipitation.
-- =
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While the glass supplies the bulk of the components lhr the secondazT phases, the
ILl- 13 groundwater also plays an imlx)rtanl role in supplying sonm elements, The Ca and Mg tn the

gmundwaler may enhance the forrnatton of clays;, The ubiquitousoccurrenceof calcium sulfate ts
probably due It) the ready supply o1'calcium in the water, "l'his underscores lhc importance of solutton
compositlor| on tlm development of the secondary phases,

3, V_.a__2r Hydralt!2n E_pcr!ffm!)t,s
tW, L, Ebert)

Experiments are being perlbrmed wherein monolith glass samples are exposed to water
vapor at temlXmttures between 75 ° and 240°C, Water sorbs (condenses) onto the glass surface to form a

thin film in, which reaction occurs, This experiment is equivalent to a static leach test at a very large glass
surface area/leachant volume (SA/V) ratio. The extent and nature of glass mactton under these conditions
are more representative of the anticipated environment of the Yucca Mountain site than arc the small

SA/V ratios of static leach tests, such as the MCC-1 test typically used to measure the durabilittes of glass
compositions.

Researchers have long recognized that the SA/V ratio ol'a static leach test must be

accounted lhr when comparing leachate chemistries, This is because the same mass loss of a glass sample
would result in different solution concentrations lor different leachant volumes, Thus, a large leachant
w)lume would result in a smaller concentration increase than a smaller volume after the stune mnount of

glass had reacted.

The glass reaction rate is itself influenced by the solution chemistry and is usually expressed
by coupling a concentration-independent rate coefficient with a concentration-dependent affinity term,
c.g.,

,'at, e = SA kt1 - q/K) (I1:I--1)

Irathis e×prcssion, SA is tlm glass surl'ace area available for reaction, k is tim rate coet'licient, and the

parenthetical term represents the reaction affinity, where Q is the activity product, anti K the equilibrium
constant. Under dilute conditions the term Q/K is near zero, and tlm reaction proceeds al the maximum

rate, As the solution approaches saturation, Q/K approaches one and the reaction slows to a negligible

rate, For example, ii"the rate is expressed ir_terms of the glass mass loss of a species i, thc rate is given
by

dk
gl

r.tJ,I,c: = db (IZI-9)

wl_ere At,I is the total 1lumber o1'moles o1'species A lost l'mm the glass, !1'ali A released enters solution,
then A,,I can be rcplaccd by VI A I, where V is the leachate volume and IAI the molar concentration oI' A in
solt)lion. Thus, Eq. III-1 becomes

.-dV[k] =._-SA kk (1-. [4/K) (.IlI-3)
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This Is usuaily rearranged Ibr computer stmulatloll as

= T = _ kA (1 -- q/l_) (I:11:...a)

Integration o1'Eq, III-4 yields

J 8AdtA] / (1 .., IUK) = W kAb (I1.1 5)

where the terms (SA/V)*t and kAare constants, Theoretically, experiments perlbrmed with various
values of SA/V and t having lhc same product should generale the same solution concentration o1'A. Thai

Is, experiments perlo1"Ined for short times at high SA/V ratios should lead to tile sarrle solultorl
concentrations as experiments perlbnned lhr very long times til low SA/V ral.ios. Thus, (SA/V)*I scaling

may provide ii useful guide for comparing experiments performed lit dll'l'crent SA/V ratios.

In a vapor or steam envh'onment,very IJltle glass must reacl to achieve Illgh solution
concentrations ill lhc small leachant volume, The glass in static leach tests iii small SA/V ratios must
react for very long times to achieve similar solution concenl.rations, (A prolx)rtionally larger amount o1'

glass must react as weil, and so the rcaclton must proceed to a greater exlcnt iii low SA/V ratio to generate

an equivalent solution.)

R.eaction in a steam environment allows very large SA/V ratios to be attained because tt_c
solution volume is restricted to that water which condenses on the glass surface, The alnount condensed

,_ is related to tile vapor pressure of the water by a sorption isotherm. We have measured the sorption
isotherm ot' water on several silicate glasses, including borosilicate waste glasses, near room tcrnperalurc.

Figure III-0 shows the isottmrm for water on SRL 165 glass at 23 °C, where lhc number of molecular
layers sorbed is plotted rs: ,., relative ht|midtty (RII), The general shape of the isotherm is similar tbr ali
silicate glasses analyzed, in ltlat the first molecular layer is sorbcd at about 2-3% RH and addilionai water
is sorbcd up to about 9()% RH, As saturation is api)roached, water is sorbed to li)nn a lthn o1'mltny
molecular layers, Each molecular layer is aboul. 0,3-nra thick; fllus, a layer 20 molecules thick, for

cXaml)le, has ali SA/V ratio of 1,7 x 1()8lm,

The amount sorbed at elevated temperatures will be less than thill sorbed near room

temperature, Reaction to release alkalis from the glass will increase the llydroscoptctty of the sur[acc and
increase the amount sorbcd above that sorbed onto the initial surface. I1sufficient water is available,

watel' wtll continually condense on lhc surface because of the released alkali, 'Ftms, while lhc amoullt

initially sorbcd can be measured, glas:; reaction will tiller the surface and so ttlcrcasc the amount of water
sol'bed, The amount sorbed is dependent, in part, on the amount of water available

_

=
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We have perlbm_ed experirnents wherein tl'_emnount of water awdlable to sorb onto and
react with the glass was varied, Two glass compositions (SRL 131 and WVCM 50) were reacted for
7 days at 200°C In a vessel volume o1'about 22 mL, About 0,16 g of water ts requtred to saturate the
22 naL volume at 200°C. Reaction to selectively remove alkali met',ds and boron results In the generation

of a depletion zmte on the glass surface, The thickness of this zone ts proportional to the extent of
reaction. Figure III-10 stlows the measured depth of this reaction layer vs, the amount o1'water added to
the vessel, These results show that 0.20 g water results in the greatest extent ot' reaction, Addition o1'less
tiron ().16 g water results i_ measurable reaction, but to an extent much less than thal at (),20 g water. The
extent of reaction was similar for experiments it| which more than 0.20 g water was added, but less than
most experiments with (),20 g water,

' These results demonstrate the relattiin between the amount of water sorbed, the SA/V ratio,

and the extent or rate o1'reaction, II'the rate is expressed as layer thickness per day, then the rate varies

lrcml about 0.3 pm/day with O,15 g water, to greate|' lhan 2() ginday with 0,20 g water, to about 5 pm/day
wilh 0,25 g water or more. We can estirnalc the SA/V rallo using the massof water available, The total
surface area per sample is ab(ml 4 x 10.4 In 2, 11'0,16 g water is in the vapor phase, then only 0,04 g water

1 00 ,.-,-,,rl-r. 1--fT ',7 ",",' f, ',-vrl'r ,"r",T,-r-r'r-l",-,r-'-
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is £tvallable to condense cm 'the glass surface, resulting in an SA/V ratio o1' about 10,()0()/m, Addition oi'
0,5 g t)l' water results In LmSA/V r'atk) of 1200/m, For £tsurface area o1'4 x 10-4 m2, 40 g water must be
added to attain an SA/V ratio of 10/m, whlcti ts the value used in the MCC-I tesi,

Based on (SA/V)*t scaling considerations ibr a constant reaction time, lhc system with a

grealer SA/V ratio wtll react to release less material inlo solution than a system with a smaller SA/V rlllto
]thai Is, the value of (SA/V)*k^*I Iii Eq, III..5 ts gmater], This conclusion iucontrary to the aNwe
fln¢ltngs that (1) the layer depths were similar for ¢xperlmenls between 0,3 avid 1,0 g of added water, and
(21)the greatest extent of reaction occurred wllh only 0,2 g oi' added water, This conclusion assumes that
the mnount o1'condensed water ts proportlolial lo the amount o!' water available In the reaction vessel,

More experiments were perlbrmed to compare the extent of reaction in saturated steam to
that in llqutd water tit a low SA/V ratio, Stll'lqclent wilier was added to produce a saturated steam pimse

and permit atxmt 0,04 g to condense on each of two WVCM 50 glass saml_lcs, These have an estimated
SA/V ratio of 10,000/m, Other experiments were perlbmmd In llqutd water at an SA/V ratio of about

l()/m, Experiments were run for up to 40 days, Scaling corlstderatlons (l?;q, 111-5)predict the amount o1'
material removed from the glass to be 1000 times less tn tlm steam envtmnmcnl, Thus, the deplettorl
depths should be 1000 times less In tlm steam envlmnmenl, This Iu clearly not lhc case, Figure lIl-I 1
shows tlm results of experiments tn steam and tn liquid water using WVCM 50 glass al 20(1°C, For the
first 3 days of reaction time, the layer depth iu hnmeastlrably small tn steambut measurable In liquid

: water, After about 3 days, the layer thickness Increases rapidly tn the exlx_rlments in steam and Is much
tlltcker in the steam experiments than In the liquid experiments. Thus, the reaction in steam ts greatly
accelerated relative to the reaction In liquid water,

Tlm experiments In liquid water show the effect of the term O./K going to 1 as the reaction

rate decreases to near zero and a constant layer thickness is attained, The increase tn the reaction rate lhr
the steam experiments ts due to tlm Rranation oi' stable secondary phases, which maintain low solution
ccmcentratlons of glass species and thus prevent the term Q/K from appnnmlflng a value ell, This is why

tlm layer is Immeasurably thin in steam at short reaction times when tlm term Q/K was near 1 and the
reaction rate was very low, The solution condensed on lhc glass was supersaturated at that point, Al'ter

-,) ¢ ,'i ,aboul 3 days, secondary I hases precipitated and thereby lowered the solution conccr_trattons alld

permitted the reaction to resume at a htgh rate, By matzatainlng low solutton concent|'attons, the

secondary phases kept lhc term Q/K small and the reaction rate high, according to Eq, Iil-3.

_" 3 ()t) , -,-
2

- _5o WVCM 50 /

- _ Hg, 111-11,
• E 200

: = Reaction Depth of WVCM 50 Glass Reacted

" 150 ..- tn Steam (filled circles) or Liquid Water (open

_ circles) at 200 °C vs, Reaction Thne, Linesm 1O0

_ ....¢' indicate approximalc lincarlty over times

: 5o q__. tested,= (,,. ........... cr ;.............. c)0 ...... '-
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'l'he expt._,t'lmt'_tttsitr liquid wat+',rIttwt.',llot procce¢Icd tc)the Ix)tnt where scc,oraiary phi)sos
have l'+_rtnedwithin thc time tested, While titc rcsultlt;g soluth:m,_ratty be+mzpcrstttut'att_dwith regisSeatto
SeVCl'td phases° the nucleation l¢Inetlcmttl)l_ettt'to ¢icltty i.he i+orm£_llot>of stw,ondm'y phases in the liquid

water system, 'l"he prcell:_Ittttlonof those, phttscs tiltmot be prcdlclcd, Oi+ac formed+ the sceondttry l_hascs
arc expected to act:elcratethe retlctlot+ II_llqul(+ wilier to a rttte similar tc+thiit observed In steam, Tht_
si|mo secondary phttscs are expecl.ed lo form It+tt×)tllsy,,+temsbeeat£se, thc' soltltlon chei1+Istrlcs £1retl+e
Silltle,

Ttiesc t'oaettonsin slclun are wry vtlll_liblc to the niodclttlg cl'l'oi't, wlllch rcqutl'os sccorldal'y
phtises to bc Identified, 'rllus, work is tri progros,,itr)tdtmtlfy tl_csecondaryphilses genm'atodtn tlm stctun
rcltctions, The iissoniblagoof scconditry phltsoswhich l'ofln dotcrl'lilnes tl-mequilibrium solutton
chemlslry in whlull the gltlss corttlrlucs io rcttci; that Is, li sets the va!.uc of Q, which theft control,,, the rate,
of glass reaction through E¢t, 1II-3, By accelcr£_itng the formation o1' sccond£1rypisses using very lat'ge

SA/V ratios and elevated tetnpertttt_res, one usa ol_ttdn expet'limental (;onl'lrmatton oi' glass reaction
products, Sucli data would provide valuable suptx)rl to tt!e computer strr_ultttlons used to dcmotaslrate
glass lmrl'ormttttee In possible repository envtron_t.tcttts,

4, Natural Atlltlo_2g
(J, J, Mttzer)

Wc trove described ztdepetadence ol'_bsiditm hydrlttlon on lhc hal,rlnstc water content of lhc
urd_ydratcd obsidian (prcvkms scr|_tt|rmual, Sec, III, A, 4), This depc,ndence is |'elated to the chemical
mechttt_lsm of the hydrati<m process, If molecuht|' water dlt'l'uslon ts the laydrtttlon mecttlmtsnt for
obsldltms, then the, driving l'orcc ['or lhc reaction lmthe cttemlcal potential (tll'fcrctace between water sm'bed

on the surl'ttco, _(s), and the intrinsic water present in the glass,/J(gl), so that

This Ul_proachpredicts tltat a ctmt_ge in the chemical potential of the sot'bed water will al'l'_++ctthe
diffusiotml force and be reflected iii lhc' tnellSUred hydration t'ale uon,+tatats, The chentlcid potential of
water ts not t'ettdtly mcttsured on glass surfaces, bul empirical observations cltn be used to estimate

+- relative Ilumh.ltly el'i'ccls on obstdla_ hydration,

The _(gl) term in Eq, 111-6suggests thai the hydrtttton rate may be+lt direct l'utwtlon of the

intrinsic water content, The questtota ts, l_ow does tnlrinsic water al'l'cut/J(gl)'? '1'otcst whctlaer a
ct)rrolalion exists between t'ty(lrtttion titles and their it_lrinsic water contents, we hydrated a set of obsidians

between 180 mad 13()"C +.lt10()% Rt-I, and ttlen tlulermined the activation energies of hydrattot+, Several
compositional parameters were exatntrted, at+tdtltc strongest correlation that we l'ou++dwits with the
intrinsic witl+|'.rcontent, A lirtetxrrcv.ression l'lt to these data results tri a correlation coefficient of' 0,97.

'l+blscorrelation wits superior to those lbund when this same datti set wits tttattlyze¢lusing thc
compositional depenctertce models of Frietlmala (r = 0,57) 7 ttnd Ericson (t+= (I,51),8

- Others have tlualltatlvely noted a l+)otentlalI'elatlonsl-lil_between it+trlnsic watcr cot+tents and
-- hydrali(>_-_rates for obsidialts, a,9 A correlati(:m between intrinsic water content it_obsidian arid water

-_ contur+t in the associated Itydrallon rims has bee_+rel)ortc¢l for lt narrow t'tm_+,eof obsidian composiliot_s, l(J
II was ttlso relxwtc+.lthat more writer-rich hydrtttion rims were produced 11_obsklitttts with greater
I_ytlrali_m rates (t,e,, thicker l+ydt'atlon rims), Thus, Let's results II)l'+rovidc l'urltwx evtdcnce tltat ;t
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corrclation exists between intrinsic water content and hydration rates. A similar dependence has been

described for the alteration of simple sodium silicate glasses, 11 opal (t',ydratcd amorphous SiO2), _2and a
series of sodium aluminosilicate glasses.IS

Evidence exists that intrinsic water depolymerizes the silica tetrahedra network which makes

up the glass, [brining sites more energetically favorable ibr the inward diffusion of water, as reflected in
differences in the molecular water diffusion coefficients for different obsidians. 14 Based on this

observation and Fig. III-12, we concluded that the increase in hydration rates caused by changes in the
diftklsion coefficient is much greater than the decrease in hydration rates caused by changes in the intrinsic

water chemic;d potential, p(gl).

90 _ . r Fig. 111-12.
I .

._. . _._',t,_ Activation Energy (E_,)vs. Water Content for
_ tso _ a_. Obsidians Experimentally Hydrated at 100%
-' RH. Dashed line is linear regression t'it_,c. ,,

cu"_ "'r described by the equation y = 72.598 -
7o '--*-' 12.622 x, where the correlation coefficient is1

0.98.

60 ........ l,.,, , _, I .... I, s . ! I ....
-2 -1.5 1 -0.5 0 0,5

log H2O{,-

B. Spent Fuel Studies for Yucca Mountain Project
(D. J. Wronkiewicz and E. Veleckis)

Progress made during this period is subdivided into three related activities: (1) Series 5 spent fuel
leach (SFL) tests, (2) water-saturated UO2 matrix dissolution tests, and (3) unsaturated drip tests on

unirradiated UO 2pellets.

1. Series 5 Spent Fuel Leach Tests

A revised Task Plan for the SFL tests was submitted to LLNL. This test is designed to

simulate and monitor the release of radionuclides from spent fuel in the event of possible container breach

and infilling with water, and is a continuation of previous SFL tests (Series 1-4) conducted at Hanford
Engineering and Development Laboratory. Efforts during this reporting period were directed toward
developing procedures lor the separation and measurement of actinide species in solution. Experiments

were initially slated to begin in early FY I990, but have been postponed indefinitely due to a directive
l'rom LLNL.

2. Saturated Tests with Unirradiated UO2
. ,

A revised Task Plan, "Dissolution Characteristics of Mixed UO2 Powders in J- 13 Water

under l.Jnsa_s_ratedConditions," has been completed and returned to LLNL. Single IJO2 crystals have
bccn received from the Materials Characterization Center (MCC). These samples will bc used to
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isotopically investigate the dissolution rate o1'the UO2 matrix under steady-state conditions. These
cxpcrimcnts have "alsobeen postponed indefinitely due to funding restrictions.

3. Unsaturated Drip Tests with Unirradiated UO 2

Two experimental sets of Zircaloy clad-UO 2pellets have been exposed to dripping EJ-13
water for tx_riods o1"11.5yr (stainless steel supporl plait;s) and 4,5 yr (Tcllon 'fMsupport plates). These

experiments are designed to develop procedures lhr similar tests conducted with spent fuel, to identify
secondary alteration phases, and to describe parameters that control the release of uranium from the waste
package assembly. The experiments are conducted at 90°C and at variable SA/V ratios to simulate
probable Yucca Mountain repository conditions.

The results to date indicate that the UO 2matrix readily reacts under liquid water/oxidizing

conditions. Sample degradation during the first year is characterized by a large pulsed release of uranium
(Fig. III -13), and the formation of hydrated uranyl phases across the sample surface. After the first year,
the reactions are characterized by reduced rates of uranium release to solution, the formation of a diverse

population of uraniferous secondary phases across the sample surface, and a depletion of alkali, Nk'aline
earth, and silicon concentrations from the water contacting the samples. The top surfaces of these post-
one-year samples exhibit complex mineral zonations, which apparently developed in response to

differential precipitation rates of the wu'ious phases and restricted liquid flow patterns across the sample
surface.

Our SEM/EDS and XRD investigations of the sample surface indicate the presence of

sc hoepite [U03.21-120 }, dehydrated schoepite Itj O_.0.8 H20], uranophane

[Ca(UO2)2(SiO3)z(OH)2,5H20], compreignacite [K2U6019,] l H20], boltwoodite
IK(H30)UO2(SiO4),nH20], sklodowskite IMg(LJO2)2(SiO3)2(OH)2,5H201, becquerelite
[CaU6OI9, ]0H20 ], and several, as of yet, unidentified U-Si phases,

Detailed SEM ex_tmination of the surface of one smnple, PMP8U-5, indicated that both the
granular UO2+x surface and tabular schoepite-tylx_ crystals show evidence of solution corrosion

_Figs. III-14a and lll-14b, respectively). The exposure of the UO_ surface through an incompletely

11-DiscConfiguration
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(a)

(b)

3

Fig. III-14. Reacted Surface of Sample PMP8U-5 after 3.5 Years of
Reaction. (a) Granular UO2+,,surface showing evidence for

both granular and intergranular corrosion. Bundles and
= stellar masses o[' acicular uranophane are visible across

the top and right halves of the photo, whereas a blocky
schoepite-type grain appears in the upper right comer.
(b) Tabular becquerelite (or schoepite'?) crystal showing
evidence [or extensive etch-pit corrosion, Bundles oi

acicular crystals have becn idcntified as uranophane.
- Both mineral types apparently have coprecipitated on the

= granular UO2+ x surt'ace,
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developed cover of alteration phases suggests that these phases will not act as a protective barrier to UO 2

alteration, even after 3.5 years of exposure. Furthermore, the identification of partially dissolved
schoepite-type crystals indicates that t'_e secondary phases themselves may act as a source for
ratlionuclides under certain conditions.

Determination of the Eh-pH relationships for the U+H20+O 2 system indicated lhat two
potential processes may account tbr the dissolution oi' schoepite in these experiments. Schoepite may
become soluble in solutions, where either the pH or total uranium concentrations (or lx)th) in solution are

decreasing. Solution pH decreases were observed in our PMP8U experiments and were predicted by
EQ 3/6 model ing. 15 These dec reases may result from release s o1'H+du ring bicarbonate complexation o f
uranyl ions trod incorporation of hydroxyl ions into secondary mineral precipitants. Decreased uranium
concentrations in solution may occur when uranyl silicate mirlerals, with lower solubility products than
schoepite-type minerals, precipitate on the mineral surfaces. Modeling codes also predict higher uranium
concentrations o1'solutions in equilibrium with schoepite relative to solutions in contact with uranyl
silicates, such as haiweeite. 15

C. Glass Studies let Defense Programs
(J. K. Bates, B. M. Biwer, W. L, Ebert, T, J. Gerding, and J. E. Young)

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at Westinghouse Savannah River is scheduled to
begin production o1"radioactive glass early ira the 1990s. Prior to startup, the glass producers must

demonstrate that they can produce a product of consistent durability, and DOE must demonstrate that the
: glass will meet pert'ormance criteria after being emplaced in the YMP storage environment. We have

identified several environmental parameters that may affect the perform_mce of emplaced waste glass and
have undertaken several tasks to better characteri_,e the inllucnce of these parameters on glass reaction.
The tasks include the following' (1) a detailed technical review of literalure regarding the parameters that

may affect glass reaction in an unsaturated environment, (2) long-term leach testing of fully radioactive
glasses similar to those to be produced by DWPF, (3) tests with simulated waste glass to determine the

effect of radiation on glass reaction at large SA/V ratios, (4) tests with simulated waste glass to relate high
SA/V experiments to the MCC-1 leach test, and (5) tests with naturally occurring rhyolitic glass lo assist
in understanding the more complicated reactions for waste glass.

_

1. Critical Review

: The predicted repository environment at Yucca Mounlain has been described by the YMP as
hydrologically unsaturated with possible air exchange with the neighboring biosphere. We have
identified several environmental conditions (temperature, glass composition, radiation, SA/V ratio,

relative humidity, and composition of reacted layer) that may alTcct lhc durability of waste emplaced in7.

: such an environment over repository-relevant time periods and have reviewed the existing literature tc)
evaluate the state o1 knowledge regarding the intluence oi these conditions on the glass reaction.

Commonly used experimental methods were also critically analyzed to determine if the data produced
: were useful in characterizing the waste stability in an unsaturated repository.

A dral't version of the "Critical Review of Parameters AITecting Glass Reaction" was issued

for comments. Ongoing tasks will provide additional input lhr the reviews of the effects of SA/V, relative
humidity, vadiation, anti alten_tion layers. Plans are underway to expand the draft reviews of lhc effects of

temperature and glass composition after comments from the sponsor have bccn received.
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2, Long-Term 'l'estin)_ of Fully Radioactive Glass

The objective of this task is to evaluate the performance of fully radioactive glasses* similar
to those that will be produced by the DWPF in meeting the performance objectives for glass storage in a
high-level waste repository located in ali unsaturated horizon. Specifically, long-term data will be

generatecl such that (l) a comparison can be made between the reaction of fully radioactive glass with that
of nonradioactive glass of the same nominal composition; (2) interactions between waste package
components are identilied that must be accounted for in independent reaction path models; and (3) the

long-term behavior of glass is established under anticipated unsaturated storage conditions, such that
validation of glass performance models can be achieved.

The tests will be performed with four different general groups o1'glass compositions:

(1.) 165 sludge-only based glass designated 165/42 (the glass frit is 165 type and the sludge is from tank
42) and a nonradioactive analog; (2) 131-based glass designated 131/11 (the glass frit is 131 type and the
sludge is from tank ll) _mda nonradioactive analog; (3) 2(X)-frit based gl_lss, 200R (the glass frit is 200

type, the sludge is from tanks 8 and 12, and the PHA feed is simulated) and a nonradioactive analog; and
(4) the standard reference glass (ARM-1, or DWPF startup frit are potential extunples), The radioactive

glasses will be obtained from WSRS and analyzed. Simulated glasses will be made, and the tests started.

3. Effect of Radiation at Large SA/V

The purpose of this effort is to determine tile effects of radiation on the leaching and vapor-
phase aging of simulated nuclear waste glass at high SA/V ratios. The high SA/V ratios planned in these
experiments will give a closer simulation of the tmsaturated conditions expected at the Yucca Mountain

site. The groundwater chemistry is expected to be somewhat different from that determined in earlier
studies at lower SA/V ratios because of redtlced buffering capacity combined with buildup of increased

amounts of glass dissolution and leach products in the limited amount of groundwater available.
Determinations to be made include (1) the effect of a- and l/-radiation on the unsaturated waste package

environment, (2) glass reaction and radionuclide release rates as a function of radiation level under
unsaturated co_aclitions,and (3) the effects of radiation on the formation <Jl'secondary phases as the glass-

reacts with boda liquid water and water vatx)r.

Blank experiments are being carried out in the presence of a- and y-radiation (separately) to
dctcnninc their effects on the waste package environment in the absence of glass. In addition, these

cxpcrimcnts will be used to confirm the relevance of the Bums equation 16for calculating nitric-acid
production rates in a- and g-radiation. The _/-radiation runs are carried out in standard Parr pressure
vessels. The o_-radiation runs are carried out in specially designed containers..

- a. A__.!lphaBlank Runs

Blank experiments with or-radiation have been carried out at durations o1 22, 31, and

65 d_lys, with each experiment in duplicate. The source of Ihe c_-radiation in each experiment was _ lk_il

containing 1500/_Ci 241Amcemented onto a 1-1/8 in, (2,9 cm) dia lucite rod, as shown in Fig, 111-15,
__ The rod was then atl.achcd to the tindersidc ol'a wide-mouth Ma_on jar lid with a 3/32-in. (0.2-cre) thick

-_- "Fhe tenn fully radioactive glass is used to designate glasses made containing ;lctual waste taken from
_- the waste stor_tge t_uaksat the Westinghouse Savannah River Site (WSRS). The glass may not conlain

the complete complement of radionuclides anticipated to exist in the lina] l)Wl_t: product, because the
: gl_lss contains only radionuclides contained in the sludge component of lhc waste.

_=

_
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silicone gasket to ensure a gas-tight seal at the attachment to the Mason lid. This assembly was then

placed in a two-quart Mason jar along with 18-mL deionized water (DIW), and sealed in place with the
standard Mason outer ring, The gas-to-liquid volume ratio for this assembly (100 L/L) is the same as that

used in the unsaturated F-irradiation tests using the Parr pressure vessels. This configuration was selected
so tlm! none of lhc a-radiation from the foil impinges on the glass vessel, lid, or the foil support.

Mason Jar

Inner Lid

. ..)i_.___---3 1/4" diam.3/32"
i xx----- S ilicone

Gasket

,_ , Fig. III-15.

-------, Experimental Apparatus Used to Evaluate the

8" _F_W.,-A4 AreaACtlveFoil EnvironmentEffectof Alpha Radiolysis on an Unsalurated.

.__/_... _
1 1/8" diam.t_ ,.J

"_-'_ Lucite Rod

Upon completion of each run, the toil was removed and samples of the water

(originally DIW) were taken for pH, carbon, and anion analyses. The surfaces ot' the foil, foil support,
and walls of thc vessel (Mason jar) were next sprayed with water in order to wash into the bottom any
nitric acid or other materials that had lormed or collected on these surl'aces. Samples of this water were
then taken for pH, anion, and carbon analyses.

The results of these tests are shown in Table I11-1. The analytical results in parts pcr
million (ppm) are reported, as well as the amount (in micromoles) of each species calculated to have bee_l

- formed in the vessel. The values labeled "Bcl'orc Wash" con'espond to the amounts found in the solution
111lhc vessel b_qtom at lesl tcm linalion. The values labeled "Aflcr Wash" include the material washed
Ircml ttic vcssct walls alld lhc loll and conlbi_lcd wilti lhc matcri',d in the vessel bottom.

Significant amounts of nitrate and carbon (both inorganic and organic) were washed

from the surfaces. Only very small amounts of CI-, F, Sffi4, and NO 2 were formed in any of the tests,
either on the surfaces or in the bulk. Considering the amounts of nitrate washed from the surfaces in these

tests, the pl-t of the surface water lilms is likely lower than even the pH of the bulk water. This can have a

significant effect on the aging and leaching properties of any glass exposed to these water films, as in an
unsaturated repository. Small amounts of formic and oxalic acid were found in ali of the tests, as well as

larger amounts of ui,idcntified organic acids. The concentrations of the heavier organic acids could not

=_
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Table IlL 1. Results from Alpha Blank Runs
Test No, -14-Al-10 -14-A2-10 -28-A1-10 -28-A2-10 -56-A1-10 -56-A2-100

Temperature, 'C 25 25 25 25 25 25
Test Length, days 22 22 31 31 66 65
pH

In 5,5 5,5 5,53 5.53 5.53 5,53
Out, before Wash 7.05 6,9 4.94 3,6 3.83 4,18
Out, after Wash 7,25 6.65 5,54 4,13 4,19 4,6

Cone. in pprn
Total Carbon before Wash 11,63 18.53 52,53 51.78 73.72 69,94
Total Carbon after Wash 20,32 25.02 c c 35,42 36,64

Org, Carbon bel'ore Wash 7,61 13.8 43,95 44,46 62,64 55,28
Org, Carbon 'after Wash 13,5 18,65 c c 27,28 27,58
lnorg, C_u'bon beh_re Wash 4,02 4.73 8,58 7,32 11,08 14,66
lnorg, Carbon after Wash 6,82 6.37 c c 8.14 9,06
C! before Wash <0,3 {),5 <0.5 <0.6 <1 <1
C1 _.,fterWash <0,3 2.2 1,1 1,2 <1 < 1

SO4bei'ure W ash <1 < 1 1,3 <0,6 <5 <5
SO4after Wash <1 2,3 2,7 2,8 <5 <5
NO 3before Wash 2.3 9.8 3,8 8.3 13,0 14,0
NO 3after Wash 2.5 8.2 13,1 1,3,8 33,0 38,(}
NO z before Wash <0.4 <0,4 3,7 0,.l < 1 < 1
NO 2after Wash 1,1 0.8 1.8 <0,2 <1 <1
F before Wash <0,3 0.5 <0,6 <0.6 2,3 4.3
F after Wash 0.3 0,4 <0,6 <0.6 1.2 1,8
Oxalate before Wash <1 <1 1.3 0.8 <5 <5
()xalate after Wash <1 <1 1.6 0.9 <5 <5
Formate betbre Wash 2,8 <0.6 3.3 8.1 <2 14.0
Formate after Wash 3.2 <0,6 4.7 3,8 <2 I 1,0

a b b a a a

Conc, in pmol
CI before Wash <0.15 0.3 <0,3 <0.3 <0.5 <0,5
C1 after Wash <0,26 1,5 1,0 1.0 < 1 < 1

SO4before Wash <0,2 <0,2 0,2 <0,1 <0,1 <1
SO4after Wash <0,3 0.6 0.8 0.8 <1.9 <1.8
NO3 tx_Ibre Wash 0,7 2,8 1,1 2,4 a,1 4,0

__ NO 3after Wash 1,2 4,6 5.9 7.9 15.8 16.9
NO 2before Wash <0,16 <0.15 1.4 0,2 <0.4 <0,4
N() 2after Wash 0,6 0.5 1,8 <0,2 <0,8 <0.7
F before Wash <0,3 0,6 <0,6 <0,6 2.1 4,0

" F after Wash 0,5 0,8 <1 <1 3.0 4.7

Ox al atc before W ash <0.2 <0.2 0,3 (},2 <1 < 1
()xalate after Wash <0,4 <0.4 0,6 0.3 <2 <2
Formate bcl'ore Wash 1,1 <0.24 1.3 3 2 <0,8 5,5
Formate after Wash 2.1 <0,4 3.4 4.1 <1.6 9,2
TC before Wash d 17,3 27,8 77,4 76,3 108,6 103.0
TC after Wash d 44.7 63,0 c c 1,t4,2 135.4
TOC before Wash" 11,3 20,7 64,8 65,5 92.2 81,4
TOC after Wash _ 29,6 46,9 c c 116.6 104,3

: TIC before Wash r 6,0 7.1 12.6 10.8 16.3 21.6
-i TIC after Wash r 15.1 16,1 c c 27,6 31.1

: "Also unidentified organic acids.

--- _'Foil dropped to tx_ttom, also urlidentified organic acick,;.
2 ':Analysis not carried out,

dq'C :: total cartx_n,

: "Tf)C = total organic carbon.
I'FIC :: total inorganic carbon,z
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be quantiiied, but they are undoubtedly high, considering the very high levels of organic carbon tound in
all ot' the tests,

The source of the organic carbon may be the lucite rod used as support for the foil.

The geometry of the experimental apparatus was such that the 'alpha particles should not have impinged
any organic material in the vessel, assuming that they were completely blocked by the silver backing of
the foil. However, free radicalsand other active species formed during the irradiation could have attacked
the organic material in the vessels. In the next report period, a new series of tests will be started, in which
the foil support and vessel lid will be made of stainless steel to ensure that no organic mated'al will be in

the vessels initially,

Figure III- 16 is a plot o1"the pH of the water in the bottom ot' the vessel for each test.

Both pH values for the 22-day tests are anomalously high, and no explanation of this is available.
Carbonate and other potentially buffering anions do not show particularly high levels, Cation an',dyses
were not carded out lhr any of these tests. These pH measurements were made prior to washing of the
surfaces of the vessels. As Table llI- 1 shows, most of the nitrate (nitric acid) was located on the surfaces

rather than in the bulk liquid; thus, most of this acid would not be detected in this pH measurement.
Because of dilution by lhc wash water, pH measurements following washing of the surfaces have little
meaning, and in fact, the pH of the solution after the washing was generally higher than belbre washing
(see Table III- 1).

Figure III-17 shows the extent of nitrogen fixation for these tests. The nitrate and
nitrite levels were summed to obtain these values, although, as seen in Table III-l, the nitrite levels

contribute little to the total nitrogen fixation values. Total nitrogen fixation values are shown for "Before

Washing" and "After Washing" of the vessel surfaces. The line in Fig. III-17 shows the predicted rate of
nitrogen fixation, assuming that 40% of the ct-radiation escapes the top surface of the foil, This radiation

is then assumed to be totally absorbed in the gas phase of the vessel, and the yield (G) for nitrogen
fixation is 1.9 molecules/100 eV energy absorbed. This yield value is that reported by Bums et al. 16for
V-radiation in an air-water system. The total inventory of fixed nitrogen in the vessel is very nearly equal
to that predicted using this value of G, with the majority being found on the surfaces of the vessel. The

figure oi 40% of the ct-radiation escaping the lbil to be absorbed in the gas phase is an estimate, based on
experiments by D. T. Reed (CMT Division). Dosimetry experiments are being carried out to confirm this
value. The results of these do:;imetry experiments will be given in the next semiannual report.

b. Gamma Blank Runs

Blank experiments with l_-radiation have been started, but none has been completed.

These experiments have planned durations of 14, 28, 56, and 120 days, dose rates of 0.(X)5 and
0.1 Mrad/h, and a temperature oi' 25 °C. The standard 22 mL Parr pressure vessel is being used, with a
G/I_ ratio of 100 L/L, Results will be given in the next scmiannu',fl.

4. Relationship between High SA/V_._E_xperimentsand MCC-1

a. Introduction

As a part of the program for I)OE-HQ Delense Programs, static leach tests are to be

perlbnned at various SA/V ratios. The purpose o1 this task is to compare the extent and nature of the
reaction as a function of SA/V and the reaction lime. Analyses of both leachatc and solid will be used.

Waste producers are responsible [i_rdemonstrating that the glass to be emplaccd in the high-level waste
repository meets requirements of adequate durability, and that the release of radionuclide inventories is
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within stipulated levels. Because neither a prescribed means of demonstrating glass durability nor lhc
relevant environment in which to demonstrate durability has been specified, waste producers must

=

: anticipate ali of the potential conditions that the glass may experience in the rcpository's 10,000-yr
° service life in considering durability tests.

= In the potential Yucca Mountain site, it is anticipated that the host rock will remain

hydrologically unsaturated tbr the entire service life, and only unsaturated water vapor will contact the

waste package. Sorption of water vapor onto exposed waste glass is expected to be limited to a few
molecular layers, and the SA/V ratio will be very high, on the order of 109 m1 (see Sec. III. A.3, this
report). In the unlikely event that the repository is flooded, the air headspace in the pour canister may

= completely fill with water, and m-iSA/V near 70 m1 may be achieved, The SA/V will be effectively '_
lower if water is able to flow through the canister. The reaction ot' glass when contacted by a thin film oi -

- water or when submerged in a large volume of liquid water must be sull'iciently well understood that the

durability of the glasses, which will be produced prior to lhc licensing oi"the repository, can be reliably
I- demonstrated to meet acceptance criteria to be establishcd l'or disposal in the repository, lt must,
--- therefore, be determined how the SA/V ratio affects the glass reaction to (tetermine ii"ttle glass durability

: measured al a given SA/V ratio is representative of the glass durability over a wide range of SA/V ratios.
=
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q"he MCC-I _;taticleach test is commonly used by glass producers to measure product

consistency and is perlonned at an SA/V ratio of l0 ml, conditions merc dilute than those estimated to
exist in the repository even under flooded conditions, A large _unount oi"data has been generated in
testing of waste glasses under MCC-1 conditions and may be useful in projecting glass durabilities over

repository-relevant times of sevend thousand years. However, the relationship between durability under
tl_edilute conditions of the MCC- 1 test and under the range of conditions possible in the repository must

be demonstrated before the MCC-I test, or any other test, can be used as a measure of long,term glass

durability.
,'

b. Backgroun.d.

The SA/V ratio strongly influences the rate of glass reaction under static conditions.

The rate of glass reaction is modeled analytically as the product of a rate coefficient that is dependent on
the glass composition and an affinity term that reflects the influence of the solution on the reaction rate:

d"U"= V- k _ - (_.zI-17)

where C i is the molar concentration of species i in solution, ki is the rate const_mt tbr the release of species
i, SA is the surface area of the glass, and V is the solution volume. The term in parentheses is the affinity

11-i '

term, where Q is the ion activity product and K is the equdibrium constant" ot' the reacting glass.

(Because glass is metastable, K is not a true equilibrium constant and the affinity is never zero. The glass
is typic'ally modeled as a stable phase and an ad hoc residual rate term is added.)

In Eq, III-7, Q is a function of C i, and k and K are functions of the glass composition
and temperature. Equation III-7 is lhc "master equation" used by computer simulation codes (such as
EQ6 and GLASSOL) to model glass dissolution prior to solution equilibrium.

Use of Eq. 111-7only accounts lhr solution effects and ignores changes in the glass
structure during reaction and the generation of precipitates that may strongly influence the reaction, As

the composition of the outer glass surface changes due to selective reaction (the differences in ki fbr
different species i), lhc rate coefficients may change. As precipitates tbrm, the solubility limits of some
species may change and so may the affinity term, The generation of precipitates in tests performed at
high SA/V ratios has shown the reaction to bc greatly accelerated. The extent of acceleration depends on

the secondary phases l'ormed because the affinity term is established by the solution chemistry, lt is
thcrelore important to characterize the reacted glass and secondary phases, as well as the solution

chemistry, in leach tests to understand the reaction progress and to project the glass reaction to long times.

This task is designed to provide both solids and solution an_dyses of static leach tests.

Tests are perlormed at several SA/V ratios to determine what influence, ii"any, the ratio has on the
reaction. Tests are to be performed al, a wide range of reaction times to characterize the reaction rate

betore and after secondary phases are i'ormed.

c. E__.xpcrimcntal
__=

Two glass compositions have been selected l'or reaction at three SA/V ratios (i 0, 2(X)0,

and 21),()00 m-l), First, a composition similar to SRI_,131 was selected as a reactive glass to demonstrate

=
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the influence of SA/V ratio differences on the reaction within a short-time period, Second, the SRL 202
composition was selected as representative of the glass to be produced at WSRC and is expected to bc
more durable than the tirst glass, The glasses will be doped with technetium and severn actifitdes, mad
the fates of these dopants will be tracked as they enter the solution as dissolved or filterable fractions or

are sorbed onto the stainless steel reaction vessel, The dopant levels are selecled to allow tracking of the
released radionuclides and are not meant to simulate projected levels in actual waste glasses. Repository
reference groundwater from well J-I 3 that has been pre-reacted with pulverized tuff at 900C will be used
as the leachant, and reactions will be perti)rmed at 90*C. Polished glas,; monoliths (600-gilt final polish)

in the shape of disks will be used for reactions tit 10 mt, and powdered glasses will be used at 2000 ml
and 20,000 m-t, The particle size fraction -200 +lO0 will be used, which gives an average surface area of

approximately 2 x 10.2 ma/g. The matrix of tests to be perlbIrned is given in Table 1II-2, Duplicate tests
will bc perforated l'or each entry in the matrix tbr both glass compositions.

Table III-2. Matrix for Tests of Relationship between High
SA/V Experiments and MCC-1_

Reaction Time, clays
Targeted

SA/V*t, days/m l()/m 2000/m 20,000/m

70 7
280 28
910 91

2,380 238
6,000 600 3

14,000 1400 7
28,000 2800 14

_- 60,000 30 3
140,000 70 7
280,000 . 140 14
560,000 280 28

1,120,0(X) 560 56
1,960,000 980 98
3,640,000 1820 182
7,280,000 3640 364

14,560,000 728
TBDb TBDb TBDb TBDb

"Two tests are performed at each SA/V*t for each glass.
_'TBD= dt_rationof tests to be determined.

=

d, Status

- This work will be performed at Quality Assurance Level !. A task plan controlling

this work has been issued. We are awaiting arrival of the base glass for preparation. Reaction vessels

2 have been collected and prepared for use. The leachant will be prepared shortly bcl'orc the tests are
initiated.

_
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D. Detection and Speciation oi'Transuranium Elements via Spectroscopic Methods

(S. Okajima and D, T, Reed)

The hydrolysis o["Pu(VI) in the pH region of 1-7 was investigated utilizing the high-sensitivity

specm_scopic method of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) and UV-visible-lR absorption
spectrometry, Absorption spectra were obtained over a wtde spectral range (300-1300 nra), Changes
noted in the 600-700 nm region of the spectrum were, however, emphasized,

This work is a continuation of past studies in which both laser-induced lluorescence and
LPAS 172° were used to investigate radionuclide speciation in groundwater-relevant systems, Kim and

coworkersZl-zz tirst applied LPAS to the study of radionuclide speciation in groundwater systems. In our
work, we have (1) improved the sensitivity o["the LPAS system to 3 x I0 7 absorption units in the blue-
green region oi"the spectrum and (2) modified the LPAS cell assembly to obtain LPAS spectra at variable
temperature,

1, Background

There has been recent interest in the enviromnental chemistry oi' plutonium species because

o1"their importance in waste management-related concerns. The role of Pu(VI) in the migration of
plutonium in natural systems is, however, uncertain. Its high solubility in natural systems relative to
Pu(IV), combined with the high mobility of U(VI) in natural systems, suggests that greater importance

may need to be placed on its role. The chemistry of Pu(VI) is expected to be most important to modeling
the release o1'plutonium at its source, and in environments such as near-surl)ce groundwaters, where
oxidizing conditions may exist.

The hydrolysis of plutonium species is of importance to natural systems since many oi" these
have a pl{ that is near-neutral or mildly alkaline, Hydrolysis data ['or plutonium species were reported
elsewhere 2326and were reviewed by Baes and Messmer 27. Of importance to this work, the plutonyl ion

may dimerize al relalively low concentrations, An unqualilied determination, ibr this reason, of the 1:1
hydrolysis const_mt has not been made. This competition between hydrolysis of the monospecies and the

formation oi' polynuclear species was also evident in the work reported herein.

2. Results

The change in the absorption spectrum of PuO2+ as a function of ptt was characterized
between pH = I and pH = 7. Absoq)tion bands correslxmding to four dil'ferent species were identil]ed.
The absorption spectra obtained as a function of pl.! are shown in Fig, III-18, In this ligure, rapid changes

in Pu(VI) speciation arc evidenced by the appearance and disappearance o1"absorption bands. Preliminary
speciation assignments are listed in Table lli-3,

The I..PAS spectra obtained [br a given spectral region were identical in shape to the optical
absorption spectra obtained in that slune region. The power dependence of the LPAS signal is shown in

Fig, II1-19 for both the aquo (622-nm band) and second hydrolysis product (638-nm band). These are
both linear, indicating thai species concentration is directly proportional to the intensity of the
photoacoustic signal,

The LPAS spectra, which were obtained at concentrations 100 times lower than those o1'the

optical absorption speclra, at pH = 4.6, 4.9, and 5,1 are shown in Fig. III-20, The LPAS Sl.mctradid not
exhibit the same dependency on the pi-l, indicating that polynuclear species were being generated. This is
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Table III-3. Assignments of Pu(VI) Absorption Bands and Probable Speciation

Spectr_ Region, nm

Species 600-750 nm 800-900 nm >900 nm

Aquo ion 622 833 952,982

1:1 Complex(?) 632, 665 846 840-1(K)0"

Polymeric 638,685 852 996

Utflmown 655, 715 870 1020

_

aBroad multiple-band absorption.

z.
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clearly seen in the cornparison of the optical absorption _mdLPAS spectrum at pH = 5.6, shown in
Fig. lli-21. The absorption band observed at 638 nm was associated with the polynuclear species based
on the observation that (1) its relative abundance depends on total plutonium concentration and (2) the

equilibration associated with its dissociation is slow.

The LPAS spectra obtained, because the plutonium concentration was lower than that for the
optical spectra, were used to estimate the first hydrolysis constant (¢11_).This estimate was based on the
change in the absorption o1"the aquo band ;ts a function of pH. A plot of [H+] against [PuO2z+]/{[PuO2+lo

- IPuO_+l} was linear, corresponding to a log/311 value of-5.2 ± 0.2. This value is higher than the more
generally accepted value of log ,811= -5.97 ± .05 published by Cassol et al.,24and indicates that the
hydrolysis of Pu(VI) is m,_re extensive. We believe that our value, however, is more accurate because it
was obtained more directly.

E. Radiation Effects Support Studies for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(D. T. Reed and T. J. Gerding)

An effort was initiated to determine the effect of ionizing radiation on gas generation in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site. This determination has been identified as important in the performance

assessment tbr WIPP. The specific near-term objective of this etTort is to irradiate selected materials with

alpha panicles in environments identified as relevant lo the anticipated environment i_Jthe WIPP.
Bioassays will then be perlbrmed on the irradiated material generated by Dr. Grbic-Galic at Stanford
University. This will determine the extent that alpha irradiation converts non-biodegradable material,

present in the transuranic waste to be emplaced in the WIPP, to biodegradable material. This work is
being coordinated at AN[, through Sandia Nation_ Laboratories (SNL).

The three most important lactor': that affect the composition and total pressure of the gas phase

present in the anticipated environment of the WIPP site are (1) anoxic corrosion, (2) microbial
degradation of organic material, and (3) radiolysis. Of these the most intportant are anoxic corrosion and

microt al degradation. With respect to gas generation, the primary effect oi' radiolysis, during the
unsaturated phase of repository history, is to alter the gas phase rather than contribute to the expected

pressure buildup.

=
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1. Background

Primarily three processes occ,ur as the result o1"the interaction ot' ionizing radiation with
polymeric materials: (1)main chain scission, which lowers the average molecular weight oi"tile polymer,
(2) cross-linking and network Iormalion, which result in the t'onnation oi' carbon-ctirbon bonds, _md

(3) changes in the elemental composition o1'the polymer owing to either increased unsaturation,
accompanied by gas evolution, or the incorporation oi"elements present in the irradi_Jtion environment

into the polymer matrix,

Main chain scission (fragmentation), by lowering the average molecular weight o1' the
polymer, can have significtmt efl'eck_;on the physical properties of the polymer, even at absorbed doses as
low as 1 Mrad. This process involves the breaking of carbon-carbon bonds, resulting in increased

unsaturation or the addition/incorporation of non-polymeric species. This effect was identified as an
important factor to bioassay since lower molecular weight organics are more "digestible."

Cross-linking, i.e., the tbrmation of carbon-carbon bonds between adjacent polymer
molecules, is an important radiation-induced phenumenon in the irradiation processing of plastic
materials. This carbon-carbon bonding results in the evolution o1"gas molecules, Relatively high

absorbed doses are needed at room temperature belore macroscopic effects, due to cross-linking, are noted
(> 1000 Mrad is not unusual), although detectable changes in the physical propetlies o1"the plastic can be
observed after a few Mrad. This irradiation effect is temperature dependent and accelerates rapidly above
the melt temperature ot' the plastic (typically 8% 120°C for WIPP-relevant plastic).

The means by which species present in the environment become incorporated into the plastic
is not fully understood, tlnsaturalion in the plastic materittl appears, however, to be an important step in
this process. This occurs by the elimination of hydrogen or hydrogen halides (analogous to cross-linking)

with a yield that is typically comparable to that of the cross-linking process. Unsaturation promotes the
incorporation of species such as oxygen and sulfur by providing sites for relatively long-.lived but reactive
free radicals. These sites can react with species diffusing into the plastic, resulting in their incorporation_..

into the polymer matrix,

Studies on the irradiation degradation o1'polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride tmve been

reported in the literature. 2u31 The irradiation degradation/alteration ot' polyethylene has been the most
extensively investigated o1 ali plastic materials, Tlm principal g, ',ous degradation product o1"
polyethylene is hydrogen (typically >95%) with a small amount o1"_"1-C3 alkanes present. Hydrogen

yields reported vary from G(H 21= 3.5 l(15.{')molecules/l()0 eV absorbed dose. Cross-linking yields are in
the range o1 G(cross-.linking) = 1-4 molecules/l(X) eV, and unsaturation yields are in the range of
G(unsaturation) = 1-2 molecules/100 eV.

These yields are alTected by the irradiation environment and the process used to make the
plastic ( e.g., elemental composition, plasticizer present). Irradiation of polyethylene, with no plasticizer,

in an evacuated system gave reproducible results. Hydrogen evolution [G(H2) - 3 molecules/100 eVil
accompanied by weight loss was the primary radiolytic effect. In the presence of oxygen, however,
oxygen diffused into the polymer matrix and reacted wilh the radiolytically produced active sites within

the polymer. Dole 32and Charlesby :_3reported o×ygen uptake, G(-O 2) --,10 molecules/100 eV, resulting in
weight gain and t'ormation of carbonyl groups on the polymer. Similar results were observed when
irradiation was performed in a carbon dioxide atmosphere. _4

Less work has been done to investigate the irradiation degradation of polyvinyl chloride. 29,3°

The gas evolved is almost exclusiw',ly hydrogen chloride, Yields are vely sensitive to the polymer bond
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(i.e,, plasticizer present, chloride substitution) and range from G(HCI) = 0.25 to as high as 13 molecules
per 100 eV. On extensive irradiation the polymer becomes very hard and brittle, Environmental effects,

primarily the presence of oxygen, were also noted. The dominant process in vacuum irradiation of
polyvinyl chloride was cross-linking, resulting in very strong discoloration, In the presence of oxygen,
however, this process was suppressed in favor of fragmentation (main-chain scission), resulting in

signil)cantly less discoloration. No irradiations in carbon dioxide atmosphere were reported but this will
presumably have similar effects.

2, Experimental

Experiments were initiated to determine the effect oi' alpha radiolysis on WIPP-sPecific
plastic material. The objective of these three-month experiments is to evaluate our experimental

methodology/approach and provide initial input on the degree of biodegradability being obtained, These
results will form the basis of the long-term experiments planned Ibr the second phase of the experimental
work.

The tests being performed entail irradiation of polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride in three
environments (two gases, one liquid) identified by theWIPP Project. The gas environments are

(1) 90%N 2 and 10% CO2 at 70% RH and (2) 1.25% 02, 2.5% H2, 6.25% CO2, and 90% N2 tit 70% RH.
For the third environment, sample coupons are immersed in Salado brine, "rests in the gas phases are
done with seven plastic coupons: four irradiated at different dose rates (these have a 3-mm gap between
the coupon and the alpha source), one that is unirradiated, one that is in direct contact with the alpha

source, and one that has a 30-mm gap. Leaving a gap is the most WIPP-relevant condition, and il allows
for radiolytic products generated in the gas or aqueous phase to interact with the surface of the plastic
material. The unirradiated coupon serves as a "blank" that will provide information on the effect of the

environment, without direct exposure to alpha radiation, on the degradation of the plastic material. The

coupon in contact with the plastic material will provide inl'ormation on the irradiation degradation of the
plastic with minimal interaction from the environment. Species from the environment that dill'use into the

• plastic material will, however, potentially contribute to the degradation process. The coupon with a

30-mm gap corresponds to a gas-radiolysis affected area with little or no direct interaction of the plastic
with alpha particles. The tested materials are sent to Stanford University, where bioassays will be
performed by Dr. Grbic-Galtc.

3, Initial Results

- a. Irradiation of Plastics in the N2/CO2/H2/O 2 Atmosphere

Two parallel sets of experiments were perlormed in the N2/CO2/H2/O 2gas pha,;e
recommendcd by SNL/WIPP: one using polyethylene (PE) and one using polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

provided to ANL from Rocky Flats. To establish the relative humidity, 50 mL of WIPP brine was added
to lhc floor oi' the irradiation box. The temperature was allowed to float with room temperature and was

: tracked by recording the temperature of a thermometer placed in the irradiation box and an N1ST-

traceable thermometer placed outside of the irradiation box in close proximity to the experiments. The
temperature of the experiments ranged between 17 and 27°C due to variability in the laboratory

temperature.

The observed change in the appearance, degree of radioactive contamination, and

weight change (where t×_ssiblc to determine) arc summarized in Table 111-4. These experiments were run
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for 91 days with the polyvinyl chloride coupons and 93 days with the lx_lyethytene. The irradiation
source was Po-210 loils, ranging in activity from 9 to 36 rnCi.

]'able 111-4. Smmnary oi"Results ft)r the Plastics Irradiated in the NJCOJHJO 2Environment '_

Task Plan Nominal Gap Weight, g Contamination,
Designation Activity, mCi Spacing, mm Before After dpm/61 cm _ Coloration

PE.,8 36 3 1,0154 ND t' 24,00() Light yellow imprint
PE-9 27 3 1,3558 ND b 42,(R.R') Original white
PE-10 18 3 1.137(,) ND b 36,(X)0 Original white
PE-I 1 9 3 1,514 ND b 20,(D0 Original white
PE-12 36 None 1,0545 ND t' 2,000 Original white
PE-13 Blank 1.3513 1,3453 None Original white
PE-14 36 30 1/1366 1,1408 None Original white

PVC-8 36 3 3,5060 3,4930 None Yellow imprint
PVC-9 27 3 3,4646 3,4510 None Yellow imprint
PVC. 10 18 3 3.5075 3.4959 None Yellow imprint
PVC-11 9 3 3.5220 3,5033 None Yellow imprint
PVC-12 36 None , 3,4198 ND ND _ NA

PVC-13 Blank 3,5437 3.5276 None Original
PVC-14 36 30 3,5527 3,5528 None Light yellow over

entire plastic

aND = not detennined, NA = not at_licable,

_l'oo active to weigh reliably,
_Foil adhered to plastic. Could not separate.

As evident in Table III-4, no significant cross-contamination in the PVC experiments

was observed for all but the close-contact s_unple. In this sample, the PVC bonded to the gold plating of
the alpha loll and will not Ix; usable, in contrast to this, all the 3-mm gap samples in the PE experiments

showed significant cross-contamination. The reason for rP,is finding is not clear but is likely an
electrostatic effect. In the direct-contact plastic/tbil assembly, no significant cross-contamination was
noted.

Although care needs to be taken in handling some of the irradiated plastic materials,
. the extent of contamination noted was well below the limits quoted to us by Stanford Llniversity and,

more importantly, should not have an effect ota the survivability of the microbes used in the bioassays.
These plastics are being stored over dry ice in polyethylene bags, as recommended by Stanford, and will

be shipped there as soon as ali the experiments are completed.

b. lrradialion of Plastics in Inundated Brine Purged with N2/CO 2 Gas Mixture

Tests of plastics in brine were pertormed in the same irradiation box tbr 94 days.

These plastics were submerged in WIPP brine that had been purged with a N2/CO2gas mixture. Some
oxygen was always detected in the gas-phase analysis, irapart, due to its production in the brine because
of lhc radiation present _md, in part, due to its solubility in the WIPP brine since it was not possible to

rigorously degas the solution.
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Each run consisted of six assemblies: lbur with no gap between the Po-210 lbil and the

plastic; one foil/plastic assembly with a 3-mm gap; and one plastic sample with no associated foil (blank).
The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 111-5.

Table Ili-5. Summary of Results ft)r tile Brine Inundated Experiments

Task Plan Nominal Gap Weight, g Contaunination,
Designation Activity, mCi Spacing, mm Before After" dpm/61 cm 2 Coloration

PE-15 6 No gap 1,2328 ND 2(.X},000 None, lictually clearer
PE- 16 4.5 No gap 1.2607 ND 200,900 None, actually clearer
PE-17 3 No gap 1,0331 ND 30,0_)() None, actually clearer
PE-18 1.5 No gap 1,1567 ND 60,00() None, actually clearer
PE- 19 6 3 1,0212 1,02()6 20,000 Little to none
PE.20 Blank 1.1657 1,1556 16,000 None

PVC-15 6 No gap 3.4582 ND , >l,0()0,0(}0 Rust color, yellow
PVC-I 6 4.5 No gap 3.4885 ND 4(X),000 Rust color, yellow
PVC-17 3 No gap 3.471.7 ND 400,000 Light yellow
PVC-18 1.5 No gglp 3,5482 3,5286 20,(X)(} Light yellow
PVC-19 6 3 3,4959 ND I(X),(KI0 t, ittle to none
PVC-19 Blank 3.,4198 3,4134 16,000 None

'N I.) = not determined. Plastic was too active to weigh relit_bly.

Significant contamination of the plastics occurred in the brine system, as we expected.

Even though the contamination levels observed _re significantly higher than those in the gas-phase
experiments, they still remain below the limits set by Stanlord University (with the exception of sample
PVC-I 5). These plastics are also being stored over dry ice until shipment to Stanford.

There was a significant difference in the appearance and behavior of the two plastic
materials investigated. The effect of irradiating the polyethylene was to change the appearance of the

plastic from white to an increasingly clearer color, which was correlated with the activity of the loll.
These plastics all separated from lhc foil cleanly, with no bonding evident. The polyvinyl chloride

samples, iracontrast, reacted with the gold coating on the foil to form a rust-colored product that was
embedded in the plastic material (the toils appeared to be clean when we were able to separate them out).
A yellow coloration, as seen in the gas phase experiments, was 'also observed throughout the irradiation
zone. In case of sample PVC-I 5 (6 mCi), the bonding noted accounts for the very high activity on the

plastic in that some of the alpha toil was actually transferred to the plastic. The utility ot the high activity
samples, t'or this reason, in the bioassay studies is questionable.
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